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SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

ALTERNATIVE ACTION I
37th TFW/49th TFW I. The 37th Tactical Fighter Wing will be relocated from Tonopah Test

Range and relocated to Holloman Air Force Base beginning In Fiscal I
Year 92/3.

2. The 49th Tactical Fighter Wing will be inactivated at Holloman Air
Force Base beginning In Fiscal Year 91/4.

HOLLOMAN 1. The 37th Tactical Fighter Wing will be withdrawn from Tonopah Test
Range, and relocated to Holloman Air Force Base beginning in Fiscal
Year 92/3.

2. The 49th Tactical Fighter Wing will be inactivated at Holloman Air l
Force Base beginning Fiscal Year 91/4.

3. The German Air Force will be withdrawn from George Air Force Base, 3
and relocated to Holloman Air Force Base beginning in Fiscal Year
92/3.

4. A notional Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron will be relocated to I
Holloman Air Force Base as early as Fiscal Year 91/4.

5. A notional Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses squadron and F-4E/G 3
trainers will be relocated to Holloman Air Force Base as early as Fiscal
Year 92/3.

HOLLOMAN-NELLIJS 1. The 37th Tactical Fighter Wing will be relocated from Tonopah Test
Range, and relocated to Nellis Air Force Base beginning in Fiscal Year
92/3.

2. The 49th Tactical Fighter Wing will be inactivated at Holloman
Air Force Base beginning in Fiscal Year 91/4.

3. The German Air Force will be withdrawn from George Air Force Base,
and relocated to Holloman Air Force Base beginning in Fiscal Year
92/3.

4. A notional Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron will be relocated to
Holloman Air Force Base as early as Fiscal Year 91/4. I

5. A notional Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses squadron and F-4E/G
trainers will be relocated to Holloman Air Force Base as early as Fiscal
Year 92/3.

PREFERRED ACTION 1. The 37th Tactical Fighter Wing will be withdrawn from Tonopah Test
Range, and relocated to Holloman Air Force Base beginning In Fiscal I
Year 92/3.

2. The 49th Tactical Fighter Wing will be Inactivated at Holloman Air
Force Base beginning Fiscal Year 91/4. I
3. The German Air Force will be withdrawn from George Air Force Base,
and relocated to Holloman Air Force Base beginning In Fiscal Year I
92/3.
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Final Environmental Impact Statement
Proposed Relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing

and Other Tactical Force Structure Actions

Responsible Agency: United States Air Force

Action: In response to changing world threats and Congressionally mandated Department of Defense
(DoD) budget reductions, DoD's Defense Management Review (DMR) Program necessitated
extensive force structure reductions and realignments to Improve overall operating efficiency.
Under this initiative Tactical Air Command (TAC) realized relocating the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing
(TFW) from Tonopah Test Range (TTR) Nevada, to an existing Air Force base with an
infrastructure and supply network already intact, would save an estimated $70 million ($FY 1990)
per year. The 37th TFW and Detachment 1, 57th Fighter Weapons Wing (FWW) possess 46
primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) F-i 17A and 8 PAA AT-38B aircraft. The inactivation of the
49th TFW would retire 72 PAA F-15A/B aircraft for additional saving. Due to the closure of
George Air Force Base (AFB), the German Air Force (GAF) with their 18 PAA F-4E aircraft must
relocate and Holloman AFB is being evaluated. This Environmental Impact Statement assesses
three separate alternatives at TTR, Holloman AFB, New Mexico, and Nellis AFB, Nevada plus a
no action alternative.

Contact for Further Information: Captain David Clark
HO TAC/DEVE
Langley AFB, VA 23665-5542
Telephone: (804) 764-7844

Designation: Final Environmental Impact Statement

Abstract: The United States Air Force proposes to relocate the 37th TFW from TTR, Nevada, to Holloman
AFB, New Mexico, and other force structure actions at Holloman AFB, New Mexico. The Final
EIS assesses the potential environmental impacts of four alternatives affecting TTR, Holloman
AFB, Nellis AFB, and affected communities in New Mexico and Nevada. The preferred action
would relocate the 37th TFW and the GAF to Holloman AFB while inactivating the 49th TFW at
Holloman AFB. This is a subset of the Holloman alternative In the Final EIS. This action will

result in significant adverse socioeconomic impacts that result in moderate land-use impacts in
the vicinity of Tonopah. The 37th TFW's F-i 17A nighttime aircraft operations are not expected
to significantly impact people or biota due to the altitudes flown. Although the Holloman
alternative introduces GAF aircraft noise on modified Military Training Routes in southeastern New
Mexico and western Texas, the preferred action in not expected to have significant adverse
impacts. All remaining impacts to Holloman AFB are negligible or beneficial. Impacts to
resources in the vicinity of Nellis AFB are insignificant.

jThe United States Air Force is scheduled to sign the Record of Decision on June 17, 1991.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is prepared in accordance with Air
Force regulations, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the President's
Council on Environmental Quality (CEO) guidelines to assess the impacts of the proposed
relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) and F-4 units in conjunction with the
inactivation of the 49th TFW. This analysis addresses the specific impacts to Tonopah
Test Range (TTR), Holloman Air Force Base (AFB), Nellis AFB, and their environs.

This EIS is projected to be completed in spring 1991, and will conclude with a
Record of Decision (ROD). The ROD will include decisions regarding the impacts of (1)
relocating 45 primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) F-i 17A and 8 PAA AT-38B aircraft of
the 37th TFW and 1 PAA F-117A of the Detachment 1, 57th Fighter Weapons Wing, (2)
removing of the 72 PAA F-15A/B aircraft associated with the 49th TFW, and (3a) 18 PAA
F-4E German Air Force (GAF) aircraft, (3b) 18 PAA RF-4C tactical reconnaissance
squadron (TRS) aircraft, (3c) relocating of 36 PAA F-4E/G suppression of enemy air
defense (SEAD) aircraft.

Changing world threats and Congressionally mandated Department of Defense
(DoD) budget reductions have necessitated proposals for extensive force structure
reductions and realignments. In response, DoD has initiated efforts under its Defense
Management Review (DMR) Program to improve overall operating efficiency. Under this
initiative, Tactical Air Command (TAC) analyzed its organizational functions and
responsibilities to streamline and reduce operational costs. Cost savings associated with
the relocation of the 37th TFW are estimated to be about $70 million ($FY 1990) per year.
Review of these options indicated that their impacts could be evaluated in terms of 4
alternatives. These are designated as follows:

1. The 37th TFW, 49th TFW Alternative

2. The Holloman Alternative

3. The Holloman-Nellis Alternative

4. No Action Alternative

Figure 1.3-1 shows the affected facilities encompassed by these alternatives. Table
ES-1 briefly characterizes each alternative.

TAC has determined that the preferred action is actually a subset of the Holloman
alternative. The preferred action includes relocation of the 37th TFW and German Air
Force (GAF) unit to Holloman AFB and inactivation of the 49th TFW. Table ES-1 also
briefly characterizes the preferred action.

The 37th/49th TFW alternative would have slightly beneficial impacts to the

biophysical environment in the vicinity of TTR. Significant socioeconomic impacts are
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Table ES-1 Summary of Projected Actions I

Construction Manpower Contractor Acres i
Aircraft ($000) Authorizations Employees Disturbed

on off
base base

371h TFW/49th TFW Alternative

Tonopah Test -46 F-1 17A -1,130
Range -8 AT-38B

Holloman AFB +46 F-117A 86,000 -185/-489 0/-528 58 2
+ 8 AT-38B
-72 F-15

Neflis AFB -2,696 3
Holloman Afternative

Tonopah Test -46 F-117A -1,130
Range -8 AT-38B

Holloman AFB +46 F-117A 106,000 +2,316/2,012 0/-528 70 7
+ 8 AT-38B
+72 F-4
-72 F-15

Nellis AFB -2,696 I

Holloman-Nellis Alternative 3
Tonopah Test -46 F-117A -1,130
Range -8 AT-38B

Holloman AFB + 72 F-4 20,000 +269/-35 0/-528 10 7
-72 F-15

Nellis AFB + 46 F-117A 159,000 -649 130

+8 AT-38B I
Preferred Actio

Tonopah Test -46 F-117A -1.130
Range -8 AT-38B

Holloman AFB + 46 F-117A 87,500 -57/-361 + 278/-250 62 2
+ 8 AT-38B
+ 18 F-4-72 F-15

Nellis AFB -2,696

Due to alternative / cumulative, including Reduction of the 479th 11W 3
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predicted for the town of Tonopah, Nevada, arising primarily from a reduction in
employment opportunities at TTR. Under worst-case conditions, direct and indirect
impacts can amount to a 20 percent reduction in employment in Tonopah and may result
in an out-migration of as much as 38 percent of the total population. Major impacts to
local schools and the local housing market would result. In addition, this alternative would
result in a loss of revenue and expenditures in Tonopah associated with decreased tax
revenue and state and federal subvention. Individual tax burdens are projected to
increase due to out-migration. Personnel reductions at Nellis AFB associated with this
alternative would have negligible effect on the impact on biophysical and socioeconomic
environments because of the size of the Las Vegas community and its rapid growth in
recent years. The 37th/49th TFW alternative is not expected to have significant impact
on biophysical, cultural, or socioeconomic resources in the vicinity of Holloman AFB or
on the ranges and land underlying special use airspace affected by this alternative. A
significant beneficial impact is expected from the reduction of the amount of land
contained within the 65 decibel (dB) contour in the approach area near Holloman AFB.

Under the Holloman alternative impacts associated with TTR and Nellis AFB would
be the same as those experienced with the 37th/49th TFW alternative. This alternative
would have no significant impact on air quality, biota, and water resources in the vicinity
of Holloman AFB and special use airspace. Noise analysis indicates a decrease in the
area encompassed by the 65 dB contour at Holloman AFB as a result of this alternative,
and no adverse noise-related impacts at the base are projected. In general, there would
be no substantial increase in the noise exposure to communities. As a result of this
alternative, there would be an increase in nighttime (2200 local time to 0700 hours) sorties
due to the introduction of the F-i 17A operations. (No nighttime sorties are projected for
the F-4 aircraft.) Increased nighttime use of affected ranges are projected to have 8 to
10 dB noise increases. The new segment of a modified Instrument Route to support F-4
operations would result in overflight of a wilderness study area. Noise impacts are
expected to be reduced by operational requirements to fly 9,800 feet mean sea level in
the area. Increased activity in special use airspace and Military Training Routes would
result in minor noise-related impacts to the community of Willard and sensitive wilderness
locations. The Holloman alternative would result in an increase in aircraft operations at
Holloman AFB but no significant impacts are predicted for special use airspace. The
alternative is projected to result in an 11 percent cumulative population increase in the
Alamogordo area following the reduction in force of the 479th TTW. Neither the housing
market nor community services are expected to be adversely affected in the long term.
Impacts to archaeological resources on the Red Rio and McGregor bombing ranges are
possible but not likely, due to operational procedures. Other ranges are not expected to
experience significant impacts to these resources, either because of negligible changes
in air-to-ground mission activity or because of the absence of significant resources in the
area.

Under the Holloman-Nellis AFB alternative, biophysical, socioeconomic impacts at
Tonopah would be similar to those incurred under the 37th/49th TFW alternative.
Impacts to the biophysical environment are not expected at Tonopah. Population and
additional noise impacts at Nellis are projected to be small. No significant biophysical,
noise, and socioeconomic impacts are predicted at Holloman AFB and in the associated
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special use airspace. Due to the additional construction requirements associated with the I
37th TFW at Nellis, a one year's delay in moving the wing to Nellis AFB would result with
an associated one year delay in operational savings. I

Under the no-action alternative, the 37th TFW would continue to operate from TTR,
and personnel would continue to commute from Nellis AFB on a weekly temporary duty
basis. Since there would be no change in activities, no changes to the biophysical and
socioeconomic environments are predicted and projected cost savings would be
foregone. The 49th TFW would continue to operate from Holloman and associated cost
savings would be forgone. The GAF and notional F-4 aircraft would not be consolidated
at Holloman, resulting in reduced training and response capabilities and forgone
efficiencies. 3

Based on review of the 37th/49th TFW and the Holloman alternatives, the preferred
action is not expected to have significant adverse biophysical or socioeconomic impacts. I
Noise impacts in and around Holloman AFB and special use airspace are not expected
to increase over baseline conditions. MTR noise is also not expected to increase over
baseline conditions except on modified IR-134. IR-134 would experience new low level I
noise due to approximately 500 annual sorties.

I

I
I
I
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Changing world threats and Congressionally mandated Department of Defense
(DoD) budget reductions have necessitated extensive force structure reductions and
realignments. In response, DoD has initiated efforts under its Defense Management
Review (DMR) Program to improve overall operating efficiency. Under this initiative,
Tactical Air Command (TAC) analyzed its organizational functions and responsibilities to
streamline and reduce operational costs. This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
addresses one set of actions proposed by TAC to meet DMR goals. The proposed
actions are described in this section and aggregated into EIS alternatives in Section 1.3.
The proposed actions are:

Relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW). This is planned for as early
as Fiscal Year 1992 (FY 92), and includes relocation of Detachment (Det) 1, 57th Fighter
Weapons Wing (FWW). The mission of the 37th TFW is to develop and maintain the
capability to deploy and employ F-117As worldwide to conduct low-visibility night
operations in a high-threat environment. The mission of Det 1, 57th FWW is to conduct
follow-on tests and evaluations of the F-117A aircraft. The relocation of the 37th TFW
would result in the transfer of 45 primary aircraft authorizations (PAA) F-1 17A and 8 PAA
AT-38B aircraft possessed by the 37th TFW, and 1 PAA F-i 17A possessed by Det 1, 57th
FWW, causing a loss of 2,696 manpower authorizations at Nellis Air Force Base (AFB)
supporting Tonopah Test Range (TTR). NOTE: THROUGHOUT THE REMAINDER OF
THIS DOCUMENT, ALL REFERENCES TO RELOCATION OF THE 37th TFW WILL IMPLY
THE RELOCATION OF DET 1, 57th FWW.

Inactivation of the 49th TFW. This is planned for the fourth quarter of FY 91
(91/4) to FY 92/3. The mission of the 49th TFW is all-weather air superiority. The wing
possesses 72 PAA aircraft, and is composed of three combat coded squadrons, each
with 24 PAA F-15A/B aircraft. Inactivation of the 49th TFW would result in a loss of 2,232
manpower authorizations at Holloman AFB.

Relocation of the German Air Force (GAF) F-4 training program. This is
planned for FY 92/3. The mission of the program is to provide GAF F-4 training in
support of the Foreign Military Sales program. The proposed relocation would involve 18
PAA F-4E aircraft, and approximately 509 manpower authorizations.

Relocation of a notional Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron (TRS). For the
purposes of this EIS, the term notional indicates that the Air Force, at present, has not
identified a specific squadron or losing location. The Air Force is evaluating the feasibility
of bedding down these types of aircraft at Holloman AFB to assist in future force structure
decisions. This EIS uses a date as early as FY 91/4 for analysis of this action. The
mission of this unit would be to provide tactical reconnaissance to battlefield
commanders. A typical squadron consists of 18 PAA RF-4C aircraft, and 765 manpower
authc -izations.
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Relocation of a notional F-4G Suppression of Enemy Air Defense (SEAD)

Squadron. This EIS uses a date as early as FY 92/3 for analysis of this action. The
mission of this squadron would be to provide suppression of enemy air defenses. This
proposed action would beddown F-4G aircraft with a limited ability to meet training
requirements. A typical squadron consists of 24 PAA F-4G combat coded aircraft, 6 PAA I
F-4G training coded aircraft, 6 PAA F-4E training coded aircraft and 826 manpower
authorizations.

1.2 PURPOSE AND NEED

Following cost and operational analyses, TAC concluded that improved cost I
efficiency could be achieved by relocating the 37th TFW from TTR, near Tonopah, Nevada
to Holloman AFB near Alamogordo, New Mexico. Central to this conclusion are the facts 3
that the existence of the F-i 17A has been publicly announced, security requirements have
been reduced, TTR is a remote desert facility, and operations out of TTR require
considerable logistics support via commercial air and trucking. All military personnel are 3
permanently assigned to Nellis AFB, Nevada, and are transported once each week by air
to and from TTR. The conclusion of the DMR was that relocation of the 37th TFW can
realize approximately $70 million ($FY 1990) per year in savings for DoD by reducing the
logistics support necessary for functioning at TTR (GAO 1991). The proposed relocation
is not to satisfy a change in mission requirements for the 37th TFW; rather, the relocation
is a cost-reduction measure made possible by a change in security requirements for the i
wing.

Accelerated reduction of older, less cost-effective systems provides a portion of the
necessary budget reductions while minimizing impact on force capabilities. Inactivation
of the 49th TFW reduces the number of older F 15A/B model aircraft from the active
component inventory. This action will decrease operating costs for TAC.

The GAF has a continuing need to train F-4 aircrews to fulfill their North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) commitment and national defense needs. The United States I
Air Force (USAF) is committed to supporting the GAF training requirement at a
Continental United States (CONUS) location. The programmed closure of George AFB
forces relocation of GAF training assets to another location with compatible facilities. The
Draft EIS for the Realignment of Mountain Home AFB analyzed the impacts of relocating
GAF training assets to Mountain Home AFB. This EIS now addresses the impacts of
relocating GAF assets to Holloman AFB, which is now the location desired for the
Germans.

The structure of this document was formulated during a crucial turning point in the I
tactical air force structure. Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm both accentuated
the need for certain tactical USAF systems. As a result of these world events, Tactical
Air Forces (TAF) commanders made proposals (reversing previous proposals) to retain
SEAD and the TRS assets in the active component inventory. These proposals required
basing decisions for which Holloman AFB was a primary candidate. For this purpose, n
notional F-4 units (one SEAD and one TRS) were included in the Holloman alternative for
environmental analysis. U
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Most tactical aerial reconnaissance forces (TRS) had already transferred to the Air
Reserve Component (ARC) at the inception of this document. However, the need for
tactical reconnaissance forces had been validated by TAF commanders. To best satisfy
this mission requirement, TAC proposed an active component TRS unit would provide
maximum combat capability with minimum response time. TAC has since determined that
this mission requirement could be satisfied through use of either active component follow-
on tactical reconnaissance systems or ARC TRS units. Thus, the TRS was evaluated as
part of the Holloman alternative but has not been included in the preferred action.

The USAF has a continuing requirement for accomplishment of the SEAD mission
and the F-4G Wild Weasel aircraft is the only aircraft currently capable of performing this
role. The SEAD role supports the TAF mission and the F-4Gs must be maintained until
a follow-on aircraft is developed. At the time, the Holloman alternative was developed,
but the sourcing for the active component SEAD unit had not been determined. TAC has
since determined that the SEAD mission could best be accomplished by ARC units until
follow-on aircraft are fully capable of performing this mission. Therefore, TAC proposes
to base ARC SEAD units at Reno, Nevada and Boise, Idaho to support mission
requirements. These actions will be assessed in separate environmental documents.
While the SEAD unit was evaluated for possible basing at Holloman AFB, the decision to
transfer the SEAD mission to the ARC alleviates the need for maintaining an active
component SEAD unit. Therefore, the SEAD mission has not been included in the
preferred action.

1.3 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

1.3.1 Alternatives Examined In Detail

Several options are available for implementation of the TAC proposals identified in
Section 1.1. Review of these options indicated that their impacts could be evaluated in
terms of 4 alternatives. These are designated as follows:

1. The 37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative

2. The Holloman Alternative

3. The Holloman-Nellis Alternative

4. No Action Alternative

Figure 1.3-1 shows the affected facilities encompassed by these alternatives. A
single proposed action has not been designated. The full range of impacts can be
completely assessed within the scope of the four alternatives identified above. With
respect to the F-4 units, it is assumed that all units are relocated to the same location.
This is considered advantageous since the aircraft have similar maintenance
requirements, and their co-location permits various economies of scale. Co-location of
these units is not, however, assured because of differences in mission requirements. It
might be possible that the SEAD or TRS units would be proposed to be relocated to as
yet unidentified bases, while the GAF unit would be relocated to Holloman AFB. This EIS
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I
does not explicitly assess each permutation in basing options for the F-4 units. This EIS
establishes and addresses the range of impacts which would be experienced at TTR,
Holloman AFB, and Nellis AFB. Impacts at any as yet unidentified locations would be
assessed in an independent National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document. The
following briefly characterizes each alternative. Detailed characterization of these
alternatives is presented in Section 2.

I The 37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative. Under this alternative the 37th TFW would
be relocated to Holloman AFB, and the 49th TFW would be inactivated.

I The Holloman Alternative. Under this alternative, the 49th TFW would be
inactivated at Holloman AFB, and the 37th TFW and one or more F-4 units (GAF, TRS,3 SEAD) would relocate from their current location to Holloman AFB.

The Holloman-Nellis Alternative. Under this alternative the 49th TFW would be
inactivated at Holloman AFB, the F-4 units would be relocated to Holloman AFB, and the
37th TFW would be relocated to Nellis AFB, near Las Vegas, Nevada.

5 The No Action Alternative. Under this alternative all units would remain in place
at their present locations or relocate under previously approved proposals. This
alternative represents a continuation of existino --- ditions.

1.3.2 Other Force Structure Actions for Cumulative Analysis

3 The Reduction of the 479th Tactical Training Wing (TTW), although independent
of the proposed actions in this EIS, is relevant to this analysis because a reduction of
aircraft and personnel at Holloman AFB must be considered in the cumulative impacts.
This reduction will be completed prior to the relocation of the 37th TFW beginning in FY
92. Baseline environmental conditions at Holloman AFB have been established by

I adjusting for the changes due to the planned reduction of the 479th TTW.

Recently proposed manpower reductions resulting from DMR and other
management initiatives at Holloman and Nellis AFBs have been considered, but not
qualitatively addressed in this EIS. These reductions are small in magnitude and would
not significantly affect either the impacts or conclusions.

I The USAF plans to reduce its size while continuing modernization and maintaining
readiness -- to provide a smaller, but balanced, ready, and sustainable warfighting force.
These recently announced proposed realignments will affect force structures at Nellis and
Holloman AFBs. The 57th Fighter Weapons Wing at Nellis AFB would lose 2 A-10A
aircraft in late 1991, 3 A-10A aircraft in late 1992, and 3 F-15E aircraft in mid-1993. These
reductions would further reduce noise, air emissions, and generation of hazardous
materials and wastes at Nellis AFB. The cumulative impact of these reductions would
slightly improve the biophysical environment. Socioeconomic impacts of this action are

Sinsignificant in a rapidly growing community like Las Vegas. While these proposals were
considered, they were not qualitatively addressed in this EIS due to the negligible
cumulative impacts they would have on the community when compared to the proposals3 considered for the 37th TFW.
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Under a separate proposal, Holloman AFB would receive 4 MH-60G Military Airlift I
Command (MAC) helicopters in mid-1993, and activate the 48th Air Rescue Squadron.
This action would add small amounts of air emissions, aircraft noise, and generate
hazardous materials and wastes at Holloman AFB. The socioeconomic impacts of this I
action, while beneficial to Alamogordo, are insignificant in light of other actions proposed
for Holloman AFB. While this proposal was considered, it was also not qualitatively
addressed in this EIS due to the negligible cumulative impacts when compared to the
Holloman alternative.

A recent proposal by the 162nd Tactical Fighter Group (Air National Guard),I
Tucson, Arizona, was considered but not included in this EIS. The 162nd Tactical Fighter
Group proposal is to develop new facilities and increase flying operations in southern
Arizona and southwestern New Mexico for the Advanced Airlift Tactics Training Center
(AATTC) based at Libby Army Airfield, Ft. Huachuca, Arizona. The affected project areas
included in this EIS and for AATTC do not overlap. Therefore, these separate proposals
will not have cumulative impacts on the biophysical environment.

An ongoing proposal by the 1550th Combat Crew Training Wing (CCTW), Military
Airlift Command (MAC), Kirtland AFB, NM was also considered but not qualitatively
addressed in this EIS. The 1550th's CCTW has two proposals using HC-130 and MC-130
aircraft. The first is to lower the floor on five existing slow routes from 300' above ground 3
level (AGL) to 250' AGL. The second proposal is to create five new slow routes. Both
proposals affect airspace in and around Kirtland AFB with at most one sortie per day, per
slow route. These slow routes do not coincide with any MTR proposals studied under I
this EIS, but would crossover one another. There are two cumulative impacts at these
crossover locations. The first impact is the additional C-130 noise event. The F-4
proposal looks at roughly two sorties per day on any of the MTRs with crossovers. The I
cumulative impact is an increase from two events per day to three, an insignificant
increase due to the low frequency and the 10 mile route widths. The second impact is
the single event noise. The F-4 single event noise at 500' AGL is 106 dB(A) while the C- I
130 is 96 dB(A). The noise at the crossover locations is most influenced by the fighter
which is included in this EIS. While there could be increased startle effect due to the C-
130 operations, the fighters impose the greater impact. Therefore, the C-130 operations
have not been assessed in this EIS.

i
1.3.3 Alternatives Considered But Not Evaluated In Detail

Several other alternatives were examined but were considered infeasible, and did I
not warrant detailed evaluation. The alternatives considered to be infeasible include, 1)
expansion of infrastructure at TTR to support the 37th TFW, 2) relocation of the 37th
TFW to Indian Springs Air Force Station (AFS), 3) relocation of the 37th TFW to another
installation, 4) selection of aircraft other than the F-15A/B for retirement, and 5) delayed
action. I
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1.4 SCOPING AND PREPLANNING ANALYSIS

The alternatives may result in various impacts in the general vicinity of Tonopah,
Nevada; Las Vegas, Nevada; and Alamogordo, New Mexico. Public scoping meetings
for the proposed relocation of the 37th TFW were held during the week of March 5, 1990,
at these locations. The USAF is currently carrying forward Section 7 consultation with the
appropriate agencies under the Endangered Species Act for the various alternatives.
Appendix I provides copies of correspondence pursuant to this process.

Review of the public comments received at those meetings, summarized in
Appendix G, as well as additional written input received by Headquarters (HO) TAC,
indicates that the primary public concerns at all three locations are related to

I sociceconomics. Potential effects of the realignment on employment, income, public
finance, housing, and local economic activity accounted for almost 36% of the total
number of comments. Tonopah and Las Vegas respondents were primarily concerned
about potential adverse impacts from a reduction in economic activity. Alamogordo
respondents supported the positive economic impacts of the relocation of the 37th TFW
but were concerned about the negative effects of reducing the 479th TrW. Potential
impacts on the biophysical environment accounted for about 3% of the total comments.
Noise and air quality emerged as the issues of greatest concern.

These findings were used to shape the impact analysis presented in the draft
environmental impact statement (DEIS). The DEIS was released for public comment on
15 February 1991. Public Hearings on the DEIS were held in Tonopah, Las Vegas, and
Alamogordo, between 12 March and 14 March 1991, respectively. Transcripts of these
hearings are provided in Appendix H, along with other comment documents receivted by
TAC during the Public Comment period ending 1 April 1991. Comments made during the
Public Hearings, or presented in the comment documents have been evaluated and used
as the basis for revision of the EIS, where appropriate. Appendix H.3 presents a
categorical summary of responses to comments.
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1 2.0 DESCRIPTION OF ACTIONS

As described in Section 1, TAC has proposed several force structure changes in
response to the changing world threat and congressionally mandated DoD budget
reductions. This document addresses the environmental consequences of four actions
that might be taken at Holloman AFB starting FY 91. For analytical purposes these
actions are assessed in terms of three alternatives and the no-action alternative.
Following publication of the Draft EIS, the USAF recently announced several other
actions involving F-4s. In light of those actions, the USAF's proposed action is now a
subset of the Holloman alternative analyzed in the Draft and Final EISs. Although these
developments have occurred too late to restructure the entire Final EIS, impacts due to
the USAF's preferred action are encompassed within the range of impacts presented in
this document. A Section 2.7 has been added to assist in understanding the preferred
action and its impacts. The alternatives are described in Sections 2.1 to 2.4. Section 2.5
describes other alternatives that were examined, but were considered infeasible and were
not evaluated in detail. Section 2.6 provides a comparative summary of impacts
associated with these action alternatives.

2.1 THE 37th/49th TFW ALTERNATIVE

I Under this alternative the 37th TFW would be relocated from TrR to Holloman AFB,
while the 49th TFW currently based at Holloman AFB, would be inactivated. These
actions would affect operations, facilities, and staffing at TTR and Holloman AFB. The
actions taken at these locations are described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively.

2.1.1 Actions at Tonopah Test Range

17R is located approximately 150 miles northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada (Figure
2.1-1). The facility is on federally owned property withdrawn from the public domain by
the Air Force and operated by Sandia National Laboratories for the Department of Energy
(DOE). The Air Force began using "-R for aircraft testing and evaluation in 1979.
Construction at TTR for the 37th TFW began in 1981 and continued through 1989.
Construction worth approximately $370 million has been completed at TTR.

2.1.1.1 Operations

The 37th TFW would leave TTR in FY 92. This would involve the departure of 18
PAA F-117As in FY 92/3, and 28 PAA F-117As with 8 PAA AT-38Bs in FY 92/4. While
at TTR, the 37th TFW has conducted training flights in the special use airspace near the
installation and at the adjacent Tactical Fighter Weapons Center (TFWC)/Nellis Range
complex. These would no longer be conducted in the area. There are no plans for
changes in land ownership or special use airspace designated at "-R or the TFWC
Range complex as a result of the relocation of the 37th TFW. Land unit boundaries and
special use airspace associated with these installations were not established specifically
for the 37th TFW and are used for other ongoing programs.
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2.1.1.2 Facilities

The facilities presen- ' occupied by the 37th TFW would be vacated and available
for other use. No specific plans have been made for reuse of these facilities, although
several options are being investigated. If plans for reuse of the facilities are developed,
they will be evaluated separately from this proposal. For the purposes of this analysis,
it is assumed that the facilities would be vacant and temporarily maintained in
caretaker status. Caretaker operations would be covered through a new memorandum
of agreement between the Air Force and DOE and would require a small maintenance
work force, as described in Section 2.1.1.3. The estimated cost would be about $7.5
million a year, compared to the current $40 million per year in base operations and
maintenance cost. TTR reuse considerations have not been included in this
environmental analysis and the Record of Decision for the relocation of the 37th TFW will
not address reuse of TTR.

2.1.1.3 Personnel

Personnel affected include military personnel assigned to the 37th TFW and
contractor personnel operating and maintaining TTR. A total of 2,696 active-duty military
personnel and civilians associated with the 37th TFW would no longer be assigned to
support TTR after FY 92. These personnel are currently assigned to Nellis AFB and
perform duties at TTR on temporary duty (TDY) status. Their permanent residences are
primarily in the vicinity of Nellis AFB and Las Vegas, Nevada. Unaccompanied by
dependents, they are transported to TTR weekly by chartered airline for their duty
assignments and are returned to the Las Vegas area during off days. The airline runs
daily round trips between Nellis and TTR, at an estimated cost of about $21 million per
year in FY 91/92. While at TTR, the personnel are quartered in dormitories.

Activities related to the 37th TFW are supported by a number of contractors at
TTR. TTR is operated and maintained by Sandia Corporation, through the DOE,
Albuquerque, which is outgranted from the TFWC Range Complex withdrawal. Reynolds
Electrical and Engineering Corporation (REECO) provides contracted support to both the
DOE and the 37th TFW, and is the largest TTR contractor with 1,032 employees as of
March 1990. As of 1 September 1990, Holmes and Narver (H&N), (since replaced by
Raytheon Services Nevada), the second largest contractor associated with the 37th TFW,
employed 98 personnel. Of the 1,130 employees of REECO and H&N, 440 live in
Tonopah, 71 live in other Nye County communities, 547 commute from Clark County, and
72 commute from elsewhere.

Until a reuse proposal has been finalized, the long-term effect on contractors can
not be determined. Personnel providing general security at TTR are not expected to be
affected by the relocation. It is estimated that between 160 and 220 personnel would be
required to maintain the facilities in caretaker status. This EIS assumes a reasonable
worst case reduction of 1,130 employees. Any reuse proposal is likely to result in
retention of some contract employment.
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2.1.1.4 Other Actions Considered in Cumulative Impacts 3

The town of Tonopah has passed a $30-million bond issue to build a new high
school, scheduled for completion in 1991. No other major projects or developments are
known to be planned for the Tonopah area over the next 5 years. However, a reduction
in employment at two area mines (200 positions at Candelaria Mine, and 300 positions
at Cypress Mine) have been recently announced. These reductions are planned for 3
December 1990, and February 1991. The cumulative effect of these losses has been

addressed in this assessment.

2.1.2 Actions at Holloman AFB

Holloman AFB is a TAC installation located 8 miles west-southwest of Alamogordo,
New Mexico, and contiguous to White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). Figure 2.1-2 shows
special use airspace associated with Holloman AFB. I
2.1.2.1 Operations

Table 2.1-1 shows the changes in equipage at Holloman AFB. Also shown are the
changes in equipage associated with the expected reduction of the 479th TW. The
actions involved are sequential; reduction of the 479th TTW will be completed by the FY I
91/4; the inactivation of the 49th TFW by FY 92/3; and the relocation of the 37th TFW by
92/4. 3

Table 2.1-2 summarizes existing and projected sortie data for various airspace units
and ranges affected by the alternative. The 37th TFW would use the existing special use
airspace for its training missions. No changes in the dimensions of special use airspace U
or in terminal airspace procedures are planned for this relocation. The mission of the F-
117A is to conduct night operations. Approximately 70% of the 37th TFW missions would
be conducted after dark. Although 27% would occur between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
(2200 local time [L] to 0700L), normal night flying would only extend to 2:00 a.m. (0200L)
several nights a month. This would result in more night time use of some special use
airspace. Operations would be subsonic and at high to medium altitudes, occasionally
down to 2,000 feet above ground level (AGL). The majority of the 37th TFW training
operations would be conducted in the special use airspace near Holloman AFB, including 3
Oscura, Red Rio, and McGregor Bombing Ranges, and the Beak and Talon Military
Operating Areas (MOAs). Some sorties would be flown on other existing bombing ranges
outside the area, including Melrose Bombing Range in eastern New Mexico (Figure 2.1-3) n
and Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range in Arizona (Figure 2.1-4). Some late night
operations would be flown in Oscura, Red Rio, and Melrose Bombing Ranges and the
Beak MOAs. These night operations would normally be completed by 0200L. The U
McGregor Bombing Range and Talon MOA would be used only during daytime hours.
Most operations would involve the use of inert and training ordinance within existing target
areas at the bombing ranges listed above. Uve ordinance would be used only on i
approved bombing ranges. The 37th TFW does not require or regularly use Military
Training Routes (MTRs).
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Table 2.1-1 Changes in Equipage at Holloman AFB due to the Reduction
of the 479th TTW, inactivation of the 49th TFW,

and beddown of the 37th TFW

I

Action Aircraft 91/1 91/2 91/3 91/4 92/1 92/2 92/3 92/4

I
479th TTW AT-38A/B 111 84 57 30 5
49th TFW F-15A/B 72 48 24 0

37th TFW F-117A 0 18 46
AT-38B 0 8

I
Source: TAC 1990b

1. A scheduled action with separate National Environmental Policy Act documentation, Included here for 3
reference.

2. All aircraft counts are cumulative. 3

I
I
I
I
U
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Table 2.1-2 Annual Airspace Events/Sorties at Hollomnan AFB
Associated with the 37th/49th TFW Alternative

Garre
AT-38

AT-38 F-15 Other Total F-1 17A"I AT-38 Top-off TotaV"

Hollomnan AFIB (Jt

Takeoff/Land 105,534 50,822 2,117 158,473 23,518 7,338 26,384 59,357
Sorties 35,100 17,500 2,117 54,717 6,406/ 2,000 8,460 18,983/

2,386 2,386

MOAs

Beak MOAs 17,857 711 110 18,678 3,467/ 1,082 3,529 8,188/
840 840

Talon MOA 6,496 880 7,376 829 259 3.535 4,623

VTRS

IR 134 493 ill 604
IR 133/111 331 251 502 1.084 502
VR 176 112 112 1,224 1,448 1,224

Bombina p

Oscura 4,451 712 5,163 2,872/ 896 681 5,161/
840 840

Red Rio 1,971 370 2,341 3,942/ 1,230 327 5,869/
840 840

McGregor 1,494 1,494 900 281 114 1,295
Melrose 5,930 5,930 864/ 6,794/

576 576

Restricted Ares

R-5107 4,019 19,493 23,512 3,840/ 1,198 5,038/
840 840

1. Day/Night (0700-2200/2200-0700).

2. 'Proposed Total' column includes Currsnt Other" data.

3. Current sorties based on Revised 1988 AICUZ Proposed sorties based on TAC March 1990b.
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I
Table 2.1-2 only considers F-117A use of WSMR airspace related to Oscura and

Red Rio Bombing Ranges. However, the 37th TFW may use the WSMR airspace
prudently to meet their training needs. Because of the uncertainty of available WSMR
airspace due to DoD scheduling priorities, the Table and subsequent analysis are based
on use of Beak and Talon MOAs, which meet stated local training airspace requirements.

The 49th TFW currently utilizes a variety of MOAs and MTRs as indicated in Table
2.1-2. The inactivation would eliminate their use of these airspaces. I
2.1.2.2 Facilities

The majority of operations and maintenance functions associated with this
alternative, would be located in existing facilities at Holloman AFB. These facilities are
made available by the scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW, and the proposed
inactivation of the 49th TFW. The availability of these facilities enables the relocation to
be accomplished economically and greatly reduces the construction required for the I
beddown. However, the existing facilities are not fully adequate for the relocated units;
F-i 17A shelters, additional maintenance and support facilities need to be constructed, and
some existing facilities need to be modified. No additional runways, or taxiways, would I
be required.

Appendix E provides detailed construction requirements at Holloman AFB to 3
accommodate this alternative. Approximately 25 acres of land would be developed for
new facility construction; a similar amount of land would be temporarily disturbed by
construction activity. Construction of a 3 mile, 115 kilovolt-amperes (KVA) transmission I
line will be required to support the 37th TFW. Approximately one-half of the 3 mile route
will lie on privately owned land, requiring a right-of-way easement. The remainder will lie
on Holloman AFB property. Construction will involved the disturbance of approximately U
20 acres of land. Total affected land area is estimated at approximately 70 acres. A
limited amount of construction is expected to occur on less developed portions of the
base. Most of this construction would take place on previously disturbed portions of the
base. Construction costs would total approximately $86 million for the 37th TFW.

2.1.2.3 Personnel I

Table 2.1-3 summarizes changes in personnel at Holloman AFB due to this
alternative. Changes in personnel associated with the scheduled reduction of the 479th
TTW are included for cumulative analysis. The net effect of these actions would be a
decrease of 1,017 personnel at Holloman AFB. 3
2.1.2.4 Other Actions Considered in Cumulative Impacts

Holloman AFB has several other construction projects planned in the same time
period as the proposed relocation. A multi-year dormitory alteration program is planned
for FY 90 to FY 93, with 152 rooms scheduled for construction each year. A project to 3
alter 143 units of family housing, started in 1990, may still be under construction in 1991.
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Table 2.1-3 Personnel Changes at Holloman AFB Associated
with the 37th/49th TFW Alternative

1 Date (FY/Quarter)

Action Personnel 91/2 91/3 91/4 92/1 92/2 92/3 92/4 TotalI
Reductiorn Officer -46 -47 -47 -140
of the Enlisted -41 -41 -41 -123
479th TTW Civilian -13 -14 -14 -41

Contractor -176 -176 -176 -528
Total -276 -278 -278 -832

Inactivation Officer -38 -38 -103 -179
of the Enlisted -308 -292 -1,370 -1,970
49th TFW Civilian -12 -12 -59 -83

Total -358 -342 -1,532 -2,232

Beddown Officer 60 99 159
of the Enlisted 682 1,135 1,817
37th TFW Civilian 26 45 71

Total 768 1,279 2,047

TOTAL -276 -278 -636 0 -342 -764 1,279 -1,017

CUMULATIVE -276 -554 -1,190 -1,190 -1,532 -2,296 -1,017

1. A scheduled action with separate National Environmental Policy Act documentation, included here for
reference.
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I
The total cost of the projects programmed for FY 91 to FY 93 is estimated to be $8.9
million.

In addition to construction planned for the base, two projects are anticipated for
the Alamogordo area over the next 4 years. A $4 million bond issue was approved for
construction of new facilities at the branch college of New Mexico State University.
Construction is expected to begin in early 1991 and be completed by September 1992
(Reidlinger 1990). The Primate Research Institute of the New Mexico State University,
located on Holloman AFB, is presently negotiating to lease a 64-acre tract for construction
of research facilities and office buildings. The project is expected to cost $6.2 million and
be constructed between July 1990 and February 1992 (Rhenquist 1990).

2.2 THE HOLLOMAN ALTERNATIVE 3
This alternative is identical to the 37th/49th TFW alternative, except that it also

includes the relocation of one or more F-4 units from their current location to Holloman 3
AFB. This alternative was developed in response to inputs of TAF commanders resulting
from world events (Desert Shield/Storm). Their decision reversed previous budget
proposals which inactivated all SEAD units and transferred all TRS to the ARC. TAC
incorporated these aircraft into the Holloman alternative to backfill other force structure
changes at Hollcman AFB (479th TTW drawdown and the 49th TFW inactivation). Section
1.2 provides additional historical details on the evolution of the Holloman alternative. The I
preferred action is actually a subset of the Holloman alternative and includes relocation
of the 37th TFW and GAF unit, and inactivation of the 49th TFW. Section 2.7 details the
environmental impacts of the preferred actic.

2.2.1 Actions at Tonopah Test Range

Actions at TTR under this alternative are identical to the actions described for the

37th/49th TFW alternative in Section 2.1.1. 1
2.2.2 Actions at Holloman AFB

2.2.2.1 Operations I
Table 2.2-1 summarizes changes in equipage at Holloman AFB under this

alternative. Table 2.2-2 summarizes projected sortie data for various airspace units and
ranges affected by this alternative. Operations information for the 37th TFW and 49th
TFW are identical to those described in Section 2.1.2 for the 37th/49th TFW alternative. 5
The following provides additional operations data for the F-4 units associated with this
alternative.

Typical mission profiles for the RF-4C TRS unit would include sorties in MTRs and
Special Use Airspace (SUA). MTR sorties would be flown within approved routes between
300 and 1,000 feet AGL. Sorties in special use airspace would range throughout the i
entire airspace parameters. Sorties in all areas would be conducted typically at an

I
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Table 2.2-1 Changes in Equipage at Holloman AFB due to the Reduction

of the 479th TTW, Inactivation of the 49th TFW, Beddown of the 37th TFW, and
Beddown of three F-4 units

I
Action Aircraft 91/1 91/2 91/3 91/4 92/1 92/2 92/3 92/4

I
479th TTW (1 AT-38A/B 111 84 57 30

I 49th TFW F-15A/B 72 48 24 0

GAF Unit F-4E 0 18

TRS Unit (2, RF-4C 0 18

I SEAD Unit (2) F-4E/G 0 36

37th TFW F-117A 0 18 46I AT-38B 0 8

Source: TAC 1990b

1. A scheduled action with separate National Environmental Policy Act documentation, included here for
i reference.

2. Specific unit and location not identified and included here for reference only.

3. All aircraft counts are cumulative.

I
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Table 2.2-2 Annual Airspace Events/Sorties Associated with Various Actions
Proposed at Holloman AFB

Current I
AT-38 (GAF)

AT-38 F-15 Other Total F-i 17A" AT-38 Top-off RF.4C F.4E/G F-4E Total'"

Holloman AFB (AICUZ

Takeoff/Land 105,534 50,822 2,117 158,473 23,518 7,338 26,384 7,884 12,060 7,800 87,101
Sorties € 35,100 17,500 2,117 54,717 6,406/ 2,000 8,460 3,888 7,848 3,720 34,439/

2,386 2,386

MOks 3
Beak MOAs 17,857 711 110 18,678 3,467/ 1,082 3,529 84 564 192 9,028/

840 840
Talon MOA 6,496 880 7,376 829 250 3,535 144 564 192 5,523
Pecos MOA 4,663 4,663 504 156 816 1,476

Valentine MOA 649 649
Reserve MOA 183 183

MTRs

IR 134/modified 493 111 604 588 1,392 504 2,484
IR 133/111 331 251 502 1,084 588 1,392 504 2,986 l
VR 125 118 118 348 120 586

VR 176 112 112 1,224 1,448 288 1,512
VR 1233 392 392 192 348 120 1,052
VR 196 375 375 96 471 I
IR 144 418 418 96 514
VR 100 305 305 96 401

Bombing Ranges

Oscura 4,451 712 5,163 2,872/ 896 681 1,920 1,104 8,185/
840 840

Red Rio 1,971 370 2,341 3,942/ 1,230 327 228 180 6,277/
840 840

McGregor 1,494 1,494 900 281 114 228 72 1,595
Melrose 5,930 5,930 864/ 2,808 9,602/

576 576 I
Restcted Areas

R-5107 4,019 19,493 23,512 3,840/ 1,198 1,176 1,284 1,224 8,722/ 5
840 840

1. Day/Night (0700-2200/2200-0700).

2. *Proposed Total" column includes "Current Other' data. 3
3. Current sorties based on Revised 1988 AICUZ Proposed sorties based on TAC March 1990b.
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I
airspeed of 480 knots. Approximately 30% of the sorties would deploy chaff and flares
in approved airspace.

Typical mission profiles for the SEAD mission would include sorties in MTRs and
special use airspace. MTR sorties would range from 100-500 feet AGL with most (95%)
conducted between 300 and 500 feet AGL. Sorties in the special use airspace would
range throughout the entire airspace parameters, from subsonic to supersonic speeds
due to the wide variety of mission requirements. Electronic Combat training for Holloman
AFB SEAD would require a range complex that electronically and physically replicates an
enemy air defense and target array including both electronic emitters, ground targets, and
the land and airspace around them. However, the Air Force long-term requirements for
SEAD are yet to be determined. In the near-term, the Air Force must satisfy its training
requirements with existing range facilities, with minor adjustments to schedule, equipment
availability and some limited construction.

Typical mission profiles for the F-4E (GAF) unit would include sorties in MTRs and
special use airspace. No sorties would be conducted below 300 feet in MTRs. F-4E
sorties in special use airspace would range throughout the entire airspace parameters
due to the wide variety of mission requirements. Supersonic activities would occur only
in approved supersonic airspace.

This alternative will require increased usage of various MTRs in the vicinity of
Holloman AFB. Sortie data for the various affected MTRs are presented in Table 2.2-2.
No F-4 sorties are projected to be flown between 2200 and 0700 hours. Figure 2.2-1
shows the location of the existing MTRs that will be affected. Some modifications of
existing MTRs would be required to accommodate F-4 mission requirements. These
modifications include the expansion of Instrument Route (IR) 134 as shown in Figure 2.2-
2. This revised MTR would be bi-directional with alternate entry and exit points along the
route. Because the route is bi-directional, an additional route designation would be
required (IR-XXX). On IR-134, military aircraft would fly a counter clockwise loop from
west to east and back to the west to enter the McGregor Bombing Range. On IR-XXX
the flow would be reversed from west to east and west again to enter the same range.
On IR-134 there would be two alternate exits that would allow military aircraft to use less
than the entire route. Similarly, an alternate entry and two alternate exits for IR-XXX would
allow aircraft to use only a portion of the route. An alternate exit from the south loop of
IR-134 includes a route segment that crosses a wilderness study area between Carlsbad
Cavern national park and the Guadalupe Mountains National Park. Figure 2.2-3 shows
additional MTR modifications. As shown, two existing but separate routes, IR-1 11 and IR-
133, would be linked with a new route segment that would enable these two routes to be
used either concurrently or separately. This IR-111/133 route would have an alternate
exit to the Red Rio Bombing Range. A third MTR action associated with this alternative
is the establishment of two alternate exits from Visual Route (VR) 100 to the Oscura and
Red Rio Bombing Ranges. No night sorties (2200 to 0700L hours) are projected.
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2.2.2.2 Facilities

Facility requirements at Holloman AFB for the 37th TFW under this alternative will
be identical to those presented in Section 2.1.2.2. In addition, the relocation of the F-4
units to Holloman AFB would require the construction of target and generator sites in the
Melrose Bombing Range to simulate enemy tactical air defense units. Requirements for
these sites include disturbance of approximately 7 acres for construction of concrete pads
and access road improvements. Precise location for these units have not been
determined, but all locations would be within previously disturbed portions of Melrose
Bombing Range.

2.2.2.3 Personnel

Table 2.2-3 summarizes changes in personnel at Holloman AFB due to this
alternative, and due to the scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW. The net effect of these
actions would be an increase of 1,484 personnel at Holloman AFB.

2.2.2.4 Other Actions

Other actions which may occur at Holloman AFB, and which should be considered
in assessing impacts due to this alternative are identical to those described in Section
2.1.2.4.

2.3 THE HOLLOMAN-NELLIS ALTERNATIVE

This alternative is identical to the Holloman alternative except that the 37th TFW
would be relocated to Nellis AFB, rather than to Holloman AFB. Specific actions at TTR,
Holloman AFB, and Nellis AFB are described in Section 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3
respectively.

2.3.1 Actions at Tonopah Test Range

Actions that would occur at TTR under the Holloman-Nellis alternative are identical
to those described in Section 2.1.1 for the 37th/49th TFW alternative. Utilization of
special use airspace in the Nellis complex would remain the same as existing conditions.

2.3.2 Actions at Holloman AFB

Actions at Holloman AFB under this alternative would be limited to those
associated with the inactivation of the 49th TFW and the relocation of the F-4 units to the
base. The following summarizes these actions.

2.3.2.1 Operations

The schedule for equipage changes under this alternative is presented in Table 2.3-
1. Flight operations at Holloman AFB under this alternative are presented in Table 2.3-2.
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Table 2.2-3 Personnel Changes at Holloman AFB Associated
with the Holloman Alternative I

Date (FY/Ouarter)

Action Personnel 91/2 91/3 91/4 92/1 92/2 92/3 92/4 Total

I
Reduction" Officer -46 -47 -47 -140
of the Enlisted -41 -41 -41 -123
479th TTW Civilian -13 -14 -14 4

Contractor -176 -176 -176 -528
Total -276 -278 -278 -832 3

Inactivation Officer -38 -38 -103 -179
of the Enlisted -308 -292 -1,370 -1,970
49th TFW Civilian -12 -12 -59 -83

Total -358 -342 -1,532 -2,232

Beddown Officer 60 99 159
of the Enlisted 682 1,135 1,817 i
37th TFW Civilian 26 45 71

Total 768 1,279 2,047

BeddowrJ2 1 Officer 80 169 249
of TRS Enlisted 661 1,501 2,162
SEAD and Civilian 24 66 90 I
GAF units Total 765 1,736 2,501

TOTAL -276 -278 129 0 -342 972 1,279 1,484 I
CUMULATIVE -276 -554 -425 -425 -767 205 1,484

1. A scheduled action with separate National Environmental Policy Act documentation, Included here for 3
reference.

2. Specific unit and location not identified and included here for reference only.

I
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Table 2.3-1 Personnel Changes Associated with
the Holloman-Nellis Alternative at Holloman AFB

Date (FY/Quarter)

Action Personnel 91/2 91/3 91/4 92/1 92/2 92/3 92/4 Total

ReductiorW) Officer -46 -47 -47 -140
of the Enlisted -41 -41 -41 -123
479th TTW Civilian -13 -14 -14 -41

Contractor -176 -176 -176 -528
Total -276 -278 -278 -832

Inactivation Officer -38 -38 -103 -179
of the Enlisted -308 -292 -1,370 -1,970
49th TFW Civilian -12 -12 -59 -83

Total -358 -342 -1,532 -2,232

Beddown (2) Officer 80 169 249
of TRS Enlisted 661 1,501 2,162
SEAD and Civilian 24 66 90
GAF units Total 765 1,736 2,501

TOTAL -276 -278 129 0 -342 204 -563

CUMULATIVE -276 -554 -425 -425 -767 -563

1. A scheduled action with separate National Environmental Policy Act documentation and included here
for -eference.

2. Specific unit and location not identified and included here for reference only.
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Table 2.3-2 Annual Airspace Events/Sorties Associated with Various Actions
Proposed at Holloman AFB for the Holloman-Nellis Alternative 3

I
Current P

AT-38 (GAF)
AT-38 F-15 Other Total Top-off RF-4C F-4E/G F-4E Totaf< I

Holloman AFB (A]CZ

Takeoff/Land 105,534 50,822 2,117 158,473 26,384 7,884 12,060 7,800 56,245
Sorties 35,100 17,500 2,117 54,717 8,460 3,888 7,6..d 3,720 26,036 3
MOAs

Beak MOMs 17,857 711 110 18,678 3,529 84 564 192 4,479
Talon MOA 6,496 880 7,376 3,535 144 564 192 4,435
Pecos MOA 4,663 4,663 504 156 816 1,476
Valentine MOA 649 649
Reserve MOA 183 183

MTRS

IR 134/modified 493 111 604 588 1,392 504 2,484
IR 133/111 331 251 502 1,084 588 1,392 504 2,986
VR 125 118 118 348 120 586
VR 176 112 112 1,224 1,448 288 1,512
VR 1233 392 392 192 348 120 1,052
VR 196 375 375 96 471
IR 144 418 418 96 514
VR 100 305 305 96 401

Bombing RanesI

Oscura 4,451 712 5,163 681 1,920 1,104 4,417
Red Rio 1,971 370 2,341 327 228 180 1,105
McGregor 1,494 1,494 114 228 72 414
Melrose 5,930 5,930 2,808 8,738

Restricted Areas 3
R-5107 4,019 19,493 23,512 1,176 1,284 1,224 3,684

I
1. Day/Night (0700-2200/2200-0700).

2. 'Proposed Total" column includes *Current Other' data. I
3. Current sorties based on Revised 1988 AICUZ. Proposed sorties based on TAC March 1990b.

1
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Flight profiles for the units to be relocated to Holloman AFB would remain the same as

described in Section 2.2.2.1.

2.3.2.2 Facilities

Under this alternative, approximately $20 million in construction would be required
at Holloman AFB to support the relocation of the F-4 units. Approximately 5 acres of land
would be developed for facility construction; a similar amount of land would be
temporarily disturbed by construction activity. Total affected land area is estimated at
approximately 10 acres. Off-base construction in support of the SEAD unit would be
identical to that described under the Holloman alternative (Section 2.2.2.2).

2.3.2.3 Personnel

Table 2.3-1 summarizes personnel changes at Holloman AFB under this alternative.
There would be a net decrease of 563 personnel.

2.3.2.4 Other Actions

Other actions which may occur at Holloman AFB, and which should be considered
in assessing impacts due to this alternative are identical those described in Section
2.1.2.4.

2.3.3 Actions at Nellis AFB

As part of this alternative TAC would relocate the operations of the 37th TFW from
TTR to Nellis AFB in FY 93. Nellis AFB is a TAC installation located adjacent to the Las
Vegas Metropolitan Area, 5 miles from the city of North Las Vegas, Nevada (see Figure
2.1-1). The base supports the TFWC, which operates the Nellis Range complex
stretching northwest to TIR, and hosts the Red Flag program, the largest and most
realistic training exercises in the western world.

The cost savings of this alternative would be less than those of the 37th/49th TFW
or Holloman alternatives. Approximately $10 million in estimated personnel relocation
costs would be saved; but vehicles and other equipment and supplies would still need to
be relocated from TTR. Construction would be approximately $73 million more than for
the Holloman-based alternatives since Nellis AFB does not have facilities available for use
by the 37th TFW as Holloman AFB does. Annual operating costs would be about the
same as those for the Holloman alternative, with savings of approximately $70M ($ FY
1990) per year over current operations. However, because Nellis AFB does not have
adequate facilities to support the beddown of the 37th TFW, the relocation would be
delayed a year until spring 1993, thus losing the opportunity to save about $70M ($ FY
1990) annually.
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2.3.3.1 Operations i

Relocating the F-1 17A aircraft to Nellis AFB would result in aircraft operations and
maintenance being conducted at Nellis AFB rather than TrR. Flight operations would
take off and land at Nellis AFB rather than TTR, but range use would generally be
expected to be the same as it has been in the past.

2.3.3.2 Facilities I
Approximately 65 acres of land would be permanently disturbed at Nellis AFB if this 3

alternative were selected. A similar amount of acreage would be temporarily disturbed
by construction activity. Total affected land area is estimated at approximately 130 acres.
This alternative would make negligible use of existing facilities (less than 0.1 acre of floor i
space). Although not in the built-up portions of the base, the areas affected are located
in areas that would have been previously disturbed during runway and road construction.
The total cost of this construction is estimated at $159 million. Facilities at TR would I
continue to be used by the 37th TFW for about a year longer than with the Holloman
alternative.

2.3.3.3 Personnel

Personnel requirements would be the same as for the 37th TFW components of I
the 37th/49th TFW alternative (Table 2.1-3). There would be a net decrease of 649
manpower authorization in the Las Vegas area. Basic installation operations and
maintenance already exists at Nellis AFB; contracts that currently support the 37th TFW I
at TTR would not be needed at Nellis. Military personnel who currently travel on TDY
from Nellis AFB to TTR would remain at Nellis AFB for their duty assignments. 3
2.3.3.4 Other Actions Considered in Cumulative Impacts

Nellis AFB is expected to undergo other mission changes during the same period I
as the proposed relocation of the 37th TFW. For example, a helicopter unit will activate
in early 1991, and an aggressor squadron inactivation has been completed. This will
involve removing 456 military and 19 civilian positions from the base, as well as 16 F-16
aircraft. It is anticipated that this process of change will continue for the period under
consideration with minor fluctuations in manpower levels. For the purpose of this
analysis, no net change is projected.

Other construction planned for Nellis AFB during FY 91 to FY 93 includes a i
45,200-square-foot facility in the civil engineering complex (FY 92), an 18,625-square-foot
child development center (FY 92), aircraft loading revetments (FY 93), and a sound
suppressor (FY 93), as well as modifications to the electrical supply distribution (FY 91).
The total cost of these projects is estimated at $16.35 million. Ongoing FY 90 projects
that may still be underway in 1991 include construction of a taxiway, a
418,000-square-foot medical facility, and a 12,500-square-foot outdoor recreation center;
alteration of 32 housing units; and an addition to the jet engine maintenance shop.
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3 Nellis AFB is located adjacent to the Las Vegas, Nevada, metropolitan area. Las
Vegas has experienced sustained growth in tourism over the past several years. Building
permits issued in 1989 were valued at $1.8 billion, an increase of 8.6% over 1988.
Construction of commercial structures is expected to decline, but this will be offset by
increases in construction of single-family housing.

3 2.4 THE NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under the no-action alternative, the proposed relocation of the 37th TFW,
inactivation of the 49th TFW, and the relocation of the GAF unit would not occur. All three
units would continue to operate as they do now. Manpower and PAAs would remain
unchanged, no construction would be undertaken, and no changes in airspace structureI or utilization would occur. As a result, no change in environmental conditions would
occur. Although this alternative would avoid any of the impacts, both adverse and
beneficial, associated with the preferred action, it would also eliminate savings of

I approximately $70 million ($FY 1990) per year associated with reduced operating costs
of the 37th TFW, as well as other annual savings associated with the inactivation of the
49th TFW. George AFB is scheduled to close and GAF training will move. The no-action
alternative will not impact the discontinuation of GAF training at George AFB.

2.5 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT EVALUATED IN DETAIL

The relocation of the 37th TFW and other force structure changes are proposed
as part of the DoD initiative to eliminate redundant functions, improve operational
efficiency, and save costs. To be further evaluated, any alternatives in addition to those
already presenteL. nust first meet these basic objectives of increasing efficiency and cost
savings. The following subsections enumerate other alternatives considered and explain
the basis for the decisions not to evaluate them in detail.

2.5.1 Expand Infrastructure at TTR to Support the 37th TFW

The existing 17R has the operational facilities necessary to support the 37th TFW
but does not have the extensive support infrastructure or personnel facilities needed to
make it a fully operational base. Making TTR an adequate support base for assigned
personnel and their families would involve more than construction of housing. Extensive
community services, medical facilities, recreation, administrative, and other facilities would
be needed. The cost of the construction of the additional facilities required at TTR for this
alternative would exceed the $86 to $159 million needed for construction if the 37th was
relocated to Holloman AFB or Nellis AFB. In addition, this alternative would continue to
require substantial logistics support because of the remote location of the facility. It was
concluded that this option would not accomplish the cost objectives of the DMR process.

2.5.2 Relocate the 37th TFW to Indian Springs AFS

Like TTR, Indian Springs AFS, located approximately 45 miles northwest of Las
Vegas in Clark County, is a minimal installation with almost no capability to house or
support personnel and their families on a permanent basis. Neither the Air Force nor the
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Nevada Air National Guard has plans to expand at Indian Springs AFS. Unlike TIR,
Indian Springs AFS does not have the operational facilities needed by the 37th TFW. I
Relocating the 37th TFW to Indian Springs AFS would require construction of all the
operational facilities needed at Nellis AFB as well as all the support facilities required at
TTR, and it would involve additional relocation costs. In addition, operations and
maintenance costs (e.g., fuel delivery) would be similar to TR and significantly higher
than at Holloman AFB or Nellis AFB. Because up-front costs would not be offset by
savings in annual operating costs, this alternative would not offer any net savings to the
Air Force. Since it does not meet the basic requirements of the DMR, this alternative was
eliminated from further consideration.

2.5.3 Relocate the 37th TFW to Another Installation

The only installations that could provide the airfield and other support capabilities
required by the 37th TFW are existing Air Force bases. The current basing structure and
the proposed realignments are products of carefully matching operational requirements I
with available facility and training resources. New mission beddowns and unit relocations
are generally constrained to bases with similar equipment and missions. In addition, the
cost savings associated with a particular initiative may be canceled if there is a domino I
effect that displaces or disrupts other ongoing missions. Therefore, the primary objective
of this initiative is to relocate the 37th TFW to an existing base with an established support
infrastructure and compatible mission, where new facility construction and adverse I
mission impacts can be held to a minimum. Candidate bases must also offer nearby
range capability to support training operations. The only bases found to meet those
requirements are Holloman AFB and Nellis AFB.

2.5.4 Select Aircraft Other Than the F-15A/B for Retirement 3
Inactivation of the 49th TFW is guided by the decision to retire the F-15A/B aircraft

in order to meet necessary force structure reductions. Inactivation of the 49th TFW might
not be necessitated if other aircraft were selected for retirement.

As the Air Force draws down its overall force structure, it is imperative that
remaining tactical forces maintain a prudent balance of air-to-air and air-to-ground forces.
The actions considered here address needed reductions in air-to-air forces (concurrent
proposals to reduce air-to-ground forces are being separately assessed at other
locations). The F-15A/B is the oldest and least capable model aircraft currently dedicated
to the air-to-air role, and therefore the logical choice for retirement. Therefore this
alternative is not considered feasible. 3
2.5.5 Delay Action

Budget cuts imposed by the U.S. Congress require immediate action on the part
of the Air Force and other services to reduce costs while maintaining the nation's defense
capability. A delay in action would not accomplish the basic objectives of cost reduction I
or would result in decreased combat readiness; both are unacceptable. This alternative
is not considered compatible with Congressional direction and is not further evaluated.
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3 2.6 COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF IMPACTS

Impacts to the biophysical, and socioeconomic environment are detailed in Section
4 for each of the alternatives. The following provides a comparative assessment of these
impacts. Table 2.6-1 provides an overview of projected impacts. The no-action
alternative is not expected to have significant impacts, either adverse or beneficial, at any
of the affected locations.

The 37th/49th TFW alternative would have slightly beneficial impacts to the
biophysical environment in the vicinity of TIR. Significant socioeconomic impacts are
predicted for the town of Tonopah, Nevada, arising primarily from a reduction in
employment opportunities at TTR. Under worst-case conditions, direct and indirect
impacts can amount to a 20 percent reduction in employment in Tonopah and may result
in an out-migration of as much as 38 percent of the total population. Major impacts to
local schools and the local housing market would result. In addition, this alternative would
result in a loss of revenue and expenditures in Tonopah associated with decreased tax
revenue and state and federal subvention. Individual tax burdens are projected to
increase due to out-migration. Personnel reductions at Nellis AFB associated with this
alternative would have negligible effect on the impact on biophysical and socioeconomic
environments because of the size of the Las Vegas community and its rapid growth in
recent years. The 37th/49th TFW alternative is not expected to have significant impact
on biophysical, cultural, or socioeconomic resources in the vicinity of Holloman AFB or
on the ranges and land underlying special use airspace affected by this alternative. A
significant beneficial impact is expected from the reduction of the amount of land
contained within the 65 decibel (dB) contour in the approach area near Holloman AFB.

Under the Holloman alternative impacts associated with TTR and Nellis AFB would
be the same as those experienced with the 37th/49th TFW alternative. This alternative
would have no significant impact on air quality, biota, and water resources in the vicinity
of Holloman AFB and special use airspace. Noise analysis indicates a decrease in the
area encompassed by the 65 dB contour at Holloman AFB as a result of this alternative,
and no adverse noise-related impacts at the base are projected. In general, there would
be no substantial increase in the noise exposure to communities. However, there would
be increased occurrence of nighttime operations. The new segment of a modified
Instrument Route would result in overflight of a wilderness study area. Noise impacts are

I expected to be reduced by operational requirements to fly 9,800 feet mean sea level in
the area. Increased nighttime use of affected ranges are projected to have up to 10 dB
noise increases. Increased activity in special use airspace and Military Training Routes

i would result in minor noise-related impacts to the community of Willard and sensitive
wilderness locations. The Holloman alternative would result in an increase in aircraft
operations at Holloman AFB but no significant impacts are predicted for special use
airspace. The alternative is projected to result in an 11 percent cumulative population
increase in the Alamogordo area following the reduction in force of the 479th TTW.
Neither the housing market nor community services are expected to be adversely affected
in the long term. The potential exists for adverse vibrational impact to historic adobe
buildings of White Sands National Monument headquarters; such impacts would be

i avoided with appropriate implementation of operational procedures. Impacts to
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Table 2.6-1 Summary of Impacts by Alternative, Location, i
and Affected Resources

37th/49th TFW HOLLOMAN HOLLOMAN-NELLIS I
TTR HAFB NAFB TTR HAFB NAFB 1TR HAFB NAFB

Land Use - o o - 0 - 0 0 1
Atmospheric
Resources o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Noise 0 + 0 0 - 0 0 0 3
Airspace
Management o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Socioeconomics - o o - + 0 - 0 o

Biological U
Resources o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Water Resources o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Archaelogical/
Cultural o o o a o o 0

Hazardous
Materials/Waste o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I
+ = Significant Beneficial Impact TFW = Tactical Fighter Wing
- = Significant Adverse Impact HAFB = Holloman AFB
o = No Significant Impact NAFB = Nellis AFB

TTR = Tonopah Test Range

I
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archaeological resources on the Red Rio and McGregor bombing ranges are possible but

not likely, due to operational procedures. Other ranges are not expected to experience
significant impacts to these resources, either because of negligible changes in air-to-
ground mission activity or because of the absence of significant resources in the area.

Under the Holloman-Nellis AFB alternative, biophysical, socioeconomic impacts at
Tonopah would be similar to those incurred under the 37th/49th TFW alternative.
Impacts to the biophysical environment are not expected at Nellis AFB and in the vicinity
of Tonopah. Population and additional noise impacts at Nellis are projected to be small.
No significant biophysical or socioeconomic impacts are predicted at Holloman AFB or
in the associated special use airspace. Significant increases in noise levels in areas
underlying affected Military Training Routes could be incurred. Due to the additional
construction requirements associated with the 37th TFW at Nellis, a one year's delay in
moving the wing to Nellis AFB would result with an associated one year delay inoperational savings.

Under the no-action alternative, the 37th TFW would continue to operate from TTR,
and personnel would continue to commute from Nellis AFB on a weekly temporary duty
basis. Since there would be no change in activities, no changes to the biophysical and
socioeconomic environments are predicted and projected cost savings would be
foregone. The 49th TFW would continue to operate from Hrlloman and associated cost
savings would be foregone. The GAF and notional F-4 aircr t would not be consolidated
at Holloman, resulting in reduced training and response capabilities and foregone
efficiencies.

The preferred action includes the GAF of the Holloman alternative with resultant
impacts more closely aligned to the 37th/49th TFW alternative. Impacts to Tonopah TestRange and Nellis AFB are the same as those discussed under the 37th/49th TFW and
Holloman alternatives. No significant biophysical or socioeconomic impacts are expected

in and around Holloman AFB, or in associated special use airspace.

2.7 IMPACTS OF THE PREFERRED ACTION

IAs discussed in Section 2.2, the preferred action includes only one F-4 unit studied
under the Holloman alternative. The preferred action would have the same impacts to
Tonopah Test Range and Nellis AFB as presented under the 37th/49th TFW and
Holloman alternatives, since all aircraft and personnel would leave Nevada. Impacts to
Holloman AFB are bracketed between those discussed in the 37th/49th TFW andIHolloman alternatives, but are closer in magnitude to the 37th/49th TFW alternative. The
preferred action at Holloman AFB would have no change in the number of aircraft
assigned, a small reduction of 57 manpower authorizations (when compared to baseline),
and approximately $89.5M in construction impacting 62 acres.

The Holloman alternative defines the upper bounds of the biophysical impacts.
The following resource areas under the Holloman alternative were not found to have
significant adverse impacts despite greater levels of aircraft operations and construction:

I
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I
land use, air quality, biota, water resources, archaeological, cultural and historic
resources, and generation of hazardous materials and wastes. I

The preferred action would require the modification to IR-133/111 and IR-134 as
discussed under Airspace Management in the Holloman alternative. The annual airspace I
events/sorties will either remain constant or decrease (relative to baseline) around
Holloman AFB, special use airspaces, and MTRs, except on Oscura and Melrose I
Bombing Ranges and modified IR-134. Due to the relatively low usage of Beak and Talon
MOAs, the noise of each would increase by less than 1 dB over that discussed under the
37th/49th TFW alternative. The noise under Pecos MOA would be between 1 and 2 dB 3
less than described under the Holloman alternative. IR-134 would experience new low
level noise due to 504 annual sorties. The frequency of noise events would reduce from
ten per day described under the Holloman alternative to approximately two per day under I
the preferred action. Due to reduced sorties, MTRs IR-134, IR-133/111, VR-125 and VR-
1233 would experience 5 to 10 dB less noise than described under the Holloman
alternative with no appreciable change in the single event noise levels. MTRs VR-1 76, VR- I
196, IR-144 and VR-100 would experience no change in noise levels or frequency of use
relative to baseline. Noise under Red Rio and McGregor Bombing Ranges would see less
than a 1 dB decrease in noise as discussed in the Holloman alternative. Oscura and I
Melrose Bombing Ranges and R-5107 would experience between 1 and 2 dB less noise
than described under the Holloman alternative. 3

The 37th/49th TFW alternative defines the lower bounds of the socioeconomic
imoacts. The GAF would bring 128 military and civilian authorizations and approximately
278 contract positions over the number discussed in the 37th/49th TFW alternative. The U
GAF is expected to bring a total of 1,136 people, including 244 school children over the
number discussed in the 37th/49th TFW alternative to Alamogordo. Since the 37th/49th
TFW alternative was determined to have no significant impact and the preferred action
would bring additional people into Otero County, the preferred action would also have no
significant impact. 3

II
I
i
I
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j3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

3.1 TONOPAH TEST RANGE

3.1.1 Land Use

I "TTR is located in the northwestern portion of the Nellis Air Force Range (NAFR) in Nye
County, Nevada. Nye County covers about 18,155 square miles and is the third largest
county in the contiguous 48 states. The unincorporated town of Tonopah, the county
seat, is about 45 miles northwest of TTR and is the nearest population center. Around
TTR, land is used for the communities of Tonopah and Goldfield and for other military
activities in NAFR. Land to the north of TTR is primarily vacant desert-type land. A
district of the Toiyabe National Forest is also north of TTR.

Managed by DOE through a memorandum of understanding with the Air Force, TTR
provides a secure training and testing facility for classified Air Force missions. Over the
years the Air Force has built and improved the airstrip, warehouses, maintenance
buildings, dormitories, hangars, fuel tanks, and infrastructure needs. TTR is closed to
public entry, and no state or local land-use plans pertain to the area. Land usage on TTR
is coordinated among the current users through a 1977 five-party cooperative agreement
and interagency memorandums of understanding. The five-party cooperative agreement
includes the Air Force, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS), Nevada Department of Wildlife and DOE. It was instituted for the purpose of
protecting, developing, and managing the natural resources, fish and wildlife, vegetation,
watershed, wild horses, and burros on NAFR, the Nevada Test Site, and TTR. Wild
horses freely roam NAFR. A horse relocation program was initiated to relocate horses
from Area 10, the developed section of TTR (DOE and USAF 1988). In the NAFR, land
is used for training areas for military activities, for the Nevada Test Site, and for a portion
of the Desert National Wildlife Refuge (NWR).

NAFR is composed of TTR and the TFWC Range complex. TFWC Range complex
includes restricted areas R-4806, R-4807, and R-4809 and the area underlying the Desert

I MOA. Encompassing over 3 million acres of public lands and supporting the heaviest
sortie traffic in the world, the TFWC Range complex is the most sophisticated range in the
Air Force's inventory. Its primary purpose is to provide an unprecedented opportunity to
conduct training, testing, and weapons evaluation operations for the Air Force, Marine
Corps, Army, Navy, National Guard, Reserve forces, DOE, and other federal agencies.

The Nevada Test Site is a high security area that is used for the design, development,
and underground testing of nuclear weapons. A secondary mission of the area is the
storage and disposal of radioactive wastes generated on site and off site at other DOE
locations. The Desert NWR is the largest refuge in the 48 contiguous states.
Approximately one-half of the refuge is in NAFR. Limited recreational activities, such as
camping, backpacking, hiking, horseback riding, and picnicking, are permitted in the
portion of the refuge outside the range's boundary.
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Another potential land-use on NAFR is the proposed Yucca Mountain site. This site 1

may be the first geological repository for the permanent disposal of commercial spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste. The proposed site is located on three
adjacent parcels of federal land, under the separate control of DOE (Nevada Test Site),
the Air Force (NAFR), and the BLM.

Tonopah ti sinesses supporting local residents are located around the junction of
U.S. Highway 6 and U.S. Highway 95. Town residents live throughout the small town.
The most recent residential development is 2 miles northwest of the main part of town.
Also, the nearby community of Goldfield is primarily a residential area.

Land ownership for Nye County and the other two counties that are involved in the
alternatives is displayed in Table 3.1-1. Other land uses in Nye County, in addition to 1
NAFR and Toiyabe National Forest, include a portion of the Humbolt National Forest,
Berlin-lchthyosaur State Park, Belmont Courthouse State Historic Site, Duckwater Indian
Reservation, and a small portion of Death Valley National Monument. Land in the county I
is also used for mining and raising cattle. Many farmers graze their cattle on BLM land
and grow alfalfa on their property. The southeastern corner of Nye County is
experiencing growth due to the urban development in the Las Vegas Valley.

3.1.2 Atmospheric Resources 3
3.1.2.1 Climatology

TTR lies in a broad desert valley between two low mountain ranges. The climate is i
typically dry, with large nighttime and seasonal temperature changes. Clear, sunny days
prevail, with light to moderate winds. Rainfall is 8 inches per year; the average annual
snowfall is 12 to 13 inches. Most of the precipitation results from afternoon
thunderstorms during the summer months. Dust storms are common in the spring, and
dust devils occur frequently in the summer. The average temperature within the range
is about 500 Fahrenheit (F), with maximum temperatures over 100*F and minimum
temperatures below -200F. The average relative humidity is approximately 40%. Surface
winds are predominantly from the west-northwest or northwest in the winter season and
from the south to southeast in the summer. The average annual wind speed varies from
about 10 to 15 miles per hour.

3.1.2.2 Air Quality

Tonopah is located within the Nevada Intrastate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR), 1
which comprises most of the state of Nevada. For the region surrounding Tonopah,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports indicate that particulates and sulfur
dioxide (SO2) are within acceptable levels. Carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides I
(NO), and ozone (03) are lower than standards or cannot be classified because
monitoring information is insufficient to make a designation as to attainment or
nonattainment. =

3
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Table 3.1-1. Land Ownership in Nye and Clark Counties, Nevada,
and Otero County, New MexicoI

Nye CountyP Clark County? Otero County
Acres % County Acres % County Acres % County

BLM 6,703,643 58.0 3,475,983.00 1,125,422 26.5
USFS 1,750,119 15.1 58,597.00 544,129 12.8
NPS 106,971 0.9 587,321.00 140,247 3.3
DoD,DOE 2,151,474 18.6 400,000.00' 889,229 20.9

Indian 9,273 0.1 75,599.04 1.5 460,167 10.8
State 10,496 0.1 60,578.04 1.2 543,012 12.8
County 295 - 7,740.46 0.2 N/A
Private 822,711 7.1 254,040.90 5.1 546,114 12.9
City N/A 3,698.22 - N/A
Schools N/A 26,184.04 0.6 N/A

Total 11,560,960 100.0 4,967,316.88 100.0 4,248,320 100.0

a Source: Williams 1990.

Note: There is a discrepancy in the total acreage of the county compared to the sum of all the
numbers in the columns. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that the numbers in the
column represent the number of acres that are exempt and nonexempt on the tax roll. The
final total may represent the actual number of acres In the county.

b Source: Adair 1990.

Note: Based on acreage that is registered as nonexempt or exempt on the tax roll.

C Source: Barraza 1990.

Note: Based on acreage that is registered as nonexempt or exempt on the tax roll.

BLM Bureau of Land Management

USFS United States Forestery Service

NPS National Park Service -

Note: Portions of the Nellis South Range are also part of the U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service Desert
National Wildlife Refuge. Acreage for DoD/DOE is estimated to be 350,000 to 400,000 acres.
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I
Ambient concentrations of 03 may approach the National Ambient Air Quality

Standards (NAAQS) due to the transport of polluted air from southern California
urban areas. Particulate concentrations may occasionally be high because of strong
winds which entrain large amounts of soil particles into the air. The remaining criteria 3
pollutants are not measured at the representative monitoring locations, but they are
expected to be lower than the NAAQS.

The state of Nevada, through the Division of Environmental Protection, has also
adopted the NAAQS, in addition to promulgating state standards for S0 2 and particulates.

I
3.1.3 Noise

TTR is located more than 30 miles from the nearest area of public access and is on 3
lands owned and operated by the Federal Government. As a result of this isolated
setting, the base operates under a waiver from HQ TAC/DEVE that does not require a
periodic Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) study of the TTR terminal I
environment. Noise exposure (Ldn) contours have therefore not been developed for the
TTR. However, estimates for the potential noise impact areas around the base would
suggest that Ldn values of 65 decibels (dB) and above would be limited to about one mile I
sideline to TR runway and would extend approximately six miles from the runway
thresholds along the extended center line. These noise exposures are caused by current
operations of the F-1 17A and AT-38B aircraft and, which include more night-time I
operations than would be envisioned for future proposed scenarios, together with a daily
occurrence of various B-727 and C-12 transport aircraft operating between the TTR and
Nellis AFB. I

Operations by the 37th TFW outside of the TTR environment are primarily conducted
in airspace associated with the Nellis Range Complex. These operations constitute a very
small portion of the Nellis Range flight activity and are typically conducted at altitudes
greater than 3000 feet AGL. The incremental noise exposure attributable to the 37th TFW
operations is therefore very small (less than i dB) relative to that caused by all other
current flight activity on the range. The 37th TFW does not use low-level MTRs and there
is therefore no impact by those aircraft on Nevada MTR noise exposures. 1

The Nellis Range complex, within which the 37th TFW primarily operates, was not
modeled for noise levels. This is one of the most complex range environments in the 3
United States. The vast array of target complexes and the thousands of square miles that
comprise the range complex preclude the formulation of an accurate noise model.

3.1.4 Airspace Management

TTR is located within restricted area R-4809 in the northwest portion of the TFWC 3
Range complex shown in Figure 3.1-1. Therefore, the airspace structure associated with
the TTR airfield consists of the restricted area itself and areas delegated for the control
of air traffic within R-4809 and the airfield environment. Due to the restrictive nature of this

I
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I
airspace and TTR operations, only defense-related aircraft are authorized to operate within
this airspace.

3.1.4.1 Existing TTR Terminal Airspace Structure 3
Airspace delegated to the TTR Air Traffic Control (ATC) facilities consists of an

approach control area and an airport traffic area. The approach control area, which 1
includes R-4809 from the surface to infinity, is used to provide radar sequencing and
separation to TTR aircraft arrivals and departures. The Electronic Combat (EC) west
portion of R-4809 is designated for joint use with Nellis AFB for TFWC Range tactical I
training operations. When EC west is in use by Nellis AFB, the approach control area is
limited to R-4809A. n

The TTR control tower has control responsibilities within an airport traffic area, which
is a 5-statute-mile radius of the airfield from the surface to 3,000 feet AGL. This
jurisdiction includes approximately 127,000 takeoffs and landings, practice landings (low I
approaches/touch-and-go landings), and the airfield traffic patterns.

3.1.4.2 Existing TR Special Use Airspace Structure I
Special use airspace includes restricted areas and MOAs that are designated by the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) specifically for the conduct of defense-related
activities. This airspace is defined in terms of lateral and vertical limits, and times of use
in order to meet testing and training requirements and minimize conflicts with competing
airspace users. Restricted areas contain hazardous activities such as bombing and B
gunnery operations and artillery firing. MOAs contain aircraft activities that are not
determined to be hazardous, such as practice combat maneuvers and air-to-air
intercepts. TTR is located in R-4809, where all airfield operations are conducted. Joint I
use of this restricted area by civil or nonscheduled military aircraft is not authorized at any
time. The majority of the 37th TFW flight operations are conducted in the TFWC Range
Complex (see Figure 3.1-1).

3.1.5 Sociloeconomics 3
Nye County is the socioeconomic region of influence (ROI) for the proposed

realignment from TTR. It is presently home to 85% of the 37th TFW-related contractor 3
personnel living in Nye County, Tonopah. A small percent of contractor personnel live
in Esmeralda County.

3.1.5.1 Population

The estimated 1990 population in Nye County is 17,781 (Table 3.1-2). The population 3
grew 64% from 1980 to 1985. Growth from 1985 to 1990 is estimated at 35% and from
1990 to 1995, 2%. Population in Tonopah was estimated at 3,621 for 1989 (PIC 1990).
Tonopah's population almost doubled between 1980 and 1985. Growth from 1985 to I
1989 was estimated to be approximately 15%.

I
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I Table 3.1-2. Population in the Region of Influence, Nye County

11980 1985 1990a 1995

Nye Countyb 9,048 14,850 17,781 20,400

Tnph1 ,952c 3,765 d 3,621 N/A

Sources:

Ia Based on 10990 Census data.

bVaidyanaphan 1990.
cWalker and Cowperthwaite 1988.

d PlC 1990.
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3.1.5.2 Employment and Income 5

The economy of Nye County depends primarily on services, including contract-related
services for military activities, gaming and tourism, and mining activities. The services
industry accounted for 63% of the total 10,860 jobs in Nye County in 1988, as shown in
Table 3.1-3. The next largest sectors were mining, which represented 14% of total
employment, and government, which represented 9%. The seasonally adjusted I
unemployment rate in Nye County was 4.8% as of March 1990 (Nevada Employment
Security Department 1990).

Total payrolls distributed across industrial sectors in Nye County are summarized in
Table 3.1-4. Payrolls totaled about $325 million in 1988. Service industries accounted for
approximately 68% of total earnings. Mining earnings represented 15% of total payroll, U
and government earnings represented 7%. Per capita income in the county was $12,742in 1987, a 12% nominal increase from 1985 (BEA 1989).

Employment and income data for Tonopah are not available from the Nevada
Employment Security Department. However, estimates provided by Planning Information
Corporation (PIC 1990) indicate a total of approximately 2,524 jobs, which include 508 5
tourist-related jobs, 1,125 mining jobs, 451 service and government positions, and 440
ITR contractors. U
3.1.5.3 Housing

3.1.5.3.1 Off-Base Housing I
Housing includes all houses, apartments, and mobile homes available within the

housing area, whether they are owned, rented, or vacant. As shown in Table 3. 9, Nye I
County has a total of 3,802 housing units. Approximately 50% of the total rluusing
inventory in the county consists of mobile homes. Detached, single-family units represent
40%, and attached, single-family units (condominiums and townhouses) represent 2%.
Multifamily housing is defined as two-, three-, or four-plexes and apartments and
comprises 8% of total housing.

There are 1,588 housing units in Tonopah as of March 1990 (Table 3.1-6).
Single-family homes represent almost 50% of the housing stock. Mobile homes make up 3
33%, and multifamily units make up about 14% of the total. Extended transient housing
is also available at local hotels. There are 610 hotel rooms in Tonopah, 103 of which are
efficiency units.

Vacancy rates are difficult to determine for permanent housing since there are no
zoning laws, and substandard housing is not condemned and demolished. Units that are I
substandard or marginal may only be filled when local housing demand is high (e.g.,
during a mining or construction boom) and remain vacant at other times (Rivero 1990).

Currently, rental vacancy rates are unusually low due to the influx of construction
workers associated with the building of the new high school in Tonopah (Rippie 1990).
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3- Table 3.1-3. Employment by Industry, Nye County

1988

Industry 1985 1988 Percent of Total

Mining 884 1,533 14

Construction 249 420 4

Manufacturing 89 107 1

Transportation,
communications,
and utilities 135 202 2

Wholesale and
retail tradeb 514 594 5

Finance, insurance,

m and real estate 216 227 2

Servicesa'b 6,904 6,811 63

I Government 792 966 9

Total 9,783 10,860 100

Note: a Includes agricultural services and firms not elsewhere classified.b Tourism and gaming activities are included in the retail trade and services
industrial sectors.

Source: Nevada Employment Security Department 1985, 1988; reported by place of

work.
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Table 3.1-4. Distribution of Payrolls by Industry, Nye County u
I

1988 Payroll
Industry ($1000) Percent of Total t

Mining 48,952 15.0 3
Construction 13,111 4.0 3
Manufacturing 1,266 0.4

Transportation,
communications,
and utilities 5,967 2.0 3
Wholesale and
retail trade 7,223 2.0

Finance, insuranc a,
and real estate 5,179 1.6

Servicesa 222,067 68.0 3
Government 21,453 7.0

Total 325,218 100.0 1

Note: a Includes agricultural services and firms not elsewhere classified. I
Source: Nevada Employment Security Department 1988; reported by place of work. 5

3
I
U
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Table 3.1-5. Permanent Housing In Nye County
(as of July 1, 1989)

Percent ofI Units Total County

Single-family detached 1,532 40

Single-family attached 71 2

Multifamily 300 8

Mobile homes 1,889 49.7

Agricultural residences 10 0.3

Total units 3,802 100.0

I Source: Vaidyana, -:an 1990.

I
I
!
I
I
I
I
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Table 3.1-6. Housing Inventory, Tonopah (1990) 3
I

Percent of I
Units Total

Single family 758 47.7 3
Two-plex 46 3.0

Three-plex 3 0.2

Apartments 173 10.9 3
Townhouses 11 0.7

Mobile homes 528 33.2

Available trailer hookups 69 4.3 1
Total 1,588 100.0 1

Source: Rivero 1990. 1
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I
Construction is expected to be completed by fall 1991. A summary of the Tonopah real
estate market is shown in Table 3.1-7.

j 3.1.5.3.2 On-Base Housing

On-base housing at TTR has approximately 3,600 bed spaces in serviceable condition.
I Rates for civilians to stay on site are $10.50 per week or $1.50 per night. Meals are

subsidized at 1962 prices. Approximately 850 DOE contractor civilians associated with
the 37th TFW stay in TTR quarters during the work week (Krumm 1990).

3.1.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

3.1.5.4.1 Education

All school districts in Nevada are organized under terms of legislation enacted in 1956.
There is one school district in each county with responsibility for all public education from
kindergarten through the twelfth grade. The Nye County School District consists of 12
schools. Schools that specifically service the Tonopah area are the Tonopah School,
which offers grades kindergarten (K) to 12, and the Silver Rim Elementary School, which
offers grades K to 5. Historical enrollment figures for the Nye County School District are
provided in Table 3.1-8. The district reported an enrollment of 3,266 students in April
1990. The district employs 373 persons. The pupil to teacher ratio in the Nye County
School District was 20:1 in 1987 (Nevada Department of Education 1988).

ICurrently, there are no dependents of military personnel enrolled in Tonopah Public
School or the Silver Rim School. Therefore, Federal Education Impact Aid (FEIA) funds
in lieu of taxes are not made available to the Tonopah public schools. The operating
revenues of school districts in Nevada are primarily derived from local and state sources.
The district's local operating revenue sources are comprised largely of a county-wide
seventy-five cent property tax and a sales tax equal to 1.5% of the taxable sale. Other
local operating sources to the general fund include motor vehicle privilege taxes, utility
franchise fees, and earnings on investment. The state revenue sources consist of

I payments from the state distributive school account, pursuant to the Nevada Plan for
School Finance. The plan is designed to compensate for wide local variation in resources
and in cost per pupil. The Nye County School District receives revenues in accordance
with this plan. The 1989/1990 per pupil budget is $3,356 (Nye County School District
1990).

IThe district reached enrollment capacity in 1985. In subsequent years, the district has
maintained a 5% to 6% annual growth rate. In response to overcrowding, the district
received voter approval of a $30 million bond issue to finance a county-wide building
program. A new 500-student school, grades 9 to 12, is currently under construction in
Tonopah and will be completed by the fall of 1991.
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Table 3.1-7. Summary of Residential Sales, Tonopah (1989) I
I

Single-Family Mobile Two Single-
Residences Homes Family Units" 3

U
Units sold 68 7 3

Total sales $4,090,287 $166,000 $143,200

Average price $60,151 $23,714 $47,733 3
I

Note: a May include a residence or a real or personal property mobile home. 3
Source: Rivero 1990.

I
I
I
I

I

I
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Table 3.1-8. Historical Enrollment Figures:
Nye County School District

Year Elementary Secondary Total

1985 1,569 1,180 2,749

1986 1,597 1,127 2,724

1987 1,539 1,093 2,632

1988 1,652 1,226 2,878

1989 1,805 1,275 3,080

1990 1,924 1,351 3,275

Source: Nevada Department of Education 1988-90.
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3.1.5.4.2 Police and Fire Protection 5
Law enforcement in Nye County is provided by the county sheriff's department, which

has 71 commissioned officers. Additional law enforcement is offered by the state highway
patrol, which has 6 officers. Personnel located in Tonopah currently includes the
following: one sheriff, one under-sheriff, one captain, one lieutenant, two sergeants, one
detective sergeant, one animal-control officer, one truant officer, two jailers, and five
deputies. The Nye County sheriff also operates a substation at TTR. This facility employs
one lieutenant, one sergeant, three deputies, and one dispatcher (Perez 1990). Police
protection is currently at, or slightly under, capacity.

Fire protection is provided by the fire department in Tonopah. Equipment for fire
protection is provided by the county, the community, and associations affiliated with U
volunteer fire departments. The fire department in Tonopah has four paid personnel and
is supported by volunteer fire fighters. This level of service (LOS) is sufficient for current
needs.

3.1.5.4.3 Health Services

The city of Tonopah is served by the Nye County Regional Medical Center, which has
45 beds, 21 reserved for acute care and 24 for extended care. The medical center serves
an area that is 100 miles in radius. Total employment for the facility is 100 full-time I
personnel and 15 part-time personnel, including 6 full-time physicians, 1 full-time
physician's assistant, 1 nurse-anaesthetist, 16 registered nurses, and 43 licensed practical
nurses. Employment increases in the summer months when local students are hired I
as summer help. A county-owned-and-operated ambulance service is based at the
medical center. In addition to the local physician care, specialists regularly visit the area
from Reno and Las Vegas. Although the medical center is currently operating at full I
capacity, there are no plans for expansion because funds are limited or unavailable.

3.1.5.4.4 Utilities I
Water Supply. Municipal water is supplied to Tonopah by Tonopah Public Utilities.

The utility services approximately 1,550 accounts in Tonopah, representing 2,500 I
equivalent residential units. Potable water is obtained from a well field in East Ralston
Valley. The capacity of this field is approximately 1.2 million gallons per day (mgd); daily
use amounts to 1 mgd. According to the acting director of Public Works, the current
water system is operating near peak capacity. The utility recently added an additional well
to augment supplies.

Wastewater. The public sewerage facility in Tonopah is located just north of the city,
west of the cemetery. The area is served by a joint collection system with one rapid- i
infiltration bed complex. The current capacity of the system is 1 mgd with daily use
amounting to 50% of capacity (Howerton 1990). In 1989, the treatment system was
expanded to meet increased demand. The project, paid for by the utility as a capital I
improvement, cost approximately $250,000 for engineering design and construction.

I
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Solid Waste. Tonopah maintains a private contract with Hoss Disposal, Incorporated,
to collect solid waste and transport it to the landfill, which is owned and operated by
Tonopah. The landfill is located 3 miles east of Tonopah. Since, the landfill is not
currently nearing capacity, it should remain operational into the future. Hoss Disposal
employs one full-time driver in Tonopah. The landfill also employs one full-time person.

Power. Commercial power is provided to Tonopah by the Sierra Pacific Power
Company. The utility provides electricity to 1,722 residential units and 329 commercial
units. Power is transmitted to Tonopah by Utah Power and Light via a 230-kilovolt
powerline.

Propane is used by Tonopah residents as the primary source of commercial heat in
the winter months. There are two propane distributors in Tonopah: Suburban Propane
and Cal-Gas Propane Gas Service. These distributors are able to meet or exceed
demand for propane in Tonopah.

3.1.5.5 Public Finance

Public finance is related to the revenues and expenditures of county and city
governments and special districts in the ROI. Budgets in these jurisdictions are
established to allocate a broad spectrum of services to residents, including public health
and safety services, public works programs, administrative and legal operations, and
education and recreation programs. Revenues for these services are drawn from an
equally large number of sources, including property taxes, sales taxes, local taxes and
fees, and various subventions from state and federal sources. Total revenues for Nye
County in 1987, 1988, and 1989 were $10,186,321; $12,967,702; and $12,198,628,
respectively. Total expenditures for those years were $9,939,396; $11,817,359; and
$16,360,813. In all years, the categories of highest expenditure were general government,
public safety, and public works.

3.1.5.6 Transportation

The two principal highways in the ROI are U.S. Highways 6 and 95 (Figure 3.1-2).
U.S. 95 enters Nevada at the southern tip and runs along the western border through Las
Vegas, Tonopah, and several other cities before connecting with 1-80 just east of the
Sparks/Reno area. U.S. 6, one of only three roads that traverse the state in an east-west
direction, passes through Tonopah and is used by commuters en route to the range
access road. Other notable roads in the area are State Route (SR) 376, which connects
U.S. 6 with U.S.50 to the north, and SR 375, which intersects U.S. 6 with U.S. 93 to the
southeast.

Because the range is remotely located, travel on transportation systems in the area
is low. Most commuters to the range are REECO employees. About 500 commuters live
in Nye County, and it is assumed many of these travel to TTR in buses, carpools or
private vehicles. H&N also employs 17 people who commute daily to TTR by bus. Most
personnel (550 including civilians) are flown in from Nellis AFB on a daily or weekly basis;
thus, these commuters do not affect highway use in the ROI. Route 504, the two-lane
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access route to TTR from U.S. 6, provides adequate capacity for commuters. Although
only a few miles of paved roads are found on TTR, numerous improved roads (dirt or
gravel) are located throughout the area to access the various target areas and other
remotely located facilities. Volumes of traffic on these roads are nominal.

The closest rail facility in the region is a branch line of the Southern Pacific Overland
Route. This branch extends from the Reno/Sparks area to Mina, about 70 miles
northwest of Tonopah. No lines exist to Tonopah or TTR. The Tonopah Airport is a small
general aviation airport that has about 21,000 annual flight operations per year (Nevada

i Department of Transportation, 1990). The nearest commercial airline operations
supporting Tonopah are located in Las Vegas or Reno, Nevada.

3.1.6 Biological Resources

3.1.6.1 Vegetation

Sagebrush dominates the vegetation of the lower elevations of TTR and the northern
part of NAFR. Other plants, intermixed with the sagebrush, include shadscale, fourwing
saltbush, rubber rabbitbrush, spiny hopsage, and horsebrush. The vegetation is adapted
to varying degrees of alkalinity. This tolerance of alkalinity is essential to its survival on
the poorly drained soils prevalent in this region. In areas with very high salt
concentrations, these shrubs cannot survive and plant communities are dominated by
greasewood saltgrass (Bailey 1980).

Sagebrush, the dominant plant in the region, probably occurs in abundance primarily
because of overgrazing. In areas where fire and grazing have been excluded, grasses
such as Palouse grass or mixed prairie-type grasses eventually become the dominant
vegetation. In mountainous areas, ponderosa pine may dominate the vegetation.

The southern part of NAFR is located in the Mojave Desert, a region where vegetation
is typically very sparse, with bare ground between individual plants. Various cacti and
thorny shrubs are often conspicuous here, but many thornless shrubs and herbaceous
plants are also present. Vegetation below 3,000 feet mean sea level (MSL) is dominated
by creosote bush and chamiso. The desert mountains are almost devoid of vegetation.
However, in the higher elevations along the northern limit of the Mojave Desert, JoshuaI trees are prominent; and at higher elevations various junipers and pinyons are
encountered. The interior basins of the Mojave Desert are characterized by shallow,
ephemeral playa lakes. Soils of the playas have high alkali concentrations. The alkalinity

i decreases away from the center of the playas, resulting in a distinct zonation of vegetation
as a result of the variation in tolerance of the plants to high salt concentrations (Bailey1980).

3.1.6.2 Fauna

I Large mammals that are found occasionally in the area around 17R and the northern
part of NAFR are the wild horse, mule deer, mountain lion, bobcat, and badger. The
most common small mammals in the region are ground squirrels, jackrabbits, kangaroo
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mice, wood rats, and kit fox. Some ground squirrels, especially the Belding and
Townsend ground squirrels, become dormant during the hot dry summer. I

Nocturnal burrowers, particularly kangaroo rats and pocket mice, dominate the
southern part of the NAFR in the Mojave desert. Another common rodent, the Merriam's I
kangaroo rat, is closely associated with creosote bush. Other important species are the
long-tailed pocket mouse and antelope ground squirrel. Common larger mammals of the I
region are the desert kit fox, coyote, and western spotted skunk (Bailey 1980).

According to a census made in August 1990 by the BLM, there are approximately
4,302 wild horses on the Nevada Wild Horse Range and adjacent areas, including the
TTR (Durfee 1990). The number of animals in the population can vary considerably from
year to year depending on a variety of environmental factors that control population size, I
the availability of water and food being the most important limiting factors. The
movements of the animals are seasonal and depend primarily on the availability of water.
In summer, the horses are found in the northern part of the TTR within 15 miles of a I
permanent water source. In winter, the population is found mostly in the southern part
of the TTR where there is a greater abundance of food and water. 5
3.1.6.3 Endangered and Threatened Species

The state- and federally listed endangered, threatened, or otherwise protected species I
of the TTR include mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles, invertebrates, and plants. Twenty-
eight federally listed species are identified in Table A-1 of Appendix A. Fifty-three state-listed species are identified in Table A-2. One hundred and twenty-eight candidate
species are identified in Table A-3.

3.1.7 Water Resources I
3.1.7.1 Surface Water 3

TTR is located in a region which has an arid climate. The average annual precipitation
is about 8 inches, most of which occurs during summer thunderstorms. Winters are
relatively dry, with an average annual snowfall of about 13 inches in a typical year. The
mean annual open water evaporation rate in the vicinity of TTR is estimated to be 60
inches per year. The open water evaporation rate is used to estimate evapotranspiration
rate and represents the upper limit of water loss from the hydrologic cycle by atmospheric
conditions. The potential deficit in precipitation (average annual precipitation minus mean
annual open water evaporation) for the "TR area is large, 52 inches. 3

TTR lies in a broad desert valley in the Basin and Range Physiographic Province along
the northeast flanks of the northern Cactus Range, east of Cactus Peak. This area may I
be divided into playas (small temporary lakes), washes, and uplands. Most of the upland
is composed of a moderately dissected pediment of the Cactus Range. Surface water
is drained by shallow, ephemeral drainages to the northeast. Most of "TR lies within the I
Cactus Flat (a dry lake bed) Hydrographic Basin.
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The land surface elevations at TTR range from 5,300 to 6,000 feet MSL. The dominant
surface features in the area around TTR are dry lakes. There are two wastewater
stabilization/evaporation basins which receive wastewater from "-R. The sewage system
uses a combination stabilization/evaporation facility that has a surface area of
approximately 17 acres (DOE and USAF 1988). Stormwater runoff from the runway and
apron areas is directed into a series of detention ponds which allow solids to settle. The
wastewater collection and disposal system for HRR is operated under a state of Nevada
Permit, NEV 20001, for the discharge of effluent from the treatment facility to the
groundwater of the state of Nevada via evaporation/percolation basins (WRC 1990). H-R
has no permanent surface water features.

3.1.7.2 Groundwater

There is no permanent surface water in the Cactus Flat Basin near TTR; therefore,
water resources in this part of Nevada are developed from three types of aquifers: alluvial,
volcanic, and carbonate (Rush 1970). Wells drilled in Cactus Flat have all been
completed in the alluvium. Wells have not been drilled deep enough to intersect a
carbonate aquifer in Cactus Flat; however, exploratory drill logs show that carbonate
rocks are present. Local volcanic rocks play an important role in transmitting precipitation
to the alluvial aquifers, but there are no wells developed in volcanic rocks in Cactus Flat.

I The alluvial aquifer system is responsible for all water produced in Cactus Flat at H-R.
The volume of groundwater in storage can be estimated based on the specific yield and
volume of alluvial sediments. Rush (1970) estimated specific yield of sediments in Cactus
Flat to range from 0.05 to 0.10. An average specific yield of 0.10 is reasonable (DOE and
USAF 1988) based on well logs for Cactus Flat. This yield is consistent with values
reported by Fetter (1980). There are approximately 1,800,000 acre-feet of groundwater
in storage in the economically developable upper 100 feet of saturated alluvial sediments
(DOE and USAF 1988). The depth of this reservoir of water averages approximately 250
feet at TTR, approximately 100 feet near area 10B, and approximately 480 feet near area
1 OA.

In the Cactus Flat hydrographic basin, very little water is discharged from the
groundwater system by springs or evapotranspiration. Springs occurring in the
mountainous regions are discharges from local perched aquifers. These mountain
springs are not connected with the valley-bottom alluvial groundwater system (DOE and
USAF 1988). The effect of these springs on the hydrographic system is not considered
significant, and no further consideration will be given to them in the water budget. Several
playas are present along the long axis of the basin. These playas have been
characterized as nondischarge (groundwater recharge) playas (DOE and USAF 1988).
The lack of phreatopphytic vegetation in Cactus Flat precludes losses from the water table
due to transpiration. The only natural loss that can be occurring is basin underflow. It
has been suggested that groundwater could be discharging (underflow) from Cactus Flat
either to the adjoining Sarcobatus Flat System or to the Pahute Mesa System (Rush
1970). The estimated recharge to the Cactus Flat Hydrographic Basin is 600 acre-feet
per year (AFY) (DOE, 1988). An estimated 503 AFY of water was withdrawn in 1986
(DOE and USAF 1988).
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Water analyses at various times are available to characterize the water quality at ten

locations within the study area (DOE and USAF 1988). None of the constituents analyzed i
exceeded the recommended health standards set by the Nevada Division of Health, with
the exception of high pH levels at EH-1 well and Sandia #6 well. Although the pH values
at these wells exceed the 8.5 pH cutoff (8.75 and 9.14, respectively), the waters do not
pose health problems. There have been no significant changes in chemistry over time.
The observed differences are all within the range of natural fluctuations and/or analytical
accuracy (DOE and USAF 1988).

3.1.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

3.1.8.1 Archaeological and Historical Resources

Southern Nevada has a long and varied record of occupation by prehistoric and
historic peoples, ranging from Paleo-lndian groups, who focused on big game hunting
and foraging for lakeside resources as early as 9000 B.C., to historic mining camps and I
towns that reflect the discovery of gold and silver near Tonopah and Goldfield in the early
1900s. Over the last 11,000 years, the area has been inhabited by a long succession of
other groups characterized by a variety of adaptations to their natural environment. I
These adaptations include the "Western Archaic" pattern, which consisted of broad-
spectrum hunting and gathering by small groups who moved frequently following the
seasonal and geographical availability of food resources; Puebloan farming groups, who I
seem to have used the range area for hunting, gathering, and trading activities; and the
protohistoric and historic Western Shoshone, who practiced a lifestyle similar to Western
Archaic groups (Bergin 1979).

As a result of the long period of human use of the range area, archaeological and
historic sites can be found in almost every environmental stratum. However, the spatial
distribution and the density of sites are not uniform due to environmental differences in
resource availability and abundance. A recent cultural resource sample survey of TTR
and NAFR yielded site densities ranging from 16 sites per square mile near springs and
wells to a low of 2.6 sites per square mile along lake terraces (Bergin 1979). Although
the survey has examined only a small portion of TTR, a wide range of prehistoric and
historic sites and isolated artifacts has been recorded. Prehistoric site types include
rockshelters, lithic scatters, isolated features, and temporary camps (Crownover 1981;
Bergin 1979). A number of the sites are thought to be eligible for listing on the National I
Register of Historic Places (Bergin 1979). TTR has five major historic mining camps and
towns that collectively represent the early twentieth century mining boom in Nye County,
Nevada. This common theme and their relative integrity of setting and condition suggest i
that these sites are eligible for listing as a discontiguous National Register District (Bergin
1979). Areas of particular sensitivity within the TTR include springs, Pleistocene lake
terraces surrounding Antelope and Cactus Flat Playas, playa margins, and Breen Creek.

3.1.8.2 Native American Cultural Resources

The protohistoric and historic cultural tradition of the TTR/Nellis AFB area was
established by Shoshonean groups who entered the area sometime after A.D. 1000 and
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exploited it for over 900 years. Southern portions of the TTR/Nellis AFB area were also
used by southern Paiutes. These Native American groups were removed to a number
of distant reservations shortly before the end of the nineteenth century. Resources of
cultural importance to modern day Shoshoneans include native flora and fauna; sacred
areas, including certain environmental features (mountain peaks and ranges, lakes and
springs, caves, and unique rock formations); rock art; trails used by prehistoric and
historic Native Americans; and places of burial or cremation, including ancestral
settlements.

3 3.1.9 Hazardnus Materials and Wastes

The 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to the federal Resource
Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA), requires generators to reduce the volume of and
toxicity of waste generated. In response, DoD directed each Service to implement waste
minimization programs consistent with the requirements under RCRA. DoD established
a 50 percent volume reduction goal in hazardous waste generation by 1992 with 1986 as
the baseline year. Air Force policies for waste reduction were published in AFR 19-11,
Hazardous Waste Management and Minimization, in July 1989. In 1990 TAC established
a Command waste minimization program and increased the hazardous waste reduction
goal to 65 percent by 1995 based on a revised 1990 baseline.

I Current hazardous waste management activities at TTR are performed by contractors
in concert with the base civil engineer's office. Base and contractor personnel collect
wastes at satellite accumulation points. From the satellite accumulation points, these
wastes are taken to the hazardous waste accumulation facility and shipped to permitted
off-base disposal facilities within ninety days (WRC 1990).

Actions are underway to clean up fuel (JP-4) contaminated soil at the base fire training
pit area. The contamination does not pose an immediate threat to health. Clean-up
actions are being coordinated with the Department of Energy and the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection. Final clean-up actions will be approved by all applicable federal
and state agencies.

The operation and maintenance of military hardware, including aerospace ground-
equipment maintenance, corrosion control, vehicle maintenance, and fire training activities,
generates wastes directly related to the level of activity (i.e., amount of equipment
supported). These wastes are disposed of on base by recovery or collection and
disposal by contractors that are state-and EPA-approved.

3.2 HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE

3.2.1 Land Use

Holloman AFB is located in Oterc County, New Mexico, 8 miles west-southwest of the
town of Alamogordo. Primary access to the base is from U.S. 70/82. Otero County does
not have any formal zoning or land-use regulations. The city of Alamogordo has
concurrent jurisdiction with the county for subdivision regulations within 3 miles of the
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city's limit. The USAF has an AICUZ study for Holloman AFB that provides guidelines for
land-use development around the base (USAF 1976, revised 1988).

Scattered commercial development is located to the east of Holloman AFB along U.S.
70/82 from the city boundary to the base. Land uses in the southwest portion of
Alamogordo, which is near the base, include residential, light industry, commercial, and
the Alamogordo/White Sands Regional Airport. Land use to the north, west, and south
of the base consists mostly of undeveloped open rangeland. The majority of the land is
on the WSMR, which is owned by the federal government and closed to the public. Some
of the other rangeland is used for cattle grazing. Also to the west of the base is the White
Sands National Monument. Activities in the monument include picnicking, a drive through
the dunes, limited hiking trails, a visitor center, and seasonal interpretive programs.

Table 3.1-1 displays land ownership for Otero County. Other land uses in Otero
County include the resort area around Clou(4-,oft, the town of Tularosa, the Mescalero
Apache Indian Reservation, the Cloudcroft ar, ( jadalupe districts of the Lincoln National 3
Forest, the Oliver Lee State Park, the Fort Bliss Military Reservation, scattered agriculture,
and vacai,t rangeland.

Activity on Melrose Bombing Range iffects land in Roosevelt and Curry Counties in
New Mexico. Zoning and land-use planning is not actively pursued by either county.
Land surrounding the Melrose Bombing Range is classified as agricultural and used I
primarily for cattle grazing. There are a few inhabited dwellings in the vicinity of the
Range. (TAC 1985). 3

Airspace associated with the evaluated alternatives are listed b6low. The areas are
located in New Mexico, Texas and Arizona. The following discussion summarizes land
uses of the areas underlying these airspace units.

R-5103B, C. Located primarily over McGregor Bombing Range, a portion of the
Fort Bliss Military Reservation, the land is mainly vacant, high desert land. U.S. Hwy 54
borders the western edge of the reservation. Cattle grazing is permitted on certain lots
within the area delineated by the boundaries of this airspace unit. The Culp Canyon
Wilderness Study area lies at the northern portion of land underlying this unit.

R-5104A. This range is part of the Melrose Bombing Range, which is located west
of Clovis, New Mexico. A large percentage of this range is owned by the Air Force.
Access is limited, but cattle grazing and crop growing are permitted on sections of theland underlying this airspace unit. 3

R-5107A. This airspace unit is located over Dona Ana Range, which is a portion
of the Fort Bliss Military Reservation west of U.S. 54. 3

R-5107B, C, D, E, H, J. Primarily located over WSMR, portions of which are not
open to the public, these airspace units also overlie the White Sands National Monument, I
the Pran Quivira Unit of Salinas Pueblo Missions National Monument, and the San Andres
NWR. The high, desert-type land is primarily vacant.
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R-2301. Located over the Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range and Cabeza Prieta
NWR in southwest Arizona, the area is primarily vacant, high desert land. Organ Pipe
Cactus National Monument borders the southeastern edge of the area underlying this

airspace unit, and the southern boundary extends to the Mexican border.

Beak MOAs. These MOAs cover a portion of the Lincoln National Forest, the
resort areas of Ruidoso, the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation, the Capitan Mountains
Wilderness Area and several small communities that are primarily located in the national
forest. Agricultural activities, such as orchards growing and ranching, are located under
portions of this area.

Talon MOA. Located over Carlsbad and Artesia, New Mexico, this MOA lies over
Bradley Dam State Park, Living Desert State Park, and a portion of the Guadalupe District
of the Lincoln National Forest. Carlsbad Caverns National Park is south of the MOA.
There are scattered agricultural, residential, and commercial land uses under the MOA,
which is primarily vacant, high desert land.

Reserve MOA. This MOA lies over portions of western New Mexico and eastern
Arizona. Most of the land under the MOA is part of the Gila and Apache National Forests
and includes the Gila Wilderness Area, the Blue Range Wilderness, and numerous
recreation areas. The MOA overlies some small communities and ranches, as well as the
Plains of San Agustin.

Valentine MOA. This MOA overlies an area of southwestern Texas to the Mexican
border. The primary land use under the MOA is ranching.

Pecos MOAs. This group of MOAs located west of R-5104 and R-5105 overlies
grazing land between Santa Rosa to the north and Roswell to the south. The entire town
of Ft. Sumner lies beneath the Pecos East MOAs. The Pecos East Low MOA has a floor
of 1,500 feet AGL over the town. The Bitter Lake National Wildlife Refuge and Salt Creek
Wilderness lie just outside the MOAs to the south.

Existing MTRs. Existing MTRs in the vicinity of Holloman AFB include IRs-133,
134, 111, and 144 and VRs-100/125, 176, 196, and 1233. They extend to the west,
northeast, east, and southeast of WSMR as far as the Mexican border. Areas overflown
west of WSMR are predominately public and state lands interspersed with private
ranching. VR-176 passes over the Gran Quivera Unit of the Salinas Pueblo Missions
National Mo; ,Ament, the Sevilleta NWR, the west side of the San Mateo Mountains in the
Cibola National Forest, and the Gila National Forest. A portion of the MTR also passes
over sparsely inhabited private lands west of Truth or Consequences and Hatch. VR-1 76
and IR-1233 pass over or near the Bosque del Apache NWR, Aldo Leopold Wilderness,
the Gila Wilderness, the Gila Primative Area and a number of wilderness study areas.
MTRs to the north and east of WSMR pass over rural, primarily private lands on the way
to Melrose Bombing Range. VR-100/125 and IR-111 skirt the northern boundary of Lake
Sumner State Park, and VR-100/125 touches the northeastern tip of the Bitter Lake NWR,
Salt Creek Wilderness and the Capitan Mountains Wilderness. To the southeast, the
MTRs pass over primarily public and state lands with some grazing.
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Proposed Modified MTRs. Revisions of IR-134 are proposed. The MTR would I
pass between Roswell and Artesia, head south to the east of Artesia and Carlsbad into
Texas, and come back north near the McGregor Bombing Range. A short leg would
overlie a wilderness study area between Carlsbad Caverns National Park and Guadalupe
Mountains National Park to tie into existing IR-134 which passes over the Brokeoff
Mountains Wilderness Study area. The area under the proposed MTR consists of
sparsely populated rural lands with public lands predominating along the southern portion
of the route. IRs-111 and 133 will be tied together northeast of Holloman AFB. Additional
segments from VR-100 to Red Rio and Oscura Bombing Ranges overfly ranch lands in I
proximity to Carrizozo.

3.2.2 Atmospheric Resources I

3.2.2.1 Climatology 3
Holloman AFB is centered in the Tularosa Basin with mountain ranges to the east and

west. The climate is arid with a low annual rainfall and low relative humidity. The
mountain ranges to the east and west have a significant influence on the local weather.

The mountains cause vertical lifting of approaching air masses, which often produces
rainshowers and thunderstorms. The San Andres Mountains to the west of Holloman i
tend to block advection of low-level moisture. The Sacramento range east of the AFB
tends to block the intrusion of polar air masses that move south over the Great Plains.
Occasionally, a strong storm system will push a cold front over the mountains and
produce an east-to-west frontal passage. However, most cold fronts approaching this
area will normally push south into eastern New Mexico and west Texas, remaining east
of the Sacramento Mountains. Low-level moisture from the Gulf of Mexico is also blocked
by the Sacramento Range. Holloman receives most of its total annual rainfall from
thunderstorm activity during the period from May through October. These thunderstorms 3
are due primarily to a combination of orographic lifting and convection. The storms are
variable in location and intensity. Frontal and squall-line thunderstorms occur infrequently.
Normally, the most favorable weather conditions for general base operations occur during
late October through the end of November. The winter season is generally dry and is
characterized by clear skies and erratic snowfall. Typically, the snow melts within 24 to
36 hours after falling. The period from March to May is characterized by a strong I
westerly wind, which results in blowing dust and sand. These strong winds cause theformation of turbulent mountain eddies in and around the basin areas.

The climate in this area is characterized as arid, and topographic effects from the
mountains tend to alter the course of approaching weather systems. The average annual
rainfall varies from a few inches in the desert areas to 12 or 13 inches in some local areas I
influenced by orographic lifting and thunderstorms. Generally, there is insufficient natural
moisture to support the growth of any but the most hardy desert vegetation. The period
between July and September furnishes almost half of the annual moisture, with most of I
the rain falling in the form of brief but heavy thundershowers. Prolonged rainy spells are
practically unknown in this region. These summer showers tend to moderate the summer 3
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I
daytime temperatures. Snowfall can average 10 inches or more annually, but snow rarely
remains on the ground for more than 24 hours.

Temperatures in this region are characteristic of dry, continental climates. Daytime
maximum temperatures average 90°F and will occasionally reach 100°F or higher.
Daytime temperatures in the winter average in the 50s(F). Muggy days are unknown in
this region. The typical humidity during the warmer portion of the day is around 30%.

Typical of the climate in this region are the large number of clear days and the highS percentage of sunshine. Sunshine is recorded during more than three-fourths of the
hours from sunrise to sunset. This high percentage of sunshine carries throughout the
winter months. Wind movement throughout the year averages from 5 to 10 miles per
hour. However, during the late winter and spring months, the average wind speed is
somewhat higher, and occasional windy, dusty days result. Dust storms occur several
times each year. Tornadoes and extremely damaging storms rarely occur in this region.

3.2.2.2 Air Quality

3 Table 3.2-1 summarizes federal (NAAQS) and state primary and secondary
standards applicable for New Mexico. Historically, the air quality throughout this region
has been good. The state air monitoring stations that underlie the MOAs and the ranges
generally report that the ambient air is in attainment with NAAQS. Several areas (e.g.,
Grant County, 110 miles to the west, and Bernalillo County, 140 miles to the northwest
of Alamagordo) are in nonattainment status for some parameters with respect to NAAQS.
Activity from the evaluated alternatives would not take place in these areas.

Air quality monitoring has been conducted at one station in Alamogordo by the
state EPA. Otero County is officially designated a Rural Fugitive Dust Area. This
designation means high particulate matter concentrations are considered natural in origin
and recognizes the lack of industral sources upon which to impose control measures
(Blankenship 1991). The concentration of particulates in the area was evaluated using
the highest and second-highest 24-hour averaging times. Table 3.2-2 shows the
maximum concentrations for particulates during the period 1985 through 1988. No
monitoring data are available for the other criteria pollutants for this region. No air quality
monitoring has been conducted specifically in the region of the ranges and the MOAs.3 However, the state EPA also indicates that ambient concentrations of particulates and
sulfur oxides in the vicinity of the Melrose Bombing Range are better than the national
standards. Other pollutants including ozone, carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides
cannot be classified or are also better than the national standard (TAC 1985).

E 3.2.3 Noise

Aircraft noise in the vicinity of Holloman AFB had been addressed in the 1976 AICUZi study (revised in 1988). This study identified primary causes of noise to be flight and
ground run-up operations of Holloman-based AT-38B aircraft of the 479th TTW, F-15
aircraft of the 49th TFW and a small number of other transient aircraft. Flight operations

I on a typical busy day at the base comprise 143 departures (and arrivals) of AT-38Bs,
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Table 3.2-1 1
National and Nevada Ambient Air Quality Standards 3

Averaging National Standards a Nevada I
Pollutant Time Primary b Secondary c Standards

Oxidant 3
(Ozone) 1-hour 0.12 ppm Same

Carbon I
Monoxide 8-hour 9 ppm Same

(10 mg/m?)
1-hour 35 ppm Same

(40 ug/m3 )

Nitro-gen Annual 100 ug/rr? Same n
Dioxide average (0.05 ppm)

Sulfur Annual 80 ug/rr? Same 60 ug/rr3
Dioxide average (0.03 ppm) (0.02 ppm)

24-hours 365 ug/rrr Same 260 ug/r?
(0.14 ppm) (0.10 ppm) e

3-hour none 1,300 ug/m3  (
(0.5 ppm)

Total Suspended 24-hour 150d ug/rr? I
Particulates

PlK0 Annual 50 ug/rr Same
24-hour 150 ug/rr? Same m

Lead Quarter 1.5 ug/rr? Same

Notes:

a. National standards, other than those based on annual averages or annual geometric U
means, are not to be exceeded more than once per year.

b. National Primary Standards express the level of air quality necessary to protest the public 5
health from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant, allowing for a margin
of safety to protect sensitive members of the population.

c. National Secondary Standards express the level of air quality necessary to protect the
public welfare preventing Injury to agricultural crops and livestock, deterioration of materials
and property, and adverse impacts on the environment. 3

d. The 24-hour TSP standard for Nevada is 150 uglrr?. except the Las Vegas metropolitan
area, which is 260 ug/rr?.
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Table 3.2-2. Maximum Concentrations of Particulates for
Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1985 - 1988

Year High 24-Hour 2nd High 24-Hour Annual Geometric
Average Average Mean

(pg/m 3) (pg/m 3) (pg/m 3)

1985 203 144 58

1986 615 233 64

1987 450 227 74

1988 264 215 73
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about 73 departures (and arrivals) of F-15s, and about 9 arrivals (and departures) by
transient aircraft. Less than 1% of these operations occur during night-time (2200 to 0700
hrs. local time) and are mainly by F-15 aircraft departing Holloman just prior to 0700
hours. Ground run-up facilities for engine maintenance and power checks are used for
the based F-15 and AT-38B aircraft. Noise suppressors are used for engine tests.

An analysis of the current noise exposures around Holloman AFB has been 3
performed by the U.S. Air Force Engineering and Services Center (AFESC/DEMP) at
Tyndall AFB, Florida. This analysis uses the noise prediction capabilities of the Air Force
NOISEMAP computer program and is based on a detailed description of the flight and I
ground maintenance operations at Holloman. The analysis provides mapped contours
of the Ldn noise exposures around the base, depicted at Ldn values of 65 dB and above
at 5dB intervals, and estimates of the total areas (in acres or square miles) within the I
respective noise contours. Estimates of noise impacted residential populations and the
number of people expected to be "highly annoyed" by aircraft noise can be derived by
demographic analysis of the areas within the Ldf noise contours and by use of established I
relationships between Ldf noise levels and annoyance criteria (CHABA, 1981).

This analysis has been performed for two operational conditions at Holloman AFB. I
The first analysis pertains to the operational conditions described above, which is
representative of 1989/1990 conditions. The second analysis pertains to the near-future
baseline case in which the 479th TTW will be reduced and AT-38B aircraft operations will I
be reduced to 25% of those described above. This latter scenario represents the baseline
case for noise analysis and assessment of other potential actions discussed in Section
4.0 of this document.

Table 3.2-3 shows the amount of land areas within the Ldn noise exposure contours
for each of the above cases. The reduction of the 479th TTW will reduce the contour
areas from those currently exposed by 10% above Ld 64dB, 14% above Ldn 70dB and
about 20% above Ln 75dB. 3

Figure 3.2-1 shows the Ld noise exposure contours for the baseline case (1988
AICUZ condition after the reduction of the 479th TTW) (USAF 1976). Those contours do 3
not enclose any civilian residential property. Aircraft noise from Holloman flight and
maintenance operations will therefore be perceived in the land areas within the Ld 65dB
contour by base personnel, the travelling public and civilians working in the impacted 3
areas. Outside of the Ld 65dB contours, aircraft noise exposure will be at a level deemed
to be acceptable for residential and other land uses (HUD, FAA, DoD).

Noise from military aircraft operations also occurs in other land areas within the region
of Holloman AFB. These noise exposures are mainly associated with flight operations on
MTRs, MOAs, and practice bombing ranges. Supersonic flight activity and consequent I
sonic boom occurrences are restricted to approved airspace above 10,000 feet MSL in
the Lava/Mesa sectors over (approximately) the northern two thirds of the White Sands
Missile Range and Valentine and Reserve MOAs.
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Table 3.2-3. Land Areas Within Ldn Noise Exposure Contours
at Holloman AFB

Ldn Land Area Within Contour (Sq.Miles)
Contour Current Baseline % Change

65 42.4 38.5 -9.2%
70 19.6 16.6 -15.3%
75 9.0 7.1 -21.1%
80 4.6 3.7 -19.6%

* After reduction in force of 479th TTW

1. Land areas are cumulative,

2. Land areas computed using NOISEMAP 6.0 Noise Exposure Model, and based on
AICUZ analysis with modifications for baseline case (1988 revisions).
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Since the alternative actions would have various and differing effects on the noise
exposures under the military airspaces, an estimate is made of the current noise climate
for each potentially affected area as follows:

Beak MOAs. The Beak MOA comprises Beak A, B, and C airspace with a floor
altitude of 12,500 feet MSL for flight activity. This corresponds to between 2,500 feet and
6,000 feet above the varying terrain elevations. Overflights of populated areas under the
MOA are typically at altitudes above 5,000 feet AGL. Noise exposures under the Beak
A, B, and C airspaces have been calculated based on a typical usage of the airspace by
F-15, AT-38B, F-4, and F-16 aircraft on an average busy day. The noise exposure model
evaluates the Ldn value that would be caused throughout the overflown land area if all
flight operations occurred at 5,000 feet AGL and the flight time in each airspace is 15
minutes per sortie.

The estimated noise exposure for existing (current) and baseline (after the 479th TTW
reduction) conditions are shown in Table 3.2-4 for each amount of flight activity. The
Ldn values are shown to be less than 50 dB below the MOA. The reduction of the 479th
TTW results in negligible change to Ldf values due to the dominance of F-15 noise levels
in the overall exposure. The maximum single event noise level of 96 dB(A) is caused by
an F-1 5 at 5,000 feet AGL. AT-38B noise levels are substantially lower than those of the
F-15.

The land area under the Beak MOAs is about 2,670 square miles which includes a
major portion of Lincoln county and the Mescalero Indian Reservation. The population
under the MOA totals about 12,000 of whom 7,270 reside in the communities of Ruidoso,
Ruidoso Downs, and Capitan, and 2,649 reside in the Indian Reservation. Less than 2%
of the noise-exposed population would be expected to be "highly annoyed" by aircraft
operations in the Beak MOAs.

Talon MOA. The Talon MOA airspace is used by AT-38B and F-1 5 aircraft above a
floor altitude of 12,500 feet MSL. The estimated noise exposure level, Ldn, under this
MOA is shown in Table 3.2-4 to be less than 50 dB with a maximum single event noise
level of 96 dB(A) occurring during an F-15 overflight at 5,000 feet AGL.

The land area under the Talon MOA is approximately 1,930 square miles, most of
which is in Eddy County, New Mexico. Two main population centers lie within the eastern
boundary of this land area; the town of Artesia with a population of about 11,000 and the
town of Carlsbad with a population of about 26,000. The total county population is of the
order of 50,000. For Ldn noise exposure of 50 dB, about 2% of the population would be
expected to be "highly annoyed" by the military aircraft noise.

Oscura Bombing Range. Flight activity on the Oscura Bombing Range is
predominantly by AT-38B aircraft from the 479th TTW at Holloman AFB (90%), most of
the remainder being A-7 aircraft from the 150th Tactical Fighter Group (TFG) at Kirtland
AFB and F-1 11 aircraft from Cannon AFB. These aircraft perform bombing passes over
a target area using two non-concentric, overlapping racetrack patterns which cover a
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Table 3.2-4 Flight Activity and Ldn Noise Exposure
Levels for the Beak A, B, C, and Talon MVOA'sI

Beak Beak Beak Talon
A B CI

Existing
Conditions

Sorties/year
AT-38 3,124 7,600 7,133 6,496
F-i15 208 227 276 880
F4/116 55 31 24 0

Ldfl, dB 46 48 47 491

Baseline
Sorties/year
AT-38 1,175 1,177 1,177 3,535
F-i15 208 227 276 880

174/1716 55 31 24 0

Ldfl, dB 46 4747 49

MaximumI
Single-Event
Sound Exposure Levels, dB 96 96 96 963
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total (enclosed) land area 10.5 miles wide and 7.5 miles long (north-south). This area is

inaccessible to the public. Worst-case noise conditions occur under segments of each
racetrack pattern (less than 10 statute miles) where the aircraft accelerates at 500 feet
AGL before performing a climb toward and over the target area. Noise levels under these
segments exceed 102 dB(A) in maximum A-weighted sound level for each overflight of

II an AT-38B and 118 dB(A) for an A-7, which corresponds to an average active day Ldn
value of the order of 83 dB based on a total of 250 passes on the daily designated
pattern. The reduction of the 479th TTW will reduce the AT-38B operations and
consequently reduce the Ldf value to 81 dB.

Red Rio Bombing Range. The Red Rio Bombing Range is also used by the 479th
TTW and 150th TFG and has less than 50% of the activity of the Oscura Bombing Range.
Flight activity comprises bombing runs on two non-concentric racetrack patterns which
have a common straight segment of about 3 miles toward and over the target area. The
land area enclosed by the patterns is about 12.5 miles wide and 7.5 miles long (north-
south). Noise levels from a typical overflight at the lowest flight altitude segment of the
patterns are identical to those estimated for the Oscura Bombing Range while the worstcase Ldn, would be 81 dB. The scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW will reduce the
baseline Ldn to 79 dB although single event noise levels will remain as at present but will

I occur less frequently.

The Red Rio Bombing Range area is inaccessible to the public and does not contain
any residential structures. A major highway, US 380, traverses WSMR just north of one
of the racetrack patterns and within 1,500 feet of where aircraft operate at 500 feet AGL.
Noise levels at the highway during a pass are estimated to be of the order of 87 dB(A)
maximum A-weighted sound level for an AT-38B and 104 dB(A) for an A-7.

McGregor Bombing Range. The McGregor Bombing Range is in remote countryside
and is typically used by the 479th TTW AT-38B aircraft on one racetrack pattern about
7 miles wide and 7 mile long (north-south). Flight procedures are similar to those at
Oscura and Red Rio Bombing Ranges but the frequency of usage is typically on the order
of 200 passes per average busy day. Worst-case single event noise levels under the
lowest altitude segments of the pattern are identical to those at Oscura Bombing Range
and the highest Ldn under the McGregor pattern is estimated to be about 77 dB at
present, and 64 dB after the scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW. Route 506 passes
within 1,500 feet of the southernmost segment of the flight pattern.

I Melrose Bombing Range. The noise environment in the vicinity of Melrose Bombing
Range has been addressed in a recent environmental assessment for realignment of
Cannon AFB (USAF TAC, 1989). The EIS addressed proposed increases in usage of
Melrose Bombing Range by TAC and Strategic Air Command (SAC) aircraft, including the
FB-1 11 aircraft to be relocated to Cannon AFB. Part of the FB-1 11 relocation occurred
in 1990 and an increase in Melrose Bombing Range sorties has been reported for theperiod October 1989 to September 1990 (Cannon AFB/27th TFW/DOO 1991). The
reported flight activity for this period was a total of 5,930 sorties flown during 252 active

I range days. This is an increase of 6.8% relative to 5,554 sorties per year reported for
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I
Melrose Bombing Range in the October 1988 through September 1989 period. This
would increase Ldn noise exposures in the vicinity of the Range by less than 0.3 dB, since
noise exposures were and are predominantly caused by F-1 11 aircraft based at Cannon
AFB.

The land area within the Ldn 65 dB noise contours under the Melrose Bombing Range
flight paths was previously estimated to be 60 square miles, with a resident population of U
74 persons (USAF TAC, 1989). This estimate is representative of current conditions at
the range. Single event noise levels under the range flight paths are highest in the
immediate vicinity of the Bombing Range which is not populated. Under the remainder I
of the racetrack flight patterns, single event noise levels vary from about 100 dB(A) to 118
dB(A) depending on the aircraft type and altitude above ground level (400 feet to 1,000
feet typical).

Low-Level MTRs. Nine low-level MTRs in the ROI of Holloman AFB may incur
changes in use and, therefore, changes to noise exposures under their flight paths due I
to the alternative actions. Existing noise exposure conditions and those after the
scheduled reduction of 479th TTW have been estimated using the Air Force ROUTEMAP
computer program. This method evaluates an Ldnmr noise exposure metric which is
similar to Ldn but includes a penalty of up to 5 dB to account for the sudden onset rate
of low-level flight noise and also uses the busiest month flight operations to assess the
average day noise exposure.

Table 3.2-5 summarizes the flight operations on each of these routes for a busiest-
month case, which is based on a 50% increase in sorties relative to an average month,
and also shows the highest values of Ldnmr that occur directly under the route centerline.
These Ldnmr values vary over a route due to variations in route width and consequent
dispersion of actual flight tracks across the route width. Special Operating Procedures
are designed to avoid overflight of noise sensitive areas and other significant sites such
as the Gran Quivira Monument.

The Ldnmr values shown change by less than 1 dB due to the reduction of the 479th
TTW because the F-15 aircraft have much higher noise levels than AT-38B aircraft, and I
there will be a continuation of AT-38B operations at a lower sortie rate in the baseline
case. The highest Ldnmr values occurring under these MTRs are in localized areas where
two or more routes cover the same ground track (i.e., VR,<00/ VR-1 25) or where routes I
intersect (i.e., VR-100/VR-125/IR-133). Under VR-100/VR-125, the highest Ldnmr level
occurs under the narrowest width segment of the route (Segments B-F) where the
combined Ldnmr level is 60.5 dB. The highest Ldnmr at an intersection of routes occurs I
near the town of Willard, New Mexico, where the Ldnmr is 58 dB at the intersection of VR-
100/VR-125, and IR-133. 3

WSMR Supersonic Airspace. The Lava/Mesa airspace and Yonder (within R-
5107B/C) are the primary air-to-air training airspace within WSMR. Most of the airspace
within these three areas is cleared for supersonic operations. This area is shown in

I
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Table 3.2-5 Ld.m Noise Exposures Under Low-Level
I MITRs Near Holioman AFB (Current and Baseline Conditions)

Worst Ldnmrg dB
Month under Route

IMTR Aircraft Sorties Current Baseline

VR-100 F-1l1l,F-4 38 51 -59 51 -59I and others

VR-125 F-1 11, F-4 15 46-55 46-55I and others

VR-176 A-7, AT-38 181 54 -58 54 -58

and others

VR-1 96 RF-4C 47 50 50

VR-1 233 F-16. AV-8 49 51 51
A-7, A-10

A-4 and others

IR-il11 F-ill1, and 63 59 59

others

IR-133 F-15, AT-38 73 54 54

IR-134 F-15, AT-38 76 50 50

IIR-144 RF-4C and 52 49-51 49-51

I others

I See Figure 2.2-1 showing affected MTRs
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Figure 3.2-2. A recent survey of sonic boom occurrences on the land areas below I
Lava/Mesa (Plotkin, et al., 1989) and documented activity records for the airspace show
that during a 6-month period, 4,600 ACM sorties were flown, 72% of which were by F-15
aircraft. Measurements at 35 sonic boom monitor stations, distributed over 2,600 square
miles of land below the airspace, indicated that a total of 591 sonic booms occurred
during the 6-month period. Near the middle of the area, the average sonic boom had a
peak overpressure of slightly less than 1 psf, 99% of all sonic booms were less than 4
psf, and none exceeded 7 psf. The C-weighted Lda (Lodn) at the center of the area was
52.4 dB (Lcdn) and the more typical value for the entire area was an Lcdn of between 45
dB and 50 dB for an average day.

Valentine and Reserve Supersonic Airspace. Supersonic operations are allowed
exclusively in Valentine and Reserve MOAs for the 49th TFW and units ergaged in training
with the 49th TFW. During a recent nine month period, the 49th TFW conducted 487
events in Valentine and 137 events in Reserve (Long 1990). As described above in
WSMR Supersonic Airspace, not all events result in sonic booms. Sonic boom
overpressure in Valentine and Reserve MOAs are the same as discussed for F-15
operations in WSMR. Current C-weighted day-night noise levels are approximately 47 and
50 dB respectively (TAC 1989a and 1989b).

3.2.4 Airspace Management I
3.2.4.1 Existing Holloman AFB Terminal Airspace Structure

3.2.4.1.1 Controlled Airspace

With respect to the exercise of ATC within the Holloman terminal airspace structure, I
aircraft landing at or taking off from Holloman AFB are controlled by the base air traffic
control tower (ATCT) facility. An approach control area has been established in order to
provide ATC approach and departure services to Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) and Visual I
Flight Rules (VFR) aircraft transiting between those airports located within the approach
control area and the enroute airspace system.

Controlled airspace relevant to the Holloman airspace environment includes a control
zone, a transition area, and a continental control area. A control zone is airspace that is
typically circular, with a radius of 5 statute miles around a primary airport, plus any
extensions that are needed to include instrument arrival and departure paths. Holloman
AFB is the primary airport around which a control zone has been established (Figure
3.2-2). The Holloman AFB control zone contains no other military or civil airports.

A transition area is controlled airspace around a primary airport designated to contain
arriving and departing IFR operations within a terminal area, or while transiting between
the terminal area and the en route airspace system. Transition areas established for an
airport terminal area can contain one or several airport facilities with instrument approach 3
procedures. Holloman AFB is located within a transition area that also contains the
Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport (Figure 3.2-2). Holloman AFB has four
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I
published low-altitude instrument approach procedures and ten published high-altitude
instrument approach procedures. The Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport has two I
published low-altitude instrument approach procedures.

The Holloman approach control area consists of airspace delegated to the USAF- i
operated radar approach control (RAPCON) facility located at Holloman AFB by the FAA
air route traffic control center (ARTCC) in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Figure 3.2-3 depicts
the lateral boundaries of the Holloman approach control area. The vertical limits of this
approach control area are between the surface and 22,000 feet (flight level [FL] 220). In
addition to Holloman AFB, five civil airports are located within the Holloman approach
control area. Of the five civil airports, two are public-use airports (Alamogordo-White
Sands Regional Airport and Carrizozo Municipal Airport) and three are private-use airports
(Gorby-Ranch, Otero Mill, and Timberon). Holloman approach control provides both IFR
and VFR services to Holloman AFB and the Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport.
None of the other civil airports have instrument approach procedures; however, Holloman
approach control can provide radar vectoring and traffic advisory services to VFR aircraft
inbound to or departing Gorby-Ranch and Otero Mill. The RAPCON can only provide very
limited services to the Timberon and Carrizozo airports due to limited coverage of the
Holloman radar.

The Holloman approach control area is somewhat unique in that the western portion
of this airspace is coincident with WSMR restricted airspace (R-5107D), which is controlled i
by the U.S. Army. This airspace area is shown in Figure 3.2-3. The uniqueness lies in
the fact that the approach control area contained in the WSMR airspace, including the
airspace that overlies Holloman AFB, can be closed by WSMR to accommodate the i
research and development (R&D) test users of the range. With respect to the airspace
overlying Holloman AFB, there is a stipulation that the WSMR mission control must give
RAPCON 72 hours notice prior to its closure. These constraints do not affect the I
Alamogordo-Wnite Sands Regional Airport because it lies in the portion of the Holloman
approach control area that is outside of WSMR airspace.

The continental control area includes airspace, at and above 14,500 feet MSL, that
is outside of restricted or prohibited areas in the 48 contiguous states. With respect to
airspace in the Holloman ROI, the continental control area overlaps that portion of
Holloman's approach control airspace outside of the restricted areas between 14,500 feet
MSL and FL220.

3.2.4.1.2 Uncontrolled Airspace

Uncontrolled airspace in the Holloman ROI basically includes all of the airspace
outside of the lateral boundaries of the terminal transition area between the surface and
14,500 feet MSL, which is the floor of the continental control area. From an ATC
standpoint, this uncontrolled airspace will include areas within the various restricted areas
and the Beak MOAs.

i
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3.2.4.1.3 Airsgace for Special Use

MTRs applicable to the proposed alternatives for Holloman AFB consist of both IRs
and VRs. MTR hours of operation can vary from specific time periods to continuous.
Military flight operations in these MTRs normally occur at speeds greater than 250 knots
and generally at altitudes below 10,000 feet MSL. Both the altitudes and the width of an
MTR vary to accommodate training needs.

There are nine different MTRs that will require consideration relative to the proposed
alternatives at Holloman AFB. Table 3.2-6 delineates each of these MTRs. This table also
shows the range of altitudes associated with each MTR and the total number of sorties
conducted on each route for the period between October 1989 and September 1990.

Other airspace associated with the Holloman terminal area consists of the Holloman
AFB airport traffic area (ATA). ATAs are established at airports with an operating control
tower and, unless otherwise specified, consist of airspace within a radius of 5 statute
miles of the airport center. An ATA includes altitudes from the surface up to, but not
including, 3,000 feet AGL. An aircraft cannot operate within the ATA unless the aircraft
is landing or taking off from Holloman AFB, or the pilot has been authorized by Holloman
ATC to transit the ATA.

3.2.4.2 Existing Holloman AFB/WSMR Special Use Airspace Structure

Two types of special use airspace, restricted areas and MOAs, are applicable to
Holloman AFB activities. In addition, ATC assigned airspace areas (ATCAAs) have been
established in conjunction with the existing special use airspace areas.

3.2.4.2.1 Restricted Areas

There are a total of 17 designated restricted areas in the Holloman AFB/WSMR area.
Of these 17 restricted areas, 12 are controlled by and for the primary use of WSMR. The
remaining five restricted areas are designated for use by U.S. Army activities out of Ft.
Bliss in El Paso, Texas. Holloman AFB-based aircraft and transient military aircraft
conduct flight operations in 12 of those 17 restricted areas. WSMR has operational
control of 9 of the 12 areas (R-5107 B, C, D, E, H, and J, and R-5111 A, B, and C) while
the other 3 (R-5103 B and C, and R-5107A) are under the operational control of Ft. Bliss.
Table 3.2-7 delineates these restricted areas and the operating altitudes associated with
each area. As shown in Figure 3.2-2, Holloman AFB is located within the boundaries of
R-5107D.

Table 3.2-8 shows the number of sorties conducted in those restricted areas most
heavily used by Holloman aircraft and for which specific sortie data were available.

Because of the nature of WSMR activities, a national priority system and a White
Sands priority syetem prescribe the usage of the restricted areas controlled by WSMR.
Thus, interaction if Holloman AFB and WSMR activities has over the years resulted in
continued competition for and cooperation over the use of the restricted airspace
controlled by WSMR (McGrath 1990,b). The priority system in effect gives the lowest
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Table 3.2-6. Military Training Routes,I Operating Altitudes and Aircraft Sorties

I Operating
MVTR Altitudes Sorties (Oct. 1 989-Sept. 1990)

VR10SraeI1,0'S 0
VR-125 Surface -12,500'MSL 305

VR-176 100' AGL -5000'AGL 1,448
VR-196 100' AGL -9800'MSL 375IVR-1 223 300' AGL -1500'AGL 392
IR-li11 100' AGL -16,000' MVSL 502
IR-133 100' AGL -14,000' MVSL 582IIR-134 100' AGL -14,000' MVSL 604
IR-144 100- AGL -17,000- MVSL 418
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Table 3.2-7. Restricted Areas Used by Holloman Air Force Base

I
Restricted Base Ceiling

Area Altitude (ft) Altitude (ft)

I
R-5103B Surface 12,500 MSL
R-5103C 12,500 MSL Unlimited
R-5107A Surface Unlimited
R-5107B Surface Unlimited
R-5107C 9,000 MSL Unlimited 3
R-5107D Surface 22,000 MSL
R-5107E Surface Unlimited
R-5107H Surface 9,000 MSL
R-5107J Surface 9,000 MSL
R-5111A 13,000 MSL Unlimited
R-5111B Surface 13,000 MSL
R-511 1C Surface Ulimited

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
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Table 3.2-8. Restricted Area Sorties
October 1, 1989, to June 30, 1990

I

INumber of Sorties

Aircraft
Type R-5107B R-5107C R-5107H R-5107J

F-15 4,296 3,684 6,640 0

Other 4.166 312 458 906

Total 8,462 3,996 7,098 906

Source: Long 1990

3
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I
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I
airspace-use priority to all programs, including TAC training, that do not involve R&D andoperational testing at WSMR. The lowest priority is currently given to the 479th TTW and
49th TFW tactical training programs.

Three air-to-ground weapons ranges used by the 479th TrW and by transient tactical I
aircraft underlie portions of six restricted airspace areas. The 49th TFW, because of its
air-to-air combat mission, does not use surface-weapon ranges. The Oscura Bombing
Range is located within the northeastern boundaries of R-5107B and R-5107D. The Red
Rio Bombing Range underlies the northeastern corner of R-5107B. R-5107J is always
used in conjunction with the Red Rio Bombing Range, when active, to provide additional
airspace for the range flight patterns. The McGregor Bombing Range underlies R-5103B I
and C airspace. Table 3.2-9 delineates the number of sorties conducted on each of these
weapons ranges in calendar year (CY) 89. Melrose Bombing Range, 155 miles northeast
of Holloman AFB, used primarily by transient aircraft and aircraft based at Cannon AFB,
is also in the ROI of Holloman AFB.

3.2.4.2.2 Military Operations Areas

The five MOAs owned by Holloman AFB and used for military flight training activity
are the Beak A, B, and C MOAs, Valentine, and Talon MOAs. As shown in Figure 2.1-2,
the Beak MOAs are located to the northeast of Holloman AFB, and the Talon MOA is
located to the east and southeast of the base. The vertical limits of all four MOAs are I
between floor altitudes of 12,500 feet MSL and ceilings up to, but not including, 18,000
feet MSL. Table 3.2-10 delineates the number of sorties flown in these MOAs during the
period from October 1, 1989, to June 30,1990 (HQ TAC DOSE 1990). Extrapolated over I
a one year period MOA sorties would total approximately 26,053. Other MOAs used
include the Pecos, Morenci, Reserve and Tombstone MOAs. j
3.2.4.2.3 Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace

There are seven ATCAAs (Beak A, B, C, Talon, Reserve, Valentine and Cowboy) I
associated with military flight activities at Holloman AFB. The Beak A, B, C and Talon
ATCAA lateral boundaries are coincident with the MOA boundaries, with vertical limits that
extend from FL180 to FL290. The Valentine and Reserve ATCAA lateral boundaries are I
coincident with the corresponding MOA boundaries, with vertical limits that extend from
FL180 to FL510. The Cowboy ATCAA, with vertical limits from FL310 to FL450, is
generally configured to encompass an area defined by the lateral limits of the high-altitude I
restricted area R-5109 and the Beak A, B, and C MOAs. The ATCAAs are controlled by
the Albuquerque ARTCC.

3.2.4.3 Existing Military and Civil Aircraft Operations

Holloman AFB is currently home to the 479th TIW, which flies AT-38B aircraft, and I
the 49th TFW, which flies F-15 type aircraft. Other based aircraft include Air Defense
Command F-16 aircraft, QF-106s, which are flown in support of WSMR activities, and OF- 3
100 aircraft, which are used as target drones. The F-16 aircraft which perform air
defense alert at Holloman AFB do not add significantly to the total military aircraft activity
at Holloman AFB. A U.S. Army air operations unit also bases UH-1 helicopters at
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Table 3.2-9. Calendar Year 1989 Weapons Range Events
in the Vicinity of Holloman AFB

Number of Events

Bombing Transient
Range 479th TTW Aircraft Totals

Oscura 4,217 66a  4,283

Red Rio 1,796 184 1,980

McGregorc 2,565 0 2,565

Totals 8,578 250 8,828|

Source: Ford Aerospace Services, Inc. 1989.

a Includes 14 nighttime events.
b Includes 41 nighttime events.
c McGregor has been in operation since September 1989. Available data indicate 497

events during the period between September 1 and December 31, plus an additional

996 between January 1, 1990, and March 31, 1990.

I
I
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Table 3.2-10. Military Operations Area 1 Aircraft Events I
October 1, 1989, to June 30, 1990

Number of Events

Aircraft Type Beak A Beak B Beak C Talon Valentine

I
F-15 156 170 207 660 487
Other 2,384 53 3 4,872 1
Total 2,540 5,893 5,575 5,532 487 1

Source: Long 1990 1
1. MOAs owned and operated by Holloman AFB.

3
I
I
I
U
I
i
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I
Holloman AFB. Additionally, the base serves a variety of transient military tactical and
transport aircraft that operate during periodic exercises or other training missions.

In CY 89, Holloman AFB had a total of 233,088 aircraft operations (an aircraft
operation is defined as one takeoff or one landing). Table 3.2-10 lists the annual
operations by both military and civil aircraft at the base.

In CY 89, Holloman Approach Control handled a total of 76,406 military and civil
aircraft within its airspace. Table 3.2-11 delineates these annual operations. These
approach control operations included IFR arrivals and departures at Holloman AFB and
the Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport, and overflights of or VFR advisory services
for any aircraft transiting the airspace.

Because the Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport and all of the other public and
private civil airports in the area are uncontrolled airports, there are no recorded traffic data
for any of these facilities. However, the manager of the Alamogordo-White Sands
Regional Airport was able to provide estimated aircraft operations for CY 89 (Weilacher
1990). These estimated aircraft operations are shown in Table 3.2-11.

According to the airport manager, very little student-pilot training occurs at this airport.
Estimated touch-and-go operations (multiple takeoffs and landings by a single aircraft)
comprise less than 1% of the total airport operations, further indicating a lack of
flight training activities by inexperienced pilots.

£3.2.5 Socioeconomics

The socioeconomic ROI for the proposed realignment is Otero County, New Mexico.
The city of Alamogordo is the largest community in the vicinity of Holloman AFB. Other
towns in the vicinity of the Base include High Rolls Mountain Park, 10 miles to the east;
La Luz, 7 miles to the northeast; Tularosa, 12 miles to the north; and Cloudcroft, 13 miles
to the east. As shown in Table 3.2-12, 92% of Holloman AFB military personnel living off
base currently reside in Alamogordo. The remaining personnel living off base reside in
other local communities (i.e., Tularosa, La Luz, High Rolls, or Cloudcroft) or commute
from Las Cruces, El Paso, or other communities outside the ROI.

The reduction of the 479th TTW from Holloman AFB by the first quarter of CY 92 will
modify socioeconomic conditions in Otero County. The net impacts of these actions are
noted in summary here and discussed in detail in (TAC 1990g).

3.2.5.1 Population

The current population of Otero County is estimated at 53,000 people, an increase
of 1.7% per year over the 1980 population of 44,665 (Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce
1990). Alamogordo's population was 24,024 in 1980 and is estimated to have grown to
roughly 31,597 in 1990, an annual increase of about 2.7%. Some of the population
growth in Alamogordo results from the retirement of military personnel; there are about1,900 such residents in the vicinity of Alamogordo (ERIS 1989).
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Table 3.2-11. Calendar Year 89 Aircraft Operations for Holloman AFB
and Alamogordo - White Sands Regional Airport I

i

Holloman AFB I
Alamagordo
White Sands

Aircraft Aircraft Approach Aircraft Ops
Category Operations (%) Control (%) (%) Estimated

i

Military 230,899 (99.1) 68,285 (89.4) 200 (0.5)

Civil

Air Carrier/
Air Taxi 3,500 (9.0)

General Aviation 2,189 (0.9) 8,121 (10.6) 35,500 (90.5) '3
Total Operations 233,088 (100) 76,406 (100) 39,200 (100) I
Weilacher 1990.

iI
I
a
1
I
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Table 3.2-12 Holloman Air Force Base Personnel
by Area of Residence (as of March 1990)

I Elsewhere Outside
Alamogordo in Otero Otero

On Base Area County County Total

1 Military 2,184 2,266 73 122 4,645

!
I

Source: Warner 1990.

3
I
i
i
I
I
I
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A small number of base-personnel live in communities other than Alamogordo, 3
including Tularosa (population 2,710), La Luz (population 1,194), High Rolls (population
650), and Cloudcroft (population 670). The total population related to Holloman AFB was
approximately 20,192 persons in 1989, including 5,824 military personnel and dependents 3
living on base, and 11,776 persons living in local communities; an estimated 3,132
appropriated funds civilians and dependents were also included.

The number of households in the Alamogordo area grew from an estimated 11,507
in 1980 to approximately 15,843 in 1989, an increase of 38%. With no realignment of
personnel at Holloman AFB, the number of households is expected to continue to U
increase by a moderate 3% per year over the next 5 years, reaching nearly 19,000
households by 1995 (BLS, 1990). Reduction of the 479th TTW at Holloman AFB will
reduce county population by approximately 1,528 or 3%. The new Otero County baseline 3
population is approximately 51,500 persons.

3.2.5.2 Employment and Income I
The economy of Otero County is largely dependent on government employment. The

total number of jobs in the county in 1987 was 26,064 (BEA 1989). Nearly 50% of these
jobs were in federal, state, and local government. The remaining employment is
distributed among construction, manufacturing, trade, and services sectors as shown in
Table 3.2-13. Employment in basic industries not directly related to government funding
is relatively low and has experienced little or no growth in the last decade.

Overall unemployment in Otero County averaged 6.2% in November 1989, lower than I
in previous years, but slightly higher than the state average of 5.9% for the same period
(New Mexico Department of Labor 1990). Per capita income in Otero County was
$10,813 in 1987, somewhat less than the New Mexico State average, which was $12,488
in 1988 (New Mexico Department of Labor 1990). Total earnings in Otero County were
$414 million in 1987. 1

Civilian employment in the Alamogordo area is concentrated in retail trade and service
activities related to the base (Bureau of the Census 1986). The primary public employers 3
in the Alamogordo area are Holloman AFB, with 5,476 military and 3,406 civilian
employees in 1988, and the Alamogordo public school district, with 809 employees
(Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce 1989). The largest private employers include the I
Gerald Champion Memorial Hospital, with 240 employees, and DynCorp, with 1,060
employees (Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce 1989). The 479th TTW reduction would
reduce on-base military and civilian employment by 263 and 592, respectively. An I
additional 189 secondary or indirect jobs would be lost in the county due to the multiplier
effect. Those secondary jobs would be primarily in the wholesale and retail trade and
services industries. Total county employment would be reduced by 1,044, or I
approximately 4%, with 23,672 remaining jobs. The departure of working spouses and
dependents would leave open an estimated 264 positions. a

3
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Table 3.2-13 Employment by Industry, Otero County (1987)

Sector Employment Percent of Total

Manufacturing 1,250 4.7

Construction 1,280 4.9

Transportation, Communications, 600 2.3
and Utilities

Trade, wholesale and retail 3,628 13.9

Finance, Insurance, and 1,090 4.2
Real Estate

Services 4,928 18.9

Federal government, civilian 2,837 10.9

Federal government, military 7,662 29.5

State and local government 2,204 8.4

Farm workers 474 1.8

Agricultural services, forestry,
fishing, and others 104 0.4

Mining 7 0.02

Total 26,064

Source: BEA 1989.
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Total earnings in Otero county were $414.2 million in 1987. The reduction of the
479th TT'W would reduce total (military and civilian) earnings by $24.4 million, leaving net i
earnings of $390.2 million.

3.2.5.3 Housing I
3.2.5.3.1 Off-Base Housing 3

Based upon the residential distribution of existing base personnel, realignment-
generated demand for housing would be concentrated in the community of Alamogordo
and the surrounding unincorporated areas. Consequently, the discussion of existing
conditions for housing focuses on this localized housing market area (HMA). g

Housing includes all apartments, houses, and mobile homes available within the HMA,
whether they are owner occupied, rented, or vacant. Based on the 1980 census and a
1990 pre-census survey conducted for the city of Alamogordo, a total of 13,778 off-base a
housing units are estimated to exist in the HMA in 1990. Of this total inventory, 4,827
(35%) are rentals, 8,507 are owner-occupied, and 444 are available for purchase. g

Current and estimated housing inventories, taking the reduction of the 479th TTW into
consideration, are presented in Table 3.2-14. The 479th TTW reduction from Holloman
AFB will increase the owner-occupied vacancy rate in the HMA from 4.9% to 8.9% and
the renter occupied vacancy rate from 9.1% to 14%.

Of the total inventory of rental units in the HMA, the housing management office I
(HMO) at Holloman AFB lists 3,271 units as adequate rentals for military personnel.
These rental units include 1,224 apartments, 739 single-family houses, and 1,308 mobile
home units. The majority of the 1,224 apartments in HMO listings are two-bedroom units
in the $400 to $499 range (including monthly utilities). Of the 739 single-family houses
listed, most are moderately priced three-bedroom units. There are 51 mobile home parks
in the vicinity of Holloman AFB, providing a total of 2,501 spaces for owner-occupied or
rented mobile homes (Van Warner 1990). Of this total, the HMO listed approximately
1,308 mobile homes as rentals. Most rental mobile homes are two-bedroom units in the
$300 to $399 range (including utilities).

Of the 444 homes (houses and mobile homes) currently for sale in the HMA, the f
majority are three-bedroom units priced between $30,000 and $80,000. The average
selling time for a house is 6 months, and the average selling price in 1989 was $65,000
(Simmons 1990). The peak selling season for the area is summer and fall. 5
3.2.5.3.2 On-Base Housing 3

There are currently 1,551 military family housing (MFH) units at Holloman AFB. Of
these, 191 units are designated for officers and 1,360 are designated for enlisted
personnel in grades E-4 through E-9. There are no MFH units on base designated for I
airmen below E-4. Airmen in grades E-3 and below may apply for on-base MFH but will
only be allocated housing when a surplus exists. On average, 5% of the total MFH is 3
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Table 3.2-14 Housing Inventory3 in the Holloman AFB Housing Market Area

Impacts of
Current 479th TTW Net

Conditions Withdrawal Conditions

I Off-Base Housing

I Owner-occupied units 8,951 8,951
Vacant units 444 353 797
Vacancy rate 4.9% 8.9%

Renter-occupied units 4,827 4,827
Vacant units 440 239 679
Vacancy rate 9.1% 14.0%

On-Base Housing

Dormitories 1,182 56 1,126

Military family housing 1,551 2 1,549

Sources: Van Warner 1990; TAC 1990.
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a
unavailable at any given time due to maintenance and repairs. Of the remainder, TAC
requires an occupancy rate of 99% (HMO 1990). U

The current inventory of unaccompanied personnel housing (UPH) includes 16
dormitories with a total of 1,943 bed spaces. Of this total, 1,182 bed spaces were
available to single enlisted personnel as of January 1990. The remainder are used as
hospitality or storage rooms, or are undergoing renovation. Two dormitories, providing
a total of 184 spaces, are temporarily closed for renovation. No additional dormitories are
scheduled for construction in the next 5 years. UPH is not made available for single
officers.

3.2.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

3.2.5.4.1 Education

The principle public school district in the vicinity of Holloman AFB is referred to as 3
District 1. This district encompasses the base as well as the communities of Alamogordo,
Tularosa, and La Luz. Enrollment figures for the district are provided in Table 3.2-15. The
district reported a total enrollment of 8,541 students for 1988/89 in public, private, and I
parochial schools (Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce 1989). This represents a 3%
increase compared to the 1987/88 enrollment of 8,281 students, and a 13% increase
over the 7,526 students enrolled a decade ago. No schools in the district are U
overcrowded; enrollment is approximately 85% of capacity district-wide (Hays 1990).
Fluctuation in enrollment within the school district is largely due to personnel realignments
associated with Holloman AFB.

Holloman AFB currently has one primary school (grades K to 3), one intermediate
school (grades 4 to 5), and one middle school (grades 6 to 8). There is no high school
on the base. As a result of continuing decreases in student enrollment on the base, the
intermediate school is scheduled to be closed next year. Fourth grade will be held in the
primary school, and fifth grade will move to the middle school on base. Plans for the
intermediate school building include using it for child care. The district will reserve the
future right to reopen the intermediate school if on-base enrollment increases substantially 1
in the future (Hays 1990).

The 479th TTW reduction will reduce district enrollment by approximately 351 1
school children, 5% of total enrollment. Of this figure, about 102 are military-related
school children and 249 are children of civilians.

The school district receives approximately 97% of its funding from the state of New
Mexico. Up to 95% of the general property tax is turned over to the state, which, in turn,
redistributes the money state-wide. Funding is based on the number of children enrolled I
in the school district and their average daily attendance (ADA) at the public schools. This
funding covers general operating costs. The remaining 3% comes from federal, forestry,
and other taxes. Building construction and m.,intenance are paid by local taxes, which I
require voter approval for each specific project.
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Table 3.2-15. Enrollment In School District 1I Holloman AFB

Number of Schools Grades Number Enrolled

- Elementary 13 K-6 4,846

Junior high 2 7-8 1,059

Mid-high 1 9-10 1,018

High school 1 11-12 1,013

Private and parochial 3 K-12 405

Trade school 3 N/A 200

Subtotal 8,541

- New Mexico State University 1 N/A 1,799

Source: Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce 1990.
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3.2.5.4.2 Police and Fire Protection 3
Police and fire services in the city of Alamogordo are combined within the

Department of Public Safety (DPS). There are 78 staff positions and 2 are currently m
unfilled. DPS personnel respond to calls for both police and fire service and are also
trained as emergency medical technicians. The department is currently at capacity for
service and is planning to add four positions in the near future to accommodate the I
growth that has occurred within the city (Hotallin 1990). The DPS serves the city and
assists the sheriff's department in other towns and unincorporated parts of Otero County.
The sheriff's department employs 15 deputies.

The county jail is located in Alamogordo and is under the jurisdiction of the sheriff's
department. The current facility can accommodate 55 adults and 10 juveniles. The facility l
is at capacity, and there are plans to expand.

The Alamogordo DPS is able to respond to calls inside the city within 5 minutes, 3
and the response to calls in other areas varies according to the distance traveled. The
department has five class A pumpers, one vehicle at the airport, four ambulances, and
one brush and rescue truck to service the needs of the community. When required, U
Holloman AFB provides emergency support to the county. This support is provided by
a foam truck, which deals primarily with aircraft and chemical fires. As needed, theAlamogordo fire department will also assist in containment of structural fires on base. The 1
department has been given a fire insurance rating of 6, the third highest in the state.

The funding for the Alamogordo DPS is provided primarily by the city tax base and n

is supplemented by state funds. The sheriff's department is financed by the Otero County
general fund. 3
3.2.5.4.3 Health Services

Otero County is served by Gerald Champion Memorial Hospital located in I
Alamogordo. The hospital is licensed for 98 beds but is currently staffed for and is
maintaining 70. The hospital is the sole public health-care provider to the county. The 3
nearest public alternative is in Las Cruces, 68 miles to the southwest, or in El Paso,
Texas, 86 miles to the south. In addition, a small general hospital offering limited services
is located in Ruidoso, 35 miles to the northeast (Randall 1990). i

A 20-bed hospital is located on Holloman AFB to provide health care to active duty
and retired military personnel and their dependents. From September 1988 to September
1989, the base hospital admitted 1,548 patients and received 241,920 outpatient visits
(ERIS 1989). In addition, 15,805 emergency visits were recorded for the same period.

3.2.5.4.4 Utilities

Water Supply. The city of Alamogordo and surrounding areas receive water from I
four separate sources:

3
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1. The Alamo Canyon System. Water originates from several springs in the
mountains a few miles southeast of the city and is fed down through a series
of pipelines. The springwater passes through a rapid sand filter and is
chlorinated before entering the city's water supply system. The Alamo Canyon
System supplied 491 million gallons in calendar year 1989, which was a typical
year for the system (Miramontes 1990). The city is currently working to improve
the condition of the pipelines so that less water is lost during transport.

2. The La Luz-Fresnal System. Uke the Alamo Canyon System, water originates
from springs in the mountains northeast of Alamogordo. Springwater travels
down through a series of pipelines, passes through the La Luz rapid sand filter
plant, is chlorinated, then enters the city's water supply system. The La Luz
section of the system supplied 1,136 million gallons of water in 1989, while the
Fresnal section supplied 729 million gallons that same year.

3. The Bonito Lake System. Bonito Lake is located north of the town of Ruidoso,
approximately 60 miles north of Alamogordo. Water from the lake is fed into an
80-mile pipeline that supplies both Alamogordo and Holloman AFB. While
Alamogordo owns the lake and land surrounding the lake, Holloman AFB built
and owns the majority (70 miles) of the pipeline. The city and the base
currently have a joint agreement to share water from the Bonito Lake system.
The city of Alamogordo owns half of the water rights associated with the Bonito
Lake System, and Holloman AFB owns the other half. By agreement, the city
gets its half during the summer (approximately May through October), and
Holloman AFB gets its share in the winter. In 1989 the Bonito Lake System
supplied 408 million gallons, with half going to the city and half to Holloman
AFB. The system typically supplies 2.68 mgd.

In the past, neither the city nor the base has received its full entitlement of water
from the lake, due primarily to water loss from seepage along the pipeline. In
1989, an estimated 40% of the water drawn from the lake was lost from the
pipeline, particularly along the upper 10 miles extending to Bonito Lake
(Miramontes 1990). Together, Alamogordo and Holloman AFB are in the
process of replacing and repairing the existing pipeline and are sharing the
costs for these repairs.

4. Well System. In the summer, Alamogordo has been unable to meet water
supply demand using the above three systems. The city then taps six wells
with a combined output of 5 mgd. These wells have poor water quality and are
the most expensive to operate (Miramontes 1990). However, they are
necessary to meet peak water demand in the summer months.

Total water production from these four systems and metered water consumption for
1989 are provided in Table 3.2-16. Total water production in 1989 was 3,252.8 million
gallons, while total consumption was 1,855.4 million gallons, with large seasonal
fluctuations in both supply and demand. Peak demand in June and July is 12 mgd when
the city uses most of its available water supply to irrigate parks. The city is currently just
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able to meet peak demand using all four of its existing water supply systems. Failure in
any one of the four systems results in water supply problems. In summer 1989, failure
in the Bonito Lake System and one well led to temporary water rationing (Miramontes
1990). In an effort to alleviate water supply problems, the City of Alamogordo adopted
a $2.5-million bond resolution in August, 1990. The majority of this money is earmarked
for the design and construction of an infrastructure (e.g., underground pipe system) to
irrigate the city's parks with treated wastewater, thus freeing up the city's limited potable
water supply for residential and other uses (Miramontes 1990). In response to these
requirements, the city has initiated a series of improvements that resulted in more than
adequate potable water supplies by mid CY 90.

Two 44-million gallon raw (untreated) storage ponds in La Luz provide blending of
,,ater from the four systems before it enters the filter system. In general, the Lake Bonito

System provides the best quality water while the well system has the poorest water quality
(800 to 1,200 ppm, total dissolved solids) of the four systems (Miramontes 1990). The
resulting water quality meets all Federal standards. An additional 100 million gallon raw
untreated potable water storage pond is expected to be completed in early 1992 (King
1990g).

An estimated two-thirds of the town, predominantly in older areas, has poor plumbing
due to buildup of minerals and corrosion of the pipes (Miramontes 1990). The city is
trying to get funding through bonds, taxes, or water rate increases in order to repair
plumbing throughout the city. A 0.25% gross receipts tax currently generates
approximately $500,000 to $600,000 per year that is earmarked for improving the city's
water collection system; however, this money is not intended to be spent on improving
or replacing the city's plumbing (water supply) network.

Table 3.2-17 shows the total water consumption at Holloman AFB in 1989. Sixteen
wells located in several well fields southeast of Holloman AFB (east of Highway 54) supply
water to the base during the summer months when Bonito Lake water is delivered to
Alamogordo. The well field is located off base because the groundwater beneath the
base, and in many adjacent areas, is brine. These 16 wells have pumping capacities
ranging from 1,700 down to 103 gallons per minute (gpm) and a combined capacity of
11 mgd. The base typically uses 4 mgd (Wright 1990). Water is pumped from various
wells into two storage tanks, one located at Boles well field and one at San Andres well
field. These tanks hold a total of 900,000 gallons. With the 479th TT"W reduction, water
consumption on base will be reduced by approximately 4%.

Total on-base potable water storage is 3,950,000 gallons, in addition to the
900,000-gallon capacity at the well field (Wright 1990). Potable water storage on base
consists of six ground-level, elevated, or underground reservoirs. Nonpotable water used
for fire suppression is stored in five additional on-base tanks with a total capacity of
1,485,000 gallons. If necessary, water can also be drawn from any of three on-base
swimming pools.

During the winter months when Bonito Lake water is delivered to Holloman AFB, the
20-inch pipeline extending from the lake (along Highway 54) valves off to the base's well
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Table 3.2-17. Holloman Air Force Base Water Consumption
for 1989 (in millions of gallons) I

Month Bonito Lake Well Field Total Consumption I

January 6.2 49.0 55.2 !

February 20.7 23.4 44.1 3
March 43.9 15.5 59.4

April 63.8 11.2 75.0

May -- 87.6 87.6

June -- 98.3 98.3 1
July -- 92.1 92.1

August -- 91.3 91.3 1
September -- 81.8 81.8

October 61.0 5.6 66.6 3
November 53.6 3.4 57.0

December 46.2 4.1 50.3 1
Total 295.4 563.3 858.7 I

Source: Wright 1990; Wilson 1990. 3
i
i
I
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fielc Holloman AFB has no storage for water from the Bonito Lake system. There are
two water supply lines from the well field to the base; each has dual capacity. The base
may use either water line, but not both simultaneously. A continuous loop in the water

supply system ensures that water is available to the base at all times. The base reports

no problems with the on-base plumbing network (Wilson 1990).

t Wastewater. Alamogordo and the surrounding area is served by one secondary
wastewater treatment plant. The plant has a capacity of 6 mgd, which is far above peak
demand. However, since the City recently adopted a $2.5-million bond (refer to the Water
Supply section), much of this effluent will be used to irrigate parks. The City anticipates
that half of its wastewater, approximately 2 mgd, will be used for watering, mainly in the
summer months (Miramontes 1990). The remainder will be available for alternative uses;Uinitially supplied to city-owned land through agricultural-type sprinkler systems. The
Holloman AFB sewage treatment plant treats an average of 1.5 mgd. Effluent from the
plant is collected in seven sewage lagoons, ranging in size from 1 to 21 acres. Two of
the lagoons (A and B) are primary, with induced aeration and evaporation, and one
lagoon is recirculating. Sewage lagoons drain into Lake Holloman southwest of the main
area (Wright 1990). The base is currently evaluating treatment alternatives and possible
closure of the sewage treatment lagoons. Resolution of regulatory issues is pending
(Moore 1990).

I Solid Waste. The city of Alamogordo maintains a private contract with Waste
Management to collect and dispose of solid waste. A joint city/county landfill is located

I 15 miles south of the city. This landfill serves all of Otero County excluding Holloman
AFB. The city/county landfill is nearing capacity and will probably be closed and a new
one opened within a few years. Although the city does not foresee problems in opening

I a new landfill, it is expected to be expensive. The new landfill will probably have to be
lined with plastic rather than clay to meet newer solid waste disposal criteria. Holloman
AFB uses one sanitary landfill, located north and east of the main area of the base. The
landfill, which is currently far below capacity, is base owned and contractor operated.
The contractor provides the base with regular trash removal service. In addition,
Holloman AFB operates an asbestos landfill to the north of the solid waste landfill.

I Power. Electricity is supplied to the entire area by the Texas/New Mexico Power

Company. Alamogordo receives its natural gas from the Gas Company of New Mexico,
but El Paso Natural Gas supplies the base. Main electrical and gas lines run along
Highway 54. Current power use for the communities and base is well below the capacity

* of the lines.

For the base, both gas and electrical lines are looped in a continuous system to
provide power to the main area, west area, and north area. The base taps the main gas
pipe (near Highway 54), which has a mainline pressure of 45 pounds per square inch.
There is one main substation for the base. Although Holloman AFB receives sufficient
gas from the lire, it currently has problems in distributing gas to the west area of the
base. Holloman AFB has proposed to HQ TAC that gas shortages in this area could be
alleviated by installing another high pressure line (about a 6-inch pipe) from the main gas

I
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pipe onto the base (King 1990g; Wilson 1990). In addition, any increase in gas use on
the base may necessitate installing a new compressor station.

A 115 KVA power line from Ei Paso is tapped near the base's main gate to meet base
electrical needs. Average use on the base is 13 to 14 megawatts per day (Jolley 1990). ,
The base electrical system includes two substations (transformers) in the main and north
areas, either of which can feed any part of the base; two switching stations in the west l
and north areas; and several feeding stations. The electrical distribution system issufficient to meet current demand. g
3.2.5.5 Public Finance

Public finance is related to the revenues and expenditures of county and city 3
governments and special districts in the ROI. Budgets in these jurisdictions are
established to allocate a broad spectrum of services to residents, including public health
and safety services, public works programs, administrative and legal operations, and I
education and recreation programs. Revenues for these services are drawn from an
equally broad number of sources, including property taxes, sales taxes, local taxes and
fees, and various subventions from state and federal sources.

3.2.5.6 Transportation i
This section describes the area road, rail, and air transportation systems. Figure 3.2-

4 shows the major components of the area road network. The nearest interstate routes
are 1-10 and 1-25 about 65 miles to the southwest of Alamogordo. The principal access I
routes to the city are U.S. Highways 70, 82, and 54. U.S. Highway 54 serves traffic from
and to El Paso, Texas, to the south. It merges with U.S. Highway 70 just south of
Alamogordo. U.S. Highway 70 provides access to 1-10 and 1-25 near Las Cruces, New i
Mexico, to the 3outhwest. 1-70 and U.S. Highway 54 continue north through Alamogordo.
The in-city portion of these routes are together known as White Sands Boulevard. U.S. a
Highway 82, serving Artesia, New Mexico, approximately 90 miles to the east, branches
off from U.S. Highway 54/70 just north of Alamogordo. U.S. Highway 70 splits off from
U.S. Highway 54/70 further to the north at Tularosa, to provide access to eastern New
Mexico. U.S. highway 54 continues to the northeast to connect with 1-40. Because these
highways connect Alamogordo with the rest of the state of New Mexico, they are
important components of the Alamogordo roadway network. The volumes on these
roadways are relatively light near the city and decrease rapidly with distance from the city.
Traffic on U.S. Highway 70 is generally less than 5,000 vehicles per day both east and
west of Alamogordo. Traffic on U.S. Highway 82 is under 3,000 vehicles per day. North U
of Alamogordo, traffic on U.S. Highway 54 is less than 2,000 vehicles per day; but south
of the city, traffic volumes are higher at around 7,000 vehicles per day.

The heaviest traffic in the city of Alamogordo occurs along the portion of U.S.
Highway 54/70 known as "White Sands Boulevard". This corridor is lined with hotels,
restaurants, and businesses and passes through the Alamogordo business district. Other I
roads in the area are locals and collectors that provide access to various residential,

I
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I
industrial, and business areas in the city. Indian Wells Road, 10th Street, and 1st Street
are the major collector streets, providing access to the rest of the city.

The roads at Holloman form a network essentially independent from the city of
Alamogordo. Holloman AFB is accessed through its main gate on 1st Street from U.S.
Highway 70, at a point southeast of Alamogordo, and prior to the juncture with U. S.
Highway 54/70. Direct route to the base flight line is provided by 1st Street. Collectors
to all areas of the base intersect with 1st Street. Residential areas on the base are on the
southeastern half, and most offices and facilities are on the northwestern half nearest the
flight line. New Mexico Avenue intersects with 1st Street roughly a mile into the base,
providing access to the New Area flight line. The latest traffic counts were taken in 1979,
so current data are not available for traffic volume. However, the network easily handles
the vehicular movements throughout the day. Some congestion occurs along 1st Street 3
during the peak commuting hours, but once personnel arrive at their work location,
volumes are low. The most significant problem occurs at the main entrance gate during
the morning peak hour, which is roughly 6:30 to 7:30 a.m. The base is usually under i
medium security, requiring only a vehicle pass to gain entrance. Some backlog occurs
as vehicles wait to be cleared; a storage lane is provided on White Sands to hold the
queue of cars. Occasionally, high security measures are invoked, requiring a vehicle pass I
and identification for base entrance. This slows the checking process at the gate, and
the resulting queue gets considerably longer. For this reason, extending the storage lane
(perhaps up to one mile) would be a good safety measure.

A Southern Pacific Railroad main line runs north-south through Alamogordo. No
freight or passenger terminal facilities currently exist, however tow sidings for handling I
freight are in place. One is used twice weekly to pickup wood chips from White Sands
Forest Products. The old depot has recently been torn down. I

The only commercially served airport in the ROI is the Alamogordo/White Sands
Regional Airport. This airport, located on the south end of town, has a 7,000 feet asphalt
runway situated in a NE/SW direction. Commercial services are provided by Mesa
Airlines, which provide connecting flights to Albuquerque; however, the airport is
predominantly used by private aircraft owners. 3
3.2.6 Biological Resources

3.2.6.1 Vegetation I
The land around Holloman AFB and the lands underlying the Ranges R-5103A, B, and 3

C; Ranges R-5107B and C; and parts of Beak and Talon MOAs are primarily desert. The
characteristic vegetation of the region is a variety of shrubs, most of which are thorny.
These shrubs frequently grow in open stands but may form low, closed thickets. Short a
grasses grow in association with the shrubs in many places. On deep soils, mesquite is

often the dominant plant. A few cottonwoods and other trees grow beside the widely
separated rivers. Creosote bush covers great areas in its characteristic open stand and I
is especially common cn alluvial fans. On rocky slopes, ocotillo is conspicuous; and on
-slopes leading down to the Rio Grande, the ceniza shrub dominates. Juniper and pinyon
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are limited to rocky outcrops. Some isolated mountains in the region rise high enough
to carry a belt of oak and juniper woodland. On a few of the highest mountains, pines
grow among the oaks, but locally they may form in nearly pure stands (Bailey 1980).

Parts of Beak and Talon MOAs and Range R-5107C have a variety of vegetation
zones. A grassland zone found at the lowest elevations is covered by arid grasses which
seldom completely cover the ground. Xeric shrubs often grow in open stands among the
grasses. Sagebrush is dominant over extensive areas. A profusion of annuals and
perennials blooms during the summer rainy season. In some areas, several kinds of cacti
and yucca are common. Cottonwoods and, more rarely, other trees grow along some
of the permanent streams. A woodland zone is dominated by open stands of pinyon and
several species of juniper. In this zone, the understory is sparsely covered by grama
grass and other grasses, herbs, and various shrubs. A montane zone extends over
considerable areas of the high plateaus and mountains. Vegetation in the montane zone
varies considerably throughout the region. Douglas fir and ponderosa pine may share
dominance or form relatively pure stands, depending on elevation and soil moisture
conditions (Bailey, 1980).

The land around Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range, under R-2301, is characterized
by extensive plains and isolated low mountains. Vegetation is mostly creosote bush and
chamiso. The desert mountains are exceptionally barren, and many are almost devoid
of vegetation. The Joshua tree and juniper are found at higher elevations.

The land around Melrose Bombing Range, R-5104, is considered to be semiarid and
is susceptible to wind erosion. Vegetation is mostly shortgrass prairie, including blue
grama grassland and mixed grama grassland vegetation types. Woodland composed of
large shrubs and small trees is confined to riparian areas. Substantial farming areas exist
to the east and north of the range (TAC, 1985).

3.2.6.2 Fauna

The region affected by alternatives at Holloman AFB comprises three major habitats
supporting different groups of animal species: desert basins and eastern plains, foothills
and mountains, and wetland and riparian zones. The desert areas of New Mexico and
Texas are part of the Chihuahuan Desert. The Gila Bend area of Arizona is a part of the
Sonoran Desert.

The land areas of Holloman, Talon MOA, Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range, R-
5107B & C, R-5103A, and MTR's over low elevation areas of southern New Mexico and
southwest Texas consist primarily of desert basins. R-5104A (Melrose Bombing Range)
and MTR's east of the Beak MOAs are in the eastern plains zone. The greatest diversity
of mammal species occurs in the shrublands and grasslands of the desert basins and
plains. These areas support 25 common species of rodents, most of which are nocturnal
and seed-eating. Many species of kangaroo rats, pocket mice, grasshopper mice and
woodrats are typical of basin and plains areas. Larger herbivores include the black-tailed
prairie dog, black-tailed jackrabbit, mule deer and pronghorn. A large population ofg introduced African oryx is present in the vicinity of Holloman AFB (Dept. of Army, 1988).
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Coyote, badger, bobcat and kit fox are common predatory mammals that depend
primarily on the extensive rodent population as prey. The reptile fauna is also diverse, 3
with 30 common species of lizards and snakes. Reptiles typical of the basin areas include
several species of whiptail lizards, horned lizards, and rattlesnakes. The most common
year-round resident birds are the black-throated sparrow, mourning dove, scaled quail,
Gambel's quail, and roadrunner. The northern harrier, red-tailed hawk, Swainson's hawk
and burrowing owl are common raptors in basin and plains areas throughout the region.

Foothills and mountains occupy most of the Beak MOAs and comprise 25-50% of the
areas in R-5107B, R-5103B, and Talon MOA. Large portions of MTR's VR-1233, VR-176 i
and VR-134 also pass over mountainous areas. The common large herbivores in these
regions are mule deer and elk. A few scattered populations of desert bighorn sheep
occur in the southern mountains, while Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep are found in the i
mountains of the Gila National Forest. Common predatory mammals include the
mountain lion, bobcat, coyote, and black bear. In forested mountains, the most abundant
small mammals are the red squirrel and several species of chipmunks. Mountains and I
foothills with sparse woodlands are occupied by the rock squirrel, antelope ground
squirrel and several species of mice and woodrats. Common birds of the mountain areas
include four species of jays and a number of smaller bird species, including the plain I
titmouse, mountain chickadee, ruby-crowned kinglet, dark-eyed junco and pigmy
nuthatch. Exposed rocky cliffs and canyon walls serve as nesting sites for raptors that
seek prey in the basins, including the golden eagle, prairie falcon and peregrine falcon. I
Several owl species are residents of mountain forests, including the great-horned owl,
spotted owl and flammulated owl. Arid foothills and mountains with sparse woodlands
support a variety of reptiles, including the collared lizard, crevice spiny lizard, fence lizard, I
and two species of rattlesnakes. Mountains and foothills are crucial habitat for bats that
roost in caves and rock cliffs. The bats disperse into surrounding basins for nightly
feeding. Fifteen species of bats are known from the basins and mountains in the
immediate vicinity of Holloman.

The major riparian and wetland habitats in the region are associated with the Pecos i
River drainage in the Talon MOA and associated MTR's, and the Rio Grande and Gila
River drainages, under segments of MTR's VR-1233 and VR-176. Small riparian zones
are scattered throughout the region in association with isolated springs that appear in
both desert basin and mountain/foothill areas. The larger rivers are occupied by the
muskrat and beaver, and the raccoon occurs in the associated riparian areas. Wetlands
and reservoirs on the rivers are important winter habitat for a large number of species of
ducks, geese and wading birds. Bald eagles occur as winter residents and rarely as
breeding pairs in the summer. 3
3.2.6.3 Threatened and Endangered Species a

Federally listed species and species proposed to be federally listed known to occur
in the project area in New Mexico and Texas include the following: 11 endangered
species, Pecos gambusia (Gambusia nobilis), Gila topminnow (Poeciliopsis occidentalis),
Gila trout (Salm gil), Comanche Springs pupfish (Cyprinodon elegans), interior least
tern (Sterna antillarum anthalassos), bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), American a
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peregrine falcon (Falcon peregrinus anatum), Whooping crane (Grus americana), Sneed's
pincushion cactus (Coryphantha sneedii var. sneedi), Kuenzler hedgehog cactus
(Echinocereus kuenzleri), Uoyd's hedgehog cactus (Echinocereus llodfi), and Todsen'sI pennyroyal (Hedeoma todsenii); six threatened species, Pecos bluntnose shiner (Notropis
simus), Chihuahua chub (Gila nigrescens), gypsum wild buckwheat (Erioqonum

Sgypsophylum), McKittrick pennyroyal (Hedeoma appiculatus), Sacramento Mountains
thistle (Cirsium vinaceum), and Sacramento prickly poppy (Arpemone pleiacantha spp.
pinnatisecta); and three species proposed for listing, Pecos pupfish (Cyprinodon
pecosensis), Pecos assiminea (Assiminea assiminea), and Roswell spring snail
(Fontelicella roswellensis) (Peterson 1990a, 1990b). The Melrose Bombing Range is
within the historic range of the endangered black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) (TAC
1985). An additional 29 species of animals and 26 species of plants that are category 2
candidates for federal listing are known to occur in the project area (USFWS 1989, 1990).
A pair of golden eagles, although not endangered, live on the Melrose Bombing Range,
and are protected by the Bald Eagle Act (TAC 1985). In addition 52 of the plants and 34
of the animals listed by New Mexico as state endangered species are known to occur in
the project area (Tables A-4 and A-5, Appendix A). Special listings for Texas include 4
state endangered animals, 6 state threatened animals, 2 endangered plants and 2
threatened plants that are known to occur in the project area (Tables A-6 and A-7,
Appendix A).

I Several threatened or endangered species are known to be present in the area
underlying these MTRs. Breeding paris of peregrine falcons are found in association with
mountain cliffs and canyon walls throughout the area, (Skaggs et al, 1986) including the
area underlying these three MTRs. Bald eagles occur in the project area as wintering and
migrant birds along the middle Pecos river valley (Busch 1986) underlying MTRs IR-133
and IR-134. Mexican spotted owl populations occur primarily in mature mixed conifers
in the Lincoln National Forest and the Gila National Forest (Ganey et al. 1986), which
underlie portions of MTR VR-134. The Apache northern goshawk and the ferruginous
hawk also occur in the Lincoln and Gila National Forests. The Pecos River valley and
more eastern areas in the vicinity of Clovis, Roswell and Hobbs are primary nesting areas
for the Mississippi kite (Glinski 1986), which includes portions of MTR IR-134 (new), VR-
1 00/VR-1 25, and the Melrose Bombing Range. Introduced populations of big horn sheep
are present in the Sierra Diablo Mountains in western Texas (Hailey 1974) in an area well
to the south of the proposed expansion of VR-134.

3.2.7 Water Resources

3.2.7.1 Surface Water

Holloman AFB is located in an arid region with an average annual precipitation of
about 8 inches, approximately 60% of this occurring as summer thunderstorms from July
to October. Winters are relatively dry, with the occurrence of erratic snowfall from year
to year. The gross annual lake evaporation rate in the vicinity of Holloman AFB is 75inches per year (WHA Inc. 1989). Gross lake evaporation rate is used to estimateevapotranspiration rate and represents the upper limit of water loss from the hydrologic

I cycle by atmospheric conditions. There is a large potential deficit in precipitation (average
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annual precipitation minus gross annual lake evaporation) of 67 inches for the Holloman 3
AFB area.

Holloman AFB lies within and on the edge of the almost flat Tularosa Basin, which is
located between the Sacramento and San Andres mountain ranges. Surface water n
resources within the Tularosa Basin are limited because of the high evapotranspiration
rate and low annual rainfall. Perennial streams occur in the mountainous regions that
surround the Tularosa Basin. The major streams include Rio Tularosa, Rio Bonito, and
Eagle creeks. Rio Bonito Creek is located northeast of Tularosa, approximately 60 miles
from Holloman AFB, and discharges to Bonito Lake, which, in conjunction with deep wells
along the Sacramento mountain range, supplies potable water to Holloman AFB. The

intermittent streams and arroyos occurring within the Tularosa Basin are important
drainage features during periods of heavy rainfall when they convey surface water runoff I
southwest to the basin's lowest elevation point, Lake Lucero. Surface drainage within the
undeveloped parts of the base is controlled by the major arroyos, including Lost River and
Dillard Draw and their tributaries. Drainage within the developed portion of the base flows I
by way of ditches and culverts to the southwest corner of the base (WHA, Inc. 1989).

The wastewater treatment system consists of seven aeration/evaporation lagoons I
located in the southwest corner of the base. Just southwest of these lagoons, a drainage
ditch discharges water to a natural playa. A dike was constructed in the playa area,
creating Lake Holloman. A low winter evaporation rate and increased flows have caused U
flow over a portion of the dike, creating a seasonal surface water area called Lake Stinky
(WHA, Inc. 1989). The Tularosa Basin is a closed basin (no discharge) and therefore
exempt from U.S. EPA regulations pertaining to surface water discharge (Cole et al.
1984).

Additional man-made surface water feature of local significance are Garton Lake and U
two 44 million gallon raw water storage ponds. Garton Lake was created in 1916 by
artesian flow of warm water (940F) discharging from an abandoned oil test well that was
not plugged. The lake is located approximately 4 miles southwest of Holloman AFB and
is managed by the National Park Service (NPS) as part of the White Sands National
Monument. Bonito Lake is located approximately 50 miles northeast of Holloman AFB
in the Sacramento Mountains. A pipeline, varying in size from 14 to 22 inches, transports
water approximately 85 miles to the city of Alamogordo, which supplies water to the base.
Holloman has a water right to 1,449.02 AFY withdrawal, not to exceed 1,063 gpm when
available.

3.2.7.2 Groundwater 3
Holloman AFB lies in the snadows of the Sacramento Mountains on the edge of the

Tularosa Basin. Geologists refer to this 100-by-30-mile valley with no surface water
drainage outlet as a graben or bolson (TAC 1976). Vast quantities of debris, including
material from the gypsum-bearing Yeso formation, have washed down from the
surrounding mountains. This mixture of erosion materials has accumulated to thicknesses I
as great as 2,000 feet, covering the base of the mountains and forming the existing
broad, flat valley floor. Since there is no surface water drainage from the Tularosa Basin,
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I water that enters is either lost to evapotranspiration or percolates through the valley floor

to become groundwater.

The Tularosa Basin contains one of the largest saline water aquifers in the United
States; however, this water is not used due to its salinity. Sediments in the basin consist
mainly of soluble minerals (gypsum, limestone, and dolomite); groundwater dissolving
these minerals becomes highly saline and mineralized. Groundwater within the Tularosa
Basin is derived from recharge during precipitation over the basin. Freshwater (surface
runoff from surrounding mountains) percolates into the basin aquifer at the edges of the
basin. This groundwater moves downgradient and discharges to Lake Lucero.
Groundwater quality in the Tularosa Basin ranges from freshwater (water containing less
than 1,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L) total dissolved solids (TDS) in the permeable alluvial
fan deposits adjacent to the mountain fronts to water containing more than 100,000 mg/L
TDS in the less permeable deposits near the center of the Tularosa Basin. The
groundwater beneath Holloman AFB is highly mineralized, containing dissolved solids in
excess of 10,000 mg/L. Holloman AFB obtains water from several off-site well fields in
addition to the water supplied by Bonito Lake. The well fields, Boles, Douglass, San
Andres, Dog Canyon Frenchy Wells, and the Escondido Canyon Well, have been
developed in alluvial fans along the west slope of the Sacramento mountains. The Boles
well field has been developed near the basin floor and is in a buffer zone between the
freshwater in the mountains and the saline water underlying the basin floor. The well
fields supply up to 1.7 mgd.

3.2.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

3.2.8.1 Archaeological and Historical Resources

The prehistory of south-central New Mexico and adjacent portions of Texas spans
almost 12,000 years. Early Paleo-lndians hunting extinct megafauna frequented the area
from 10,000 to 6,000 B.C. Later groups exhibited a variety of different adaptations to an
environment characterized by change. Paleo-lndian occupation was followed by an
"Archaic" pattern of settlement and subsistence that focused on the exploitation of a
broad spectrum of seasonally available plants and small fauna, opportunistic hunting of
large game, and high residential mobility by small social groups (Doleman 1988). Later
occupations were characterized by population increase, a more sedentary lifestyle, and
the development of an agriculturally based economy by A.D. 1000 (COE 1989). This
adaptation, known as the Jornada Branch of the Mogollon, lasted until the area was

abandoned around A.D. 1450 in favor of major river valleys. After abandonment, the area
was used by hunter-gatherer groups until the Spanish arrived in the 16th century.
Spanish exploration and occupation focused on the Rio Grande Valley and the Holloman
area was little affected by European intrusion until the 1700s (COE 1989).

A variety of archaeological surveys demonstrate that a wide variety of prehistoric and
historic resources are located in the Holloman area, including WSMR, Red Rio, Oscura,
and McGregor Bombing Ranges, and areas adjacent to the Melrose Bombing Range
(Doleman 1988; Foster and DeGarmo 1989; COE 1989; TAC 1985). In addition, a
number of architecturally and historically significant structures listed on the National
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Register are located at the White Sands National Monument, adjacent to one of the
existing Holloman AFB runways that would be used by the 37th TFW. I

The prehistory of the more northerly portion of the project area crossed by IR-YYY 
is dominated by Eastern Pueblo peoples now living in such settlements as Taos, Picuris,
Nambe, and other Rio Grande Pueblos. Archaeological data indicate that Eastern
Puebloans have been present at least since A.D.1. The earliest settlements are
composed of one or more semi-subterranean pithouses, but after A.D. 1200-1250
populations began aggregating in larger, above-ground masonry pueblos. Some of the
largest settlements, some of which had more than 500 rooms, were established along U
major drainages such as the Pecos River, the Rio Grande, and the Chama River. A
number of these settlements were occupied at the time of Spanish contact, including sites
known as the Pecos Ruin, the Gran Quivira National Monument, and the impressive I
multistoried pueblos along the Rio Pueblo de Taos (Cordell 1979).

3.2.8.2 Native American Cultural Resources i
Ethnohistorically, the Holloman area was occupied by the Mescalero Apache, an

Athapaskan-speaking group whose ancestors probably entered the area around A.D.
1600 (Doleman 1988). The Apache were seminomadic groups who practiced a
subsistence strategy characterized by hunting, gathering, occasional agriculture, and
raiding. This diversified economy involved the exploitation of virtually all biotic zones in I
the Tularosa Basin, and their sites should be widespread although difficult to identify due
to their low density and lack of good diagnostic materials (Doleman 1988). The
Mescalero were removed to the Mescalero Reservation in 1873. The reservation, located
near the project area in Mescalero, New Mexico, was too small and unsuited
environmentally for traditional Mescalero economic pursuits. Starvation was common,
and poor health was a fact of life for decades (Opler 1983). Conditions probably
worsened in the 1880s when Lipan Apache and Jicarilla Apache groups were also
removed to the Mescalero Reservation. 3

Culturally and economically, these groups are making significant gains in educating
their children and are economically benefitting from the natural beauty of their reservation,
among other pursuits. They have built a luxury resort hotel, an artificial lake, a golf
course, a ski resort, a fish hatchery to restock the streams that flow through the
reservation, and other development projects designed to improve conditions on the 3
reservation. Per capita income is still exceptionally low, but the Mescalero emphasis on
education for their young and the development of their local resources are cause for
optimism. I

The Eastern Puebloan Indians continued their ancient occupation of the more
northerly portions of the project area. The Taos area is particularly relevant here. I
Archaeological data indicate the Taos have continuously occupied the general area for
over 600 years. Traditionally, these people relied heavily on hunting and gathering with
agriculture of secondary importance.
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Trade relationships with Plains Indians from the east were also important economically
and socially. The Taos have long maintained their cultural isolation, although a great deal
of interaction occurs with non-Indians. They have revealed very little of their religion to
outsiders but the general area contains many sacred sites. Some of the few known
include high mountain lakes, particularly Blue Lake; springs; certain mountain peaks; and
other locations of important past events.

3.2.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

- Holloman AFB also complies with the HSWA, RCRA, DoD Directive 5100.50 and AFR
19-11 as discussed in Section 3.1.9 and the Base IRP. Holloman AFB is classified under
40 CFR 262 as a large quantity generator of hazardous waste. Holloman has a RCRA

i Part B permit to store hazardous waste at a Defense Reutilization Marketing Office
(DRMO) container storage facility.

3_ The base also operates, under RCRA interim status, a thermal treatment area and an
explosive detonation area for waste explosive ordinance disposal. Permits for these
facilities are presently being reviewed by the EPA Region VI for adequacy/approval.ICurrent activities at Holloman AFB involve the utilization of a variety of hazardous
materials and ultimately the generation of hazardous waste streams. The principle
hazardous wastes generated at Holloman AFB are waste paints, strippers, thinners, andI other solvents such as methylene chloride, methyl ethyl ketone, 111-trichloroethane,
tetrachloroethylene and PD-680. Typically, the activities which utilize hazardous material
include maintenance of aircraft, aircraft corrosion control, vehicle maintenance, fuel
handling and storage, munitions storage and ground support equipment maintenance,
weapons maintenance, ground radio shops, and electronics repair shops. Activities which
generate wastes include grounds maintenance, munitions storage and disposal, medicalIservices, laboratory operations (including nondestructive inspection and fuel analysis),
aircraft corrosion control, aircraft maintenance, radio and electronics operations, fuel
handling and storage, vehicle maintenance, wheel and tire shops, and munitions disposal
and storage.

_i Wastes generated from aircraft maintenance include hydraulic fluids, waste oils, PD-
680, waste fuels, spent solvents, and equipment grease. Waste from corrosion control
operations include paint chips, waste paints, paint thinners, spent strippers, spentI solvents, methyl ethyl ketone, safety kleen, acetone, naphtha, degreasers, and emulsifying
agents. Soap, detergents, metal particles, oils and grease are generated by aircraft
washing activities. Vehicle maintenance, wheel and tire shop waste consist of PD-680,
waste acid solutions, lubricating and machine oils, degreasing and cleaning solvents,
ethanolamine, and P3838. The materials generally in the waste discharge are oils and of
some petrochemical base. Other miscellaneous operations, such as electronic shops,

_ armament, weapons shops, and cleaning activities would generate hazardous waste,
including PD-680, synthetic oils, spent solvents, acetone, and hydrochloric acid.

I The hazardous waste minimization program at Holloman AFB consists primarily of
efforts to reduce solvent waste streams. The base operates plastic media blasters to strip
paint from aircraft parts and ground support equipment. The use of media blasters has
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significantly reduced the amounts of waste solvents normally used in paint stripping
operations. The base also contracts the services of solvent recovery vendors. Parts
cleaning vats are periodically serviced and solvents are recycled by certified vendors. T e
base also segregates used petroleum products for resale/recycle.i

Other solid waste recycling include recycling cardboard, aluminum, ferrous metals,
light and heavy steel, magnesium and titanium steel, miscellaneous paper items, brass,
lead, tires, magnetic tape and stainless steel. Precious metals recovery operations
include waste silver generated by the base photography lab, dental amalgam and the
hospital X-ray lab, waste mercury generated upon disposal of temperature gauging i
devices; gold, platinum and beryllium.

Construction activities and operation at Holloman AFB generate a variety of
hazardous and nonhazardous wastes. The DoD has published an implementing directive,
DoD Directive 5100.50 which outlines DoD policy to comply with applicable Federal and
State regulations dealing with these waste. Construction and demolition debris is I
generated during base maintenance, building refurbishing, reconstruction, modification,
and new facilities construction. This will be the major source of waste generated by the
proposed base realignment (see Section 2.1.2.2). This construction and demolition debris I
will be disposed of in the base landfill by when the work is performed. Hazardous wastes
generated by contractors will be appropriately managed by the contractor in accordance
with established EPA standards.

In December 1988, Holloman AFB and EPA (Federal and State) officials entered into
a Federal Facilities Compliance Agreement (FFCA). The agreement required the I
installation of a ground water monitoring system at the sewage treatment lagoons and to
closure of the lagoons in accordance with RCRA. The ground water monitoring system
was completed in July 1989, and ground water monitoring was initiated in August 1989, I
in accordance with the FFCA and RCRA requirements. As the lagoons currently exists,
they do not pose a threat to human health. Efforts are presently underway to clean close
the lagoons, with a site specific risk demonstration, or otherwise close-in-place all units
wherein clean closure is not possible. Also, under a separate USAF initiative, Holloman
AFB is presently under consideration for a new sewage treatment plant, to be installed
in the vicinity of the existing sewage treatment plant.

Recently it has been determined that there are hydrocarbons under the west ramp
where the construction of several F-1 17 aircraft hangars are proposed. Through

extensive sampling in the area, it has been determined that no hazardous wastes (as
defined in 40 CFR 261) exist. However, due to the health risks imposed upon exposure I
to hydrocarbon constituents, some remediation will be required prior to construction of
the new facilities. It was determined through actual experimentation, in areas suspected
to be the most highly contaminated, that the constituents volatize relatively quickly. a
Consequently, at this time, it is believed a simple process of tilling the soil to allow it to
dry out will solve most of the problems. Efforts to determine the type and extent of
contamination have been conducted under guidance from the EPA Region VI. All
remedial action will be coordinated with the EPA and NM Environmental Improvement
Division to ensure actions are protective of human health and the environment.
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3.3 NELLIS AIR FORCE BASE

3.3.1 Land Use

3 Nellis AFB is located in one of the most rapidly growing areas in the United States,
the Las Vegas Valley. The majority of the base is located in the unincorporated town of
Sunrise Manor in Clark County, Nevada, 5 miles from the city of North Las Vegas.

Residential and commercial developments are to the south and west of the base.
Many of these residences and businesses support the personnel and visitors to NellisIAFB. Vacant land is scattered between the various developments. Commercial
enterprises are primarily located on major roads in the area, including Las Vegas
Boulevard (SR 604), Craig Road, and Nellis Boulevard. On-base housing for military
personnel is also located in the south and west portions of the base. Land to the north
and east of the base is primarily vacant, high desert-type land.

3The rapidly growing Las Vegas Valley and Nellis AFB have created incompatible
development around the base. Land-use regulation for the area around the base is at the
county level. The Clark County Public Health and Safety Program for Airport Environs
established an overlay zone "to provide for a range of uses compatible with airport
accident, hazard and noise-exposure areas and to prohibit the development of
incompatible uses that are detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare in these
airport environs" (Clark County 1986). This overlay zone provided guidelines concerning
land uses compatible with the noise and safety environment related to Nellis AFB and
recommended development standards that would help mitigate adverse noise conditions.
In addition to the airport environs program, the USAF has an AICUZ that also offers
guidelines for land-use compatibility with operations at the base.

I Land ownership in Clark County is displayed in Table 3.1-1. Land uses in Clark
County, other than urban development in the Las Vegas Valley, include the Lake Mead
National Recreation Area, a district of the Toiyabe National Forest, a portion of the Desert
NWR Moapa and Las Vegas tribal lands, Valley of Fire State Park, Spring Mountain Ranch
in the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands, the Floyd R. Lamb State Park, and a portion
of NAFR.

3.3.2 Atmospheric Resources

3.3.2.1 Climatology

I Nellis AFB is located in southern Nevada, in a region characterized as arid. Maximum
temperatures in the summer are typically 100°F or higher. Low humidity helps to
moderate the high daytime temperatures. Normally, during a 2-week period in the
summer months, warm, moist tropical air traverses the region, bringing scattered
thundershowers. Occasionally, these thunderstorms are severe enough to cause flash

i flooding. The winters are generally mild with daytime temperatures around 60°F and
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minimum temperatures around 350F. In the winter, skies are mostly clear. The area
around the base occasionally experiences strong winds associated with major storm I
systems. Wind gusts of 50 miles per hour can occur at Nellis AFB, causing difficulties
from the resulting dust and sand storms. 3
3.3.2.2 Air Quality

The Clark County Health District Air Pollution Control Division operates air quality
monitoring sites throughout the county. The monitoring stations include 16 particulate
stations, one 03 analyzer, two CO analyzers, one S0 2 analyzer, and two NOx analyzers.
The air quality in the Las Vegas region has historically been in violation of NAAQS. The
Las Vegas area is designated as nonattainment for CO and particulates. This
nonattainment designation indicates that the primary NAAQS for these pollutants has
been exceeded more than three discontinuous times in 3 years. Nellis AFB is located
within this nonattainment area. A CO monitoring station is within 3 miles southwest of
Nellis AFB, at the Post Office Station. The maximum ambient concentration measured at I
this station is 7.6 ppm. Other mcnitored values range from 5.6 to 0.6 ppm. Several
remedial plans have been developed to improve the air quality in this region. The original
plan, which outlined control measures for 03, CO, and particulates, was submitted to the I
EPA in 1978. This plan was updated in 1980 and 1982 through the Air Quality
Implementation Plan (AQIP), which specified programs for controlling stationary source
emissions and for obtaining CO emission standards for motor vehicles. Emission control I
strategies have not been applied to aircraft emissions. A revised AQIP was promulgated
ir 1984 by the Clark County Board of Commissioners. I

Nellis AFB air emissions contribute less than 2 percent of the total Las Vegas
metropolitan area air emissions (Naugle, 1978). The recent inactivation of the 474th TFW
with 66 F-16 aircraft and 1,963 personnel reductions (TAC 1988b), the reduction of Red
Flag exercises, reduction in 64th Aggressor Squadron operations and other Nellis
program reductions have made no measurable improvement in the ambient air quality of
Las Vegas. These reductions add validity to the Naugle report. Therefor, actions at Nellis
AFB have no perceivable impact on the Las Vegas air quality. Nellis AFB operates in
compliance with NAAQS. 3
3.3.3 Noise

An estimate of the Ldfl noise exposure contours for existing conditions around Nellis
AFB has been developed by the U.S. Air Force Engineering Service Center
(AFESC/DEMP) for the most recent aircraft flight and ground run-up operations at the I
base (Air Force 1988). These Ldn noise contours are shown in Figure 3.3-1. The land
areas within the Ldn 65 dB and higher level contours are listed in Table 3.3-1 and include
residential land uses by civilian population.

II
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Table 3.3-1. Land Areas Within Ldn Noise Contours at
Nellis AFB Under Current Aircraft Operations

Ldn Land Area Within Ldfl Contour
Contour Acres Sq. MilesI

65 27,200 42.5
70 13,500 21.1
75 6,850 10.7
80 3,400 5.3
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Table 3.3-2 shows the number of persons estimated to reside in the land areas
enclosed by the Ldn contours, and also shows the number of people who would be
expected to be "highly annoyed" by the Nellis aircraft noise exposure.

The land areas and population estimates are cumulative in the respect that the Ldn

65 dB contour total includes those within the higher Ln contours.

The existing noise impact at Nellis AFB under current operational conditions is
therefore significant in terms of the high levels of Ldn noise exposure to which resident
populations are subjected.

The Nellis Range complex would continue to be used by the 37th TFW if the Nellis
AFB alternative were implemented. The range has not been modeled for noise levels due
to its high degree of complexity and fragmentation. The vast array of target complexes
and the thousands of square miles that comprise the range complex preclude the
formulation of an accurate noise model. Since relocation of the 37th TFW would cause
only a minimal (less than 1 dB) change in noise exposures over the entire range complex,
the noise environments from existing and future activity associated with the alternatives
have not been analyzed as part of this EIS.

3.3.4 Airspace Management

Nellis AFB and the TFWC Range complex comprise one of the most heavily used
flight training environments in the Tactical Air Force. This is largely due to the flying
mission of the 57th FWW, which includes the Fighter Weapons School, the 440th Tactical
Fighter Training Group (Red Flag), test and evaluation squadrons, as well as the USAF
Aerial Demonstration Squadron (Thunderbirds). Combat flight training is also provided
for other flying units from the United States and allied nations as part of the Red Flag
exercises. Air Warrior is also located at Nellis AFB; however, this flying mission is
conducted in California airspace in support of the U.S. Army National Training Center at
Ft. Irwin.

The airspace environment associated with Nellis AFB and the TFWC Range
complex consists primarily of special use airspace for flight-training purposes and
airspace designated for the control of air traffic in the terminal and en route areas (Figure
3.1-1). The special use airspace ir udes four restricted areas and the Desert MOA with
overlying ATCAA. Other training airspace related to the TFWC Range complex, but not
relevant to this study, includes several MTRs and two low-altitude tactical navigation
(LATN) areas. The MTRs are located both adjacent to and -roughout the range complex
for low-level training in conjunction with c"ier range activities. The LATN areas are
located east and west of the complex and are used for A-10 low-altitude training
maneuvers. Three aerial refueling routes are also located in the western and northern
portions of the range complex to support various exercises and training activities.
An alert area is designated west of Nellis AFB for the purpose of advising civil traffic of
high-density military flights transiting through this airspace.
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Table 3.3-2. Populations Within Nellis AFB Ldfl ContoursI

Ldfl Number of Number Expected toI
Contour Residents be Highly Annoyed

65 23,200 7,880
70 13,600 6,160
75 6,600 4,080
80 1,800 1,100
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Airspace designated for the control of air traffic operating at Nellis AFB and en route
to the range complex consists primarily of approach and en route control areas, and a
terminal control area (TCA). A TCA, which is established by the FAA, is basically a
concentric airspace structure extending outward from an airfield, from the surface or
higher to a specified ceiling altitude. These elements work collectively to ensure the safe
and efficient transit of military and civil aircraft throughout the Las Vegas Valley and

* surrounding areas.

3.3.4.1 Existing Nellis AFB Terminal and En Route Airspace Structure

Approach and en route airspace has been delegated to Nellis AFB to provide ATC
services for the base and for those areas utilized to transit to and from the range complex
(Figure 3.1-1). This airspace is further sectorized laterally and vertically to meet the
specific air traffic operational requirements of Nellis AFB, North Las Vegas Airport, and
McCarran International Airport. Radar sequencing and separation services are provided
within these areas for military aircraft arriving and departing Nellis AFB and transiting via
the western and northern corridors to the range complex. Radar ATC and advisory
services are also provided by Nellis AFB to civil aircraft operating within the northern Las
Vegas Valley area and transiting west and northeast of the base. Approximately 303,000
military and 37,000 civil aircraft operations were conducted throughout the combined
approach and en route control areas during 1989.

Controlled airspace in the vicinity of Nellis AFB consists of a TCA that encompasses
both the base and McCarran International Airport. All VFR and IFR aircraft operating
within the confines of the TCA must have an ATC authorization. This mandatory
requirement ensures that the ATC system is aware of all aircraft operating in the vicinity
of both airfields, thus enhancing flight safety in this congested airspace environment. The
TCA supplants the normal control zones, ATAs, and transition areas, which have a similar
purpose of protecting aircraft operations around an airfield. However, the Nellis AFB
control tower has been delegated a traffic-pattern airspace area that is approximately
within a 5-mile radius of the airfield with a western extension, with vertical limits from the
surface to 5,000 feet MSL This essentially serves as a nonstandard ATA within which the
tower has control responsibility for all runway and flight operations. Nearly 127,000
airfield operations (takeoffs, landings, andtouch-and-go/low approaches) were conducted
at Nellis within this airspace area during 1989.

3.3.4.2 Existing Nellis AFB Special Use Airspace Structure

I Special use airspace within the TFWC Range complex consists of restricted areas
R-4806E/W, R-4807, R-4808N/S, and R-4809, as well as the Desert MOA. The effective
altitudes for each area are shown in Table 3.3-3. R-4806E/W and R-4807 are managed

I by Nellis AFB and are further subdivided into separate areas for flight-training activities
that include air-to-ground bombing and gunnery operations, air-to-air combat operations,
and EC operations. Because of the hazardous nature of these activities, civil aircraft are
barred from use of these restricted areas unless specifically' authorized by Nellis AFB
ATC. R-4808N/S is managed by DOE and provides protective airspace for activities

I associated with the underground nuclear test program and other special operations.
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Table 3.3-3 Special-Use Airspace Operating Altitudes
Tactical Fighter Weapons Center Range Complex

3
I

Airspace Base Ceiling

R-4806E 100, AGL* Unlimited
R-4806W Surface Unlimited
R-4807 Surface Unlimited
R-4808N/S Surface Unlimited
R-4809 Surface Unlimited
Desert MOA 100, AGL* To but not

including FL180**
ATCAA FL180 FL550 (or to

highest altitude
required) I

I
a

* Above Ground Level.
** Flight Level (FL) represents hundreds of feet above mean sea level based on

constant atmospheric pressure.

I
I
I
I
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R-4808S and the western portion of R-4808N are normally available for military overflightI to R-4807. R-4809 is also managed by DOE and overlies TTR, which is used for various
defense-related test programs. This restricted area is subdivided for joint use with Nellis
AFB such that the southern and eastern portions are used in conjunction with R-4807
tactical training. R-4808N/S and R-4809 are never authorized for use by civil aircraft.

The Desert MOA and the overlying ATCAAs comprise the eastern half of the TFWC
Range complex. This airspace is subdivided into four sections for individual flight
scheduling and also contains a corridor for range entry/exit. R-4806E (also identified as
Alamo) can also be designated as part of the Desert MOA when it is not scheduled for
range training activities. The northernmost portion of the Desert MOA (Reveille sector)
is subdivided both vertically and laterally with a ceiling altitude of FL270. One low and two
high altitude airways traverse this MOA sector, and scheduled use of the subsections is
predicated on airway traffic. MOA airspace and higher altitudes within the ATCAAs (as
required) are used for air combat maneuvers and intercepts that do not involve weapons
delivery. Nonparticipating aircraft (civil and nonscheduled military) are not restricted from
MOA airspace. VFR aircraft may transit the MOA without an ATC clearance. Nellis AFB
ATC separates IFR aircraft from military operations when transit is required through the
MOA/ATCAA.

Aircraft sorties within the TFWC Range complex can include flight training throughout
portions of both the Desert MOA/ATCAA and those restricted areas used by Nellis AFB.
Over 60,000 aircraft sorties are conducted annually within this TFWC special use airspace.

13.3.5 Socioeconomics

The socioeconomic ROI for activities at Nellis AFB is Clark County. Located in
southern Nevada, the county covers an area of 7,910 square miles. Clark County also
includes the Las Vegas metropolitan statistical area (MSA).

3.3.5.1 Population

3.3.5.1.1 Clark County

Clark County has been one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the United
States since World War II. In the 1980s, Nevada was the country's fastest growing state
due, for the most part, to Clark County's rapid growth. An estimated 4,500 people
currently move to Las Vegas per month (Nevada Development Authority 1990). The
estimated population in Clark County for 1990 is 794,140, a 17% increase from 1988
(Table 3.3-4). By 1994 the population is predicted to reach 973,120, averaging 5% growth
annually.

The total number of households in the county was 269,333 in 1989, an increase of
8% from the previous year (Nevada Development Authority 1990). The number of
persons per household has remained about constant, with an average household size of
2.7 individuals.
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Table 3.3-4. Population In Clark County

1988a 1990 b 1992 b 1994b

Clark County 681,440 794,140 890,060 973,120

Notes: a Estimated.

b Forecasted.

Source: Vaidyanaphan 1990.3
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3.3.5.1.2 Nellis AFB

Nellis AFB employed a total of 10,680 officers, enlisted personnel, and civilians at the
end of FY 88 (Table 3.3-5). The total population associated with Nellis AFB, including
retirees, dependents, contractors, and other personnel, was estimated at approximately
48,000. A total of 2,696 active duty military personnel are associated with the 37th TFW
and Det 1, 57th FWW.

Most of the military personnel working at Nellis AFB live in Las Vegas, and virtually
all Nellis civilian employees reside in Clark County. Approximately 1,500 military
personnel and their families - a total of 4,861 people - reside on base. About 15% of
military employees live on base (ERIS 1989).

3.3.5.2 Employment and Income

3.3.5.2.1 Clark County

The economy of the Las Vegas area has experienced a resurgence during the past
several years. By the first quarter of 1990, approximately 38,000 new jobs were created,
an increase of almost 12% from the same period in 1989 (Nevada Employment Security
Department 1990). Employment averaged 365,300 jobs during the first quarter of 1990,
as shown in Table 3.3-6.

The services industry accounts for much of the employment in the Las Vegas area,
about 46% as of the first quarter of 1990. An estimated 18,000 new jobs have been
created in the service sector since March 1989 (an increase of 12%). Approximately
one-third of service jobs in the area are within the hotel/gaming/recreation sector
(Nevada Employment Security Department 1990). The wholesale and retail trade sector
makes up about 21% of local employment. Total trade employment grew by
approximately 11% from March 1989 to March 1990. Employment in government
accounts for an estimated 11% of employment. The construction sector makes up about
10% of local employment, increasing 23% from 1989.

The unemployment rate in Clark County has declined considerably since the 1982
recession. As of March 1990, the seasonally adjusted rate was 4.5%, the lowest it has
been for more than a decade (Nevada Employment Security Department 1990).

Total payrolls distributed across industrial sectors in the Las Vegas area are
summarized in Table 3.3-7. Payrolls totaled about $6.2 billion in 1988. Service industries
accounted for approximately 45% of total earnings. Wholesale and retail trade and
government contributed the next greatest earnings to the area, representing 16% and
14% of the total, respectively.

Total personal income in Clark County was $9.6 billion in 1987, the last year reported.
This figure represented 58% of the total personal income in Nevada. Per capita income
in the county was $15,943 in 1987, a 12% nominal increase from 1985 (BEA 1989)
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Table 3.3-5 Personnel and Retirees Estimates for Nellis AFB (FY 89) I
Category Number of People Totals I

Appropriated Fund Military
Officers 1,084 f
Enlisted 8,431

Subtotal 9,515

Appropriated Fund Civilian
General schedule 755
Federal wage system 410

Subtotal 1,165
10,680

Nonappropriated Fund (NAF). Contract Civilian, U
and Private Business

Civilian NAF/BX 812
Contract civilians' 1,930 I
Private businesses on base by type:

Branch banks 16
Credit union 21 I
Food establishments 3
Other 72

Other civiliansa 80
Subtotal 2,934

Military Retirees 12,154

Total 13,614 25,768

Note: a Not elsewhere included. I
Source: ERIS 1989.

I
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Table 3.3-6. Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Employment, Las Vegas
Metropolitan Statistical Area

1990 Percent
Industry March 1989 March 1990 of Total

Mining 200 300 0.1

Construction 28,200 34,800 9.5

Manufacturing 9,700 10,400 2.8
Transportation and public utilities 17,000 18,900 5.2

Wholesale and retail trade 69,500 77,000 21.1

Finance, insurance, and real estate 16,000 16,800 4.6

Services 150,400 168,300 46.1

Government 36,400 38,800 10.6

Total 327,400 365,300 100.0

Note: a Reflects employment by place of work. Does not necessarily coincide with the
number of workers residing in the area. Includes multiple job holders.

Source: Nevada Employment Security Department 1990.
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Table 3.3-7 Distribution of Payrolls by Industry,
Las Vegas Metropolitan Statistical Area (1988) 3

I
1988 Payroll I

Industry ($1000) Percent of Total

I!

Agriculture, forestry,
and fishing 26,800 0.4

Mining 5,500 0.1 g
Construction 576,400 9.2

Manufacturing 220,300 3.5 1
Transportation and
public utilities 392,600 6.3 I
Wholesale and
retail tradea 1,004,100 16.1

Finance, insurance,
and real estate 337,900 5.4

Servicesa 2,788,300 44.7 5
Government 884,500 14.2

Total 6,236,400 100 1
I

Source: Nevada Development Authority 1990.

8 Tourism and gaming activities are included in the retail trade and service industries. -

3
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3.3.5.2.2 Nellis AFB

Nellis AFB is one of the largest employers in southern Nevada with about 10,600
appropriated-fund employees. Combined with nonappropriated-fund employees (e.g.,
base exchange), contractor personnel, and other service workers, total employment
associated with the base is about 13,600 jobs. Approximately 11% of the military
personnel working at the base are officers. Civilian employees account for about 11% of
the appropriated-fund employment at Nellis (ERIS 1989).

Total gross payroll disbursed to employees and personnel related to Nellis AFB in FY
89 was $486,792,022 (Table 3.3-8). Military personnel accounted for approximately 69%
of the total earnings of $335.8 million. Approximately $151 million were paid to military
retirees residing in the area. Earnings of military and civilian employees at Nellis
represented about 5% of the total earnings paid to residents of the Las Vegas area.

3.3.5.3 Housing

3.3.5.3.1 Off-Base Housing

Housing includes all apartments, houses, and mobile homes available within the HMA,
whether they are owned, rented, or vacant. According to the Clark County Department
of Comprehensive Planning, as of July 1989, the Las Vegas HMA had a total of 289,519
housing units (Table 3.3-9).

Approximately 46% of the housing inventory in the Las Vegas HMA consists of
detached, single-family homes. Attached, single-family units (condominiums and
townhouses) comprise another 11%. Multifamily housing in the HMA is defined as two-,
three-, or four-plexes and apartments and comprises 34% of the total housing units.
Mobile homes make up about 9%.

Approximately 62% of off-base households are owners and 38% are renters (Nevada
Development Authority 1990). Vacancy rates in the HMA average 5.5%. For specific
types of housing, vacancy rates range from 2.5% for detached, single-family homes to
5.9% for attached, single-family and multifamily units.

A summary of the Las Vegas residential market is shown in Table 3.3-10. The
greatest proportion of homes sells within 30 days of being offered (about 40%). The
average selling price of a home in 1989 was $97,440, a 17% increase in nominal terms
since 1987. The price in constant dollars has increased 7% during the same
period.

3.3.5.3.2 On-Base Housing

The total number of MFH units at Nellis AFB is 1,471 (ERIS 1989). Located within
base boundaries, the Wherry MFH area contains 791 (54%) of these units. Another 680
units are located off base at the Nellis Terrace and Manch Manor developments. Nellis
MFH maintains 99% occupancy rates. Waiting time to move into MFH can average 3 to
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Table 3.3-8. Payroll Disbursed to Nellis Air Force Base Employees I
and Related Personnel (FY89)

I
Appropriated Fund

Military $231,727,381
Civilian 33,206,677

Nonappropriated Fund, Contract Civilian,
and Private Business

Civilian NAF/BX 7,589,911
Contract civilians a 59,729,128
Private businesses on base by type:

Branch banks 294,000
Credit union 326,143
Food establishments 76,200 IOther 553,834

Other civilians 2,314,186
Military retirees 150,974,562 I

Total Payroll $486,792,022

Note: a Not elsewhere included. I
Source: ERIS 1989. 1

I
, I
ii I
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Table 3.3-9 Permanent Housing In Region of Influence,
Clark County

I
..........1 9 8 8 a ........... ........1 9 8 9 a

3 No. of Units Vacancy Rate No. of Units Vacancy Rate

U Single-family
detached 124,028 2.9% 131,765 2.5%

Single-family
attached 28,839 5.2% 31,505 5.9%

Multifamily 86,821 6.9% 99,241 5.9%

3 Mobile homes 26,399 3.7% 27,008 2.6%

Total units 266,087 289,519

3 Note: a As of July.

Source: Carrasco 1989; Palm 1990.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 3.3-10 Summary of Las Vegas Area Real Estate Market 3
i

1987 1988 1989

Average listings 3,360 6.413 7,018 3
Days on market 5

1-30 31% 35% 40%
31-60 22% 21% 22%
61-90 16% 15% 15% 3
91-120 9% 10% 9%
121+ 22% 19% 14%

Average price (nominal) $83,370 $88,690 $97,440

Average price (1989) $91,207 $92,592 $97,440 I

I
Note: Adjusted using BLS price index for shelter, as reported in the 1990 Economic

Report of the President.

Source: Loveday 1990. 3

I
I
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6 months for officers and up to 16 months for enlisted personnel depending on grade and
size of unit desired.

1 3.3.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

3.3.5.4.1 Education

Historical enrollment figures for the Clark County School District are summarized in
Table 3.3-11. The district reported an enrollment of 105,151 students in 1988, making the3 district the 19th largest school district in the United States (USAF 1988,f). The school
district employed 4,419 classroom teachers in 1987. It is estimated that 5% of all
enrollments were Nellis AFB-related students (5,590 students) in 1988.

The Clark County School District plans to convert several elementary schools to
year-round curriculum in the near future to alleviate overcrowding. Additionally, there are
several elementary and junior high schools currently under construction.

3.3.5.4.2 Police and Fire Protection

In Nevada, a county provides law enforcement services through the county sheriff's
office in conjunction with other law enforcement agencies, including the Nevada Highway
Patrol and various local agencies. In Clark County, there are 1,331 commissioned officers
and 760 civilian personnel. The officer-to-population ratio is 1:489. Because of the Nellis
AFB-related population, 84 officers are required to serve the base. Nellis AFB maintained
a security force of 560 personnel in 1985 for law enforcement on the base and range
complex. No formal mutual aid agreement exists between the base and civilian law

i enforcement agencies.

Fire protection at Nellis AFB is provided by a fire suppression staff of 83 persons and
3 administrative support personnel. The base has a mutual assistance agreement with
Clark County and the cities of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, Henderson, and Boulder City.

The Clark County Fire Department provides fire protection and emergency medical
services to unincorporated areas of Clark County (DOE and USAF 1988). In addition to
full-time, paid staff in urbanized Las Vegas and in Laughlin, the department coordinates
volunteer departments for the outlying areas in the county. The cities of Las Vegas, North
Las Vegas, Henderson, and Boulder City operate municipal fire departments.
Cooperative agreements among these departments coordinate the dispatch of services
for the Las Vegas Valley.

Police and fire protection services will continue to operate near capacity as the county
growth rate continues to increase.

3.3.5.4.3 Health Services

Nellis AFB maintains a 35-bed hospital on base to serve active and retired military
personnel and their dependents. Approximately 75% of the hospital's service is dedicated
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Table 3.3-11 Historical Enrollment Figures:
Clark County School District

1

Year Elementary Secondary Total I
I

1985 47,177 42,594 89,771

1986 48,586 42,327 90,913

1987 51,731 43,142 94,873 3
1988 55,600 43,833 99,433a

1989 59,931 44,636 104,567b

I

Notes: a Does not reflect enrollment of 594 ungraded students in a preschool I
program or nongraded class in a school for special education, or students
who cannot be assigned to a particular grade. 3
Does not reflect enrollment of 584 ungraded students in a preschool

program or nongraded class in a school for special education, or students
who cannot be assigned to a particular grade.

3I
I
I
I
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to serving active military personnel (Van Sweringer 1989). During the year ending
September 30, 1989, the hospital had 2,662 admissions and 203,064 outpatient visits.
The current facility is inadequate to meet this level of demand and would be replaced by
a proposed Veterans Administration/Air Force composite medical facility. The 129 bed
hospital would be constructed in Area III of Nellis AFB and would be completed in FY 92.

In 1989, approximately $13 million in civilian health care (CHAMPUS) payments were
made (ERIS 1989). The CHAMPUS system allows military retirees and the dependents
of active duty personnel to utilize civilian medical care when necessary services are not
available from military facilities.

In 1988, Clark County residents received medical care from 871 licensed physicians
(Mowrey 1989), 2,024 registered nurses, and 612 licensed practical nurses (Seely 1989).
There are 8 hospitals in the county containing a total of 1,973 beds. This accounts for
60% of the hospital beds in the state.

3.3.5.4.4 Utilities

Water Supply. Municipal water is supplied to Nellis AFB by wells and Lake Mead.
These wells tap valley-fill aquifers. The static water level ranges from 69 to 121 feet below
the surface. Well yields range from 250 gpm to 970 gpm with an average of 412 gpm.
Nellis AFB also receives Colorado River water through the Southern Nevada Water
System. The Nellis AFB allocation from this system is 4,000 AFY. C f-base water
supplies are expected to meet demand well into the 1990s.

Nellis AFB currently has a 4 million gallons above-ground water storage capacity
distributed among several tanks and linked pump wells via pipelines. There is one three-
million gallon tank in Area Ill.

Wastewater. Sewage from Nellis AFB is discharged into the Clark County Sanitation
District (CCSD) system. The CCSD system has the capacity to support Nellis AFB growth
as well as county-wide growth since they recently completed a new advanced wastewater
treatment plant. Area II of the base is currently serviced by an Imhoff tank treatment
system with outfall into two sewage lagoons.

Solid Waste. An abandoned sewage-disposal site located on the base had seven
effluent leach ponds. The 20-acre site is currently supporting a base sanitary landfill.
Currently, Nellis AFB has an agreement with the Silver State Disposal Company for solid
waste removal from the base. Silver State Disposal Company provides removal and
landfilling of solid wastes in Clark County. Capacity will continue to exceed demand well
into the future.

Power. Electrical power for Nellis AFB and Clark County is provided by the Nevada
Power Company. Natural gas is supplied by Southwest Gas Corporation. Nevada Power
is currently proposing construction of an additional generating station in Clark County to
meet anticipated growth by 1991.
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3
3.3.5.5 Public Finance 3

Public finance is related to revenues and expenditures of county and city governments
and special districts within the region under consideration. Budgets in these jurisdictions
are established to allocate a broad spectrum of services to residents, including public
health and safety services, public works programs, administrative and legal operations,
education, and recreation programs. Revenues for these services are drawn from an 3
equally broad number of sources, including property taxes, sales taxes, local taxes and
fees, and various subventions from state and federal sources.

From 1987 to 1988, Clark County experienced growth in both total revenues and total
expenditures. In 1987, total revenues were $333,197,864, and total expenditures were
$334,721,170. In 1988, total revenues were $371,150,544, and expenses totaled
$349,982,407. In both years, the highest categories of expenditure were public safety,general government, and the judicial system (in decreasing order of expenditure).

3.3.5.6 Transportation

Figure 3.3-2 shows the roadway transportation system for the area. The major I
interstate connection in the Las Vegas area is 1-15, which passes immediately to the west
of Nellis AFB. • Other principal roadways in the area include U.S. Highways 93 and 95.
Access to Nellis AFB is obtained via the main base entrance on SR 604, a six-lane
highway known as Las Vegas Boulevard. A north entrance gate is also located off SR
604. Base access is also obtained via the West Entrance from Nellis Boulevard, a four-
lane highway intersecting with Las Vegas Boulevard. The Hollywood Gate is located on I
the east side of Nellis AFB and serves as a secondary access for personnel on that side
of the base. It contains two lanes, each 13 feet in width. Approximately 750 vehicles per
day use this gate. Numerous collector and local roads are also utilized to access Nellis I
AFB.

The base has a network road system somewhat independent of the surrounding i
region. From the west gate, I Street forms a "T' intersection with Nellis Boulevard and
extends in a northeastern direction parallel to the flight line. This three-lane road employs 3
a reversible lane to better accommodate inbound and outbound movements during the
respective peak commuting hours. McCarran Boulevard forms an intersection with SR
160 at the main gate, and Industrial Road is the access for the north gate. Similar to 5
most base facilities, vehicular circulation is heaviest during the morning and afternoon
peak commuting hours, and to a lesser degree during lunch hours. Although the base
roads experience considerable activity during the remainder of the day, no congestion
problems are evident. The base site covers areas on both the west and east side of SR
160. With about 1,300 residences on the west end, personnel must cross SR 160 to
access work areas. The principal passage is via Craig Road. This road has recently I
been improved to a four-lane divided facility that intersects with SR 160 and McCarran
Boulevard at the main gate. In general, traffic along Craig Road, SR 160, and Nellis
Boulevard flows freely through the area. Although congestion is heavier during the peak I
hours, only slight delay is experienced.

3
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Union Pacific operates the Los Angeles and Salt Lake (LA&SL) rail line, which serves

the city of Las Vegas. The only line in the area of Nellis AFB is an LA&SL spur previously I
used to transport jet fuel to the base. Now fuel is moved via pipeline, and the spur is
inactive. 3

McCarran International is the only commercial airport in the Las Vegas area. Small
general aviation airports are the North Las Vegas Airport west of Nellis, Sky Harbor in 3
Henderson, and Boulder City's municipal airport. These airports are commonly used for
flight training and private use. I
3.3.6 Biological Resources

3.3.6.1 Vegetation I
Nellis AFB is located in the Mojave Desert region of southern Nevada. As indicated

in Section 3.1.6.1, the region has typically sparse vegetation, with bare ground between
individual plants. On the base, the major habitats available for wildlife are: urban
(primarily housing), the golf course, and the native desert shrub vegetation. Within these
major habitat types, the land can be characterized as developed (736 acres), moderately- I
developed (4,312 acres), or undeveloped (8,150 acres) (USAF 1989b).

The urban areas on the base have been well developed over a long period of years I
and have a good growth of mature trees and shrubs that provide nesting and feeding
sites for songbirds. During most of the year, water is available from lawn and tree
watering. This habitat is stabilized and provides for good songbird populations.

The golf course, another man-made habitat, has been landscaped with trees and
shrubs along the grass fairways. Three very small ponds, which serve as the irrigation i
source for the fairways, are particularly attractive to a variety of bird species. The wildlife
populations supported by this habitat are limited because of the size; but the populations
are stable and the habitat trend is stable.

Native desert shrub vegetation is found in varying amounts on both the moderately 3
developed and undeveloped areas. The native vegetation, of course, has been greatly
disturbed due to its close proximity to a metropolitan area. One of the least disturbed
areas of desert shrub vegetation is present on Area II, a portion of land in the 5
northeastern part of the base. Another area, the Desert Wells Annex, consists of two 40-
acre parcels on either side of Craig Road, 4 miles west of the main base. The habitat is
typical southern desert shrub; and although it has been disturbed, it is generally in betterl
condition than that found on the remainder of the base. The vegetation is denser, and
the presence of fairly good stands of mesquite provides for a mix that is favorable to
wildlife.

3.3.6.2 Fauna

A general discussion of the animals occurring in the Mojave Desert region around the
base is presented in Section 3.1.6.1. As indicated in Section 3.3.6.1, the three main -
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habitat types on the base are urban areas, the golf course, and native desert shrub
vegetation. In the urban areas, the most representative bird species is the house finch.
This bird easily adapts to man-made improvements and associates with the housing
developments of humans. The golf course is frequented by great-tailed grackles,
domestic geese, ducks, coots, and horned larks. The horned lark is capable of
successfully nesting and rearing young on, and adjacent to, the fairways. The native
desert shrub vegetation on the base provides for a variety of nongame bird species and
small mammals and reptiles that are commonly associated with this vegetation type.
Coyote, Gambel's quail, and doves are frequently seen in the shrub vegetation.

3.3.6.3 Endangered and Threatened Species

The state- and federally-listed endangered, threatened, or otherwise protected species
of Nellis AFB and NAFR include mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, invertebrates, and plants.
Twenty-eight federally listed species are identified in Appendix A, Table A-1. Fifty-three
state-listed species are identified in Table A-2. One hundred and twenty-eight candidate
species are identified in Table A-3.

3.3.7 Water Resources

3.3.7.1 Surface Water

Nellis AFB is located in an arid region with an average annual precipitation of about
4 inches, most occurring during summer thunderstorms. Winters are relatively dry, with
erratic occurrences of snowfall from year to year. The mean annual open water
evaporation rate in the vicinity of Nellis AFB is estimated to be 80 inches per year (USGS
1985). Open water evaporation rate is used to estimate evapotranspiration rate and
represents the upper limit of water loss from the hydrologic cycle by atmospheric
conditions. There is a large potential deficit (76 inches) in precipitation (average annualI precipitation minus annual open water evaporation) for the Nellis AFB area.

Nellis AFB is located on the eastern edge of the Las Vegas Valley, which lies in the3 Great Basin physiographic province. Las Vegas Valley is comprised of the floor of the
basin and gently sloping alluvial fans between the surrounding mountains. The slope of
the fans is steepest near the mountains and diminishes toward the lower portions of the

I basin. The Las Vegas Valley slopes gently from the northeast to the south-southwest.
The base is located at an approximate elevation of 1,870 feet MSL on a relatively flat
alluvial section of the valley. There are no perennial streams on or near Nellis AFB.
Surface water runoff is small, occurring during and immediately after the local high-
intensity thunderstorms. This runoff is directed from the northwest toward the south and
southwest. Stormwater is collected and directed by the on-base surface drainage system
to Sloan Channel. Flooding along the drains occurs briefly during and after the higher
intensity storms. This shallow flooding occurs on an infrequent basis (TAC 1988a). There
are no other direct discharges of wastewater from Nellis AFB; however, the on-base
generated sanitary wastewater is discharged to the Clark County sanitary district facilities.
Approximately 384 million gallons were discharged to the sanitary district in 1988 (TAC

I 1988b, URS 1988).
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Lake Mead is the major source of surface water in the vicinity of Nellis AFB and is a

major source of water for the base through an agreement with the Colorado River n
Commission (CRC). The Nellis AFB water system currently approaches capacity during
summer months when demand is highest. The average daily demand from October 1987 3
to August 1988 was 3.4 mgd, the highest daily demand was 6.3 mgd (URS 1988). In
addition to high demand, two other factors constrain system capacity: the comparatively
small size of the reservoirs and towers used for storing water on base, and a restrictive, 3
long-term agreement with the CRC that has set a limit of 1,303 million gallons per year
for Nellis AFB use. I

Approximately half of the base water demand is met by wells on the base that are
pumped continuously (maximum capacity 3.1 mgd). The remaining water is obtained
from the CRC. The base has an emergency water-allocation contract with the city of n
North Las Vegas that allows the base to use a portion of that city's water allocation from
the CRC when base demand approaches capacity. In FY 87, approximately 996 million
gallons of water were purchased by the base (USAF 1987). For the CY 87, the base's I
average use of water from the CRC was 69 million gallons; the monthly average water use
in 1988 was 81 million gallons (URS 1988). 3

If flow conditions are favorable, the main water station that pumps water to the base
can deliver from 5.2 to 7.8 mgd. However, curtailment policies in the summer months
prevent this withdrawal rate. Every year, from June to September, curtailment may go U
into effect for 8 hours per day, or a maximum of 48 hours per week. During curtailment,
users cannot receive water from the CRC; they must use water stored in their reservoirs
or towers. Even if there is no curtailment in effect, water is at a premium price between I
10:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. during those months (URS 1988).

3.3.7.2 Groundwater I
The major surface water body (Lake Mead) near Nellis AFB provides a large share

of the water needed to operate the base. The additional demand is met by local I
groundwater supplies. During the development of the Las Vegas Valley, withdrawal of
groundwater from the aquifer underlying the valley exceeded the recharge (URS 1988).
The extensive pumping overdrafted the groundwater and produced a long-term decline
in Las Vegas Valley groundwater levels. Construction of Lake Mead has reduced the
demand upon the aquifer and helped stabilize valley groundwater levels (USAF 1987). 3
Nellis AFB is located on the eastern edge of Las Vegas Valley, a structural basin that was
formed by subsidence due to faulting. Materials that eroded from the Las Vegas range,
spring, and surrounding mountains were deposited in the subsiding basin and formed the3
alluvium deposited through much of the valley (TAC 1988a). The groundwater underlying
Nellis AFB is found in the fine-grained valley sediments. Groundwater quality is generally
good in the vicinity of the base (USAF 1987).

3.3.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

The affected environment for Nellis AFB is virtually the same as described for the TTR
(Section 3.1.8), with one addition. A survey at the TFWC Range complex at Nellis by
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Crownover (1981) revealed that many target areas contain prehistoric and historic
resources that are potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
Preliminary findings of a recent historical survey of Nellis AFB indicate only one building,
the old McCarran Field Air Terminal, may be eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places (Page and Turnbull 1988). A site record search for Nellis AFB reveals the
base can be considered low in archaeological sensitivity and is unlikely to contain3 aboriginal or early historic occupation sites (Rafferty 1988).

3.3.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

Nellis AFB also complies with the HSWA, RCRA, DoD Directives 5100.50 and AFR 19-
11 as discussed in Section 3.1.9 and the Base IRP. Nellis AFB is classified under 40 CFR
262 as a large quantity generator of hazardous waste. Nellis AFB has a RCRA Part B
permit to store hazardous waste at a DRMO container storage facility. The base also has
applied for a Subpart X permit to conduct thermal treatment on waste explosive ordnance.
The principle hazardous wastes generated at Nellis AFB are waste paints, strippers,
thinners, and other solvents such as methylene chloride, methyl ethyl ketone, 111-
trichloroethane, tetrachloroethylene and PD-680.

Construction and demolition debris is generated during base maintenance, building
refurbishing, reconstruction, modification, and new facilities construction. This will be the
major source of wastes generated by the proposed base realignment (see Section
2.2.2.2). This construction and demolition debris will be disposed of in the base landfill
when the work is performed by Air Force personnel. Debris generated by contractors will
be disposed of off base by the contractor in a state- and EPA-approved disposal area.

The hazardous waste minimization program at Nellis AFB consists primarily of efforts
to reduce solvent waste streams. The base operates plastic media blasters to strip paint
from aircraft parts and ground support equipment. The use of media blasters has
significantly reduced the amounts of waste solvents normally used in paint stripping
operations. The base also contracts the services of solvent recovery vendors. Parts
cleaning vats are periodically serviced and solvents are recycled by certified vendors. The
base also segregates used petroleum products for resale/recycle. Waste silver generated
by the base photography lab is collected and sold to a recycler. The base plans to
initiate the use of small batch solvent recycling stUls to further reduce hazardous waste3 generation. Solid waste recycling consists of recycling glass, bond paper, cardboard and
aluminum.

3
I
I
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I4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

4.1 37TH TFW/49TH TFW ALTERNATIVE

This alternative includes the inactivating of the 49th TFW and the relocation of the
37th TFW to Holloman AFB.

4.1.1 Tonopah Test Range

IIf this alternative is implemented 1,130 contractor employee positions, and 46 PAA
F-117A aircraft plus 8 PAA 8 AT-38B aircraft would be relocated from TTR.

1 4.1.1.1 Land Use

There are no plans for changes in land ownership at "TR or the TFWC Range as
a result of this alternative. Land associated with the 37th TFW was not established
specifically for the unit and is used for other ongoing programs. Assuming that the
relocation of the 37th TFW occurs, the facilities in the TTR would be vacated and available
for other use. There are no plans to demolish the facilities.

The town of Tonopah would receive moderate land-use impacts due to this
alternative primarily due to the reduction of contractor employees. Assuming a worst
case scenario, 511 contractor employees residing in Nye County would lose their
positions. This change in the work force would reduce residential land use, which, in
turn, can affect commercial land use. Residential land use in Goldfield may also be
affected. Service and recreation related business activities would be impacted by reducedIexpenditures.
4.1.1.2 Atmospheric Resources

I Although extensive air monitoring has not been performed, air quality in the vicinity
of the TTR is believed to be generally very good, because of the low population density

I and the absence of numerous large sources of emissions in Nye County. This alternative
would result in a slight improvement in regional air quality, due to the relocation of the 46
PAA F-i 17A and 8 PA AT-38B aircraft presently stationed at TTR. Regional emissions of
CO, total hydrocarbons (THC, precursor to ozone), NO, SO2, and particulate matter (PM)
would be reduced because of the reduction in flight operations and in flight support
activities such as fuel storage and handling, maintenance, engine runup, and operation
of military and civilian vehicles.

The extent of air quality improvement due to reduced flight operations was
estimated by the Air Quality Assessment Model (Seitchek 1985) and its box-model
methodology. The modeling procedure consists of identifying the airspace in whichIspecific flight operations take place, the type and maximum number of aircraft
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participating during a known time period, and the pollutant emission rates of the engine
at the power setting appropriate to the flight operations. The dimensions of the airspace I
define a box in which the engine emissions are assumed to be uniformly distributed. The
average concentration of a pollutant within the box is assumed to be indicative of its
short-term concentration at ground level.

The result of this analysis is presented in Table 4.1-1, which identifies the
dimensions of the airspace (the box) and the estimated reduction in ground level I
concentrations of criteria pollutants. Separate tabulations are presented for the
Tonopah vicinity and primary special use airspace. The concentration reductions are 3
insignificant, compared to the corresponding NAAQS listed in Table 3.2-1. Since this
alternative would not result in an adverse change in air quality in the vicinity, it is not
expected to lend to non-conformance with the Clean Air Act of 1990.

4.1.1.3 Noise 3
The relocation of the 37th TFW from TTR would result in a significant reduction of

the aircraft noise exposure in the vicinity of the airfield, but would have a minimal effect
on noise exposures at residential community areas. These community areas are either I
unaffected by the 37th TFW operational noise or are predominantly affected by noise from
other military aircraft operations, such as from Nellis AFB or at the Nellis Range Complex. n

4.1.1.4 Airspace Management

The 37th/49th TFW alternative would not change special use airspace designations I
within the TFWC Range complex. Although this relocation may result in some reduced
use of R-4809, this airspace would continue to support TFWC tactical training operations
and DOE testing programs. The TTR airfield would remain open for use by DOE and for I
use as an emergency field for TFWC Range operations. The extent to which these airfield
operations would require local ATC services would determine the continued need for the
existing approach control and airport traffic areas. The subsequent temporary or
permanent use of this airfield and ATC airspace requirements would be evaluated
separately from this proposal. 3
4.1.1.5 Socioeconomics

This section presents the estimated socioeconomic impacts of the 37th/49th TFW
alternative in Tonopah and Nye County. These estimates are based on a detailed
accounting of employment and expenditures related to 37th TFW activities. The 3
assumptions and methodology for estimating economic impacts are described in detai,
in Appendix B.

4.1.1.5.1 Population

The demographic impacts of this alternative are shown in Table 4.1-2. The n
relocation of the 37th TFW from 1TR would (as worst case) eliminate 1,130 contractor
positions, 511 of which are held by Nye County residents (22 of the 511 live in nearby I
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Table 4.1-1 Maximum Hourly Air Pollutant Concentrations at Tonopah Test
Range and Primary Special Use Airspace

I
m Concentrations (ug/m 3)

CO THC NOx SOx PMI

I Tonopah Test Range

F-117A 6.42 2.37 2.94 0.18 0.01

T-38 2.49 0.38 0.06 0.03 0.00

Total 8.91 2.76 3.00 0.21 0.01

Primary Special Use Airspace

m R-4809 0.58 0.020 0.73 0.045 0.0096

TFWC 0.0018 0.000059 0.0022 0.00014 0.000029

Others 0.00019 0.000007 0.00024 0.000015 0.000003

I

I
I
I
I
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Table 4.1-2 Demographic Impacts of the 37th/49th TFW Alternative
on Nye County

I
Civilian households (a) -511 3
School children -358

Total population -1,380 1
I

(a) Includes all TTR contractors living in Nye County; assumes indirect
workers do not leave the county.

4I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
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Esmeralda County, but were included for this analysis as Nye County residents). The
remaining positions are filled by 547 workers commuting from Clark County and 72
workers commuting from other areas. As a worst case, all 511 households would
relocate. No indirect workers are expected to relocate. An estimated 358 school children
would accompany the out-migrating contractors.

The total population impact would be a reduction of 1,380 persons, about 8% of
the estimated Nye County population of 17,781 and about 38% of the estimated 3,621
population in Tonopah.

Population in the area would be further diminished by upcoming reductions in
mining employment, specifically a reduction of 100 jobs at Candelaria Mine and 215 jobs
at Cypress Mine. The 315 miner households leaving the area would result in a population
loss of roughly 851 persons. The cumulative reduction in population due to the relocation
of the 37th TFW and loss of mining jobs, would be 2,231 persons or 12% of the total
county population. If the primary residence of Cypress Mine employees was Tonopah,
the cumulative impact would be a population reduction of 1,595 persons, or roughly 44%
of Tonopah's population.

It should be noted that estimates of population impacts presented in this analysis
are rough approximations. Actual population losses could be higher than estimated if
indirect worker and school employees, unemployed because of this alternative and mine
closings, are forced to leave Nye County. Actual losses could be lower than estimated
if any unemployed TTR contractors or miners remain in Nye County -- this analysis
assumes that all unemployed direct workers would leave the county.

4.1.1.5.2 Emgloyment and Income

Relocation of the 37th TFW auld reduce employment and income in Nye County.
Table 4.1-3 indicates that a total of i,130 contractor positions at TTR would be eliminated,
roughly 10% of total Nye County employment. As noted above, 511 of these contractors
live in Nye County, including 440 workers residing in Tonopah. An estimated 41 indirect

I jobs would be lost and 28 education workers would be laid off. A loss of 509 positions
(contractor, indirect and education) would be the equivalent of roughly 20% of the total
employment of Tonopah residents. The loss of jobs would be somewhat attenuated by
the departure of working spouses and working dependents of contractors, leaving jobs
that would then be available to displaced workers. Based on the national average (BLS,
1990) of 1.6 workers per household, an estimated 307 such jobs would be left vacant.
This estimate could change considerably if the number of workers per household was
known specifically for Nye County.

I The reduction of mining activities would reduce direct employment by up to 315
positions. These reductions could lead to a loss of 17 indirect jobs and 17 school
workers. An estimated 189 working spouses and dependents share households with the
affected miners. The cumulative employment impact of the relocation of the 37th TFW
and the reduction in mining - including direct (commuters and residents), indirect and

I4
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Table 4.1-3 Employment Impacts of the 37th TFW/49th TFW
Alternative on Nye County

I
Resident Contractors -511 3
Commuting Contractors -619

School Workers -28

Indirect Jobs -41 3

TOTAL -1,199 3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



education workers -- would be a reduction of 1,548 positions, or roughly 14% of current
employment in the County.

The impacts to Nye County earnings are shown in Table 4.1-4. Earnings
associated with the relocation of the 37th TFW would be reduced by $21.5 million
because of the loss of the contract positions, $887 thousand due to school worker
layoffs, and $545 thousand because of indirect job loss. The earnings of the 547
contractors commuting from Clark County would represent an additional loss of $21.9
million. Earnings losses related to 72 workers commuting from other areas would be $2.9
million. Total reduction to earnings in Nye County (including earning of workers
commuting from Clark County) would be $44.9 million, or 14% of total 1988 County
earnings. Loss of mining jobs would lead to cumulative earnings losses of approximately
$58 million, or 18 % of the county total.

4.1.1.5.3 Housing

As a worst-case, all 511 contractor households in Nye County would relocate. A
simultaneous move by all contractor households would have a dramatic impact on the
local Tonopah housing market, depressing prices and increasing the time needed to sell
a home. In 1989, the total number of residential sales in Tonopah was 78. Currently,
knowledge of the proposed relocation of the 37th TFW has created uncertainty in the
residential market, and sales have slowed considerably (Rippie 1990). Additional
vacancies related to the reduction in mining employment will further depress home salesgand prices for rentals.

4.1.1.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

I Education. As a result of the realignment, the Nye County School District would
experience a decrease in enrollment in the 1992/93 school year. It is anticipated that 358
school-aged dependents would leave with contractor personnel, resulting in an 11%
decrease in enrollment in local schools. This decrease includes an estimated 148 high
school students, based on current enrollment proportions. School staff would be reduced5 by an estimated 28 positions (Ragar, 1991).

The reduction of mining employment could (worst case) lead to an additional loss3 of 221 school-aged children. The cumulative reduction would be 579 students, an
approximate 17% decrease in enrollment. This would include an estimated 237 high
school students. Cumulative school staff reductions would be an estimated 45 positions.

Police and Fire Protection. This alternative would result in the departure of 1,380
persons from Tonopah, increasing the ratio of sheriff and fire protection personnel to local
population, possibly improving the levels of service (LOS) in the short term. However,
over the long term, a reduced population and tax base would lead to reduced funding
levels for police and fire protection, which could result in fewer services and cutbacks in
staff.
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Table 4.1-4 Earning Impacts of the 37th TFW/49th TFW
Alternative on Nye County

I
Resident Contractors -$21,575,448 3
Commuting Contractors -$21,941,819

School Workers -$887,520

Indirect Workers -$556,706 5
TOTAL -$44,961,493 3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
3 Health Services. The decrease in population in Tonopah would reduce demand

for medical services and reduce the strain on the Nye County Regional Medical Center.
Over the long term, however, the medical center may be faced with reduced revenue
receipts and increased difficulty in attracting and maintaining qualified health care
personnel in Tonopah. With a smaller population base, health care professionals may
decide not to practice in Tonopah.

Utilities.

Water Supply. Currently the Tonopah municipal water supply is providing
potable water at capacity. A decrease in population as a result of this
alternative would have a positive effect on the water supply in the short

i term. In the long term, reduced water sales and reduced tax base may
negatively impact the water supply through increased rates or curtailed
future improvements.

Wastewater. The Tonopah wastewater system is currently at 50% capacity.
*I A decrease in local population would have a minor positive impact on

sewage disposal services in the area. Over the long term, lower revenue
* receipts from reduced user fees may have a negative impact.

Solid Waste. The realignment would result in decreased demand for solid
waste disposal services, extending the life of the regional landfill. Again,
negative impacts may be experienced in the long term due to reduced
revenue receipts.

I= Power. Electricity and natural gas consumption would decrease as a result
of this alternative, with no measurable effects on the overall LOS currently
provided. The two propane suppliers in Tonopah may experience
diminished demand as the population in Tonopah decreases.

3B• 4.1.1.5.5 Public Finance

The proposed relocation of the 37th TFW to Holloman AFB would result in a loss
of revenues and expenditures in Tonopah. Lost revenues are associated with decreased
property taxes, sales taxes, miscellaneous taxes (i.e., specific ownership taxes), and state
and federal subventions. Recently a County-wide $30-million bond issue was passed to
finance school construction and improvements. The tax burden for remaining residents
of Tonopah and Nye County would increase significantly if the property tax base
decreases due to out-migration.

4.1.1.5.6 TransPortation

Within the ROI, the 37th/49th TFW alternative would result in a decrease of
approximately 500 commuter vehicles during peak hours. Should an out-migration follow,
fewer people in the area would result in a decreased utilization of the transportation
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systems, and primarily, the roadway network in the ROI. As a result, congestion would
decrease and driving conditions would generally improve in the area. In some of the less I
utilized portions of the network, changes in road maintenance activities may be required.
This may involve changes in maintenance frequency or adoption of special measures to
control weed growth.

4.1.1.6 Biological Resources 3
No construction activity at TTR would be required for the 37th/49th TFW

alternative, and flight operations and range activities would decrease. As a result, no
adverse impacts to biota and threatened and endangered species are anticipated. The
proposed reduction in personnel at TTR and reduction in range operational activity may
have a slight positive impact on biota by reducing sources of perturbation (i.e, human I
presence and activity, vehicular traffic on TTR roads, and range utilization).

4.1.1.7 Water Resources i
4.1.1.7.1 Surface Water 3

There are two primary sources of impact to surface water at TTR. One source is
contaminated water produced when precipitation combines with contaminants on the
apron, runway, and taxiways, forming stormwater runoff. The proposed relocation of the I
37th TFW would eliminate their contribution of contaminants to the stormwater runoff.
Another source of impact to surface water is uncontrolled outflow from the domestic
sewage treatment plant. The treatment system is currently under-utilized; the 37th TFW
are the primary generators of this wastewater flow. Relocation of the wing would
eliminate their contribution of wastewater to the treatment system. These reductions in
wastewater volume and/or level of contamination would have a positive impact on the
surface water at TTR.

4.1.1.7.2 Groundwater n

There are two primary sources of impact to groundwater at TTR. One source is 3
the withdrawal of approximately 380 AFY of water to support the 37th TFW (DOE and
USAF 1988). Upon relocation of the wing, this withdrawal would be reduced
(substantially) to the amount needed by 160 to 220 caretaker personnel. Another source 3
of impact to groundwater is infiltration of wastewater discharged from the support facilities
for the 37th TFW. This infiltration is primarily associated with the wastewater treatment
plant aerobic stabilization pond. At the current inflow rate of 192 AFY, approximately 128 I
AFY infiltrates to the groundwater reservoir (DOE and USAF 1988). This inflow would be
reduced to that produced by the caretaker personnel, thereby substantially reducing the
volume of water available for infiltration. The stabilization pond would not function as I
designed under the reduced wastewater flow and would produce anaerobic conditions
and objectionable odors. A proposed conversion of the stabilization pond to a
multichamber serial pond would rectify the anaerobic conditions and odors. Alternatively, I
a package sewer treatment plant may be constructed to handle the greatly reduced flow
after the departure of the 37th TFW. The reduction in withdrawal of groundwater from the 3
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current 380 AFY would offset the reduction in infiltration of approximately 128 AFY of
recharge to the groundwater reservoir. Modification or replacement of the current
wastewater treatment system to provide appropriate treatment of the reduced wastewater
would improve the quality of water infiltrating to the groundwater reservoir. The
reductions in groundwater withdrawal and the lowered level of contaminants in the water
(storm runoff, wastewater treatment plant discharge) that infiltrates would be positive
impacts to both quality and quantity of groundwater in the vicinity of TTR.

4.1.1.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

Under this alternative, the 37th TFW would no longer make use of TTR and the
TFWC (Nellis) Range complex. Ground disturbance as a result of bombing and range
decontamination would be reduced, and direct impacts to cultural resources on the
ranges would not occur. The 37th/49th TFW alternative would reduce human presence
in the TTR, and noise and vibrations from overflights would be reduced. This alternative
would not affect archaeological, historical, or Native American cultural resources at or
near TTR and the Nellis Range complex.

4.1.1.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

The operational activities of the 37th TFW utilize hazardous materials and produce
hazardous wastes. The activities associated with hazardous materials include
maintenance of aircraft, aircraft corrosion control, vehicle maintenance, fuel handling and
storage, munitions storage and ground support equipment maintenance. Waste-

Igenerating activities include grounds maintenance, munitions storage and disposal,
medical services, and laboratory operations (including nondestructive inspection and fuels
analysis). Wastes generated in maintenance activities include spent solvents, waste oils,

-- contaminated fuels, and greases removed from the equipment. Wastes from corrosion
control operations include paint chips, waste paint, spent solvents, and spent strippers.
Soap, detergents, and small amounts of PD-680 wastes are generated by aircraft washing
activities. No radioactive waste streams have been identified in association with the
operation of the 37th TFW (WAC, 1990).

Current hazardous waste management activities at TTR are performed by
contractors in concert with the base civil engineer's office. Base and contractor personnel
collect wastes at satellite accumulation stations. From the satellite accumulation points,
these wastes are taken to the hazardous waste accumulation facility for packaging, and
shipped to permitted off-base disposal facilities (WRC 1990).

There are a total of 106 small underground storage tanks (USTs) in addition to 7
above-ground tanks at TTR. Under an ongoing program (1990-1991) leak detection,
cathodic protection, and overfill/spill protection devices are being installed on facility USTs
(WRC 1990). A recent environmental compliance assessment and management program
(WRC 1990) stated: In spite of institutional complexities, the environmental program at
TTR is well managed, and no significant findings were noted during the evaluation." The
caretaker personnel would maintain TTR facilities for future use. Efforts are underway to
remediate JP-4 contaminated soil at the base fire training pit. Clean-up actions are being
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coordinated and approved by applicable federal and state agencies. This clean-up will
be accomplished regardless of whether or not the 37th TFW is relocated.

4.1.2 Holloman AFB 3
This alternative would result in a decrease of 18 aircraft and 185 manpower

authorizations at Holloman AFB from baseline. Approximately 60 acres of land on base I
would be disturbed for construction. When superimposed on the reduction of the 479th
TTW, a net decrease of 99 aircraft, 489 manpower authorizations, and 528 contractor
positions would be incurred.

4.1.2.1 Land Use

The 37th/49th alternative would result in additional facilities being built within the
boundaries of Holloman AFB. Additional maintenance and support facilities need to be
constructed, and some existing facilities would need to be modified. Vacant land within I
the base would be used for support facilities for the 37th TFW. An estimated 1.5-mile
easement would be granted to provide power to the new facilities. An above-ground 115
KVA power iine would be brought to the F-i 17A area.

This alternative would be expected to have negligible land use impact in the vicinity
of Holloman AFB. Construction activities on base would affect fewer than 60 acres of I
already disturbed land; such activities are of insufficient magnitude to result in an adverse
impact on land use in the surrounding area. The small decrease in base personnel (185
positions) due to this alternative is in itself insufficient to result in adverse affects on
County land use patterns.

Under current conditions, the 65 dB noise contour around Holloman AFB (cf. i
Section 4.1.2.3.1) passes over a portion of White Sands National Monument (WSNM).
Under this alternative, the area encompassed by this contour will be reduced to the point 3
where little if any of WSNM will be encompassed. As a result, no impact from average
day-night noise levels are projected for WSNM under this alternative. There will, however,
be an increase in nighttime operations from Holloman AFB. While this increase is taken 3
into account in the noise contour data (through differential weighting of nighttime
operations) showing a lessening of noise related impact, the increased nighttime sorties
may be noticed by some visitors. The three permanent residences and four seasonal i
residences located in the headquarters area could be affected by night operations of the
F-i 17As. The National Monument receives an average of approximately 570,000 visitors
per year. Since most of the park's attractions are oriented toward day-use activities, the =
majority of the visitors would not be impacted by this alternative. However, the Park
Service does hold 12 to 16 interpretive evening programs during the summer season.
In addition, there is a backcountry campsite where hikers can spend the night.

R-5107B, C, E, H, and J, R-5103 B and C, R-5111 A, B, and C, and R-2301 would
be used with this alternative. Since they are located primarily over vacant land with limited =
agricultural activities, mainly cattle grazing, significant impacts to land use under these
airspaces are not expected to occur. R-5104 (Melrose Bombing Range) would also be
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used for some F-i 17A sorties. Noise levels are expected to increase 3 dB, and about 40additional residents in the vicinity of the range would be exposed to average noise levelsof n 65 dB and above. No other land uses are expected to be adversely affected.

Land uses under the Beak and Talon MOAs should experience no significant
impacts due to the floor of the MOAs. However, campers in the national forest could be
informed about the possibility of nighttime flights. In addition, local newspapers and
information pamphlets could be used to inform residents and tourists that night flights
may occur over the area.

Land uses along MTRs in the area around Holloman AFB would not be significantly
affected by this alternative. The decrease in F-15 operations would result in a reduction
in noise exposure under some existing MTRs, a minor beneficial effect. Modification to
existing MTRs would not be required with this alternative.

4.1.2.2 Atmospheric Resources

Maximum near field air pollutant concentrations at Holloman AFB as a result of 37th
TFW operations and inactivation of the 49th TFW are shown in Table 4.1-5. Air pollutant
concentrations in the special use airspace associated with this alternative would be
unaffected. Air quality impacts of this action would be insignificant. Maximum air
pollutant concentrations in the potentially affected special use airspace and MTR's is
shown in Table 4.1-6. Net air quality impacts of this alternative would be slightly beneficial
to CO, hydrocarbons (HC), NOx, sulfur oxides (SOx) and PM. In any case all impactsI would be insignificant. The changes to the air quality within 3 miles of Holloman AFB due
to the changes in aircraft operations would not be expected to result in non-conformity
with the Clean Air Act of 1990. Emissions from other sources, including ground
operations, refuelIng, support vehicles and other miscellaneous mobile sources are
expected to be small and dispersed throughout the base and the local urbanized area.
Air Force bases emissions are generally less than one percent of the regional emissionsof all pollutants (Naugle et al 1978). Temporary construction emissions of particulate
matter (PM10) would be expected to be approximately 30 tons/acre/month.

4.1.2.3 Noise

4.1.2.3.1 On Base

This alternative would result in a net decrease in noise impacted land area around
the base, as shown in Table 4.1-7 for various levels of Ln contours for this alternative
(see Figure 4.1-1). As for other cases examined in this document, there is minimal
population within the Ldn 65 dB contour area, other than military personnel.

The land area within the Ld 65 dB contour around Holloman AFB would be about
half of that for existing operations at the base and about 54% of the baseline case
conditions after reduction of the 479th TTW. This noise exposure reduction would be
primarily due to the significant reduction of flight operations at the base under this
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Table 4.1-5 Maximum Ground-Level Air Pollutant Concentrations
(ug/m 3) at Hoiloman AFB from 37th TFW/49th TFW Operations

I

Aircraft Type CO HC NOX  So x  PM U
I

F-117A 6.4 2.4 2.9 0.2 0.0 U
AT-38 2.5 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 3
SUBTOTAL 8.9 2.8 3.0 0.2 0.0

(37th TFW)

F-15 -33.75 -4.9 -13.8 -3.1 -0.4

Total -24.8 -2.1 -10.8 -2.9 -0.4

(49th + 37th)I

• Negative values indicate emissions reductions. I

I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4.1-6 Maximum Air Pollutant Concentration at Holloman AFB

(ug/m 3) In Special Use Airspace Most Affected by
37th TFW and 49th TFW Operations

I

i Unit CO HC NO x  sox PM

I
37th TFW

Pecos MOAs 0.36 0.01 0.45 0.03 0.006
Talon MOA 0.40 0.01 0.51 0.03 0.007
Oscura 3.27 0.11 4.11 0.25 0.05
Melrose 3.92 0.13 4.39 0.30 0.07

49th TFW
Beak MOAs 1.042 0.083 10.42 0.042 0.142
Talon MOA 1.177 0.094 11.77 0.047 0.160
Pecos MOA 1.622 0.130 16.22 0.065 0.221
R-5107 1.3 0.10 13.01 0.05 0.18
MTR -6.8 -0.8 -205 -7.6 2.6

* Emission reductions
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Table 4.1-7 Land Areas Within Ldn Noise Exposure
Contours at Holloman AFB for 37th TFW/49th TFW Operations

I
Land Area, Square Miles

Ld, % Change % Change I
Contour Currenft Baselined2" Alternative from Current from Baseline I

65 42.4 38.5 21.8 -48.6% -43.4%

70 19.6 16.6 11.1 -43.4% -33.1%

75 9.0 7.1 5.2 -42.2% -26.8%

80 4.6 3.7 2.1 -54.3% -43.2%

I
1. Current = Conditions including 479th TTW activity

2. Baseline = Current conditions including the reduction of the 479th TTW

3. Land areas computed using NOISEMAP 6.0 Noise Exposure Model. I

I
I
I
U
I
I
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I
alternative action. Single event noise levels would be similar to those occurring under the
flight paths at present.

4.1.2.3.2 Special Use Airspace

Noise exposures in other areas within the region of influence of Holloman AFB
under this alternative are discussed as follows:

Beak A. B. C MOAs: The noise exposure Ln level estimated for this alternative
would incur only small change, of about 1 dB from existing, baseline or the Holloman
alternative, as shown in Table 4.1-8.

Talon MOA: The Ldn noise exposure under the Talon MOA would be about 37 dB,
which is 12 dB lower than existing or baseline conditions. The noise exposures are
insignificant in terms of community reaction to noise.

Oscura Bombina Range: The noise exposure under the lowest altitude portions
of the Oscura flight paths would be 87 dB, which is substantially above existing (Ldn 83
dB) or baseline (Ldn 81 dB) conditions. Increased noise exposures would be mainly due I
to the F-i 17A night-time operations, although there are no residences within the range
area.

Red Rio Bombing Range: The noise exposure under this alternative action would
be Ldn 90 dB. This noise exposure is controlled by the F-1 17A daytime and nighttime
operations on this range and is much higher than existing (Ln 81 dB) or baseline (Ld, 79
dB), although there are no residences within the range area.

McGregor Bombing Range: The noise exposure estimated for this alternative is I
an Ldn of 79 dB, which is much higher than projected baseline conditions (Ln 64 dB),
but only slightly higher than existing (Ldn 77 dB) conditions. There are no residences in
the range area.

Melrose Bombina Ranqe: This alternative would cause an increase in flight activity
at Melrose Bombing Range by the addition of 1,440 annual sorties of F-i 17A aircraft, of
which 40% of the sorties would be flown at night-time (2200 hrs to 0700 hrs local time).
These would be additive to the current (1989 - 1990) activity of 5,930 sorties per year on
the range and a long-term projected activity of 10,685 sorties per year after realignment
of FB-1 11 aircraft to Cannon AFB and future increases in SAC usage of the range. The
noise environment in the vicinity of Melrose Bombing Range would be adversely impacted
by the F-i 17A flight activity, primarily due to the addition of night-time (2200 hrs to 0700
hrs) sorties. At present, all flight activity on the range occurs during daytime (0700 hrs
to 2200 hrs), including darkness periods before 2200 hrs. Assuming that F-1 17A flight
patterns would be similar to those currently used by F-1 11 aircraft on the range, the
increase in Ld noise exposures under the flight paths would be 3 dB. The land area
within the Ln 65 dB contour would increase 60 square miles currently to about 95 square I
miles (with the addition of F-1 17A day and night-time sorties). The noise impacted
resident population within the Ln 65 dB can be expected to increase from 74 persons
(currently) to about 115 persons based on rural population density in the area. The
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Table 4.1-8 Flight Activity and Ldn Noise Exposure Levels
Under Beak and Talon MOAs for the 37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative

Beak Beak Beak Talon
I A B C

Sorties per year
Existing 3,387 7,858 7,433 7,376
Baseline 1,438 1,435 1,477 4,415
37th/49th Alt 3,026 3,004 2,997 4,624

Ldn' dB, Average*

Existing 46 48 47 49
Baseline 46 47 47 49
37th/49th Alt 47 47 46 37

* Assuming all aircraft operations at an average height of 5,000 feet AGL and distributed equally

across the MOA.

I 1
I,
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I
primary noise impact change would be due to the F-i 17A night-time sorties, which would
average between 2 and 3 sorties per active night with possibly 3 passes over the range
per sortie. Single-event noise levels would be similar to those currently experienced on
the range.

In the long-term, the cumulative impact of other TAC and SAC activity has been
estimated to increase the Ld 65 dB contour areas to 88 square miles with a resident
population of 108 persons. This F-i 17A flight activity would increase long-term cumulative
Ldn values at the range by a further 2 dB. This would result in a Ldn 65 dB land area of
about 107 square miles and an impacted resident population of about 132 persons based
on rural population density in the area.

Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range: Under this alternative a limited number of F-
117A (fewer than 10 per month) sorties would be conducted at Barry M Goldwater
Bombing Range. This is not considered to be a substantive change in range utilization,
and no adverse noise impact is expected to result.

WSMR Supersonic Airspace: This alternative would result in a reduction of
supersonic flight activity in the WSMR supersonic airspace due to the removal of F-15
aircraft and reduction of AT-38B operations. There would be no replacement supersonic
flight activity under this alternative since the 37th TFW does not train at supersonic
airspeeds. Relative to current sonic boom conditions under the airspace (Plotkin 1989), I
the use of the airspace and the occurrence of sonic booms would be reduced to about
18% of present conditions. This would be equivalent to a 7.5 dB reduction of Ln sonic
boom exposure under the airspace. This would be perceived by affected residents as a I
significant reduction in occurrences but with similar sonic boom levels per occurrence as
currently experienced.

Valentine and Reserve Supersonic Airspace: The use of these airspaces for
supersonic flight activies is entirely associated with 49th TFW ACM training. Under thisalternative, the 49th TFW would no longer use the area. Future supersonic activity would
require environmental analysis.

4.1.2.4 Airspace Management i
Under this alternative no change in the existing ATC environment or terminal

airspace structure is required. The action will result in a net decrease of aircraft and flight
operations at Holloman AFB. As a result, there may be a beneficial impact on controlled
airspace within the Holloman RO. With the decrease in daytime military operations, there
should be no adverse impact to aircraft transiting the Holloman approach control area.
Aircraft operating within the traffic patterns of the Alamogordo-White Sands Regional
Airport, or any of the other civil airports in the vicinity of Holloman AFB, would not be
adversely affected. Projected airspace events data for the 37th TFW indicate that the use
of Beak A, B, and C, and Talon MOAs would decrease under this alternative and no
adverse airspace management impacts are predicted. Projected hourly range use data
(see detailed analysis in Section 4.2.2.4.2) indicates that the projected activity would be
less than the available capacity of the ranges. As a result, no significant adverse impact
on Holloman AFB range facilities is predicted.
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4.1.2.5 Socioeconomics

This section describes the net socioeconomic impacts to Otero County of the
incoming 37th TFW and the inactivation of the 49th TFW. Baseline conditions for the
analysis include population and local expenditure losses related to the reduction of the
479th TTW. However, for comparative purposes the reduction of the 479th TrW is
considered with the other two actions when making statements regarding the cumulative
impact of all realignment activities at Holloman AFB. The impacts of $69.7 million in
construction related to the 37th TFW are not considered changes to the "long-term"
economy of Otero County and are noted separately. Note that only 10% of new
construction expenditures would be spent in the local economy (Otero County). Detailed
estimates of the socioeconomic impacts of this alternative are found in Appendix B.

I 4.1.2.5.1 Population

I The demographic impact of the action is summarized in Table 4.1-9. The number
of military workers would increase by 149, assuming that a portion of the military workers
reassigned would choose to remain in the County. The number of civilian workers would
decline by 4 persons. The number of school children would increase by 87, and the total
population in the region would increase by 407 -- less than 1% of the estimated baseline
population of 51,500 persons. The cumulative impact to population, including the
reduction of the 479th TTW, would be a net decrease of 1,121 persons, or 2% of the
population prior to the 479th TTW reduction.

1 4.1.2.5.2 Employment and Income

This alternative would reduce military and civilian employment. Table 4.1-10
indicates that uniformed military jobs would be reduced by 173, and civilian jobs would
be reduced by 84 because of the action. The total employment impacts would be a loss
of 257 positions, or roughly 1% of 23,672 total jobs in Otero County. Cumulative
employment losses, including the reduction of the 479th TTW, would amount to a net
reduction of 1,301 positions, or roughly 5% of the pre-479th TTW reduction employment.
These estimates do not include the 168 local jobs associated with FY 91 construction for
the 37th TFW.

Earnings in the region would decrease, largely due to the reduction in military
positions. Table 4.1-11 indicates a decline in military payrolls of $4.2 million, with a total
reduction of $5.4 million. This represents roughly a 1.3% decline in the baseline earnings
of $390 million in Otero County. The cumulative decline, including the reduction of the
479th TTW, is $29.8 million or 7% of the pre-479th TTW reduction earnings in 1988.
Construction related to the arrival of the 37th TFW would have a single-year impact of $2
million direct and $1.4 million indirect earnings.

4.1.2.5.3 Housing

The impact of the action would increase net housing demand by 145 units. The
demand for owner-occupied. homes would increase by approximately 36 units. This
increase can easily be accommodated by the approximately 400 homes currently for sale
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Table 4.1-9 Demographic Impacts of the 37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative
on Otero County (not Including the reduction of the 479th TFW)

|

37th TFW 49th TFW Net Impacts I
i

Military households 1,976 -1,827 149 I

Civilian households 25 -29 -4

School Aged Children 1,203 -1,116 87 3
Total Population 5,600 -5,193 407 I

I
Note: Demographic impacts differ from changes to employment. Typically a

percentage of both military and civilian workers elect to remain in an
area even though losing their jobs. For example, the number of military
manpower authorizations at Holloman AFB was reduced by 2,149 with the
inactivation of the 49th TFW, but only an estimated 1,827 households
would actually leave the area. Remaining personnel would seek
reassignment at Holloman AFB or retire. Thus, the reduction in jobs for
this alternative is less than the decrease in households.

I
I
I
I
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Table 4.1-10 Employment Impacts of the 37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative
on Otero County (not Including the reduction of the 479th TFW)

!
I
I 37th TFW 49th TFW Net Impacts

I
Military Manpower 1,976 -2,149 -173IAuthorizations
Civilian workers:

Appropriated funds 71 -83 -12
NAF and others 184 -201 -17
Contractors 0 0 0
Indirect 568 -623 -55

I Total military & civilian 2,799 -3,056 -257

I
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Table 4.1-11 Earnings Impacts of the 37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative
on Otero County (not including the reduction of the 479th TFW)

I
37th TFW 49th TFW Net Impacts

Military Manpower $46,996,211 -51,268,854 $-4,272,643 -
Authorizations I
Civilian workers:

Appropriated funds 1,976,881 -2,307,219 -330,338
NAF and others 1,364,407 -1,487,717 -123,310
Contractors 0 0 0Indirect 7,870,157 -8,633,360 -763,203

Total military & civilian $58,207,656 -63,697,150 $-5,489,494

1
1

I

I

I
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and the anticipated additional 379 homes for sale when the 479th TTW reduction is
complete. The local rental market would experience vacancy rates of an estimated 14%
following the reduction of the 479th TTW, more than sufficient to meet the estimated
demand for 72 rental units resulting from this alternative. The remaining increase in
demand would be met with existing on-base housing.

4.1.2.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

Education. The number of school-aged children in District 1 would increase by 87
with the two actions included in this alternative action. This would represent roughly a 1%
percent increase to an estimated total baseline enrollment of 8,190. Cumulative impacts,
including the reduction of the 479th TTW, would be a reduction of 264 students, or 3%
in pre-479th TTW reduction enrollment.

Police and Fire Protection. The population impact of 407 persons would have little
effect on the demand or provision of public safety services.

Health Services. Hospitals and related health care service providers are currently
operating below capacity and would be able to meet any increased demand following the
action.

Utilities. Public utilities and services, including water supply, sewage systems,
landfills, and power, are currently below capacity and would be capable of serving the
slight increase in demand related to the action.

4.1.2.5.5 Public Finance

The slight population increase due to the action would lead to small increases in
public revenues, including property taxes, and miscellaneous taxes specific to local
jurisdictions. No capital improvements would be necessary, and public expenditures
would be expected to increase in rough proportion with the population increase.

4.1.2.5.6 Transoortation

With the relatively slight increase in area population due to this alternative no
impact on the local air and rail transportation networks is expected. The increases in
traffic volume are not considered sufficient to impact highway maintenance costs or
warrant new transportation facilities, and no significant change in LOS or accident rate is
projected.

4.1.2.6 Biological Resources

4.1.2.6.1 Veoetation

This alternative would not adversely affect the vegetation around the base or the
vegetation on the lands underlying special use airspace to be used for training missions.
Approximately 60 acres would be affected by construction at Holloman AFB. Most of this
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area is in portions of the base previously disturbed by human activity. Since thevegetation in such areas is dominated by cultivated species, no significant impact to plant I
resources is anticipated.

4.1.2.6.2 Fauna

This alternative would not be expected to adversely affect the fauna on and around
Holloman AFB, or on the land underlying airspace units used for training missions.
Construction activities, bird aircraft strike, and noise are considered to be the most
plausible potential source of impact, though none of these sources would be expected 3
to have a significant effect on area fauna.

With respect to construction, most new construction will occur in previously 3
disturbed portions of Holloman AFB. Since the fauna of such areas is generally sparse
and/or acclimated to frequent disturbance, no adverse impact from this source would be
expected. The reduced sortie rates associated with the reduction of the 49th TFW would I
be expected to substantially reduce the probability of bird aircraft strike. The reduction
in bird aircraft strike would not be offset by increased bird aircraft strike due to F-i 17A
sorties since this aircraft typically flies at relatively high altitudes (e.g., 10,000 feet AGL).

With respect to noise, substantial literature (recently reviewed in Manci et al. 1988,
and ORNL 1988) exists discussing the impacts of elevated sound levels, and startle I
effects due to the sudden onset of aircraft generated noise. Findings in the literature are
highly variable and inconclusive, both with respect to the significance of elevated noise
levels, startle effects, and diel differences. Given this inconsistency, no firm conclusion I
is possible, although it is reasonable to assume that an increase in the range of 2 to 3 dB
in an area where noises of this type have long been a part of the environment would elicit
little response of any kind from domestic animals or wildlife.

Noise levels are expected to be reduced in most areas associated with this
alternative (i.e., MOAs, and Restricted Airspace unit R-5107); sortie rates and the
frequency of single event noise levels above 100 dB(A), will also be reduced for these
areas. No impact would be expected for the fauna of these areas. Noise levels would 3
increase by 2 dB on McGregor Bombing Range, though the number of sorties (and
hence, the frequency of single event noise levels above 100 dB(A)) would decrease; at
these levels no adverse impact to the fauna of McGregor Bombing Range would be 5
expected. Increase sortie rates on Oscura, Red Rio, and Melrose Bombing Ranges would
result in an increase in noise levels of 3 to 9 dB. However, because these tracts have
long histories of use as bombing targets, a certain degree of acclimatization by resident 3
fauna to the disturbances associated with such use can be presumed.

This alternative will involve the addition of night flight (2200 to 0700L hours) activity
on Oscura, Red Rio and Melrose Bombing Ranges, Beak MOA, and in WSMR R-5107.
(No night sorties are projected for the McGregor Bombing Range, or other special use
airspace.) The addition of night flight activity in these areas is associated with the F-i 17A I
sorties. Flight profiles for these aircraft indicate that for the most part, they will be flying
at altitudes in excess of 5,000 feet AGL, with only brief descents on the bombing ranges
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to altitudes as low as 500 feet AGL. Given the relatively low number of night flightsI- anticipated (about 3.5 sorties per training night in most active airspace units) no impact
from this source is anticipated. No adverse impact due to startle effect is expected from
this alternative on the affected bombing ranges, MOAs, and other special use airspace
In the case of the MTRs, no adverse effect would be expected because the number of
sorties will decrease under this alternative.

4.1.2.6.3 Endangered and Threatened Soecies

*I This alternative is not anticipated to adversely impact state or federally listed
species, or federal species proposed to be listed under the Endangered Species Act.
Most of the land involved in construction activities at Holloman AFB has already beenI disturbed, and the presence of significant species in this area is considered unlikely. No
species protected under the Endangered Species Act is known to inhabit Melrose, Red
Rio, or Oscura Bombing Ranges, and the increased noise levels are not considered a
cause for concern for those protected species that might briefly pass through the area
(e.g., the peregrine falcon). Mexican spotted owls and bighorn sheep are present unde
portions of R-5107. Because of the substantial reduction in sorties to this area, and theIfact that the F-i 17A typically flies at altitudes above 5,000 feet AGL, no impact to these
species would be expected. A Mexican spotted owl, a candidate 2 species, has been
sited on McGregor Bombing Range, but no nesting sites have been reported there. AI pair of golden eagles forage in the vicinity of the Melrose Range. While not protected
under the Endangered Species Act, they are protected under the Bald Eagle Act. Given
the occasional use of the area by the eagles, and the minimal increase in noise, it is not

-- likely that the proposed activity will affect these birds. Utilization of affected MOAs would
decrease under this alternative and no impact to threatened and endangered species
underlying this unit is expected.

4.1.2.7 Water Resources

4.1.2.7.1 Surface Water

The primary surface water features at Holloman AFB are the aeration/evaporation
lagoons associated with the base wastewater treatment system. This alternative coupled
with other actions being undertaken at Holloman AFB, would result in a net reduction in
aircraft and a small increase in personnel. These changes are not expected to produce
any adverse impact to surface water resources.

4.1.2.7.2 Groundwater

There are two primary sources of impact to the groundwater on and in the vicinity
of Holloman AFB. They are generation and discharge of wastewater that may percolate
and recharge the groundwater aquifer and withdrawal of water from the local groundwater
reservoir. No pathway was identified under this alternative which would result in adverse
impacts to the quantity or quality of groundwater on or in the vicinity of Holloman AFB.
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4.1.2.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources 3

This alternative would result in new facility construction at Holloman AFB.
Construction would occur in an open space surrounded by the current F-15 flightline. 5
The New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) suggests that the potential for
impact is low to nonexistent in this area, which almost certainly was previously disturbed
by construction (Reilly 1990). A cultural/historical resource survey for Holloman AFB will
be performed prior to any construction on undisturbed land associated with this
alternative. If any resources are identified, they will be brought to the SHPO's attention
for additional consultation. 3

Potential impacts to archaeological and historical resources are unlikely but could
occur at affected bombing ranges (Red Rio, Melrose, McGregor, Oscura, and Barry M I
Goldwater Bombing Ranges) as a result of ordnance delivery and decontamination
(cleanup of spent ordnance). New Mexico SHPO has previously indicated that ground
disturbance from using existing target areas ars not expected to result in significant I
impacts to cultural resources (SHPO 1988). Target areas at Red Rio and Oscura
Bombing Ranges have been surveyed for cultural resources, and archaeological sites
considered potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places exist I
adjacent to currently used targets (Clifton 1985). Although the sites are fenced and
indicated as "NO ORDNANCE" areas on airspace maps, bomb impacts have infrequently
occurred (Hoppes 1990). Ground disturbance from ordnance delivery at these ranges 1
is likely to increase under this alternative because more heavyweight inert ordnance would
be dropped. The potential for archaeological impacts, though small, could increase as
a result of ground disturbance from ordnance delivery and decontamination on Red Rio
and McGregor Bombing Ranges. Impacts are not expected at other ranges due to low
proposed use (Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range) or to the absence or near absence
of significant resources (Melrose Bombing Range).

Because noise levels over WSNM would decrease under this alternative, vibration
impacts to the structural integrity of the adobe museum-administration building and other
similar structures at the White Sands National Monument are not expected, though
concerns of this nature have been raised in the past (King et al. 1990). This building is
one of a complex of buildings now listed as a historic structure in the National Register
of Historic Places. A United States Geological Survey (USGS) vibration study of the
structure indicates that most jet aircraft in the normal take-off pattern at Holloman AFB are
not causing detrimental structural effects to the building (King et al. 1988). This alternative
is expected to use the normal take-off pattern and therefore not impact this building.

Although this alternative would increase the number of night flights, overall noise
impacts to traditional values of residents of the Mescalero Reservation should not be
significant because of declining use of overlying MOAs.

4.1.2.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes I
Under this alternative, the handling of hazardous materials and hazardous waste

generation would be reduced relative to existing conditions on base. Waste composition
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would generally be similar to current wastes generated. Any actions regarding cleanup
of the lagoon system and west ramp contamination will proceed with Federal and State
oversight regardless of the decision to implement this alternative. As a result no adverse

I impact with respect to hazardous materials and wastes is expected at Holloman AFB.

4.1.3 Nellis AFB

Under this alternative 2,696 manpower authorizations associated with the 37th TFW
would be relocated from Nellis AFB.

4.1.3.1 Land Use

Despite the proposed relocation, it is doubtful that this alternative would adversely
impact land values around Nellis AFB. The Las Vegas Valley is one of the most rapidly
growing areas in the United States.

4.1.3.2 Atmospheric Resources

I -Flight activity at Nellis AFB would be reduced due to the elimination of flights
transporting personnel to and from TTR and the reduction of automobile traffic within the
Las Vegas area from personnel currently living in Las Vegas, and working at TTR. TheseI reductions would be expected to have a negligible positive impact on air quality in Clark
and Nye Counties. Reduced population and related traffic would also have a negligible
impact. Since this alternative would not result in an adverse change in air quality, it is not
expected to lead to non-conformance with the Clean Air Act of 1990.

4.1.3.3 Noise

Noise exposure conditions around Nellis AFB would be affected by the reduction
of transport aircraft operations between Nellis AFB and TTR. This change would be a
small reduction in L.n of less than 1 dB. The net change in noise conditions would
therefore be a small positive benefit at Nellis under this action. Similarly the relocation of3 37th TFW operations from the Nellis Range Complex would result in only a small
decrease in noise exposures on the overflown land areas.

4.1.3.4 Airspace Management

Airspace management impacts associated with this alternative, at Nellis AFB areI similar to those described for TTR (Section 4.1.1.4). An additional beneficial impact Nellis
AFB airspace arises from the elimination of transport aircraft operations between Nellis
AFB and H-R.

4.1.3.5 Socioeconomics

This section examines the estimated impacts of the 37th/49th TFW alternative in
Clark County. These estimates are based on a detailed accounting of 37th TFW-related
employment and expenditures (see Appendix B).
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4.1.3.5.1 Population

The relocation of the 37th TFW would relocate 2,696 military and civilian manpower
authorizations from Nellis AFB to Holloman AFB and lead to the reduction of 547
contractor jobs. These are contractors employed at TTR which commute from Clark
County. The number of nonappropriated fund (NAF) and base-related business jobs at
Nellis AFB would decline by an estimated 253 positions. An estimated 2,437 indirect jobs i
would be lost in the regional economy. It is assumed that no indirect workers would
leave the area. u

Table 4.1-12 summarizes the demographic impacts of the 37th/49th TFW
alternative. An estimated 2,284 military workers and 191 civilians (appropriation funds
workers and contractors) would leave Clark County. Note that some of those losing their I
jobs would elect to remain in the area. Departing workers would be accompanied by
1,507 school children. The total population reduction would be 6,920 persons or less
than 1% of the 1990 Clark County population.

4.1.3.5.2 Employment and Income 5
This alternative would reduce employment in Clark County by 5,386 jobs, shown

in Table 4.1-13. Military jobs would be reduced by 2,687 and civilian jobs by 2,699 --
including appropriated funds positions, NAF and on-base businesses, and indirect I
workers. The total job loss (not including commuting workers) would be slightly greater
than 1% of the total jobs in the County. I

This alternative would lead to a $115 million reduction in earnings, as shown in
Table 4.1-14. Military pay and the indirect earnings make up much of this loss. The
reduction in earnings represents slightly more than 1% of Clark County earnings.

4.1.3.5.3 Housing 3
This alternative will result in the relocation of 2,475 households (2,284 military and

195 civilian) currently occupying either MFH, or civilian sector housing. This in not I
expected to significantly effect the Clark County housing market.

4.1.3.5.4 Community Facilities and Services 5
Education. As a result of this alternative, an estimated 1,507 school children would

leave the area. This loss represents about 1% of the total enrollment in the Clark County 3
School District. The school district would also lose a small percent of its FEIA due to the
loss of military-related children.

Police and Fire Protection. The decrease in the population due to this alternative
would slightly increase the ratio of police officers and firemer to population, resulting in
a small improvement in the LOS provided. Due to the rapid economic growth of the area, I
no impacts to police or fire protection budgets are expected.

I
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Table 4.1-12 Demographic Impacts of the5 37th/49th TFW Alternative on Clark County ,

I
Military households -2,284

I Civilian households ( )  -191

t School children -1,507

I Total population -6,920

I Note: (a) Demographic impacts differ from changes to employment.

Typically some percentage of both military and civilian workers
elect to remain in the area even though losing their jobs.

(b) Includes appropriated funds civilians and contractors.

I
U
I
I
I

I

I
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Table 4.1-13 Employment Impacts of the 37th/49th TFW Alternative
On Clark County 3

I
Military Manpower Authorizations -2,687 3
Civilian

Appropriated Fund -9 3
NAF and others -253
Contract (a)
Indirect -2,437 3

Total military and civilian -5,386

I
Note: (a) 547 contractors reside in Clark County but are employed in Nye County

Iat 1TR.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4.1-14 Earnings Impacts of the 37th/49th TFW Alternative
on Clark County

I

Military Manpower Authorizations -$63,484,717

Civilian
Appropriated Fund -264,222
NAF and others -1,783,328
Contract (a)
Indirect -50,451,522

Total military and civilian -115,986,789

Note: (a) 547 contractors reside in Clark County but are employed in Nye County
at TTR.
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I
Health Services. The smaller population in Clark County would slightly reduce

demand for medical services. Impacts to hospital revenues and staffing are not expected 1
because of the area's strong appreciable growth.

Utilities. Utility and public services are not expected to be appreciably affected by I
population losses related to this alternative.

Water Supply. Water consumption in Clark County would decrease as a
result of the realignment action. Average per capita water consumption is
150 gallons per day (gpd). Therefore, the departure of 6,920 persons 5
would result in a water savings of 1,038,000 gpd, a small beneficial impact.

Wastewater. The population in Clark County is expected to fall by about 1% 
due to this alternative. This decrease would have a minor positive impact
on sewage disposal services in the area.

Solid Waste. The smaller population would also reduce demand for solid
waste disposal, extending the life of regional landfills. This alternative would
have a slight positive impact on solid waste disposal in Clark County. I
Power. The decrease in population in Clark County would initially enable
the Nevada Power Company to better satisfy peak demand. However, the
decrease would not affect proposed construction of an additional generating
station. No change in the LOS provided by Southwest Gas is expected. I

4.1.3.5.5 Public Finance

This alternative may result in a small decrease in revenues and expenditures for I
the various jurisdictions and special districts of Clark County. However, because of the
rapid economic and population growth of the area, any impacts to public finance are
expected to be negligible.

4.1.3.5.6 Transportation i
The projected loss of 6,920 people from the Las Vegas area due to this alternative

would result in a decreased utilization of the local transportation systems, particularly with
respect to the roadway network. Given the high volume of traffic in the area, this change
is not expected to have a significant adverse impact on highway maintenance or
conditions. A slightly beneficial effect in terms of improved driving conditions and reduced i
highway congestion may result. Other traffic generated, such as dependents traveling to
shopping centers, schools, etc., would be less noticeable because of the robustness of
the economy around the Las Vegas area and the fact that vacated off-base residences I
would likely be inhabited in a short period.

I
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4.1.3.6 Biological Resources

This alternative would not result in land disturbance or in adverse changes in air
quality or other environmental features that might affect biota. As a result, no impact to
biological resources in the vicinity of Nellis AFB is predicted.

4.1.3.7 Water Resources

The proposed relocation of the 37th TFW, would result in a decrease in personnel
and equipment at Nellis AFB. This decrease in personnel would have a slight positive
impact upon the availability of water resources on and in the vicinity of Nellis AFB.

4.1.3.8 Archaeological, Cultural and Historical Resources

This alternative would not result in land disturbance due to construction or other
actions in the Las Vegas area. As a result, no impact on archaeological, cultural, or
historical resources is anticipated.

4.1.3.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

The proposed relocation is not expected to produce any appreciable change in the
quantities of hazardous materials used or wastes generated. Therefore, no adverse
impacts are expected at Nellis AFB from hazardous materials and wastes.

4.2 THE HOLLOMAN ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, the 37th TFW would be relocated from TTR to HollomanAFB, the 49th TFW would be inactivated at Holloman AFB, and three F-4 units would be
relocated to Holloman AFB.

14.2.1 Tonopah Test Range

Under this alternative the resulting impacts at TTR would be the same as those
presented in Section 4.1.1.

3 4.2.2 Holloman AFB

Under this alternative, the 37th TFW and three F-4 units would be relocated to
Holloman AFB, while the 49th TFW would be inactivated. This would result in a net
increase of 54 PAA aircraft (see Table 2.2-1) and 2,316 manpower authorizations. This
is superimposed on a loss of 81 PAA aircraft and 832 personnel associated with the
reduction of the 479th TW, for a net loss of 27 PAA aircraft and a gain of 1,484
personnel. This action would also involve construction related disturbance of 70 acres
at Holloman AFB, and 7 acres on the Melrose Bombing Range.

I
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4.2.2.1 Land Use U
4.2.2.1.1 On Base 3

Impacts from the relocation of the 37th TFW would be the same as under the
37th/49th TFW alternative. In addition, a portion of the operation and maintenance I
functions associated with this alternative would be located in existing facilities made
available by the reduction of the 479th TTW. a

While this alternative would increase personnel at Holloman AFB, land use is not
expected to be adversely affected in the County around the base since these changes
would offset personnel losses due to other recent actions at Holloman AFB (TAC 1990, I
g). Single family housing is not expected to increase. There would be an increase of
approximately 400 rental units, but there is adequate space to construct new units and
adequate infrastructure to support them. No additional road construction would be I
required to support the population increase.

Impact on the White Sands National Monument would be similar to those reported N
for the 37th/49th TFW alternative. The area encompassed by the 65 dB noise contour
is less than under either current or projected baseline conditions. Although the number
of operations at Holloman AFB would be greater than under that alternative, the night I
operations of the F-i 17As would be the same, with the same potential for disturbing park
personnel and evening programs in the summer. I
4.2.2.1.2 Special Use Airspace

Figure 4.2-1 shows sensitive land uses, including wildlife refuges and wilderness
areas, relative to special use airspace and MTRs affected by this alternative.

R-5107B, C, H, and J; R-5103A, B, and C; R-5104A; R-5111 A, B, and C; and R- U
2301 (shown in Figures 3.2-2 and 2.1-4) are located primarily over vacant land with limited
agricultural activities, mainly cattle grazing. No significant impacts are projected to land 3
use under these airspaces. R-5104 (the Melrose Bombing Range) would experience
similar impacts as under the 37th/49th TFW alternative, with slightly higher noise levels
due to the F-4 operations. The number of residents exposed to noise levels exceeding I
Ln 65 dB would increase by 54.

The Beak MOAs cover a large portion of the Cloudcroft District of the Lincoln 3
National Forest, several resort areas, the Mescalero Indian Reservation, several small
towns, and small agricultural areas. The floor for the MOA is 12,500 feet above MSL,
which is approximately 2,500 feet above the highest point under the MOA. No significant i
impacts should occur to the areas due to the flight floor. However, campers in the
national forest could be informed about the possibility of nighttime flights. In addition,
local newspapers and information pamphlets could inform residents and tourists that night I
flights may occur over the area. The Capitan Mountains Wilderness is under the Beak
MOAs. The average noise level under this alternative is estimated to be within 1 dB of
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a
the baseline noise level. However, the MOAs will begin to be used at night, which has
not been the case in the past and which may cause initial annoyance to residents.

The Talon MOA is located over two state parks, a portion of the Guadalupe District
of the Lincoln National Forest, and several towns. The Talon MOA is not available for
night operations. The floor of the MOA is 12,500 feet above MSL (approximately 7,500
feet AGL). Significant impacts to land use are not expected due to this alternative. I
4.2.2.1.3 MTRs

Projected use of the various existing MTRs by F-4 aircraft would range from less
than 100 to almost 2,500 annual sorties. The increase in flights along the MTRs in Texas,
IR-144 and VR-196, would be slight (about two sorties per week) and not anticipated to 3
have any impact on land use.

VR-1 233 currently has 392 annual sorties. Its use is projected to increase from the
current two to three to about four overflights per day along the route. Portions of the
MTR pass over the Aldo Leopold Wilderness. The increase in average noise exposure,
in Ldnmr, is estimated to be 2 dB, which would not be significant. Current use of VR-1 76 I
is estimated at an average of six per day, which would increase by about 5 percent with
this alternative. The average noise under this alternative, including F-4 aircraft operations,
would not be noticeably different from current levels, and no impact on land use is I
predicted. The increased use of VRs-176 and 1233 is not anticipated to cause significant
visual impacts to wilderness areas or the Gran Quivira Unit of the Salinas Pueblo Missions
National Monument. Because the MTRs are currently used, aircraft are a part of the I
existing visual environment. Visual impacts from aircraft overflights are temporary and
incidental. Increasing the number of overflights may increase the probability that a viewer
would see a passing aircraft, but the impact is not changed.

The MTRs projected for the highest use by the F-4s are IRs-133 and 111 and the
proposed modification of IR-134. IR-133/1 11 net use would increase from four to twelve
sorties per day with this alternative plus the reduction of the 479th 1-W and the
inactivation of the 49th TFW. Although the increases are significant in percentage terms,
these areas are sparsely populated, and there are no highly sensitive land uses that
would be significantly affected. IR-1 11 would experience an increase of 2 dB and IR-133
an increase of 4 dB in Ldnmr under the centerline. These changes would not generally be
significant.

Similarly, new segments of IR-134 generally pass over grazing lands. The average
projected noise level along the center line (Ldnmr 58 dB) would not significantly affect most
land use. A segment of the existing route passes over the Brokeoff Mountain Wilderness
study area. These segments would typically be flown at 300 to 500 feet AGL. At these 3
altitudes, single event noise levels would average 109 to 114 dB. The average noise level
would increase by 8 dB, which is a substantial change and could result in a decrease in
the serenity of the wilderness study area. There are wilderness areas in the region thatm
are currently exposed to similar noise levels, including the Aldo Leopold Wilderness and
the Capitan Mountains Wilderness. A proposed segment of the modified IR-134 passes
over a wilderness study area. The lateral boundaries of this segment overly the extreme
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northeast and extreme southwest corners of Guadalupe and Carlsbad Caverns National
Parks. The USAF operational safety requirements will keep aircraft traffic along this
segment of the MTR at 9,800 feet MSL, which is approximately 3,000 feet above the
plateaus. Average noise levels would be below 50 dB, and single events would be 92-93
dB, so noise impacts would be limited, and there should be little or no startle effect. The
aircraft would present a new visual intrusion into an area that has not heretofore been
subject to overflight at this altitude. This intrusion would occur an estimated 10 times a
day, and would be noticeable if the attention of a viewer were attracted to the noise of the
passing aircraft. The impact would be incidental and temporary. Nevertheless, the
introduction of aircraft activity and noise could temporarily interrupt the serenity of the
area, although it is unlikely to affect the National Parks or the wilderness designation.

VR-100/125 passes over Lake Sumner State Park. Only about four aircraft per day
would fly the route, which should not significantly affect the park. The location most
affected by increased MTR use is the area around the community of Willard, where IR-133
and VR-100/125 intersect. If all the projected sorties for those MTRs used the
intersecting segments, which is highly unlikely, this area could experience as many as 13
or 14 overflights per day at 300 to 500 feet AGL. Most of this area is uninhabited,
encompassing the Mesa de los Jumanos and the Laguna del Perro salt beds. The town
of Willard has a population of approximately 200. The average noise levels experienced
by the inhabitants would increase by 2 dB to Ldnmr of 61 dB. The increase is not
significant.

4.2.2.2 Atmospheric Resources

Air quality in the vicinity of Holloman AFB is believed to be generally good due to
the lack of large centers of urban activity and industrial facilities. Monitoring of PM
performed by the state of New Mexico in the vicinity of Alamogordo indicates occasional
concentrations that surpass NAAQS (Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2-2). High concentrations of PM
in this arid region are usually attributable to wind gusts with re-entrained dust. Other
criteria pollutants have not been monitored in the vicinity of the Base.

The relocation of the 37th TFW to Holloman AFB would affect air quality in Otero
County, New Mexico, in the special use airspace of the Oscura, Red Rio, McGregor, and
Melrose Bombing Ranges, Beak and Talon MOAs in New Mexico, and the Barry M
Goldwater Bombing Range in Arizona. The inactivation of the 49th TFW would reduce
air pollution in the same areas. Further, the inactivation would reduce air pollution along
military training routes currently used by 49th TFW. The addition of F-4 aircraft would
have the effect of increasing air pollution at the Base and in training areas and MTRs.

The Holloman Alternative would increase emissions of CO, THC, NOx, S0 2 and PM
within the study area due to the addition of the 37th TFW and F-4 operations and reduce
air emissions from the inactivation of the 49th TFW. Maximum near field operations
impacts at Holloman AFB were estimated to be within 5 km of the end of the runway.
Maximum hourly concentrations of criteria pollutants are shown in Table 4.2-1. Neither
the incremental nor net air quality impacts would be significant. In all cases, the resulting
incremental concentration additions are five times less than the NAAQS. The net air
quality change is beneficial to the air environment.
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Table 4.2-1 Maximum Ground-level Air Pollutant Concentrations
at Holloman AFB (ug/m 3) 3

I

Aircraft Type CO HC NOx SOx PM 3
I

F-117A 6.4 2.4 2.9 0.2 0

AT-38 2.5 0.4 0.1 0.0 0

Subtotal 8.9 2.8 3.0 0.2 0
(37th TFW) 1

F-15 -33.75 -4.9 -13.8 -3.1 -0.4

Subtotal -24.8 -2.1 -10.8 -2.9 -0.4 1
(49th + 37th) 1

TRS (RF-4C) 4.1 0.7 1.1 0.2 0.3

SEAD (F-4) 4.8 0.8 2.3 0.4 0.2

GAF (F-4) 1.6 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.1 5
Subtotal 10.5 1.8 4.2 0.7 0.6

TOTAL -14.3 -0.4 -6.6 -2.2 +0.2 3

Negative values indicate emission reduction. 1

1
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For range operations, maximum ground level short-term concentrations were
estimated by using the area of special use airspace and minimal operational altitude and
other worst case operational conditions (e.g. airspeed). Aircraft operations above 5,000
AGL were assumed to result in insignificant ground level air quality impacts. The
projected changes in pollutant concentrations are a small percentage of the NAAQ
Overall, the net effect on the ranges, MOAs and MTRs is slightly beneficial, primarily
because increases due to the addition of the F-4 units are offset by decreases from the
loss of the F-15s, and the scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW. In the specific case of
the modification of IR-134, a slight increase in pollutant concentrations is expected. In
general all air quality impacts, adverse or beneficial in these airspace units, are of
negligible consequence. Air pollutant concentrations of criteria pollutants are shown in
Table 4.2-2.

The changes to the air quality within 3 miles of Holloman AFB due to the changes
in aircraft operations would not be expected to result in non-conformity with the Clean Air
Act of 1990. Emissions from other sources, including ground operations, refueling,
support vehicles and other miscellaneous mobile sources are expected to be small and
dispersed throughout the base and the local urbanized area. Air Force bases emissions
are generally less than one percent of the regional emissions of all pollutants (Naugle et
al 1978). Temporary construction emissions of particulate matter (PM1 o) would be
expected to be approximately 38 tons/acre/month.

4.2.2.3 Noise

4.2.2.3.1 Holloman AFB

Table 4.2-3 compares the land area encompassed by various Ldn noise exposure
contours under this alternative, with current and baseline (including the reduction of the
479th lr1w) conditions. The area encompassed by the 70 dB contour will increase by
about 3% of current conditions, and 22% of baseline conditions (cf. Figure 3.2-1 and
Figure 4.2-2) The land area encompassed by the 65 dB contour, extending approximately
3.5 miles from the perimeter, will decrease by about 12% of current conditions, and 3%
of baseline conditions. Noise exposures on WSNM (approximately 8 miles from the base
entrance) would be expected to decrease under this alternative. The changes in land
area impacted by noise are relatively small compared with those existing before the
reduction of the 479th TTW, and are the net result of removal of the 49th TFW F-15
aircraft, the reduction of the 479th AT-38B aircraft and the addition of the 37th TFW F-
11 7A and AT-38B aircraft, and the proposed 72 F-4 aircraft at the base. There is no off-
base resident population within the Ln 65 dB contours for the existing, baseline or this
alternative conditions at Holloman AFB.

These noise exposure estimations have been made by use of the Air Force
NOISEMAP computer model using noise data for each of the aircraft models appropriate
to this alternative. These include noise for an aircraft with engines similar to those of the
F-i 17A but with an estimated noise level change to represent the engine configurations
in the F-i 17A. The operations used for this alternative include take-off and landings (and
closed pattern touch and go operations) that would occur as part of this action and are
listed in Table 2.2-2.
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Table 4.2-2 Air Pollutant Concentrations from low altitude, I
(less than 6,000 feet) Special Use Airspace operations (ug/m 3)

in the Vicinity of Holloman AFB for the Holloman Alternative 3

Aircraft Type CO HC NOx SOx PM !

I
37th TFW

Beak MOAs 0.36 0.01 0.45 0.03 0.006
Talon MOA 0.40 0.01 0.51 0.03 0.007
Oscura 3.27 0.11 4.11 0.25 0.05
Melrose 3.92 0.13 4.39 0.30 0.07 3

49th TFW *
Beak MOAs 1.04 0.083 10.42 0.042 0.142 l
Talon MOA 1.18 0.094 11.77 0.047 0.160
Pecos MOA 1.62 0.130 16.22 0.065 0.221
R-5107 1.3 0.10 13.01 0.052 0.177 3
MTR -6.8 -0.8 -205 -7.6 2.6

TRS I
Pecos MOA 0.3 0.03 1.4 0.3
MTR 0.2 0.02 0.8 0.2 1

SEAD
Pecos MOA 0.6 0.01 1.1 0.1
Melrose Range 1.6 0.1 3.3 1.1 I
MTR 1.8 0.03 3.7 0.3

GAF I
Pecos MOA 1.8 0.03 3.6 0.3
Red Rio 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.03
MTR 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1

F-4 TOTAL
Pecos 2.7 0.07 6.1 0.7
Maximum Range 1.8 0.1 3.6 1.13
Maximum MTR 2.5 0.06 5.5 0.6 3

• = Emission reductions -
MTR = most used military training route
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Table 4.2-3 Land Areas Within Ldn Noise Exposure Contours3 at Holloman AFB for the Holloman Alternative

I
Land Area, Square Miles

I Ldnf % Change % Change

Contour Currenf' )  Baseline 2 ) Alternative from Current from BaselineI
65 42.4 38.5 37.5 -11.6% -2.6%

70 19.6 16.6 20.2 +3.1% +21.7%

75 9.0 7.1 10.9 +21.1% +53.5%

80 4.6 3.7 5.8 +26.1% +56.6%

I
1. Current = Conditions including 479th TW activity.

2. Baseline = Current conditions including the reduction of the 479th TTW.

3 3. Land areas computed using NOISEMAP 6.0 Noise Exposure Model.

I
I
I
I
i
I
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I
i While the Holloman alternative would result in a decrease of operations at

Holloman AFB, to about 40% of current operations and 70% of the baseline operations
after the reduction of the 479th TTW, the noise exposure increase would be due to the
change in aircraft fleet composition using the base. In particular the F-4 is about 6 dB (A)

- louder than the F-15 and about 15 dB (A) louder than the AT-38B for take-off power
conditions. A typical sound exposure level for an F-4 at 630 feet overhead altitude is
about 124 dB with afterburner engine power and about 122 dB with non-afterburner
power. Non-resident populations working in or travelling through the noise exposed areas
around Holloman AFB would experience fewer overflights, relative to those currently
experienced, but would also experience a higher noise level from the F-4 aircraft relative
to those of the AT-38B and F-15 aircraft in current operation at the base.

4.2.2.3.2 Special Use Airspace

Noise exposures in other land areas within the region of influence of Holloman AFB would
also be affected by this action. These are examined as follows:

Beak A. B. C MOAs: Table 4.2-4 summarizes the analysis of noise exposure that
would occur in the Beak MOAs under existing, baseline and future operations under the
Holloman alternative action. It is evident that while the annual number of sorties in the
MOA would differ for the three conditions, the average day-night noise exposure, Ln,
would change by less than 1 dB. This insignificant net change is caused by the
difference in aircraft types using the MOA under the three conditions. The reduction in
AT-38B operations has only a very small effect on Ldn values because of their relative
lower single-event noise levels, while the inactivation of the 49th TFW and introduction of
F-1 17A and F-4 aircraft are almost equal in noise exposure effect. This alternative would
involve night operations in the Beak MOAs, which have not been part of past use.
Although the proposed night use will not affect average noise levels, it could cause initial
annoyance.

Talon MOA: Projected noise exposure, Ldn, under the Talon MOA is estimated to
be about 8 dB lower than for existing or baseline conditions, as shown in Table 4.2-4.

I This reduction is primarily due to the inactivation of the 49th TFW aircraft. A net balance
* of noise exposure due to introduction of F-4 and F-1 17A aircraft does not occur, as in the

Beak MOAs, because there are no night-time operations in the Talon MOA.

Oscura Bombing Range: Noise exposures under the lowest altitude portions of the
Oscura Bombing Range flight paths would increase from an Ln of 83 dB (existing) to 88
dB for this alternative action. This increase is due to the difference in aircraft types,
annual sorties and the introduction of F-i 17A night-time operations at the Range.

Red Rio Bombing Range: The L.n noise exposures at Red Rio would increase
from an Ln of 81 dB (existing) or 79 dB (baseline) to an Ln of 90 dB under this
alternative action. As for Oscura Bombing Range, this increase is primarily due to the
introduction of F-117A night-time operations.

McGregor Bombing Range: Noise exposures at the McGregor Bombing Range
would increase from an Ld of 77 dB (existing) or 64 dB (baseline) to an Ld of 80 dB
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Table 4.2-4 Flight Activity and Ldn Noise Exposure Levels I
Under Beak and Talon MOAs for the Holloman Alternative U

Beak Beak Beak Talon I
A B C 1

Sorties per year I
Existing 3,387 7,858 7,433 7,376
Baseline 1,438 1,435 1,477 4,415
Holloman g
Alternative 3,306 3,284 3,277 5,524

I
Ldn, dB, Average

Existing 46 48 47 49 1
Baseline 46 47 47 49
Holloman
Alternative 47 48 47 41

II

I

I

I
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under this alternative. There would be no night-time operations at McGregor and the
increase would be caused by the aircraft type changes (F-4 and F-i 17A) implementation
in the range activity.

Melrose Bombing Range: This alternative action would cause an increase in flight
activity at Melrose Bombing Range by the addition of 1,440 annual sorties by F-i 17A
aircraft and 2,808 annual sorties by F-4 aircraft. The F-i 17A aircraft would be the only
user of the range during night-time (2200 hrs to 0700 hrs) period and would have 40%
of its sorties during these periods. These would be additive to the current (1989 - 1990)
activity of 5,930 sorties per year on the range and a long-term projected activity of 10,685
sorties per year on the range.

The noise environment in the vicinity of Melrose Bombing Range would be
adversely impacted by the increased flight activity. Ldf noise exposures would increase
by about 4 dB relative to current (1989 - 1990) conditions. The land area within the Ldn
65 dB noise exposure contour would increase from about 60 square miles (current) to
about 104 square miles. The noise impacted resident population is estimated to increase
from 74 persons to about 128 persons based on local rural population density. Single
event noise levels would be similar to those typically experienced at present.

The addition of this action to the projected long-term cumulative noise environment
of other SAC and TAC activies would cause an increase of 2.7 dB to the long-term Ld
noise exposures. This would increase the land area within the Ldn 65 dB contour at the
range to about 117 square miles. The noise impacted resident population within this are
would increase to about 144 persons based on local rural population density. Without
this alternative action the Ld, 65 dB contour land area for cumulative impacts would be
88 square miles containing about 108 residents.

Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range: Under this alternative a limited number of F-
117A (fewer than 10 per month) sorties may be conducted at Barry M Goldwater
Bombing Range. This is not considered to be a substantive change in range utilization,
and no adverse noise impact is expected to result.

WSMR Supersonic Airspace: The use of this airspace is currently dominated by
ACM training by the 49th TFW from Holloman AFB. Of a total of 4,600 ACM sorties in the
airspace during a 6 month period, 3,330 sorties (72%) were by F-15 aircraft and 600
sorties (13%) were by AT-38 aircraft. The number of ground measured sonic booms
resulting from this activity in the same period was 506 over the surveyed land area3 (Plotkin 1989).

The changes in use of this airspace due to the Holloman alternative would result3 in a reduction of sonic boom occurrences in the land area below this airspace. Removal
of F-15 activity from the airspace and reduction in use by AT-38 aircraft, combined with
the introduction of 141 sorties per month by F-4 aircraft, would indicate a net reduction
in sorties flown to about 36% of the current activity. If the ratio of sonic booms (at ground
level) to the number of sorties flown in the airspace is similar to that under current
conditions, then the sonic boom occurrences would be decreased by the action by a
similar amount, that is to about 36% of those occurring at present.
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The change in use of the airspace would not significantly change the statistical
pattern of sonic boom levels occurring at ground level. The reduction in number of
occurrences would therefore be equivalent to a reduction in Lcn levels of about 48 dB at
the enter of the land area and a typical value over the entire area of between 40 dB and
45 dB I-.

The resultant exposure to sonic booms over the land area under the WSMR
supersonic airspace would therefore be a significant reduction in occurrences and no I
change in the magnitude of sonic boom levels.

Valentine and Reserve Supersonic Airspace: The use of these airspaces for
supersonic flight activies is entirely associated with 49th TFW ACM training. L .der this
alternative, the 49th TFW would no longer use the area. Future supersonic activity would1
require environmental analysis.

4.2.2.3.3. Military Training Routes

Changes in noise exposures under low-level MTRs would be caused by the
inactivation of the 49th TFW and reduction of AT-38B operations where in current use,
and the addition of F-4 aircraft operations. The routes where operational changes would
occur are listed in Table 4.2-5 together with the predicted Ldnmr noise exposure values
under the routes for current and future cases based on this alternative at Holloman AFB. 1
Of the nine MTRs, two (VR-100 and VR-196) would have negligible change in Ldnm, noise
values, four (VR-176, VR-1233, IR-111 and IR-144) would have changes of 2 dB, and
three (VR-125, IR-133 and IR-134) would have noise exposure increases of between 4 dB I
and 8 dB. These increases are caused by the F-4 proposed operations on these routes.
The town of Willard, which is about 1.5 miles from Routes IR-133, VR-100, VR-125 and
IR-113 is estimated to have a current Ldfnmr of about 59 dB which would indicate that
about 7% of the population would be highly annoyed. Under this alternative the Linmr
value would increase to 61 dB, which would indicate that 8.5% of the population would
be highly annoyed.

4.2.2.4 Airspace Management 5
4.2.2.4.1 Holloman AFB Terminal Airspace

This alternative, relative to Holloman AFB, provides that the 37th TFW operate
within the existing ATC environment and terminal airspace structure for flying missions.
Additionally, the description of this alternative does not indicate that the beddown of the 3
RF-4C/F-4 aircraft would require any changes to the existing terminal airspace structure.
Since there would be no changes to the overall terminal airspace structure, the new flying
unit's operational demands on the terminal airspace are the key factors for assessing the
potential airspace impacts of this alternative.

Major factors in assessing the effects of the operational demand of the 37th TFW
and the RF-4C/F-4 aircraft on the existing terminal airspace are the scheduled reduction
of the 479th TTW and the proposed inactivation 49th TFW. The activity generated by
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Table 4.2-5 Ldnmr Noise Exposures Under Low Level
MTRs Near Holiomnan AFB (Baseline and Projected Conditions)

3 Ldnmr, dB

Primary User

3MTR Aircraft Baseline Projected

IVR-100 F-ill1, F-4 51-59 51-59
and others

IVR-1 25 F-ill1, F-4 46-55 52-56
and others

VR-1 76 A-7, AT-38 54-58 54-56
F-4 and others

IVR-196 F-4 50 50

UVR-1 233 F-16, AV-8, A-7 51 53
A-10, A-4, F-4g and others

IR-1 11 F-1 11, F-4 59 61
* and others

IR-133 F-4, AT-38B 54 58

IIR-134 F-4, AT-38B 50 58

3IR-144 F-4 and others 49-51 50-52
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I
these two flying units constitutes the major percentage of the total aircraft operations at
Holloman AFB. Information obtained from Holloman indicates that the 479th "1W alone I
generates more than 50% of the total military operations.

The actions with respect to the 479th TTW, and the 49th TFW would result in the i
withdrawal of 153 aircraft from Holloman (72 F-15; 81 AT-38B). The beddown of the 37th
TFW and the RF-4C/F-4 aircraft would result in the basing of 126 aircraft at Holloman (54
37th TFW; 72 RF-4C/F-4). Thus the cumulative effect of these two actions is a net
decrease of 27 military aircraft based at Holloman AFB. The net decrease in total based
aircraft will result in overall decrease in aircraft operations at Holloman AFB. 3

In summary, the Holloman alternative would not require changes to the existing
terminal airspace or ATC environment, nor would the beddown of the F-i 17A and RF- i
4C/F-4 aircraft increase the number of aircraft operations at Holloman AFB. With this
alternative, there may be a beneficial impact on controlled airspace in the Holloman ROI.
With the decrease in daytime military operation, there should be no adverse impact to I
aircraft transiting the Holloman approach control area. Aircraft operating within the traffic
patterns of the Alamogordo-White Sands Regional Airport or any of the other civil airports
in the vicinity of Holloman AFB would not be adversely affected by the Holloman I
alternative.

4.2.2.4.2 Holloman AFB/WSMR Special Use Airspace I
Projected sorties data for the Holloman alternative indicate that the total number

of sorties to be flown at the Red Rio Bombing Range in R-5107B and J and the Oscura
Bombing Range in R-5107B would exceed the number of sorties currently flown in these
areas. The data also indicate that the number of sorties at the McGregor Bombing Range
in R-5103B and C would be less than the current sorties in that area. The existing I
available monthly capacity in hours for each range was determined from the current
scheduled hours of operation. The average available hour capacities of each range are
shown in Table 4.2-6 along with the projected monthly hours of use, by range, for the
military aircraft. The data indicates that the projected activity would be less than the
available capacities of the ranges. Due to the availability of several existing bombing
ranges in the immediate area, the additional military aircraft range requirements
associated with this alternative may be accommodated with no significant adverse impact.

Upon relocation to Holloman AFB, the 37th TFW aircraft would use the Melrose
Bombing Range, located in the Cannon AFB associated R-5104A restricted area, and the
Barry M Goldwater Bombing Range located in southwestern Arizona. The F-4G/E aircraft i
would also use the Melrose Bombing Range. No airspace changes are proposed to
accommodate this activity. The increased use of these restricted areas should have no
adverse effect on civil aviation since it would not create any new airspace restrictions, nor i
do the areas conflict with any federal airways, jet routes (high altitude airways), or airports
in the local vicinity (Cannon AFB Realignment FEIS 1990).

The RF-4C and F-4G/E aircraft are projected to use the Pecos MOA which is also
controlled by Cannon AFB. The Cannon AFB Realignment FEIS (1990) states that under
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Table 4.2-6 Weapons Range Monthly Usage vs Capacity for
Holloman Alternative Activity

Bombing Current Available
Range Capacity (Hrs.) Projected Use (hours)

Oscura 168.4 121.9

Red Rio 141.4 109.8

McGregor 164.7 25.9

Melrose 237.7* 53.4*

* (Thomas 1991)
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the realignment action proposed for Cannon AFB, the Pecos MOA would be used at
nearly full capacity. The decrease of sorties in the Pecos MOA from the F-15 drawdown
will be offset by those generated by the relocation of the RF-4Cs and F-4G/Es to
Holloman AFB. 3

The projected 37th TFW airspace events data indicate that its aircraft would use
the Beak A, B, an C MOAs and the Talon MOA less than the current use of these areas
by military aircraft. The RF-4C and F-4G/E aircraft are projected to fly 1,740 annual I
sorties in the Beak and Talon MOAs. As indicated in Table 3.2-10, aircraft of the 479th
11W, the 49th TFW, and others flew 19,540 airspace events in the Beak and Talon MOAs
in a nine month period (26,053 airspace events extrapolated over a one year period).
Most of these airspace events were flown by the 479th TTW and the 49th TFW. The
cumulative impact upon the Beak and Talon MOAs of the reduction of the 479th "-1W, the
inactivation of 49th TFW, and the beddown of the 37th TFW and the RF-4C/F-4 aircraft
would be to reduce military aircraft operations in those areas. The actions proposed by
this alternative should have no significant adverse impacts on the Beak and Talon MOAs. I
4.2.2.4.3 Military Training Routes g

To determine the potential impacts of the modified MTR's, the vertical and lateral
limits associated with the MTR's were examined relative to existing controlled airspace
and civil airports. Figure 2.2-2 indicates that there are route segments of the proposedmI
modified IR-134/XXX that interact with the lateral boundaries of several federal airways
(the width of a federal airway is 4 NM either side of the airway centerline). Corridor
widths of the new MTR segments are shown in Figure 4.2-3. A comparison of the vertical I
limits of the main portion of IR-134/XXX with the lowest published Minimum Enroute
Altitudes (MEA) of these federal airways indicated that military aircraft on the new MTR
would remain below the lowest published MEAs of the affected airways.

The proposed alternate exit from the south loop of IR-134 would also serve as a
part of the alternate entry to IR-XXX. This route segment crosses a segment of the V-560 I
federal airway. A floor altitude of 9,800 feet MSL has been established on this MTR
segment for flight safety considerations over an area with rapid changes in ground
elevation. This 9,800 foot floor altitude exceeds the existing MEA of 8,000 feet MSL for I
the segment of V-560 that crosses the MTR. During the planning for this alternate
entry/exit segment, the 833 AD/CSS coordinated this airspace interaction with the FAA.
An acceptable resolution was identified wherein ATC would raise the MEA of V-560 when
the MTR segment is in use to an altitude that would ensure the separation of military and
civil aircraft. It should be noted also that both IFR enroute traffic and military aircraft on
the IR route would be under the control of an ATC facility. In summary, IR-134/XXX
should have no significant adverse impacts upon the controlled airspace environment.

Neither of the proposed alternative exits from VR-100 to the Oscura or Red Rio U
Bombing Ranges interact with any controlled airspace.

Six civil, private use airports would underlie the proposed revised IR-134/XXX (see
Figure 2.2-2). These are the Big Tank Ranch, CLM Ranch, LWB Ranch, Seven Rivers
Ranch, Mayfield Ranch, and Triangle Ranch. Four conditions preclude any significant n
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adverse impacts upon these airports. Firstly, establishment of the MTR does not restrict
access to any of these airports. Secondly, because flight operations at these airports are =
conducted only in visual meteorological conditions (VMC), both civil and military pilots can
maintain visual separation between aircraft (Federal Air Regulations also require that all
pilots "see and avoid" other aircraft when flying in VMC weather). Thirdly, MTR route
information that military pilots review during flight planning includes information about all
airports along the route. Finally, three of the airports, LWB Ranch, Mayfield Ranch, and 3
Triangle Ranch, presently lie within existing MTR airspace. The proposed IR-134/XXX
does not, therefore, establish a new airspace condition relative to these three airports.
The public-use Carrizozo Airport is located between the proposed VR-100 alternate exits 3
to the Oscura and Red Rio Bombing Ranges. Aircraft arriving or departing from or to the
north or south would traverse these route segments. However, operations at this airport
are conducted only in VMC conditions wherein civil and military pilots can maintain visual I
separation between aircraft. The private-use Timberon Airport is located immediately
adjacent to the exit segment of the proposed IR-134/YYY at the McGregor Bombing
Range. The VFR traffic pattern for this airport would extend into the MTR. Because this I
is a VMC-only airport, civil and military pilots flying in the area would be able to maintain
visual separation between aircraft. 3

Because IR-111 and IR-133 are existing MTRs, the only airspace consideration
associated with the proposed concurrent use of the two routes is the new segment
between the two MTRs (shown in Figure 2.2-3). This new segment would cross V-264. I
The proposed ceiling of 9,000 feet MSL on the new segment is 2,000 feet below the MEA
of the airway. There are no civil or military airports underlying this new route segment.Given these factors, the new route segment connecting IR-1 11 and IR-133 should have I
no significant airspace impacts.

4.2.2.5 Socioeconomics i

This section presents estimates of the socioeconomic impacts to Otero County of
the three action -- relocation of the 37th TFW, inactivation of the 49th TFW and relocation -
of selected units of F-4s -- included in the Holloman alternative. The reduction of the
479th TVTW is taken into consideration in baseline conditions. However, for comparative
purposes, the reduction of the 479th TTW is considered with the other three actions when
making statements regarding the cumulative impacts of all realignment activities at
Holloman AFB. Construction impacts related to the arrival of the 37th TFW and the 3
incoming F-4s are not considered impacts to the "steady state" economy of the County
and are reported separately.

4.2.2.5.1 Population

This alternative would increase the population of Otero County. Table 4.2-7 3
indicates that the net number of military households would increase by 2,560 and the
number of civilian households by 28. The number of school-age children would increase
by an estimated 1,555 students, and the total population would increase by 7,242 persons I
- roughly a 14% increase over the baseline population of 51,500 persons. If the reduction
of the 479th TTW is considered, the net cumulative population increase would be an
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Table 4.2-7 Demographic Impacts of the Holloman Alternative
on Otero County (not including the Reduction of the 479th TTW)

I

37th TFW 49th TFW F-4s Net Impacts

I
Military households 1,976 -1,827 2,411 2,560

Civilian households 25 -29 32 28

School Aged Children 1,203 -1,116 1,468 1,555

Total Population 5,600 -5,193 6,835 7,242

I

I Note: Demographic impacts differ from changes to employment. Typically
a percentage of both military and civilian workers elect to remain in an area
even after losing their jobs. For example, inactivation of the 49th TFW
reduces the number of military manpower authorizations at Holloman AFB
by 2,149. Experience has demonstrated that a portion of the military
workers would retire and enter the local civilian labor market. This results
in fewer military households leaving the area. This table shows that a 1,827
reduction in households would result from the 2,149 reduction in jobs.
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I
estimated 5,714 persons or 11% over the population prior to the reduction of the 479th -
T'W.

4.2.2.5.2 Employment and Income

This alternative would increase employment and earnings in Otero County. Total
net employment would increase by 3,170, including 2,238 military manpower
authorizations and 932 direct and indirect civilian jobs. This would represent a 13 percent
increase in jobs to baseline employment in the County. Some portion of these new jobs
would be taken by an estimated 1,851 incoming spouses and dependents seeking work. 3
Detailed employment impacts are shown in Table 4.2-8. If the reduction of the 479th TTW
is considered, the net cumulative employment increase would be 2,126 (3,170 minus
1,044 jobs), or 9 percent.

Net earnings in the County would increase by an estimated $67.1 million, as shown
in Table 4.2-9. This would amount to a 17% increase in earnings over the roughly $390 i
million in earnings left after the reduction of the 479th TTW. If the reduction of the 479th
TTW is considered an additional impact rather than included in baseline, cumulative
earnings would increase by $39.3 million or 9%. Construction related to the 37th TFW I
and scheduled for FY 91 would support 168 jobs (direct and indirect) and $3.2 million in
earnings. Construction in support of the F-4s in FY 92 would lead to 47 jobs and roughly
$900 thousand in earnings.

Construction of other on- and off-base facilities noted in Section 2.2.2.4 is not
related to this alternative but would have employment and earnings impacts. These I
projects would total roughly $8.0 million per year in FY 91 and FY 92. Those would lead
to an additional 19 local jobs, and roughly $360 thousand in local earnings.

4.2.2.5.3 Housing

This alternative would increase the net demand for housing by an estimated 2,588
households. This demand would consist of roughly 665 single airmen, 1,060 families
seeking rentals, and 863 families expected to purchase houses. These estimates are
based on housing tenure patterns shown in a recent study of the Holloman housing
market (SAIC 1990).

With a relatively high rate of current vacancies, and the reduction of the 479th TTW, l
it is likely that the demand of dormitory space and the demand for owned-houses would
be met from the current inventory. There would be approximately 800 houses for sale 3
in the area following the reduction of the 479th T-W, an inventory which would be fully
used by the increased demand. The 679 rentals available off-base, however, would not
fully meet the anticipated demand for 1,060 units. This short-fall would probably be met 3
in the shortrun by renting houses taken off the sales market. In the long term new
apartment units would be constructed - a large number of units have already been
planned by local developers. Few vacancies would be available in MFH on-base. Prices m
for rentals and houses for sale would be likely to increase, at least in the short-term, with
the relatively large increase in demand.
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Table 4.2-8 Employment Impacts of the Holloman Alternative In Otero County
(not Including Reduction of the 479th TTW)

37th TFW 49th TFW F-4s Net Impacts

Military Manpower 1,976 -2,149 2,411 2,238
Authorizations

Civilian Workers:
Appropriated funds 71 -83 90 78
NAF and others 184 -201 225 208
Contractors 0 0 0 0
Indirect 568 -62,j 701 646

I Total Military and Civilian 2,799 -3,056 3,427 3,170

I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4.2-9 Earnings Impacts of the Holloman Alternative in Otero County
(not including the Reduction of the 479th TTW)

37th TFW 49th TFW F-4s Net Impacts

Military Manpower $46,996,211 -51,268,854 58,772,246 $54,499,603 U
Authorizations

Civilian Workers:
Appropriated funds 1,976,881 -2,307,219 2,481,300 2,150,962
NAF and others 1,364,407 -1,487,717 1,667,017 1,543,707 I
Contractors 0 0 0 0
Indirect 7,870,157 -8,633,360 9,703,954 8,940,751

Total Military & Civilian $58,207,656 -63,697,150 69,193,552 $67,135,023

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I 4.2.2.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

Education. The number of school children would increase by 1,555 with the
preferred alternative. The scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW, noted in baseline
conditions, would reduce the number of school children by 351. Thus, local school
officials would have to accommodate an effective increase of 1,204 students. Such an
increase of 14.7% would require additional staff, possibly the expansion of facilities,
and/or reevaluation of the plan for junior school assignments.

Police and Fire Protection. Following the reduction of the 479th TTW, this
alternative would lead to an increased demand for protection services. Demand would
rise in rough proportion with the population and would require a commensurate increase
in personnel.

3 Health Services. Hospitals and related health care service providers are currently
operating below capacity and should have facilities adequate for meeting the increase in3 demand expected with the additional population.

Utilities. Public utilities and services, including water supply, sewage systems,
landfills, and power are currently below capacity and, based on preliminary estimates,
would be able to meet the increased demand expected with the additional population.

4.2.2.5.5 Public Finance

This alternative would increase the demand for public services and requ.re a
commensurate rise in public expenditures. Public revenues would be expected to rise in
rough proportion to demand, in the absence of any required capital investment. There
would however, be a delay in meeting immediate expenditure requirements because of3the lag effect of revenue collection.

4.2.2.5.6 Transportation

The estimated 14% increase in population due to this alternative would increase
traffic in the local area road network and at Holloman AFB. The heaviest local traffic is
along U.S. Highway 54, immediately south of Alamogordo, before intersecting U.S. 70/82.
Current traffic on these roadways is light, and the increased traffic due to this alternative
would generally be accommodated with no degradation of level of service. No additional
road service maintenance or capital improvements would be required.

4.2.2.6 Biological Resources

4.2.2.6.1 Vegetation

Construction activity at Holloman AFB would have negligible impact on the area
vegetation primarily because of the limited scope of construction (70 acres) and the fact
that most of the construction (80%) would be on previously disturbed land. Location of
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the construction sites on Melrose Bombing Range has not been determined,
approximately 7 acres would be disturbed. Given the small magnitude of construction
activities, pre-site selection surveys to determine the location of sensitive habitats should
be sufficient to permit avoidance of significant adverse impacts.

Flight operations would be expected to have no significant impact on the vegetation i
in the vicinity of Holloman AFB, the affected MTRs and MOAs, or the affected ranges.
The use of magnesium flares dropped by aircraft during some training missions over
Melrose Bombing Range could result in fires in woodlands and grasslands in range areas.
The minimum altitude at which flares are authorized to be released is 600 feet AGL. The
flares are designed to burnout within 300 feet after ejection from the aircraft. The potential
for a live flare reaching the ground and initiating a brush fire is considered slight. Since 3
past training activities on the range have included the use of flares, this activity does not
represent a new source of impact. Given this, and the low probability of occurrence, mimpacts from this source are considered negligible.

4.2.2.6.2 Fauna 3
Given the relatively small scale of construction activities (cf. Section 4.2.2.6.1) at

both Holloman AFB and on Melrose Bombing Range, impacts from this source to the
area fauna are expected to be negligible. Brush fires ignited by flares released from I
aircraft during range training activities, though considered rare events, could result in loss
or displacement of fauna. Changes in plant species composition and the quantity and
quality of plant growth following a fire are of greater potential consequence to the fauna I
of the area. These changes could benefit some species, and be detrimental to others.
Since the use of flares is not a change over past training practices on Melrose Bombing
Range, flare induced fires are not considered a significant source of impact.

Chaff ejected during activities over ranges, and aluminum chaff fragments resulting
from physical degradation of chaff fibers, could be ingested or inhaled by animals. Chaff
is composed of fiberglass fibers (nearly pure silica glass drawn to a fine thread).
Aluminum composes about 39% of the chaff fiber. Neither fiberglass nor aluminum are
considered toxic materials (Venugopal and Luckey, 1978; Browning, 1969). Oral ingestion
of chaff would not be expected to cause adverse impacts to livestock or wildlife.
Exposure to fiberglass dust (from break up of chaff bundles) might result in irritation of
skin, eyes, ears, nose or throat, through mechanical irritation. Man made fibers such as,
fiberglass, are considered to be substantially less hazardous to domestic animals and
wildlife than asbestos (Westfal, 1988). No impacts to the fauna are expected from this3
source.

With respect to noise, substantial literature (recently reviewed in Manci et al. 1988, 3
and ORNL 1988) exists discussing the impacts of elevated sound levels, and startle
effects due to the sudden onset of aircraft generated noise. As a generalization, findings
in the literature are highly variable and inconclusive, both with respect to the significance
of elevated noise levels, startle effects, and diel and interspecies differences. Based on
this literature, this analysis assumes that an increase in Ldn of 2 dB or less would elicit
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little response of any kind from domestic animals or wildlife. Studies of cliffnesting raptors
by Ellis (1981) indicate no significant response to aircraft noise at distances beyond 1,640

ft Changes in the near base noise environment would be small in scale, with general
improvement away from the runway approaches, and slight deterioration in the area
immediately underlying the approaches. No significant impact, positive or negative, is
anticipated for the fauna near Holloman AFB as a result of these changes. Changes in
noise environment in areas underlying the MOAs are considered negligible, or slightly3 reduced; no adverse noise related impact to the fauna would be expected in these areas.
Impacts to the fauna associated with the various bombing ranges would be similar to that
described for the 37th TFW/49th TFW alternative.

No adverse impact to the fauna is projected for existing MRTs and proposed MTR
segments. Potential sources of impact along the MTR are associated with increased

I noise levels and bird-aircraft strike.

With respect to noise related impacts, average noise levels are projected to
increase no more than 2 dB under most MTRs. In no case would average noise levels
exceed 61 dB, a level which must be considered moderate, as well as representing no
drastic change to existing conditions. As a result, no impact to domestic animals or
wildlife species would be expected due to the projected average noise levels along these
MTRs. The frequency of single event noise levels in excess of 100 dB(A) would remain
about the same or increase slightly (maximum of 3 additional sorties per day on VR 1233)
for areas underlying most MTRs. Sortie rates on IR-133 and IR-134, however, would
increase by about 8 sorties per day, with new MTR segments experiencing 10 to 12
sorties per day. The following assessment of potential impacts from single event noiselevels focuses on IR-133 and IR-134 since they have the largest increase in sortie rates,
and are the only MTRs which would be modified under this alternative.

Approximately 70% of the sorties on lR-133 and IR-134 would occur at altitudes of
300 to 500 feet AGL, 27% at altitudes in excess of 500 feet AGL, and less than 3% at
altitudes between 100 and 300 feet AGL. Single event noise levels for the F-4 aircraft are
summarized in Appendix J. Centerline ground noise levels vary between 112 and 123
dB(A) for aircraft flying between 300 and 100 feet AGL; between 106 and 112 dB(A) for
aircraft between 500 and 300 feet AGL; and from 98 to 106 dB(A) for aircraft between
1000 and 500 feet AGL. Few of the projected sorties on IR-133 and IR-134 would result
in single event noise levels above 112 dB(A), though the majority of sorties on these
MTRs would result in levels above 100 dB(A). The time duration for these noise levels
is a few seconds per event and would be centralized within the immediate area of actual
overflight. This position is supported by Fletcher and Bushnell (1978). These levels are
not expected to cause adverse impact to the general domestic animal and wildlife
populations. Minimum route widths for IR-133 and IR-134 are approximately 6 statue
miles. Noise levels drop off rapidly with distance form the centerline (see Appendix J);
for an F-4 at 500 feet, the single event noise level drops to less than 100 dB(A) within 750
feet of the centerline. It is expected that individual sorties would be broadly dispersed
over the full width of the MTR. Given the widths of the MTR corridors, and the rapid
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decrease in noise levels with distance from the centerline, it is expected that any given
location would receive no more than one event in excess of 100 dB(A) over the course I
of several days. Given such dispersion, impact to the fauna of the area should be
minimal, though individuals of some species might be adversely affected. Similar
dispersion would be expected on the other MTRs (minimum widths of 3.5 to 23 statute
miles, with increases of from .3 to less than 3 sorties per day); no adverse impact to area
fauna from single event noise levels would therefor be anticipated along any of the MTR
routes.

As discussed in Section 3.2.6.2, major riparian and wetland habitat in the Pecos
River drainage basin support substantial winter populations of ducks, geese and wading
birds. Because of the large waterfowl population density in the area, low level F-4 training
flights on IR 134, which overlies the Pecos River valley, may result in adverse impacts on I
the area avifauna through collisions. However, since a bird/aircraft strike can be
catastrophic to both involved parties, the Air Force constantly monitors this problem, and
operations in situations where this threat is high are avoided or modified. As a result of I
this effort, there were only 3500 reported impacts involving all bird species Air Force-wide
in 1989. Since monitoring for this kind of problem is a routine part of Air Force
operations, it would be quickly addressed and resolved should it ever arise, thereby I
eliminating any possible adverse impact to the avifauna.

4.2.2.6.3 Endanaered and Threatened Species I
No adverse impact to threatened and endangered species would be expected due

to this alternative. Potential impacts to such species could arise through construction on
Holloman AFB, and Melrose Bombing Range, through fires produced by unextinguished
flares in Melrose impact area, through increased noise levels, and through bird/aircraft
strikes.

Ground construction in support of this proposal will be minimal (less than 70
acres), and virtually all will be on lands that had been previously disturbed, and therefore
have reduced ecological value. Any impacts to threatened and endangered species in
the areas affected by construction can be avoided by conducting preliminary ground
surveys of construction sites to identify any threatened and endangered species present.
Disturbance to any identified species can be avoided by protecting them during the
construction activities (e.g., by re-positioning construction sites, if necessary). 3

There is a small potential for impact to threatened and endangered plant species
through fires produced by unextinguished flares released during training exercises above 3
Melrose Bombing Range. Flares have been used on Melrose Bombing Range in the past,
and their use under this alternative is not seen as a new or additional source of impact
to threatened or endangered species of plants or animals.

No significant impact on threatened and endangered animal species is expected
from jet aircraft noise. The maximum increase in noise levels (Ldnmr) are expected along I
IR-133 north of Holloman AFB, and the proposed modification of IR-134. The maximum
resulting sound levels involved are 61 dB, which must be considered moderate, as well
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as representing no drastic change to existing conditions. Introduced populations of big
horn sheep are present in the Sierra Diablo Mountains in an area well to the south of any
MTR affected by this alternative. As a result, no adverse impact to this species would be
expected. Endangered species consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Appendix I) indicated potential concern for bald eagles and peregrine falcons. Bald
eagles are present in the area only as transients. This action would not, therefore, be
expected to adversely affect the bald eagle population. The consultation did, however,
indicate concern for breeding populations of peregrine falcons southwest of Carlsbad,
NM, in the area overflown by a segment of the proposed modifications to IR-134. The
minimum altitude of this segment is set at 3,000 feet AGL. Ellis (1981) found no
significant response of cliff-dwelling raptors, such as the peregrine falcon, at distances
beyond 1,640 feet. Since the minimum altitude is in excess of this distance in the area
inhabited by breeding pairs of peregrine falcon, no adverse impact to this species is
predicted. Noise related impacts in the various affected bombing ranges and MOAswould be similar to that described for the 37th TFW/49th TFW alternative.

No impact to threatened and endangered bird species is expected through bird
aircraft strikes. Such instances are statistically uncommon, and existing Air Force
programs would take rapid steps to modify operations in any situation where the risk was
significant.

4.2.2.7 Water Resources

4.2.2.7.1 Surface Water

The primary surface water features at Holloman AFB are the aeration/evaporation
lagoons associated with the Base wastewater treatment system (WWTS). Discharge to
the WWITS is expected to increase by about 112,000 gpd, or 7% of the existing
throughput. Given the relatively slight increase in throughput, and the absence of any
significant change in wastewater quality, no adverse effect on wastewater discharge is
expected and no impact on local surface water features is predicted.

4.2.2.7.2 Groundwater

There are two primary sources of impact to the groundwater on and in the vicinity
of Holloman AFB. They are generation and discharge of wastewater that may percolate
and recharge the groundwater aquifer and withdrawal of water from the local groundwater
reservoir. The groundwater in the vicinity of Holloman is generally considered nonpotable
and unfit for human consumption with TDS greater than 10,000 mg/L. Percolation of

surface waters into the local groundwater is not expected to significantly increase as a
result of this alternative.

Holloman AFB obtains potable water from two offsite sources, Bonito Lake and
several deep well fields. During the peak water usage months of May through September
Holloman AFB receives water from sixteen wells located in several well fields southeast
of the base with a combined -output capacity of 11 mgd. This alternative would result in
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an increase of 1,484 personnel at Holloman AFB. This would result in a total demand of
2.52 mgd (an increase of about 7% over the 1989 consumption). This is a small fraction I
of the 11 mgd capacity of the well fields and is expected to have no significant impact.
The decrease in total aircraft caused by this alternative in conjunction with the reduction
of the 479th TTW would decrease potable water demand by aircraft maintenance
operations. No impacts are anticipated to the non-potable water supply as a result of the
preferred alternative.

4.2.2.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

Impacts under this alternative would be similar to those projected for the 37th/49th
TFW alternative (cf. Section 4.1.2.8). The cultural/historical resource survey for Holloman
AFB will be performed prior to any construction on undisturbed land associated with this I
alternative to minimize possible impacts. Additional impacts could arise through
construction of a target emitter site on Melrose Bombing Range, and by increased use
of low-level MTRs. Construction or use related impacts are not expected at Melrose I
Bombing Range because of the absence or near absence of significant resources.
Incremental use of low-level MTRs could impact archaeological, cultural or historical
resources through vibration related damage. The increase in MTR use would be I
substantial for IR-134 and IR-133/111. Airspeed along MTRs would be subsonic and well
over 90% of all low-level flights would be at 300 feet AGL or greater. Recent experiments
involving vibro-acoustic monitoring of F-4 overflights at a fragile 1,000 year-old prehistoric I
structure near Kayenta, Arizona, indicate that subsonic flights as low as 400 feet AGL are
not likely to pose a significant danger to archaeological resources (Battis 1988). 3

Noise impacts could occur as a result of increased use of IR-YYY. This route
crosses over traditional areas still occupied by the Eastern Pueblo Indians. Increasedoverflight could interfere with ceremonial and other culturally important activities, many o I
which occur out of doors in remote areas.

Use of IR-YYY could result in potential noise and vibration effects at the Gran i
Quivera Unit of the Salinas Pueblo Missions National Monument. Increased noise could
disturb visitors to the National Monument if flights came closer than 2,000 horizontal or
vertical feet. Although unlikely, vibration effects could occur if planes flew over standing
ruins at altitudes less than 400 feet AGL. Gran Quivera and White Sands National
Monument have experienced numerous sonic booms over the past several years without 3
any significant impact to the structures. The potential for effect is several orders of
magnitude greater for sonic boom than for vibration from subsonic overflight at 300 feet
AGL A vibration study conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey at White Sands National 3
Monument indicated normal takeoff patterns at Holloman AFB do not result in a
measurable effect at the monument.

To reduce the potential for significant annoyance impacts, the USAF proposes to
do the following:

All F-117A and other aircraft shall continue to avoid overflight
of the Gran Quivera Unit of the Salinas Pueblo Missions
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National Monument and the museum and associated adobe
structures located on the White Sands National Monument to
the maximum extent possible commensurate with mission

requirements.

Coordinate with SHPO to include consideration of cultural
resources in the siting of base and range facilities.

4.2.2.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

This alternative in conjunction with the reduction of the 479th TTW would result in
a net reduction in aircraft on base. As a result, hazardous waste production on base
associated with aircraft maintenance and operation should be generally reduced, and no
significance hazardous waste related impacts would be expected. In general, since this
alternative would result in a net reduction in aircraft at the base, hazardous material
handling and waste production would be reduced. While the mix of aircraft would change
significantly, hazardous material handling and waste generation activities should be similar
to existing circumstances. As a result, no significant qualitative changes in hazardous
waste generation are expected. The addition of a photo reconnaissance unit at Holloman
AFB could provide an exception to this conclusion. Activities of this unit would result in
the generation of a waste stream not previously present. For example, photo support can
generate hazardous waste by use of fixers, developer, florescent penetrant (zyglo), and
photographic waste, such as spent cartridges and film. A silver recovery system in
conjunction with such operations should virtually eliminate hazardous discharge. These
waste are characterized by silver and mercury compounds, chromates, and acids. Any
actions regarding cleanup of the lagoon system and west ramp contamination will
proceed with Federal and State oversight regardless of the decision to implement this
alternative. While the waste stream involved with the photo reconnaissance unit is
different from those currently generated, the disposal of these hazardous materials and
waste are within the capability of the Defense Reutilization Marketing Office (DRMO) at
Holloman AFB. Therefore, this alternative is not anticipated to produce any significant
adverse impacts with regards to hazardous materials and wastes.

4.2.3 Nells AFB

Under this alternative the resulting impacts at Nellis AFB are identical to those
presented in Section 4.1.3.

4.3 THE HOLLOMAN-NELLIS ALTERNATIVE

This alternative involves inactivation of the 49th TFW at Holloman AFB, the
relocating of the GAF F-4E unit, a notional TRS unit and a SEAD unit to Holloman AFB,
and the relocation of the 37th TFW to Nellis AFB.
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4.3.1 Tonopah Test Range

The impacts resulting at TTR and surrounding area (except special use airspace)
would be the same under this alternative as those presented in Section 4.1.1. 3
4.3.2 Holloman AFB

Under this alternative, Holloman AFB would gain 269 manpower authorizations. 3
The total number of aircraft would remain unchanged from baseline. Approximately 10
acres of previously disturbed land would be affected by construction on the base, while 3
7 acres would be affected on Melrose Bombing Range. Taking into account the
scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW, net manpower authorizations at Holloman AFB
would be reduced by 35, and contractor positions by 528. The total number of aircraft 3
would be reduced by 42 units.

4.3.2.1 Land Use

This alternative would result in facilities modifications and construction within the
boundaries of Holloman AFB. A portion of the operation and maintenance functions I
associated with this alternative would be located in existing facilities made available by the
reduction of the 479th TTW. A small increase in personnel at Holloman AFB may result
if all components of the alternative are implemented. This increase is not expected to I
adversely affect land uses in the County around the base since these changes would
offset personnel losses due to the scheduled reduction of the 479th TTW at Holloman
AFB (TAC 1990g).

Aircraft operations at Holloman AFB would be about half of baseline under this
alternative. There would be little or no flying between 10:00 pm and 7:00 am, so
disturbance of surrounding land use from aircraft noise would be less than for the
Holloman alternative. i

R-5107B, C, H, and J; R-5103A, B, and C; R-5111 A, B, and C; and R-2301 are
located primarily over vacant land with limited agricultural activities, mainly cattle grazing.
The Gran Quivera Unit of the Salinas Pueblo Missions National Monument lies in the
extreme northeast corner of R-5107C and H. Significant impacts to land use under these
airspaces are not expected to occur. Use of R-5104 by F-4 aircraft would result in an i
additional 18 residents in the vicinity of the range being exposed to noise levels of Ldn 65
dB or greater. Use of the Beak and Talon MOAs by F-4s would roughly offset the
inactivation of the 49th TFW, resulting in no impacts. Impacts to land uses along the 3
MTRs would be the same as reported for the Holloman alternative (Section 4.2.2.1).

4.3.2.2 Atmospheric Resources 3
Maximum predicted near field air pollutant concentrations at Holloman AFB as a

result of the inactivation of the 49th TFW and the relocation of the F-4 aircraft are shown
in Table 4.3-1. Maximum air pollutant concentrations deviations from baseline in the
potentially affected special use airspace and MTRs are shown in Table 4.3-2. Net air
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Table 4.3-1 Maximum Ground Level Air pollutant concentrations (ug/m3) at
Holloman AFB from the 49th TFW inactivation and F-4 relocation

Aircraft Type CO HC NOx SOx PM

49th TFW * -33.75 -4.9 -13.8 -3.1 -0.4

F-4s
TRS 4.1 0.7 1.1 0.2 0.3
SEAD 4.8 0.8 2.3 0.4 0.2
GAF 1.6 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.1

Subtotal 1O., 1.8 4.2 0.7 0.6

Net Total -23.25 -3.1 -9.6 -2.4 +.2

* Negative values indicate emission reduction.
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Table 4.3-2 Air Pollutant Concentrations from low altitude,
(less than 6,000 feet) Special Use Airspace Operations (ug/m 3)

in the vicinity of Holloman AFB for the Holloman-Nellis Alter- itive

I
Aircraft Type CO HC NOx SOx PM 3

l
49th TFW

Beak MOA 1.042 0.083 10.42 0.042 0.142
Talon MOA 1.18 0.094 11.77 0.047 0.168
Pecos MOA 1.627 0.130 16.22 0.065 0.22
R-5107 1.3 0.104 13.01 0.052 0.177
MTR 6.8 0.8 205 7.6 2.6

TRS 3
Pecos MOA 0.3 0.03 1.4 0.3
Melrose Range No range operations
MTR 0.2 0.02 0.8 0.2

SEAD
Pecos MOA 0.6 0.01 1.1 0.1
Melrose Range 1.6 0.1 3.3 1.1
MTR 1.8 0.03 3.7 0.3 3

GAF
Pecos MOA 1.8 0.03 3.6 0.3
Red Rio 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.03 I
MTR 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1

F-4 TOTAL U
Pecos 2.7 0.07 6.1 0.7
Maximum Range 1.8 0.1 3.6 1.13
Maximum MTR 2.5 0.06 5.5 0.6

I
MTR = most used military training route i
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quality impacts of these actions would be slightly beneficial to CO, HC, NOx and SOx and
slightly negative to PM. All impacts would be insignificant. Since this alternative would
not result in an adverse change in air quality, it is not expected to lead to non-
conformance with the Clean Air Act of 1990.

4.3.2.3 Noise

4.3.2.3.1 On Base

The Holloman-Nellis alternative action would cause Ldf noise exposure contours
around Holloman AFB to be similar to those for existing conditions at Ldn levels of 75 dB
and 70 dB levels. The respective land areas are shown in Table 4.3-3 for three
conditions, including current, baseline (after reduction of the 479th TIW), and the
Holloman-Nellis alternative in which the 37th TFW is relocated to Nellis AFB.

The Ldn noise contours for the Holloman-Nellis alternative are shown in Figure 4.3-1
for the Holloman AFB vicinity. These noise contours are based on flight operations of AT-I38B aircraft from the Top-Off training and the F-4 aircraft from the relocation to Holloman
AFB.

4.3.2.3.2 Special Use Airspace

The sonic boom environment under the WSMR, Valentine and Reserve supersonic
airspace would be identical to that predicted for the Holloman alternative in Section
4.2.2.3.2.

4.3.2.3.3 MOAs

Noise exposures in other land areas within the region of influence of Holloman AFB
would be affected by the alternative action a follows:

Beak A. B. and C MOAs: Table 4.3-4 summarizes the analysis of noise exposures
that would occur under the Beak MOAs for existing, baseline and future operations of the
Holloman-Nellis alternative. The inactivation of the 49th TFW aircraft would cause a major
reduction in noise exposures. Introduction of F-4 aircraft operations will resjit in
negligible noise impacts. Single event noise levels from F-4 aircraft at 5,000 feet AGL
would be about 87 dB SEL.

Talon MOA: The Ld noise exposure under the Talon MOA is also shown in Table
4.3-4 for the various conditions. In the Talon MOA case, the noise exposures would be
reduced to about Ln 38 dB for the Holloman/Nellis alternative, with single event levels
similar to those discussed for Beak MOAs. These noise exposures are insignificant in
terms of community relations.

Oscura Bombing Range: Noise exposure under the lowest altitude portions of the
Oscura Bombing Range flight paths would be almost identical in Ld, level to those existing
(Ldf 83 dB) and slightly greater than baseline conditions (Ldf 81 dB).
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Table 4.3-3 Land Areas Within Ldn Noise Exposure Contours at Holloman AFB
for the Holloman-Nellis Alternative Action

I
Land Area, Square Miles 3

Ldfl % Change % Change
Contour Current' )  Baseline(2  Alternative from Current from 3

Baseline

I
65 42.4 38.5 30.5 -28.1% -20.8% 1
70 19.6 16.6 17.0 -13.3% +2.4%

75 9.0 7.1 9.1 +1.1% +28.2% 1
80 4.6 3.7 4.9 +6.5% +32.4% 3

I
1. Current = Conditions including 479th TrW activity

2. Baseline = Current conditions including the Reduction of the 479th TTW I
3. Land areas computed using NOISEMAP 6.0 Noise Exposure Model 5

I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4.3-4 Flight Activity and Ldn Noise Exposure Levels
Under Beak and Talon MOAs for the Holloman-Nellis Alternative

~I

Beak Beak Beak Talon
A B C

Sorties per year
Existing 3,387 7,858 7,433 7,376
Baseline 1,438 1,435 1,477 4,415
Holloman/Nellis 1,510 1,488 1,481 4,435

Ldn, dB, Average*

Existing 46 48 47 49
Baseline 46 47 47 49 I
Holloman/Nellis 38 38 37 38

* Assuming all aircraft operations at an average height of 5,000 ft. AGL and distributed I
equally across the MOA.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
Red Rio Bombing Range: The Ldn noise exposures at Red Rio would be similar

(Ldn 80 dB) to those of existing (Ldn 81 dB) or baseline (Ln 79 dB), with similar singleevent levels.

McGregor Bombing Range: Ldn noise exposures at McGregor Bombing Range
would oe Ldn 72 dB due to this alternative action. This is much less than existing (Ldn 77
dB) conditions, and much greater than baseline (Ldn 64 dB) conditions. There would be
no night-time operations at this range.

Melrose Bombing Range: This alternative would cause an increase in flight activity
at Melrose Bombing Range by the addition of 2,808 annual sorties by F-4 aircraft. All
current and proposed flight activity at the range would be conducted during daytime
hours (0700 hrs to 2200 hrs), although some would be during hours of darkness before
2200 hrs. These would be additive to the current (1989 - 1990) activity of 5,930 sorties
per year on the range and a long-term projected 10,685 sorties per year inclusive of other
TAC and SAC activities.

The noise environment in the vicinity of Melrose Bombing Range would be
adversely impacted by the increased flight activity. Ldn noise exposures would increase
by about 1.7 dB relative to current conditions. The land area within the Ld 65 dB contour
would increase from about 60 square miles (current) to about 75 square miles. The
resident population within this contour would increase from 74 persons to about 92
persons, based on local rural population density. Single event noise levels of the F-4
aircraft would be about 7 dB higher than those of the most prevalent current aircraft usingthe range. The typical change in noise environment would therefore be perceived as
about a 50% increase in operations by louder F-4 aircraft.

I The long-term projected noise environment at the range would also be increased
by the addition of F-4 aircraft operations. The additional 2,808 annual sorties would add
a further 2 dB to the cumulative Ln noise exposures. The land area within the Ldn 65 dB
noise contour would increase from a projected 88 square miles for the long-term case to
about 94 square miles after inclusion of the F-4 aircraft activity. The resident population
within the contour would increase from a projected 108 persons in the long-term case to
about 116 after inclusion of the F-4 aircraft activity.

4.3.2.3.4 MTRs

Low Level MTRs: Noise exposures under the low level MTRs in the Holloman
region of influence would be identical to those listed in Table 4.2-5 for the Holloman
alternative.

4.3.2.4 Airspace Management

Airspace management impacts under this alternative would be similar to those
discussed under the Holloman alternative (Section 4.2.2.4). The only variance would be
the reduction in aircraft operations in the controlled airspace and special use airspace
resulting from the absence of the F-1 17A at Holloman. Relative to Holloman AFB the
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airspace area actions associated with the Holloman-Nellis alternative are the same as
those delineated for the Holloman alternative. The modified MTRs main routes and
alternate entry and exits to existing routes would still be established to support the RF-4C
and F-4G/E aircraft. Oscura, Red Rio, McGregor and Melrose Bombing Ranges would
be used by the RF-4Cs and F-4G/Es. Both RF-4C and F-4G/E would use Beak A, B, and
C MOA, Talon MOA, and Pecos MOAs.

The analysis of potential airspace impacts associated with this alternative indicated
there would be no significant adverse impacts to the airspace environment. This
alternative involves fewer aircraft than the Holloman alternative because the 37th TFW
would not transfer to Holloman, resulting in less impact.

4.3.2.5 Socioeconomics

This section presents the net socioeconomics impacts of the inactivation of the
49th TFW and the relocation of the three F-4 units at Holloman AFB. Baseline conditions
for the analysis include the population and local expenditure losses related to the
reduction of the 479th TFW. However, for comparative purposes the reduction of the
479th TTW is considered with the other two actions when making statements regarding I
the cumulative impact of all realignment activities at Holloman AFB.

The impacts of $19.5 million in peak year construction related to the F-4 units are i
not considered changes to the "steady-state" economy of Otero County and are noted
separately. The detailed estimates of impacts of inactivation of the 49th TFW and the
relocation of the F-4 units at Holloman AFB are shown in Appendix B.

4.3.2.5.1 Population

The demographic impacts of the action for Otero County are summarized in Table
4.3-5. The number of military households would increase by 584, while civilian
households would increase by 3. The number of school-aged children would increase
by 352, and the total population would increase by 1,642, a 3 percent increase over the
baseline population of roughly 51,500 persons. The cumulative change would be a net
increase of less than 120 persons, or less than 1 percent of the total population.

4.3.2.5.2 Employment and Income

This alternative would lead to a relatively small increase in employment and
earnings in Otero County. Table 4.3-6 indicates that uniformed military positions would
increase by 262 positions, and civilian jobs would increase by 109. The total employment
impact would be a net increase of 371 jobs or 1.5% of County employment. The
cumulative net impact including the reduction of the 479th TTW, would be a reduction in i
673 jobs or 2.8%. New construction in FY 91 related to the relocation of the F-4 units
would create 47 direct and indirect jobs.

As shown in Table 4.3-7, earnings in the County would increase by $8.9 million or
roughly 2% over $390 million in earnings after the reduction of the 479th 1nW. The
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Table 4.3-5 Demographic Impacts of the Holloman-Nellis Alternative
on Otero County (not including the Reduction of the 479th TTW)

I

49th TFW F-4s Net Impacts

Military households -1,827 2,411 584

Civilian households -29 32 3

I School Aged Children -1,116 1,468 352

Total Population -5,193 6,835 1,642I

Note: Demographic impacts differ from changes to employment. Typically a portion
of both military and civilian workers elect to remain in an area despite losing their
jobs.
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Table 4.3-6 Employment Impacts of the Holloman-Nellis Alternative
on Otero County (not Including the Reduction of the 479th 1-rW)

I
49th TFW F-4s Net Impacts

I
Military Manpower Authorizations -2,149 2,411 262

Civilian Workers:
Appropriated funds -83 90 7
NAF and others -201 225 24
Contractors 0 0 0
Indirect -623 701 78

Total Military and Civilian -3,056 3,427 371

I

I
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Table 4.3-7 Earning Impacts of the Holloman-Nellis Alternative
on Otero County (not Including the Reduction of the 479th TTW)

49th TFW F-4s Net Impacts

Military Personnel $-51,268,854 58,772,246 $7,503,392

Civilian Workers:
Appropriated funds -2,307,219 2,481,300 174,081
NAF and others -1,487,717 1,667,017 179,300
Contractors 0 0 0
Indirect -8,633,360 9,703,954 1,070,594

Total Military and Civilian $-63,697,150 69,193,552 $8,927,367
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I
cumulative impact including the reduction of the 479th TTW, would be a reduction of $1 -
million or 4.5%. Construction earnings related to this alternative would be an estimatet.
$898 thousand.

Construction of other on- and off-base facilities noted in Section 2.3.2.4 is not l
related to the alternative but would have employment and earnings impacts. These
projects would total roughly $8.0 million per year in FY 91 and FY 92. These would
create an additional 19 local jobs and roughly $360 thousand in earnings.

4.3.2.5.3 Housing 3
This alternative would increase the demand for housing by 587 units. This

increased demand would be met with the approximately 800 homes for sale and 679 1
vacant rental units expected to be available in the area following the reduction of the479th TTW.

4.3.2.5.4 Community Facilities and Services

Education. The number of school-aged children would increase by 352 students, U
or a 4.3 percent change over the total enrollment of 8,190 in Alamogordo. The
cumulative impacts represented a decrease of 215 students or 2.6%.

Police and Fire Protection. The population increase of 1,642 persons related to
this alternative may lead to a slight increase in the demand for protection services.
Cumulative effects would be negligible.

Health Services. Hospitals and related health care service providers are currentlyoperating below capacity and would be capable of meeting the small increase in demand
which might follow from this alternative. Cumulative effects would be negligible.

Utilities. Public utilities and services, including water supply, sewage systems, l
landfills, and power, are currently below capacity and would be capable of meeting the
increased demand related to the alternative. 3
4.3.2.5.5 Public Finance

The small population increase related to this alternative would lead to small i
increases in public revenues through various taxes and subventions. Cumulative effects
would be negligible. No capital improvements would be necessary and public expenditure 1
would be expected to increase in rough proportion with the increase in population.

4.3.2.5.6 Transportation

The relatively slight increase in area population due to this alterative would have
little or no impact on the local air and rail transportation networks. Cumulative effects 1
would have no increase in traffic volume.

I
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4.3.2.6 Biological Resources

4.3.2.6.1 Vegetation

Under this alternative impacts to vegetation would be similar to that described for
the Holloman alternative. Since the area of land affected by base construction (10 acres)
would be smaller, net impacts to vegetation would be somewhat less than under the
Holloman alternative. In both cases impacts to vegetation are considered to be negligible.

4.3.2.6.2 Fauna

Impacts to the fauna on and around the base are expected to be less than for the
Holloman alternative because of the substantial reduction in construction activity under
this alternative. In both cases construction related impacts on the base are considered
to be negligible. Impacts to the fauna on the ranges, MTRs and MOAs would be similar
to those incurred under the Holloman alternative.

No adverse impact to the fauna of the bombing ranges would be expected under
this alternative, either because Ldn noise levels would not increase appreciably, (a
maximum of 2 dB on Melrose Bombing Range), would remain constant (Oscura Bombing
Range), or would decrease (Red Rio and McGregor Bombing Ranges).

4.3.2.6.3 Endangered and Threatened Species

* Impacts to threatened or endangered species under this alternative would be
similar to those described for the Holloman alternative.

4.3.2.7 Water Resources

4.3.2.7.1 Surface Water

This alternative, coupled with other actions being undertaken at Holloman AFB,
I would result in a net reduction in aircraft and a negligible change in personnel. These

changes would not produce any adverse impact to surface water resources.

4.3.2.7.2 Groundwater

This alternative is not expected to produce any adverse impacts to the quantity or
quality of groundwater on or in the vicinity of Holloman AFB.

4.3.2.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

This alternative would result in impacts to archaeological cultural and historical
resources similar to, but lower than those described for the Holloman alternative (see
Section 4.2.2.8). The cultural/historical resource survey will identify any significant
resources requiring protection prior to construction, thereby minimizing potential impacts.
This alternative would result in fewer potential impacts to archaeological sites at the
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I
various ranges because of reduced range utilization compared to the Holloman
alternative.

4.3.2.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

Under this alternative the number of aircraft based at Holloman would be the same
as under baseline conditions. As a result generation and handling of hazardous wastes
would be about the same. However, given the scheduled reduction of the 479th, the total
number of aircraft under this alternative will be less than the number currently based at
Holloman AFB. Any actions regarding cleanup of the lagoon system and west ramp 3
contamination will proceed with Federal and State oversight regardless of the decision to
implement this alternative. Therefore, this alternative is not anticipated to produce any
significant adverse impacts with regards to hazardous materials and wastes.

4.3.3 Nellis Air Force Base

4.3.3.1 Land Use

The relocation of the 37th TFW to Nellis AFB would not result in significant land-use i
impacts in the area. Approximately 65 acres on the east side of Nellis AFB would be
required to accommodate the relocation. The east side of the base is primarily vacant
land and not extensively developed.

4.3.3.2 Atmospheric Resources 3
No significant adverse impacts to air quality in Clark County are expected as a

result of this alternative. It would not affect the special use airspace R-4809 or the Nellis
Range since the 37th TFW already operates in these areas. Worst case air pollutant
concentrations at Nellis AFB as a result of 37th TFW operations are shown in Table 4.3-8.
This contribution would be approximately 22% of the NAAQS for CO and less than 2/0
for all other pollutants. The maximum concentration would occur approximately 5
kilometers from the end of the runway and would rapidly decrease with distance from that
location. As a result, it is unlikely that they would significantly contribute to CO hot spots 3
within the metropolitan area of Las Vegas. If the projected maximum concentration of CO
were to occur directly on the maximum monitored concentration, the maximum expected
concentration would be 16.5 ppm, less than half the one hour standard. Further, it is
unlikely that the maximum operations would coincide with the monitored maximum
concentration since the peak CO concentrations generally occur in the night or early
morning hours while peak operational periods are during daylight hours.

Changes to the air quality within 3 miles of Nellis AFB due to the changes in aircraft
operations would not be expected to result in non-conformity with the Clean Air Act of I
1990. Emissions from other sources, including ground operations, refueling, support
vehicles and other miscellaneous mobile sources are expected to be small throughout the
base and the local urbanized area. Air Force bases emissions are generally less than two U
percent of the regional emissions of all pollutants (Naugle et al 1978). Temporary

I
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Table 4.3-8 Maximum Ground-Level Air Pollutant Concentrations
(ug/m) at Nellis AFB From 37th TFW Operations

Aircraft Type CO HC NOx  SO x  PM

F-117A 6.4 2.4 2.9 0.2 0.0

AT-38B 2.5 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0

I TOTAL 8.9 2.8 3.0 0.2 0.0

II

I
I
I
I
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I
construction emissions of particulate matter (PM10) would be expected to be
approximately 78 tons/acre/month. I
4.3.3.3 Noise i

The Holloman-Nellis alternative action would result in increases in noise exposure
around Nellis AFB due to the additional operations of the F-1 17A and AT-38B aircraft. i
The elimination of the Nellis-TTR transport aircraft activity would provide negligible positive
impacts (less than 1 dB) in the Ln noise exposures.

Table 4.3-9 shows the land areas that would be within the various Ldn noise
contours under baseline and projected conditions. The Ldn noise contours for this
Holloman-Nellis alternative are illustrated in Figure 4.3-2. Increases in Ldn values would S
be caused on land areas below the departure and approach paths to Nellis AFB. Due
to conflict of traffic on departure paths northeast of Nellis (from Runways 03L and 03R)
with traffic into McCarran International Airport, the 37th TFW operations would depart I
mainly to the southwest (from Runways 21 L and 21 R). This route is towards residential
areas and would cause increases in residential noise exposure. While the Ldn noise
contours for the Holloman/Nellis alternative enclose a larger land area around Nellis AFB I
than those for baseline conditions, by about 4 square miles of land at the Ldn 65 dB level,
the increase in population impacted is estimated to be about 20/. This population is in
community areas south of the base and in North Las Vegas. Table 4.3-10 summarizes
the additional noise impact in terms of resident populations within the Ln noise contours
and the number of persons expected to "highly annoyed" by noise for baseline and
alternative action aircraft operations.

4.3.3.4 Airspace Management £
The relocation of the 37th TFW to Nellis AFB would result in increased flight

operations in the local ATC airspace environment but generally in no change in the TFWC
Range airspace use. The basing of 54 additional aircraft at Nellis AFB would increase the
number of flight operations, both at the airfield (takeoffs, landings, etc.) and within the
approach and en route control airspace areas. The extent of this increase is not known;
however, it would not be expected to exceed previous operational levels prior to the 474th
TFW inactivation at Nellis AFB. No changes to the ATC airspace structure would be
needed since the F-i 17As do not require any unusual operational procedures while
operating in the terminal Nellis environment.

The majority of aircraft operations at Nellis AFB occur during daylight hours. i
Because the mission of the F-i 17A is to conduct low-visibility operations at night, 70% of
the 37th TFW flight activity is conducted after dark. It is not expected that the number of
daytime operations of the 37th TFW (30% of the total F-i 17A operations) would exceed I
operational levels of the 474th TFW prior to that unit's inactivation. Therefore, the
relocation of the 37th TFW to Nellis AFB should have no significant adverse effects upon
the Nellis air traffic operations.
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Table 4.3-9 Land Areas Within Ldn Noise Contours
at Nellis AFB for Holloman-Nellis Alternative

Land Area, Square Miles

Ldn % Change
Contour Baseline Alternative from Baseline

65 42.5 46.1 +8.5%

70 21.1 23.1 +9.4%

75 10.7 11.3 +5.6%

80 5.3 5.6 + 5.6%

1. Land areas computed using NOISEMAP 6.0 Noise Exposure Model

I4-8
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3 Table 4.3-10 Populations Within Nellis AFB Ldn
Contours for Baseline and Holloman-Nellis AlternativeI

Ldn Number Number Expected
Contour of to be3 Residents Highly Annoyed

Baseline Alternative Baseline AlternativeI
65 23,200 23,700 7,880 8,025

1 70 13,600 13,900 6,160 6,265

3 75 6,600 6,700 4,080 4,130

80 1,800 1,810 1,100 1,110

4
I
i
I

I
I
I
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4.3.3.5 Socioeconomics I

This section describes the socioeconomics impacts of relocating the 37th TFW to
Nellis AFB. According to this alternative military manpower authorizations at Nellis AFB
would be reduced by 649. These authorizations are currently used to facilitate the
transport of personnel and equipment between Tonopah and Nellis AFB. The reduction
in contractors living in Clark County (but working at TTR) would be the same as the 3
37th/49th TFW alternative. Nellis has sufficient base facilities for aircraft maintenance in
place, and additional contractors would not be needed. Transport aircraft operations
between Nellis and TTR, by transport aircraft operations, with an estimated valued of $21
million, would end. Construction costs at Nellis to accommodate the 37th TFW would be
$159 million beginning in FY 93. Detailed estimates of impacts for the 37th TFW at Nell.s
are presented in Appendix B.

4.3.3.5.1 Population

The demographic impacts of this alternative are summarized in Table 4.3-11.
Households (uniformed and civilian) would be reduced by 542 (calculated by 604 minus
62). The number of civilian contractor households in Clark County would be reduced by
191. Note that all of the 547 contractors living in Clark County and losing their jobs woulo
not relocate. The net change in school children would be a reduction of 453. The total
population would be reduced by 2,035 persons, a negligible proportion of the populations
of Las Vegas and Clark County.

4.3.3.5.2 Employment and Income i
Relocation of the 37th TFW to Nellis AFB would reduce employment in Clark

County. Employment impacts are summarized in Table 4.3-12. The net number of i
appropriated fund positions (military and civilian) would be reduced by 649. The number
of contractor positions at TTR would be reduced by 1,130 -- 547 of these workers live in
Clark County. The number of NAF and base-related jobs at Nellis AFB would decline by
62 positions. Indirect jobs, supported by expenditures in Clark County, would be reduced
by 1,195. The total job loss in Clark County would be 1,909. Part of this job loss would 3
be attenuated by the estimated 320 working spouses and dependents leaving Clark
County. The $159 million in construction expenditures related to the 37th TFW would
create a temporary demand for 3,943 construction and indirect workers. I
The net reduction of earnings related to this alternative would be $40.7 million, of which
$21.9 million is actually reported in Nye County. These are substantial reductions, but are
relatively small compared to the total $6.2 billion in Clark County earnings reported in
1988. New construction would temporarily increase earnings by $91.7 million. Earnings
impacts are shown in Table 4.3-13.

4.3.3.5.3 Housing 5
Additional units placed on the Las Vegas real estate market because of this

departure of 542 households would probably have little or no appreciable effect on the
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Table 4.3-11 Demographic Impacts of the Holloman-Nells
Alternative on Clark County

!

n Military Households -604

j Civilian Households 62

Contract Households (a) -191

School-aged Children (b) -453

Total Population -2,035

INote: Demographic impacts usually differ from changes in employment.
Typically a portion of workers elect to remain in an area despite losing their

i jobs.

(a) Civilian workers leaving Clark County are contractors living in Clark
I County, but working at TTR in Nye County.

(b) Net change in school children.

I4
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Table 4.3-12 Employment Impacts of the Holloman-Nellis
Alternative on Clark County

I

Military Manpower Authorizations -711 1
Civilian Workers: I

Appropriated funds 62
NAF and others -65
Contractors (a) 3
Indirect -1,195

Military and Civilian (bI -1,909

I

(a) Employment is usually reported by place of work. The 547 contract I
workers would formally be counted by BLS as workers in Nye County.

(b) Does not include new construction impacts. 1

I
I
I
I
1
I
I



Table 4.3-13 Earnings Impacts of the
Holloman-Nellis Alternative on Clark County

Military $-16,488,072

Civilian workers:
Appropriated funds 1,820,196
NAF and others -629,980
Contractors (a)
Indirect -25,446,389

Net military and Civilian (b) -40,744,242

(a) The direct payrolls of the 547 contractors, 21.9 million, are reported by
place of work, Nye County.

(b) Does not include new construction impacts.
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a
overall availability of rentals or houses for sale. Currently there are approximately 290,000
permanent housing units in Clark County. I
4.3.3.5.4 Community Facilities and Services 3

Education -The number of school-aged children in Clark County would be reduced
by 453 students.

Police and Fire Protection - Impacts to the demand for local protection services
would be negligible. 5

Health Services - Impacts to the demand for local health services would be
negligible. I

Utilities - Impacts to Public utilities and services would be negligible.

Public Finance - Impacts to public finance would be negligible.

4.3.3.5.6 Transportation I
Currently, about 550 personnel commute weekly to TTR from Nellis AFB in Clark

County, using ground transportation. Under the Nellis realignment alternative, these
individuals would be added to the pool of people commuting to and from Nellis AFB on
a daily basis. Adding these commuters would increase traffic volumes, especially during
the peak commuting hours. Traffic flow in the area is considered good; and because I
these commuters would presumably be spread throughout the different access routes,
no significant impacts are expected from this source. 3
4.3.3.6 Biological Resources

4.3.3.6.1 Vegetation 1
Approximately 130 acres would be permanently or temporarily disturbed by

construction activity. The locations of specific facilities and construction sites are 1
uncertain at this time. If this alternative is implemented, surveys would be performed prior
to construction to locate areas with sensitive plant species or populations. 3
4.3.3.6.2 Fauna

Construction would be the only activity to affect animal resources on the base.
The locations of specific facilities and construction sites are uncertain at this time; surveys
would be performed prior to construction to locate areas with sensitive animal species of I
populations.

4
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1 4.3.3.6.3 Endangered and Threatened Soecies

The FWS has identified one threatened animal species (desert tortoise, Gooherus
agassizii) and one candidate plant species (desert poppy, Arctemecon californic?) that
may be present at Nellis AFB (Harlow 1990). Due to the uncertainty as to specific
locations of construction activity, it is not known whether these species would be affected
by this alternative action. However, should this alternative be implemented, issues
relevant to the Endangered Species Act would be resolved with the FWS prior toI construction.

4.3.3.7 Water Resources

I The water demand at Nellis AFB is met using a combination of surface water from
Lake Mead and groundwater. The large demand for water at Nellis AFB during the
summer depletes the available supply to the point that water volumes stored on base
become extremely low. During this period, there is usually enough water for regular
consumption; but this situation jeopardizes on-base fire protection. The relocation of the
operations of the 37th TFW from TTR to Nellis AFB would increase the number of planes
at Nellis AFB. This increase is expected to increase the demand for water to support
normal operations. This additional demand would further reduce the available stored
water during the summer season, having an adverse impact upon the base water-supply
system. However, the number of planes involved is small compared to the level of activity
at Nellis AFB, and no significant adverse impact is predicted.

4.3.3.8 Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources

Under this alternative, the 37th TFW would operate out of Nellis AFB instead of
TTR. Range operations would otherwise be the same as in the current situation. This
alternative would require construction of new facilities at Nellis AFB. Impacts are unlikely
because of the area's low sensitivity (Rafferty 1988), which is due in part to a lack of
permanent water and a scarcity of resources that could have been utilized by prehistoric
groups. A cultural-resource site records and literature search by the Environmental
Research Center, University of Nevada at Las Vegas, revealed that large amounts of land
around the base have been surveyed (Rafferty 1988). Only two sites have been located
within 2 or 3 miles of Nellis: one is a small lithic scatter and the other is a heavily
vandalized turn-of-the-century Union Pacific Railroad Station. Areas proposed for new
construction are located immediately adjacent to existing facilities and probably have been
at least partially disturbed by earlier construction. These factors indicate that this
alternative would not result in significant impacts to cultural resources. If this alternative
is selected, the Air Force would consult with the SHPO to determine if any additional
actions are required.

4.3.3.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes

The operational activities of the 37th TFW utilize hazardous materials and produce
hazardous wastes. The activities associated with hazardous materials include
maintenance of aircraft, aircraft corrosion control, vehicle maintenance, fuel handling and
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storage, munitions storage, and ground support equipment maintenance. Waste-
generating activities include grounds maintenance, munitions storage and disposal,
medical service, and laboratory operations (including nondestructive inspection, and fuels
analysis). Wastes generated in maintenance activities include spent solvents, waste oils,
contaminated fuels, and greases removed from the equipment. Wastes from corrosion
control operations include paint chips, paint, spent solvents, and spent strippers. Soap,
detergent and small amounts of PD-680 wastes are generated by aircraft washing 3
activities. Transfer of the 37th TFW to Nellis AFB would result in an increase in the
amount of hazardous materials used and hazardous wastes produced. However, the
increase is not anticipated to produce any significant adverse effects. I
4.4 THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE g

Under the no-action alternative, the 37th TFW would continue to operate from TTR,
and would continue to operate with TDY personnel stationed at Nellis AFB. No
construction activities would be initiated at TTR and no changes to the biophysical or
socioeconomic environment is projected under this alternative.

No construction, changes in personnel, or new activities would occur at either 6
Holloman or Nellis AFB. As a result, selection of this alternative would not result in any
changes to the biophysical or socioeconomic environment. 3

I
0
I
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with the person's specific contribution in preparing this Draft EIS.

R.E. Ambrose Ph.D. Zoology, University of Biological Resources
Tennessee; M.S. Zoology,
University of Tennessee; B.S.
Biology, Jacksonville State
University; 24 years of
experience in environmental
impact assessment.

G. Anderson B.S. Biology, Middle Tennessee Biological Resources
State University; 27 years
of experience in environmental
impact assessment.

G.A. Baca B.S. Chemical Engineering, Air Quality
University of New Mexico
Registered Professional Engineer,
New Mexico, 21 years of
Environmental Analysis Experience

R. Blakely B.S. Aviation Management, Airspace Management
Auburn University; U.S. Air
Force Air Traffic Control
School; 27 years of experience
in airport and airspace
management, airport operations,
airport planning, and marketing
related to aviation.

R. Brandin M.C.R.P. City and Regional Description and
Planning, Rutgers University; Need for Proposed
B.A. Art History, Bryn Mawr Action
College; 19 years of Land Use
experience in environmental
impact assessment.
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D. Brown Principal Scientist, Noise Assessment
Wyle Laboratories I
B.Sc., Mechanical Engineering
with Aeronautics, University of
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland
M.Sc., Transport Technology,
School of Engineering,
Loughborough University, EnglandYears of Experience: 25

D. Clark Environmental Program Air Force Project
Manager, HO TAC/DEVE Manager
Langley AFB m
M.S. Engineering Management,
Air Force Institute of
Technology, Wright Patterson AFB 1
B.S.C.E., Norwich University,
Northfield VT;
Registered Professional Engineer I
Years of Experience: 9

M. Conley Ph.D. Biology, New Mexico Biological Resources I
State University
M.S. Biology, University of
Texas at El Paso U
M.Ed. Curriculum & Instruction,
Texas A&M University
B.S. Biology, Lamar University
10 years of research in population
and community ecology and
statistical ecology

J. Groton M.S. Forestry, University Biological Resources
of Tennessee; B.S. Natural
Resources, University of the
South; 11 years of experience 3
in environmental impact
assessment.

F.X. Gonzales B.S. Civil Engineering, Hazardous Waste,
University of New Mexico Hazardous Materials,
4 years experience in systems Water Resources I
and facilities engineering

I
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I
T. Heitzman M.S. (expected 1990) Civil Transportation

Engineering, University of
Tennessee; B.S. Civil
Engineering, University of
Tennessee; 3 years of
experience in environmentalI impact assessment.

P.S. Lufkin M.S. Political Science and SocioeconomicsI Economics, University of
California; B.A. Political
Science, University of
California; 14 years of
experience in environmental
impact assessment.

J.R. McDowell M.S. Environmental Engineering, Air Quality
University of Tennessee; B.S.
Mechanical Engineering,
University of Tennessee; 15
years of experience in air
quality services including
dispersion modeling and

II emission impact analyses.

J. Raines M.S. Economics, Regional Socioeconomics
Economics, Public Finance,
University of Wyoming; M.S.
Management and Engineering,
George Washington University;
B.S. General Engineering,
University of Wyoming;
30 years of experience in
environmental impact assessment.

R.H. Rea Senior Engineer, Project Description
B.S.,Civil Engineer, Texas A&M, Water Resources
M.S., Aeronautical Engineering,
Air Force Institute of Technology,
1960, C.E. Civil Engineer,
Columbia University, 1961
MBA, Business Administration,
Registered Professional Engineer
University of Phoenix;
Years of Experience: 34

I
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I
J. Rush M.S. Planning, University Land Use

of Tennessee; B.A. Sociology/ I
Psychology, Maryville College;
2 years of experience in
environmental impact assessment.

T. Taylor B.S., Biology, New Mexico Water Resources
State University, I
B.A., Economics, New Mexico
State University,
2 years of experience in
environmental assessment

R. Thomson M.S. Ecology, University of Air Quality
California; B.S. Ecology,
University of California; 17
years of experience in
environmental impact assessment.

B. Thompson M.A. Human Resources Management Airspace Management
Peperdine University, Gulfport and Technical Review
Mississippi; B.S. Mathematics, U
Heidelberg College, Tiffin,
Ohio; 20 years of air traffic
control and airspace management.

W.W. Tolbert Ph.D. Ecology, University of Quality Assurance
Tennessee; M.S. Ecology,
University of Tennessee; B.S.
Biology, Wake Forest University;
A.A. Biology, Wingate Jr.
College; 19 years of experience.

J.B. Turnmire Ph.D. Civil Engineering, Surface Water I
University of Tennessee;
M.S. Environmental Engineering,
University of Tennessee; B.S.
Civil Engineering, University of
Tennessee; 15 years of experience 3
in environmental assessment and
water quality.

R. Van Tassel M.A., B.A. Economics, Program Management
University of California,
Santa Barbara; 15 years 3
of experience in program
management. 3
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I
W.M. Willis Ph.D. Marine Ecology, Old Contractor Project

Dominion University; M.S. Manager
Biological Oceanography,
Old Dominion University;
B.S. Biology, College of
William and Mary; 23 years
of experience.

C. Woodman Doctoral Studies in Archaeological,Cultural
Anthropology, University and Historical
California, Santa Resources
Barbara; M.A. Anthropology,

J University of California,
Santa Barbara; B.A.
Anthropology, Wichita State
University; 16 years of
experience in archaeology,
cultural resource law,
environmental planning and
impact analysis, and
native American concerns.
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I
£ 7.0 DISTRIBUTION LIST

3 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

State Office of Community Service
John B. Walker, Clearinghouse Coordinator
Capital Complex
Carson City NV 89710

AF Representative, FAA
AWP-910

j PO Box 92007 WPC
Los Angeles CA 90009-2007

3 Department of the Interior
Office of Environmental Project Review

* Washington DC

Environmental Protection Agency
Region IX
Office of Federal Activities
75 Hawthorn Street3 San Francisco CA 94105

USAF Regional Environmental Office
LEEV/WR
630 Sansome Street, Room 1316
San Francisco CA 94111

I Mr Duffy Rodriguez, Director, State Budget Division
Mana-gement & Program Analysis Division
Department of Finance & Administration
Room 424, State Capital Building
Santa Fe NM 87503

3Mr I. J. Ramsbottom
US Department of Housing and Urban Development3 221 W Lancaster
PO Box 2905
Fort Worth TX 76113-2095

US Federal Aviation Administration
Southwest Region
Regional Director
PO Box 1689

i Fort Worth TX 76101-1689
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U
Mr Norm Thomas
US Environmental Protection Agency
1445 Ross
Dallas TX 75202-2733 3
Mr Thomas C. Adams
Office of Budget and Planning
Office of the governor
FO Box 12428
Austin TX 78711 3
AF Rep, FAA Southwest
PO Box 1689
Fort Worth TX 76101

Robert J. DeMorte, Regional Administrator 3
US Department of Housing and Urban Developn, nt
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco CA 94102

John Wise, Regional Administrator
US Environmental Protection Agency I
215 Fremont Street
San Francisco CA 94105 3
Executive Director
Eastern Plains Council of Governments
Curry County Courthouse
Clovis NM 88101

Executive Director !
Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments
505 Marquette Avenue, NW, Suite 1320
Albuquerque NM 87101

Executive Director
Southeastern New Mexico Economic Development District
PO Box 2157
Silver City NM 88061 3
Executive Director
Southern Rio Grande Council of Governments
575 South Alameda
City-County Office Building
Las Cruces NM 88001 3
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Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
4200 Smith School Road
Austin TX 78744

U General Land Office
Austin TX 78701

I Texas State Historical Commission
PO Box 12276
Austin TX 78711

Executive Director
West Texas Council of Governments
The Mills Building, Suite 700
303 N Oregon Street
El Paso TX 79901

The Attorney General of Texas
PO Box 12548, Capital Station
Austin TX 78711

IOffice of the Governor
Economic and Natural Resources Section
Budget and Planning Office
411 West 13th Street
Austin TX 78701

I Texas Animal Health Commission
PO Box 129661 Austin TX 78711

Texas Air Control Board
8520 Shoal Creek Blvd
Austin TX 78756

Van Horn City - County Ubrary
805 Sannin Street
Box 129
Van Horn TX 79855

Alamogordo Public Ubrary
920 Oregon Avenue
Alamogordo NM 88310

Albuquerque Bernalillo County Ubrary
501 Copper Street, NW
Albuquerque NM 87102
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I
University of New Mexico General Library
Zimmerman Library 5
Albuquerque NM 87131

Sandia National Laboratories Technical Library n

Department 3140
PO Box 5800
Albuquerque NM 87185

Carlsbad Public Library 3
101 S. Halagueno
Carlsbad NM 88280

Clovis-Carver Public Library U
4th and Mitchell
Clovis NM 88101 3
Las Cruces State University Library
PO Box 3475
Las Cruces NM 88003-3475

Thomas Branigan Memorial Library I
200 E. Picacho Avenue
Las Crur.es NM 88001-3499 i

Roswell Public Library
301 N Pennsylvania Avenue
Roswell NM 88201

Las Vegas - Clark County District Library
1401 E Flamingo Road I
Las Vegas NV 89119-6160

University of Nevada at Las VegasI
James R. Dickinson Library
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas NV 89154-0001

El Paso Public Library 3
501 N. Oregon Street
El Paso TX 79901
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37 CSG/CC
Nellis AFB NV 89191-5000

TFWC/CS
Nellis AFB NV 89191-5000

833 CSG/CC
Holloman AFB NM 88330-5000

35 TFW/DO
George AFB CA 92394-5000

27 CSG/CC
Cannon AFB NM 88103-5000

Commander
US Army Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss
Attn: ATZC-ISE-E (Mr F Rob)
Fort Bliss TX 79916-6103

Council for the Preservation of the West Texas Frontier
PO Box 400
Fort Davis TX 79734-0400I

SCOPING COMMENTORS

I Adams, Randall P. Alamogordo NM
Alverson, Oscar Alamagordo NM
Bailey, Tony L. Alamogordo NM
Burgin, Daniel D. Alamogordo NM
Carroll, Don Alamogordo NM
Christopher, R. M. Alamogordo NM
Cookson, Jr., Charlie Alamogordo NM
Cordero, Mauro B. Alamogordo NM
Costentino, Dennis L Alamogordo NM
Curtis, Monroe, A. Alamogordo NM
Diaz, Marie A. Alamogordo NM
Ditmanson, Dennis Alamogordo NM
Dunn, Aubrey Alamogordo NM
Edwards, Rebecca Alamogordo NM
Fettinger, George E. Alamogordo NM
Flones, Patricia Alamogordo NM
Flotte, Robert J. Alamogordo NM
Fredericksen, John E. Alamogordo NM
French, Anne F. Alamogordo NM
Furr, Vera Alamogordo NM
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I
Gentile, CSMGT (Ret), Frank S. Alamogordo NM
Gomez, Johnny M. Alamogordo NM
Gonzales, Manny Alamogordo NM
Griffin, Jeff and R. Alamogordo NM
Haley, Allen D. Alamogordo NM
Hall, John W, Alamogordo NM
Henke, Marvin and E. Alamogordo NM
Higley, Steven G. Alamogordo NM
Hobson, Maurice Alamogordo NM
Holder, Billie Alamogordo NM
Holmes, R. B. Alamogordo NM
Isley, James B. Alamogordo NM
Iverson, Andy Alamogordo NM 3
Jett, Ruth Alamogordo NM
Jordan, Oliver Alamogordo NM
Keadle, Richard Alamogordo NM
Kinder, Kenneth Alamogordo NM
Kolander, Mark Alamogordo NM
Korzan, Al Alamogordo NM I
Landschoot, Ron Alamogordo NM
Lengel, Stephen Alamogordo NM
Markel, David P. Alamogordo NM U
Marnard, Mark Alamogordo NM
Matthews, Mark F. Alamogordo NM
MCLean, Robert R. Alamogordo NM I
McMakin, Roger Alamogordo NM
Miller, Shelby Alamogordo NM
Morton, Luther Alamogordo NM
Mullis, Stacey Alamogordo NM
Nehson, Fred Alamogordo NM
Pawuk, Kevin P. Alamogordo NM
Price, John Alamogordo NM
Rich, Thomas F. Alamogordo NM
Robling, Richard Alamogordo NM
Romine, John E. Alamogordo NM
Roth, David Alamogordo NM
Scott, Mary Alamogordo NM
Shaw, Timothy A. Alamogordo NM
Sheppard, David Alamogordo NM I
Sherrow, Debra L Alamogordo NM
Shyne, Michael Alamogordo NM
Simmons, John E. Alamogordo NM 5
Slattery, Neil A. Alamogordo NM
Soffera, Thomas Alamogordo NM
Stephens, Lowell Alamogordo NM I
Strong, Delmar L Alamogordo NM
Townsend, Dr. David H. Alamogordo NM
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Vaughan, Robert W. Alamogordo NM
Wareing, Johm L. Alamogordo NM

Wood, Fred and C. Alamogordo NM
Wynham, Andrew C. Alamogordo NM
Martin, Bob Albuquerque NM
Grady, Mike High Rolls Mtn NM
Sidwell, Ella High Rolls Mtn NM
MacDonald, Brian Holloman AFB NM
Sullenkyer, Donald S. Holloman AFB NM
Alpha-Omega Research La Luz NM
Tilman, Tracy M. La Luz NM
Anderson, Kurt S. J. Las Cruces NM
Robertson, Roy H. Tularosa NM
Taylor, George F. Beatty NV
Buchanan, Gordon Boulder City NV
Lively, Deborah Henderson NV
Brown, Chris Las Vegas NV
Brown, Stacy Las Vegas NV
Crouch, Solon R. Las Vegas NV
Deleste, Maxinne Las Vegas NV
Doherty, Frank Las Vegas NV
Geier, Doris M. Las Vegas NV
Gonzalez, Carolyn Las Vegas NV
Hall, Ashley (City Manager) Las Vegas NV
Hill, Mary Las Vegas NV
Hynes, Mary Las Vegas NV
Kahle, Cliff Las Vegas NV
Moran, James P. Las Vegas NV
O"Donnell, Bill Las Vegas NV
Peterson, J. D. Las Vegas NV
Shelton, Mary Ann Las Vegas NV
Smith, Paula Las Vegas NV
Weddle, Denny Las Vegas NV
Yates, Paul D. Las Vegas NV
Puzas, David L. Nellis AFB NV
Spencer, Harry P. Nellis AFB NV
Frome, John L. North Las Vegas NV
Price, Bob and Nancy North Las Vegas NV
Clifford, Philip D. Pahrump NV
Collins Bob and Anna Pahrump NV
Stundon, David M. Pahrump NV
Winklen, Sr., William L. Pahrump NV
Bradhurst, Stephen T. Reno NV
Koutz, F. R. Reno NV
Aguiar, Jay Tonopah NV
Atkinson, Lawrence T. Tonopah NV
Barber, Greg Tonopah NV
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Beals, Hank Tonopah NV
Bishop, Joseph D. Tonopah NV
Bradshaw, Jerry Tonopah NV
Browder, Given Tonopah NV
Brown, Dennis R. Tonopah NV
Capos, Paul Tonopah NV
Cearlantini, Augelo Tonopah NV
Clark, Joan Y. Tonopah NV
Cota, Viola Tonopah NV
Cottrell, William L Tonopah NV
Davis, James Tonopah NV
Dimartini, Paul Tonopah NV
Dulgar, Sandra Tonopah NV 3
Eason, Kenneth L. Tonopah NV
Ehlers, Cecil and Jo Tonopah NV
Flores, Mack Tonopah NV
Glover, David D. Tonopah NV
Graft, Carol Tonopah NV
Green, John Tonopah NV I
Hancock, Nephi Tonopah NV
Harvey, Mark and Mic Tonopah NV
Hermann, Scott A. Tonopah NV U
Hill, Kathleen A. Tonopah NV
Hooker, Jackie L. Tonopah NV
Howerton, Daniel J. Tonopah NV =
Howerton, Tony Tonopah NV
Hull, John E. Tonopah NV
Johnson, Carol Tonopah NV
Kaminski, Cindy Tonopah NV
Keller, Charles M. Tonopah NV
Kusir, Ann Tonopah NV
Lieseke, Jr., Wade A. Tonopah NV
Link, Rhoda Tonopah NV
Lutich, Clif and Guf Tonopah NV
Lynch, Joseph M. Tonopah NV
Merlino, Bernie Tonopah NV 3
Murphy, N. V. Tonopah NV
Michols, Judith E. Tonopah NV
Nye, Al Tonopah NV 3
Payne, Unda Tonopah NV
Peed, Lola H. Tonopah NV
Perchetti, Margi Tonopah NV 3
Perchetti, Robert W. Tonopah NV
Perry, Scott Tonopah NV
Place, Barbara Tonopah NV I
Ragar, Robert Tonopah NV
Rippie, Trish Tonopah NV
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Roman, Anthony Tonopah NV
Schwartzwalter, Merl Tonopah NV
Shepard, Fred Tonopah NV
Smith, Twilla J. Tonopah NV
Stine, Robert B. Tonopah NV
Walker, John B. Tonopah NV
Ware, Charles E. Tonopah NV
Wharff, Zelinda Tonopah NV
Williams, Nicholas M. Tonopah NV
Roy, Dela Rosa El Paso TX
Hudspeth, Commander Virginia Beach VA
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Table A-1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,I Endangered Species Act.
Threatened and Endangered Species ofj Nellis Air Force Range and Tonopah Testing Range, Nevada

Status Scientific Name Common Name

Birds
E Haliaeetus leucoceohalus Bald eagle
E Falco oerearinus anatumn American peregrine falcon

E Emoetrichthys latos FihPahrump killifish
E Gila robusta seminuda Virgin River roundtail chub
E Moaa coriacea Moapa dace

E Plagpterus arpentissimus Woundfin
E Ptychocheilus lucius Colorado squawlish
E Gila elepians Bonytail chub
E CyvD~nodon diabolis Devils Hole pupfish

E Cvo~rinodon nevadensis mionectes Ash Meadows Amargosa pupfish
E Cyprinodon nevadensis n~ectoralis Warm Springs pupfish
E Lepidomeda albivallis White River spinedace

E Rhinichthys osculus nevadensis Ash Meadows speckled dace
E Crenichthvs batev baile White River springfish
E Crenichthvs bailevi arandis Hiko White River springfish
E Gila robusta jordani Pahranagat roundill chub
T Crenichthys nevadae Railroad Valley springfish
T Leinidomeda mollispinis Dratensis Big Spring spinedace
T Oncorhynchusclark henshaw Lahontan cutthroat trout

Reptiles
T Gopherus aaassizil Desert tortoise

Invertebrates
T Ambrvsus amargosus Ash Meadows naucorid bug

I Plants
T Astrapialus Dhoenix Ash Meadows milk-vetch
T Cntaurium namoohilum Spring-loving centaury

T Encelionsis nudicaulis var. currupata Ash Meadows sunray
T Grindelia fraxino-oratensis Ash Meadows gumplant
T Ivesia eremica Ash Meadows ivesia

T Mentzelia leucophylla Ash Meadows blazing star
E Nitroghila mohavensis Amargosa niterwort

Notes:I T = Threatened
E - Endangered
Source: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990b.
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Table A-2. State of Nevada
Rare, Endangered, Protected and Sensitive Wildlife Species of
Nelis Air Force Range and Tonopah Testing Range, Nevada

Status Scientific Name Common NameI

R.S Euderma maculatumnMmml Spotted bat
P Apiodontia rufa Mountain beaver
P Ochotona orincets Pika
P Tamiasciurus spp. Douglas squirrel
P Glaucomys spp. Flying squirrel
P Sciurus spp. Grey squirrel
S Oris canadensis canadensis Bighorn sheep
S 0. c. nelsoniBihrsep

S 0. c. californiana Bighorn sheep

BirdsI
E,S Haiiaeetus leucocephalus Southern bald eagle
E,S Falco iperearlnus Peregrine falcon

P Apluila chrvsaetos Golden eagle
P Falco columbarius Pigeon hawk
P Falco mexicanus Prairie falcon
P Falco sparverius Sparrow hawk
P Acciolter cooperi* Cooper's hawk
P Buteo reaalis Ferruginous hawk
P Accioiter aentilia Goshawk
P Parabuteo unicinctus Harris hawk3
P Circus cvaneus Marsh hawk
P Buteog iamaicensis Red-tailed hawk
P Buteo laaopus Rough-legged hawk
P Acciolter striatus Sharp-shinned hawk
P Buteo swainsoni Swainson's hawk
P Meaacervle alcyon Kingfisher
P Chordeiles spp. Nighthawk
P Pandion haliaetus Osprey
P voab Barn owl
P SLoeotvto cunicularia Burrowing owl
P Bubo virainianus Great homed owl
P Asio otus Long-eared owl
P Asio flamnmeus Short-eared owl

P ' Geccv aifomianus Roadrunner
P Cathartes aura FihTurkey vulture

E,S Giia robusta lordani Pahranagat bonytail
E,S Em ercyhys latos Pahrump kiliffish
E,S Cyprinodon diabolls Devils hole pupfish
ES Ptvchochellus lucius Colorado squawfish
R,S Gila robustm elegans Colorado bonytall
RS MoaD~ coriacea Moapa dace
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Table A-2. State of Nevada
Rare, Endangered, Protected and Sensitive Wildlife Species of

Nellis Air Force Range and Tonopah Testing Range, Nevada (continued)

Status Scientific Name Common Name

Fish (Continued)
R,S Cyprinodon nevadensis Nevada pupfish
R,S Lepidomeda mollispinis mollispinis Virgin River spindace
R,S Lepidomeda albivallis White River spinedace
R,S Crenichthys nevadae Railroad Valley springfish
R,S Crenichthys bailevi White River springfish
R.S Xyrauchen texanus Humpback sucker

R Pantosteus intermedis White River sucker
R,S Plapqopterus arqentissimus Woundfin
P,S Lepidomeda mollispinis pratensis Big Spring spinedace

* ____ _____Reptiles

R,S Heloderma suspectum Gila monster
R,S Gopherus agassizi Desert tortoise

CE Astragalus beatlevae Beatley's milk-vetch
CY Coryphantha vivipara var. rosea Clokey's pincushion

Notes:

ENDANGERED (E) - An endangered species or subspecies is one whose prospects of survival and
reproduction are in immediate jeopardy. Its peril may result from one or many causes: loss of habitat
or change in habitat, over-exploitation, predation, competition, disease. An endangered species must
have help, or extinction will probably follow.

RARE (R) - A rare species or subspecies is one that, although not presently threatened with extinction,
is in such small numbers throughout its range that it may be endangered if its environment worsens.
Close watch of its status is necessary.

PROTECTED (P) - A protected species is one not classified as a game animal, fur-bearing animal, or
endangered or rare species for which there is no open hunting season.

SENSITIVE (S) - A sensitive species is one whose population levels are used as an indicator species
used by the Nevada Department of Fish and Game and the Nevada Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
to determine the health of a habitat area.

I CRITICALLY ENDANGERED (CE) - Species declared to be threatened with extincction; special permit

required for removal or destruction (NRS 527.270).

SCACTUS AND YUCCA LAW (CV) -Protected under provisions of the Cactus and Yucca law.

Source: Donaldson 1990.3 Kolar 1990.
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Table A-3. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,5
Candidate Species of Endangered Species Act.

Nellis Air Force Range and Tonopah Test Range, Nevada

Category Scientific Name MmasCommon Name

2 Eutamias oalmeri Palmers (Charleston Mt.) chipmunk
2 Eutamnias umbrinus nevadensis Hidden Forest chipmunk
2 Vulpes vulpes necator Sierra Nevada red fox2 Euderma maculatumn Spotted bat
2 Microdiriodoois mepaceohalus albiventor Desert Valley kangaroo mouse
2 Microtus montanus fucosus Pahranagat Valley montane vole
2 Thomomvs umbrinus abstrusus Fish Spring pocket gopher
2 Thomomys umbrinus curtatus Sin Antonio pocket gopher
2 Microtus montanus nevadensis Ash Meadows montane vole1

Birds
2 Buteo repalis Ferruginous hawk
2 Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus Snowy plover
2 Charadrius montanus Mountain plover
2 Plepadis chihi White-faced ibis
2 Numenius americanus Long-billed curlew

Fish
1 Xvrauchen texanus Razorback sucker
2 Catostomus clarki intermedius White River desert sucker
2 Gila bicolor ssp. Hot Creek Valley tui chub
2 Gila bicolor ssp. Big Smoky Valley tui chub
2 Gila bicolor ssp. Railroad Valley tul chub
2 Rhinichths osculus ssp. White River speckled dace
2 Rhinichthys osculus ssp. Monitor Valley speckled dace
2 Rhinichthvs osculus ssp. Oasis Valley speckled dace
2 Crenichthvs balv moapae Moapa White River springfish
2 Gila robusta ssp. Moapa roundtail chub
2 Leoidomeda mollispinis mollispinis Virgin spinedace
2 Rhinichthvs osculus moapae Moapa speckled dace
2 Rhinichthvs osculus ssp. Meadow Valley Wash speckled dace
2 Catostomus clarki ssp. Meadow Valley Wash desert sucker
2 Rhinichthvs osculus velifer Pahranagat speckled dace

Amphibians
2 Bufo microsca hus microscaohus Arizona southwestern toad
2 Bufo nelsoni Arnargosa toad

Invertebrates
2 Pelocoris shoshone Arnargosa naucorid bug
2 Apiabus rumooi Death Valley agabus diving beetle
2 Steneimis calida calida Devils Hole warm spring riffle beetle
2 A eaialia maonffic Large aegialian scarab beetle

2 Avhodius sp. Big Dune aphodius scarab beetle
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I Table A-3. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Candidate Species of Endangered Species ActI Nellis Air Force Range and Tonopah Test Range, Nevada

Category Scientific Name Common Name

I Invertebrates (continued)
2 Aeciialia crescenta Crescent Dune aegialian scarab beetle
2 Aphodius sp. Crescent Dune aphodius scarab beetle

2 Serica SpD. Crescent Dune serican scarab beetle
2 Pseudocotacya piuiianil Giuliani Dune scarab beetle
2 Psychomastax deserticola Desert monkey grasshopper
2 Pseudocopaeodes eunus eunus Wandering skipper
2 Miloderes rulieni Rulien's miloderes weevil
1 Pvrauloo~sis cristalis Crystal Spring springsnail
1 Fluminicola ervthoooma Ash Meadows pebblesnail

1 Pvraulopsis fairbanksensis Fairbanks springsnail
1 _____ ______s iolt Elongate-gland springsnal

1 Pvraulorosis nanus Distal-gland springsnail
1Pvrauloosis Rister Median-gland Nevada springsnail

2 Pvraulopsis micrococcus Oasis Valley springsnail
1 Trvonia anagulata Sportinggoods tryonia snail
2 Trvonia clathrata Grated tryonia

1Trvonia elata Point of Rocks tryonia snail
1 Trvonia ericae Minute tryonia snail
2 Trvonia variepiata Amargosa tryonla snail

1 (undescribed) Virile Amnargosa snail
2 Fluminicola avernalis Moapa pebblesnall
2 Pleiebus shasta charlestonensis Spring Mountain blue butterfly
2 Euphvdrvas anicia morandi Morand's checkerspot butterfly
2 Speveria zerene carolae Carole's silverspot butterfly
2 Hesperopsis aracielae MacNeill sooty wing skipper
2 Stenelmis calida moao Moapa warm spring riffle beetle

2 Fluminicola merriami Pahranagat pebblesnal
Plants

2 Anpelic scabrida
2 Antennaria soliceos
2 Arctomecon califomica Desert poppy
2 Arenaria kinai spp. rosea
2 Astraaalus aeoualis
2 Astraaalus mohavensis var. hemiayws Curve podded Mojave milk-vetch
2 Astraaalua musimonum Sheep Mountain milk-vetch
1 Astracaalus oophors var. clokevanus

2 Astracialus remotus Spring Mountain milk-vetch
2 Astraaalus triguetrus

(or A. aeveri var. triauetrus
2 Arabis ophia
2 Arctomecon merriamii White bear desert poppy
2 Asclepias eastwoodiana Eastwood's milkweed
1 Astraaialus beatlevae Beatley milk-vetch
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Table A-3. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Candidate Species of Endangered Species Act

Neiiis Air Force Range and Tonopah Test Range, Nevada

Category Scientific Name Common NameI

2 Asraalus uryobuPlants (continued)

(or A. tephrodes var. &Uryobus)
2 Astraaalus funereus Black wooly-pod
1 Astraaalus lentilnosus sesauimetralis Sodaville milk-vetch
2 Astraaalus uncialis
2 Calochortus striatus Alkali mariposa
2 Camissonia meaalantha Intermountain evening primrose
2 Cordvlanthus tecooensis Tecopa bird's beak
2 Crvptantha hoffmannii Hoffmann's cryptantha
2 Crvrtantha weishii Welsh's cryptantha
2 Cymoyterus riolevi var. saniculoides Ripley's bisquitroot
2 Draba arida
2 Eriopionum bifurcatum Forked buckwheat
2 Frasera avosicola
2 Frasera oahutensis Pahute green-gentian
2 Galium hilendiae var. kinastonense Kingston bedstraw
2 Haplopaou aloinus
2 Lewisia mapuirel
2 Penstemon arenarius
2 Penstemon fructiciformis ssp. amarposee Amargosa penstemon
2 Penstemon oahutensis Pahute Mesa beardtongue
2 Penstemon oudicus
2 Phacelia beatlevae Beatley's scorpion meed
2 Phacelia monoensis Mono phacelia
2 Phacelia nevadensis
2 Primula nevadensis
2 Scierocactus blainel Blaine's fishhook cactus
2 Silene nachlinaerae Jan's catchfly
2 Sohaeraica caespitos Jone's globemnallow
1 Spiranthes infemnalis Ash Meadows lady tresses
2 Townsendia lonesl tumulosa
2 Astrapialus oophorus var. lonchocaly
2 Chrysothamnus eremobius Remote rabbltbrush
2 Eoilobium nevadense Nevada willowherb
2 Eriperon ovinus Sheep fleabane
2 Sclerocactus schieseri Schieser's fishhook cactus
2 Crvtotantha insolita Catseye
2 Draba igeae
2 Draba oaucifructa
2 Ediaou viscidulum
2 Forsellesia clokev Clokey's forsellesia
2 Forsellesia ounaent var. alabra Smooth pungent forselleslaI
2 Ivesla crvotocauliq
2 Ivesla iae
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Table A-3. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Candidate Species of Endangered Species Act.

Nellis Air Force Range and Tonopah Test Range, Nevada

Category Scientific Name Common Name

Plants (continued)
I Opuntia whipplei var. multiqeniculata
2 Penstemon bicolor var. bicolor
2 Penstemon bicolor var. roseus
2 Salvia dorrii var. clokeyi
2 Selapinella utahensis
2 Silene clokeyi
1 Sphaeromeria compacta
1 Synthyris ranunculina Kittentalls

Notes:
Category 1: Taxa for which the service currently has on file substantial information on biological

vulnerability and threat(s) to support the appropriateness of proposing to list them as
endangered or threatened species.

Category 2: Taxa for which information now in possession of the service indicates that proposing to
list them as endangered or threatened species is possibly appropriate, but for which
substantial data on biological vulnerability and threat(s) are not currently known or on file
to support the Immediate preparation of rules.

Source: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1990a.
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Table A-4. New Mexico State Endangered Plant Species
Known to Occur Within Area of Alternative ActionsI

Scientific Name Common Name

Allium pooddinai Gooding's onion
Aauilegia chaplinei Chaplin's columbine
Arpemone gleicantha spp. Dinnatisecta Sacramento prickly poppy
Astraaialus gygsodes Gypsum milk-vetch
Cereus greaggi Night-blooming cereus
Chaetooapo eleaans Sierra Blanca cliff daisy
Chaetogaooa hersheyl Hershey's cliff daisy3
Cirsium vinaceum Mescalero thistle
Cleome multicaulis Slender spiderfiower
Corvghantha duncanii Duncan's pincushion cactus
Coryphantha orcianensis Organ Mountain pincushion cactus
Coryohantha scheeri Scheer's pincushion cactus
___________a __edi va.I e' icsinccu

Corvphantha sneedii var. eei Lnee's pincushion cactus
Cypripedium calceolus var. Dubescens Golden lady's slipper
Echinocereus kuenzleri Kuenzler's hedgehog cactus
Echinocereus llovdii Uoyd's hedgehog cactus
Epithelantha micromeris Button cactus
Erigeron densum Woolly buckwheat
Erigeron gypsophilum Gypsum buckwheat
Escobaria sandberaii Sandberg's pincushion cactus
Escobaria villardii Villards' pincushion cactusI
Euphorbia antisyphilitica Candillia
Hedeoma apiculatumn McKittrick pennyroyal
Hedeoma todsenii Todsen's pennyroyal
Hexalectris nitda Crested coralroot
Hexalectris sgicata Crested corairoot
Lepidospartum burgesii Gypsum scalebroom
Lvcogodium annotinum Clubmoss
Mammillaria viridiflora Green-flowered fish-hook cactus
Mammillaria wrightii Wright's fish-hook cactus
Neoloydia intertextus White-flowered visnagita
Qountia arenaria Sand prickly pear
Penstemon alamosensis Alamo penstemon
Peritll cernua Nodding cliff daisy
Polypala rimulicola Guadalupe miikwort
Potentilla sierrae-blancae White Mountain cinquefoil
Proboscidea sabulosa Dune unicorn plant
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I Table A-4. New Mexico State Endangered Plant Species
Known to Occur Within Area of Alternative Actions (continued)

IScientific Name Common Name

Sclerocactus garviflora Small-flowered devil's claw barrel cactus
Sclerocactus whigglei Whipple's devil's claw barrel cactus
Scroo~hularia macrantha Mimbres figwort
Seneclo guaerens Gilia groundsel
Sibara grisea Gray sibara
Sojohora gypsoohila Guadalupe Mountain mescal bean

var. auadalugensis
Sphaeralcea grocera Porter's globemallow
Spiranthes parasitica Lady tresses
Talinum humile Pinos Altos flame flower
Talinum longiges Long-stemmed flame flower
Toumeya oayracantha Grama grass cactus

Source: New Mexico Natural Resources Department 1985
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Table A-5. New Mexico State Endangered Animal SpeciesI
Known to Occur Within Area of Alternative Actions

Scientific Name Common NameI

Gammarus desleratus Noel's amphipodI
Lvmnaea cagerata Say's pond snail
Assiminea gecosensis Pecos assiminea3
Fontilicella gecosensis Pecos spring snail
Fontelicella roswellensis Roswell spring snail
Thermosohaeroma thermolhilum Socorro isopod3
Cygrinodon tularosa White Sands pupfish
Gila intermedia Gila chub
Gila nkigrescens Chihuahua chub
Salm jgjae Gila trout
Aneides hardii Sacramento Mountain salamander
Scelogorus scataris Bunch grass lizard
Scelogorus araciosus arenicolous Sagebrush lizard
Ictinia mississiggiensis Mississippi kite
Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald eagle
Buteogallus anthracinus Common black-hawk
Falco oerearinus Peregrine falcon
Grus americana Whooping crane
Sterna antiliarum Least tern
Columbina passerina Common ground-dove
Trocon elegans Elegant trogon
Vireo bellii Bell's vireo
Vireo vinvinior Gray vireo
Passerina versicolor Varied bunting
Pipilo aberti Abert's towhee
Phalacrocorax olivaceus Olivaceous cormorant
Meleagris gallopavo mexicana Wild turkey
Ammodramus bairdii Baird's sparrow
Cygtos parva Least shrew3

Euderma maculatum Spotted bat
Eutamias minimus atristriatus Least chipmunk
Eutamias auadrivittatus australis Colorado chipmunk
Zapus hudsonius Meadow jumping mouse
Ovis canadensij mexicana Desert bighorn sheep

Mustela niarigej * Black-footed ferret

Source: New Mexico Department of Game & Fish 1988

*TAC, 1985
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I Table A-6. Texas State Endangered and Threatened Animal Species
Known to Occur Within Area of Alternative Actions

IScientific Name Common Name

Threatened:
Euderma maculatus Spotted bat
Buteociallus anthracinus Common black-hawk
Phrynosoma cornutum Texas horned lizard
Phrynosoma doucalassi hernandesi Mountain short-horned lizard
Trimorphodon biscutatus vilkinsonii Texas lyre snake
Gila Dandora Rio Grande chub
Cygrinodon Decosensis Pecos pupfish

I Endangered:
Ursus americanus Black bear
Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald eagle
Falco Deregrinus anatum American peregrine falcon
Cygrinodon elepans Comanche Springs pupfish

Source: Texas Parks and Wildlife 1988, 1989
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Table A-7. Texas State Endangered and Threatened Plant Species I
Known to Occur Within Area of Alternative Actions

Scientific Name Common Name U
Threatened: U
Hedeoma apiculatum McKittrick pennyroyal
Quercus hinckleyi Hinckley's oak

Endangered: 3
Echinocereus jloy di Uoyd's hedgehog cactus
Coryphantha sneedii var. sneedii Sneed's pincushion cactus

Source: Texas Parks and Wildlife 1989

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
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Table A-8. Arizona Special Status Species for

Maricopa, Pima, and Yuma Counties'

Scientific Name Common Name State Status

Cyrinodon macularius eremus Quitobaquito desert pupfish Endangered
Xvrauchen texanus Razorback sucker Endangered
Gila Intermedia Gila chub Threatened
Poeciliopsis occidentalis occidentalls Gila topminnow Threatened
Pternohvla fodiens Northern casque-headed frog Candidate
Phrvnosoma mcaiii Fiat-tailed homed lizard Threatened
Umna notata Colorado desert fringe-toed Candidate

lizard
Umna scogaria Mojave fringe-toed lizard Candidate
Eurneces ailberti Gilbert skink Candidate
Xerobates aaassizii Desert tortoise Candidate
Thamnnophi eaues Mexican garter snake Candidate
Emridonax fulvifrons Buff-breasted flycatcher Endangered
Tyrannus melancholicus Tropical kingbird Candidate
Tyrannus crassirostris Thick-billed kingbird Candidate
Pachyramphus aalaiae Rose-throated becard Candidate
Laterallus iamaicensis coturniculus California black rail Endangered
Falco perearinus Peregrine falcon Candidate
Ralius lonairostris vumanensis Yuma clapper rail Threatened
Coccyzus amnericanus occidentalis Western yellow-billed cuckoo Threatened
S1rix occidentalis Spotted owl Threatened
Dendrocyana, autumnalis Black-bellied whistling-duck Candidate
Pandion haliaetus Osprey Threatened
Itini mississiggiensis Mississippi kite Candidate

Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald eagle Endangered
Buteopallus anthracinus Common black-hawk Candidate
Bueto nitidus Gray hawk Threatened
Polyborus olancus Crested caracara Candidate
Falco Derearinus Peregrine falcon Candidate
Colinus virainianus ridawavi Masked bobwhite Endangered
Sorex arizonae Arizona shrew Candidate
Leptonycteris sanbomi Sanbom's long-nosed bat Endangered
Euderma maculatumn Spotted bat Candidate
Antilocara amnericana mexicana Chihuahuan pronghom Threatened

Source: Walker 1990.
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3 B.1 ECONOMIC IMPACTS TO NYE COUNTY OF RELOCATING THE 37th
TFWI
This appendix outlines the methodology used to determine economic impacts to

Nye County, both direct and indirect, of relocating the 37th TFW. Estimation of the
economic impacts of the relocation of the 37th TFW was done in a three-stage process.

• Definition of direct Impacts. These are payrolls and expenditures
related to this alternative and spent within Nye County.

I Estimation of indirect impacts. The spending and respending of
direct impact monies create a secondary or indirect impact. Indirect
impacts are calculated with output, earnings, and employment multipliers
generated by the Regional Impact Modeling System (RIMS II). This
methodology is described in detail in Appendix C.

I Calculation of demographic impacts. This part of the process
translates direct and indirect impacts into potential demographic
changes. The change in employment related to actions will lead to an
estimated out-migration, expressed in terms of households, school
children, and population.

The supporting assumptions and calculations for these steps are presented in the
following sections.

I Direct Payrolls and Expenditures

The direct impacts used in this analysis are summarized in Tables B.1-1 and B.1-2.
According to Table B.1-1, payrolls related to this alternative total $22.4 million in Nye
County. The amount estimated to be spent within the county is $13.4 million. Service
and procurement contracts related to this alternative are shown in Table B.2-2. These
contracts total $1.8 million in Nye County; direct payrolls and expenditures total $15.3
million.

I

I
I
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Table B.1-1 Direct Employment and Payrolls Impacts to Nye County
from the Relocation of the 37th TFW

L ocal
Gross Payroll

Employment Number Salaries"' Adjustments( )  Expenditures I
AF uniformed 0
AF civilian 0
NAF & misc. services 0
School employees (3 )  28 $887,520 .60 $532,512
Resident Contractors 511 21,575,448 .60 12,945,268

Total 511 $22,462,968 $13,477,780

Notes: 1. Gross salaries were provided by the contractors.

2. Local expenditure rates were provided by Nellis AFB Economic Resource Impact

Statement, FY89.

3. Includes 10 teachers and 18 support staff, as estimated by Nye County School District. I
Table B.1-2 Services and Procurement Expenditures

Related to the 37th TFW In Nye County

Total Local I
Contracts Expenditures "

I
Materials & supplies $310,000
TDY Expenditures (2) 1,493,960 3
Total $1,803,960

Notes: 1. Local expenditures are contract amounts spent within the county; figures are based on
discussions with contractors and base finance and contracting offices.

2. Local per diem expenditures by 37th TFW personnel and contractors.
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Estimation of Indirect Impacts

Direct impacts are allocated to industrial sectors and, with the appropriate multiplier,
used to estimate the indirect (and induced) output, earnings, and employment impacts.
Note that only trade and transport margins of materials expenditures are considered.

Table B.1-3 summarizes the impact calculations. The total output (value of goods and

services) generated by the payrolls and expenditures is $5.2 million in Nye County.
Those expenditures also generated $556,706 in earnings and supported 41 indirect jobs.

Demographics Impacts

Table B.1-4 summarizes the demographic impacts of the Holloman alternative. A
total of 580 civilian jobs will be lost to residents of Nye County. However, the number of
civilian jobs lost to the county will be somewhat mitigated by the working spouses and
dependents also leaving the area. In Nye County, an estimated 307 working spouses and
dependents of relocating personnel would leave the county, increasing local employment
opportunities.

All of the 511 affected contractor employees in Nye County are assumed to
relocate, as a worst-case. The indirect employees (primarily in the retail trade and
services industries) are not assumed to relocate, but instead will try to find other positions
in the local economy. The same assumption is made for the 28 school workers losing
jobs. An estimated 358 school children will leave with the relocating families. Total
population loss to Nye County will be about 1,380 persons.

Impacts of Mining Layoffs

Late in the preparation of this study it was learned that an estimated 315 jobs in
Nye County would be lost due to mine closings. Estimates of the impacts of the mine
closings were made using the same procedure described above.

Based on information provided by the Nye County Board of Commissioners, it was
assumed that mining earnings would be reduced by $11,970,000 and local purchases
would be reduced by $2,100,000. It is estimated that 17 indirect jobs supported by mine
payrolls and purchases would be lost. An estimated 17 school workers would be laid off
because of the reductions; their earnings of $538,849 were included in the estimated
indirect job loss.

Assuming all 315 miners relocate they would be accompanied by an estimated 221
school children, and lead to an overall population reduction of 851 persons.
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I Table B.1-4 Demographic Impacts Related to the
Relocation of the 37th TFW from Nye County

i

Relocatinq"
School

Jobs Workers Children Population

Nye County

Direct contractor jobs 511 511 358 1,380
School workers 28 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 41 0 0 0

Total civilian jobs lost 580 511 358 1,380

Working spouses & dependents 307

I
Notes: 1. Assumes all contract personnel will relocate.

B
I
I
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a
B.2 ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF 37th/49th TFW ALTERNATIVE ON OTERO COLTY

This appendix outlines the methodology used to determine economic impacts, bothdirect and indirect, of the relocation of the 37th TFW and inactivation of the 49th TFW on I
Otero County. Estimation of the economic impacts was done in a three-stage process:

" Definition of direct Impacts. These are payrolls and expenditures I
related to this alternative and spent within Otero County.

" Estimation of Indirect Impacts. The spending and respending of m
direct impact monies create a secondary or indirect impact. Indirect
impacts are calculated with output, earnings, and employment multipliers
generated by the Regional Impact Modeling System (RIMS II). This
methodology is described in detail in Appendix C.

Calculation of demographic impacts. This part of the process
translates direct and indirect impacts into potential demographic
changes. The change in employment related to actions will lead to an
estimated out-migration, expressed in terms of households, school
children, and population. g

The supporting assumptions and calculations for these steps are presented below.

Direct Payrolls and Expenditures I
The direct impact used in this analysis are summarized in Tables B.2-1 and B.2-2.

According to Table B.2-1, direct payrolls would increase by $50.3 million with arrival of
the 37th TFW, and would decrease by $55 million with the inactivation of the 49th TFW.
Actual payroll expenditures in Otero County would increase by $30.9 million with the 39
TFW and decrease by $33.8 million with inactivation. The net change in payroll I
expenditures would be a $2.9 million decline.

Service and procurement expenditures relative to the actions are shown in Table I
B.2-2. These expenditures would increase an estimated $13.1 million with 37th TFW and
decline by $6.8 million with the inactivation of the 49th TFW. Net service and
procurement expenditures would increase by $6.6 million, largely because of $6.9 million
in construction related to the 37th TFW. Note that this is a one-time benefit to OteroCounty and is not reported as a long-term impact in Section 4.3.2.5 of the EIS. 3

B
I
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I
Table 8.2-1 Direct Employment and Payrolls Related toI the 37th/49th TFW Alternative at Otero County

Gross Payroll
Employment Number Salaries )  Adjustments Expenditures

1_ 37th TFW
Air Force, uniform 1976 46.996.211 .61 28.667.689
Air Force. Civilian 71 1.976,881 .68 1.346.256
NAF and misc srvcs 184 1.364,407 .68 927.797
Contractors 0 0 .80 0

-- Total 2231 50.337.499 30,941,742

S49th FAir Force. uniform 2149 51.268.844 .61 31.274.001

Air Force. Civilian 83 2.307.219 .68 1.571.216
NAF and misc srvcs 201 1,487.717 .68 1.011.648
Contractors 0 0 .80 0

Total 2433 55,063.780 33,856,865

1 Military payrolls were estimated using composite rates from AFR 173-13, October 1989.

2. Percentage of salaries spent in the local area was taken from the Holloman AFB Economic Resource Impact
Statement, FY 1989.

Table 8.2-2 Services and Procurement Expenditures Related to the
37th TFW/49th TFW Alternative at Otero County

3 Contracts Total Local Expenditures Unit Share

37 TFW:
New construction $569.700.000 $6.970.000 $6.970.000
O&M construction 10,949.910 1.204.490 454.093
Business services 15.154,143 1,666,956 628,442
Misc services 10.018.085 1.101,989 415.450
Material and supplies 19.506.210 2.145.683 808.923
Commissary and BX 14,649.406 872.495 328,931
Education Impacts 2.187.683 2.187,683 824.756
Health services 2.100.064 2.100.064 774.924
Local TDY expend 5.222.420 5.222.420 1.968.852

Total 149.487923 23.471,780 13.174,371

49thTF
O&M construction 10.949.910 1.204.490 502.031
Business services 15.154.143 1.666.956 694.787

Misc services 10,018.065 1.101.969 459.309
Material and supplies 19.506.210 2,145.683 894.321

,mmissary and BX 14.649.408 872.495 349.870
ucation Impacts 2.187.683 2.187.683 911.826

ealth services 2.100.064 2.100.064 842.126
Local TOY expend 5.222.420 5.222.420 2.176.705

Total 79.78723 $16,S01.780 6.830.075

3 1. Unit Shamre is based on proportional rapolation from caumt Ha a AM

expiitures and pe-sa7
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Estimation of Indirect Impacts I
Direct impacts are allocated to industrial sectors and, with the appropriate multiplier,

used to estimate the indirect (and induced) output, earnings, and employment impacts.
Table B.2-3 summarizes the impact calculations. The total economic output (value of
goods and services) generated by the payrolls and procurements of the 37th TFW would
be $25.5 million ($10.3 million in new construction), while output related to the inactivation
of the 49th TFW would decline by $27.9 million. Indirect earnings would increase $7.8
million (and $3.1 million because of new construction) with the 37th TFW, and decrease
by $8.6 million because of the inactivation. Estimated indirect jobs in Otero County would
increase by 568 (and 168 because of new construction) with the 37th TFW and decrease
by 623 with the inactivation. 5
Demographic Impacts

Table B.2-4 summarizes the demographic impacts of the two actions. The net
number of households in the area would increase by 145, accompanied by 87 school-
aged children. Total population would increase by 407 persons. n

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

Table B.2-4 Demographic Impacts Related to the 37th/49th TFW Alternative at Otero County

Relocatinq I
School

Jobs Workers Children Population

37 TFW •
Direct military jobs 1,976 1,976 1,186 5,533
Direct federal civilian jobs(1) 255 25 17 67
Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0Indirect jobs 568 0 0 0

Subtotal 2,799 2,001 1,203 5,600

Total Civilian jobs avail. 823 1
in migr approp. fund civ. 25
Working mil spouses and depends 790
Working approp. fund civ spouse/dep 43

49th TFW I
Direct military jobs 2,149 1,827 1,096 5,115
Dirct federal civilian jobs(l) 284 29 20 78
Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 623 0 0 0

Subtotal 3,056 1,856 1,116 5,193

Total Civilian job loss 907 1
Working mil spouses and depends 731
Approp. civ spouse and depends 50

I
1. Inlcudes appropriated fund and NAF civilians

I
I
I
I
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I B.3 ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF THE 37th TFW/49th TFW AND HOLLOMAN
ALTERNATIVES ON CLARK COUNTYI
This appendix outlines the methodology used to determine economic impacts, both

direct and indirect, of the 37th TFW/49th TFW and Holloman alternatives on Clark County.
Estimation of the economic impacts of the relocation of the 37th TFW was done in a
three-stage process.

I • Definition of direct impacts. These are payrolls and expenditures
related to this alternative and spent within Clark County.

1 Estimation of indirect impacts. The spending and respending of
direct impact monies create a secondary or indirect impact. Indirect
impacts are calculated with output, earnings, and employment multipliers
generated by the Regional Impact Modeling System (RIMS II). This
methodology is described in detail in Appendix C.

Calculation of demographic impacts. This part of the process
translates direct and indirect impacts into potential demographic

I changes. The change in employment related to actions will lead to an
estimated out-migration, expressed in terms of households, school
children, and population.

The supporting assumptions and calculations for these steps are presented in the
following sections.

Direct Payrolls and Expenditures

IThe direct impacts used in this analysis are summarized in Tables B.3-1 and B.3-2.
According to Table B.3-1, payrolls related to this alternative total $87.4 million in Clark
County. The amount estimated to be spent within the county is $60.7 million. Service
and procurement contracts related to this alternative are shown in Table B.3-2. Total
Nellis AFB contract expenditures are $157.7 million in Clark County, of which $61 million
is attributable to the 37th TFW. Direct payrolls and expenditures total over $120 million
in Clark County.

I B-11
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Table B.3-1 Direct Employment and Payrolls Related to the

37th TFW/49th TFW and Holloman Alternatives at Clark County I

Local IGross Payroll

Employment Number Salaries() Adjustments 2 )  Expenditures I

AF uniformed 2,687 $63,487,717.00 .73 $46,343,843.00
AF civilian 9 264,222.00 .60 158,533.00
NAF & misc. services 253 1,783,328.00 .60 1,069,997.00
Resident Contractors 547 $21,941,819.00 .60 $13,165,091.00

Total 3,496 $87,477,086.00 $60,737,465.00

I
Notes: 1. Grc,s salaries for contractors were provided by employers. Gross salaries were

estimated for military personnel and AF civilians using composite rates (without retirement)
reported in Table A-19-1, AFR 173.13, October 1989.

2. Percentages of salaries spent in the local area were provided by Nellis AFB Economic I
Resource Impact Statement, FY89.

Table B.3-2 Services and Procurement Expenditures Related
to the 37th TFW/49th TFW and Holioman Alternatives at Clark County I

Total Local I
Contracts Expenditures" )  Unit Sharer2)

I
Maintenance & operations $19,642,084 $4,910,521
Buildings & grounds 2,387,571 596,893
Computers/telecommunications 9.337,030 2,334,258
Other services 47,293,744 11,823,436
Commissary/BX 4,516,571 1,129,143
Education 4,081.121 1,020,280
Health 12,261,079 3,433,102
TDY 4,955,067 1,238,767
Other materials/equipment 24,972,867 6,243,217
Contractor materials/equipment 7,305,420 7,305,420 3
Key airlines 21,000,000 21,000,000

Total $157,752,554 $61,035,037 3
Notes: 1. Local expenditures are contract amounts spent within the county: estimates are based on

discussions with contractors and base finance and contracting offices.

2. Share is the part of contracts attributable to 37th TFW, determined by the proportion of
37th TFW appropriated fund personnel to total base appropriated fund personnel. 3

B-12 3
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I Estimation of Indirect Impacts

Direct impacts are allocated to industrial sectors and, with the appropriate multiplier,
used to estimate the indirect (and induced) output, earnings, and employment impacts.
Table B.3-3 summarizes the impact calculations. The total output (value of goods and
services) generated by the payrolls and expenditures under the Holloman alternative
is $134.3 million in Clark County. Those expenditures also generated $50 million in
earnings in Clark County. An estimated 2,437 indirect jobs are supported by 37th TFW3 expenditures in Clark County.

Demographics Impacts

t Table B.3-4 summarizes the demographic impacts of the Holloman alternative.
Total military and civilian jobs lost in Clark County will be 5,932. However, the number

* of civilian jobs lost to the county will be mitigated by the working spouses and dependents
also leaving the area. In Clark County, an estimated 993 working spouses and
dependents of relocating personnel would leave the county, increasing the availability of3 employment.

An estimated 2,479 households of the military and contractor personnel losing their
jobs will leave the area. Because of the growing economy of Clark County and the Las
Vegas area, federal civilian and indirect employees are not expected to relocate. The
out-migrating families will be accompanied by approximately 1,537 school children. Total

I population loss to Clark County will be about 6,920 persons.

II
I
I
I
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Table B.3-4 Demographic Impacts Related to the
37th TFW/49th TFW and Holloman Alternatives at Clark County

Relocatind1
)

School
Lost Jobs Workers Children Population!

Direct military jobs 2,687 2,284 1,370 6,395
Direct federal civilian jobs2 )  262 3 2 8
Direct contractor jobJ 3)  547 191 134 517
Indirect jobs 2,437 0 0 0

ISubtota( )  5,932 2,479 1,507 6,920

Total civilian jobs lost 3)  3,245

Working military spouses & dependents 914
Civilian spouses & dependents 2
Contract spouses & dependents 77

Notes: 1. Assures .85 military personnel will relocate and .35 civilians.

2. Includes appropriated funds civilians and NAF employees.

3. Contract workers residing in Clark County but are employed at TTR in Nye County. They are
not counted in employment statistics for Clark County, but are used in the calculation of
indirect impacts.

I
I
I
i
!
I
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B.4 ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF THE HOLLOMAN ALTERNATIVE ON OTERO
COUNTY

This appendix sets out the methodology and key assumptions used to determinem
the economic impacts, of the Holloman alternative on Otero County, specifically the
relocation of the 37th TFW, inactivation of the 49th TFW, and relocation of 72 F-4 aircraft.
Estimation of the economic impacts was done in a three step process:

* Definition of direct Impacts. These are payrolls and expenditures
related to this alternative and spent within Otero County.

" Estimation of indirect impacts. The spending and respending of
direct impact monies create a secondary or indirect impact. Indirect i
impacts are calculated with output, earnings, and employment multipliers
generated by the Regional Impact Modeling System (RIMS II). This
methodology is described in detail in Appendix C.

Calculation of demographic impacts. This part of the process 3
translates direct and indirect impacts into potential demographic
changes. 1

Any change in employment related to the actions may lead to an estimated in- and
out-migration, experienced in terms of households, school children, and population. The asupporting assumptions and calculations for these steps are presented below.

Direct Payrolls and Expenditures

The direct impacts used in this analysis are summarized in Tables B.4-1 and B.4-2.
According to Table B.4-1, payrolls would increase by $50.3 million with the arrival of the
37th TFW, decrease by $55 million with the inactivation of the 49th TFW, and increase I
by $62.9 million with the F-4s. Gross payrolls would increase by $58.2 million. Not all
earning are spent in Otero County. The net increase in total payroll expenditures in the
county would be $35.7 million. =

Service and procurement expenditures relative to the three actions are shown in
Table B.4-2. These expenditures would increase by an estimated $13.1 million with the
37th TFW, decline by $6.8 million with the departure of 49th TFW; and increase by $9.3
million with the arrival of F-4s. Net service and procurement expenditures would increase
by $15.7 million, largely because of local construction expenditures related to the 37th
TFW ($6.9 million) and F-4s ($1.9 million). New construction expenditures are a one time
benefit to Otero County and are reported separately in the body of the EIS. I

B
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I Table B.4-1 Direct Employment and Payrolls Related to the
Holloman Aternative at Otero County

I
Local

Gross Payroll
Employment Number Salaried"1  Adjustmentl 2  Expenditures

37 TFW
Air Force, uniform 1976 $46,996,211 .61 $28,667,689
Air Force, Civilian 71 1,976,881 .68 1,346,256
NAF and Msc srvcs 184 1,364,407 .68 927,797
Contractors 0 0 .80 0

I Total 2231 50,337,499 30,941,742

49th TFW
I Air Force, uniform 2149 51,268,844 .61 31,274,001

Air Force, Civilian 83 2,307,219 .68 1,571,216
NAF and misc srvcs 201 1,487,717 .68 1,011,648
Contractors 0 0 .80 0

Total 2433 55,063,791 33,856,865

F-4s
Air Force, uniform 2411 58,772,246 .61 35,851,070
Air Force, civilian 90 2,481,300 .68 1,689,765
NAF and misc srvcs 225 1,667,017 .68 1,133,571I Contractors 0 0 .80 0

Total 2726 $62,920,563 $38,674,406

1. Military payrolls were estimated using composite rates from AFR 173-13, October 1989.

2. Percentage of salaries spent in the local area was taken from the Holloman AFB Economic Resource Impact
Statement, FY 1989.

i
I
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Table B.4-2 Services and Procurement Expenditures Related to the
Holloman Alternative at Otero County

1
Contracts Total Local Expenditures Unit Shard")  i

37 TFW : I
New construction $69,700,000 $6,970,000 $6,970,000
O&M construction 10,949,910 1,204,490 454,093
Business services 15,154,143 1,666,956 628,442
Misc services 10,018,085 1,101,989 415,450
Material and supplies 19,506,210 2,145,683 808,923
Commissary and BX 14,649,408 872,495 328,931
Education impacts 2,187,683 2,187,683 824,756 U
Health services 2,100,064 2,100,064 774,924
Local TDY expend 5,222,420 5,222,420 1,968,852

Total 149,487,923 23,471,780 13,174,371

49th TFW
O&M construction 10,949,910 1,204,490 502,031
Business services 15.154,143 1,666,956 694,787 I
Misc services 10,018,085 1,101,989 459,309
Material and supplies 19,506,210 2,145,683 894,321
Commissary and BX 14,649,408 872,495 349,870 I
Education impacts 2,187,683 2,187,683 911,826
Health services 2,100,064 2,100,064 842,126
Local TDY expend 5,222,420 5,222,420 2,176,705

Total 79,787,923 16,501,780 6,830,975

F-4s
New construction 19,570,000 1,957,000 1,957,000

O&M construction 10,949,910 1,204,490 554,065
Business services 15,154,143 1,666,956 750,130
Misc services 10,018,085 1,101,989 495,895
Material and supplies 19,506,210 2,145,683 965,557
Commissary and BX 14,649,408 872,495 392,623
Education impacts 2,187,683 2,187,683 984,457 1
Health services 2,100,064 2,100,064 945,029
Local TDY expend 5,222,420 5,222,420 2,350,089

Total $99,357,923 $18,458,780 $9,934,845 i

1. Unit share based on proportional extrapolation from current Holloman I
AFB expenditure and personnel.

B-18 3
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I Estimation of Indirect Impacts

Direct impacts are allocated to sectors and, with the appropriate multipliers, used
to estimate the indirect (and induced) output, earnings, and employment impacts. Table
B.4-3 summarizes the impact calculations for each of the actions. Output (value of goods
and services) in Otero County would increase by $25.5 million with the 37th TFW,
decrease by $27.9 million with the departure of the 49th TFW, and increase by $31.5
million with the F-4s. The net value of output in the county would increase by $29.1

3 million.

Indirect earnings would increase $7.9 million with the 37th TFW, decrease by $8.6
million with the 49th TFW, and increase by $9.7 million with the F-4s. The net increase
in earnings would be $8.9 million.

Indirect employment would increase by 568 jobs with the 37th TFW, decrease by
623 with the 49th TFW, and increase by 701 with the F-4s. The net increase in
permanent indirect employment would be 646 jobs.

Construction impacts are not included in the impacts described above.
Construction related to the 37th TFW will result in a short-term increase of $3.2 million in
earnings and 168 jobs. Construction related to the F-4s will have an additional short-term
effect (in FY 92) of $2.9 million in earnings and 47 jobs.

5 Demographics Impacts

Table B.4-4 summarizes the demographic impacts of the three actions. Note that
some portion of workers (.15 military and .85 civilians) losing their jobs do not leave the
area, electing instead to retire or find other employment. The number of households in
Otero County would increase by 2,001 with the 37th TFW, decrease by 1,856 with the
49th TFW, an increase by 2,443 with the F-4s. The net increase in households would be
2,588, accompanied by a increase of 1,555 school age children, and lead to a total3 population increase of 7,242.

B
i
I
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Table B.4-4 Demographic Impacts Related to the Holloman Alternative at Otero County

I Relocatinq
SchoolJobs Workers Children Population

I 37 TFW
Direct military jobs 1,976 1,976 1,186 5,533
Dirct federal civilian jobsi1)  255 25 17 67
Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 568 0 0 0

Subtotal 2,799 2,001 1,203 5,600

I Total Civilian jobs avail. 823

i in migr approp. fund civ. 25
Working mil spouses and depends 790
Working approp. fund civ spouse/dep 43

I 49th TFW
Direct military jobs 2,149 1,827 1,096 5,115I Dirct federal civilian jobs )  284 29 20 78
Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 623 0 0 0

Subtotal 3,056 1,856 1,116 5,193

Total Civilian job loss 907

I Working mil spouses and depends 731
Approp. civ spouse and depends 50

F-4sDirect military jobs 2,411 2,411 1,446 6,750Dirct federal civilian jobs' )  315 32 22 85

Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 701 0 0 0

Subtotal 3,427 2,443 1,468 6,835

i Total Civilian job loss 1,016

Working mil spouses and depends 964
Approp. civ spouse and depends 54

1. Includes appropriated fund and NAF civilians.

3 B-21
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B.5 ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF THE HOLLOMAN-NELLIS ALTERNATIVE AT OTERO
COUNTY 3
This appendix sets out the methodology and key assumptions used to determine

the economic impacts on Otero County of the inactivation of the 49th TFW, and relocation
of 72 F-4s. Estimation of the economic impacts was done in a three step process:

" Definition of direct impacts. These are payrolls and expenditures
related to this alternative and spent within Otero County.

* Estimation of indirect impacts. The spending and respending of
direct impact monies create a secondary or indirect impact. Indirect
impacts are calculated with output, earnings, and employment multipliers
generated by the Regional Impact Modeling System (RIMS II). This 3
methodology is described in detail in Appendix C.

Calculation of demographic impacts. This part of the process 3
translates direct and indirect impacts into potential demographic
changes.

Any change in employment related to the actions may lead to an estimated in- and
out-migration, experienced in terms of households, school children, and population. The
supporting assumptions and calculations for these steps are presented below.

Direct Payrolls and Expenditures

The direct impacts used in this analysis are summarized in Tables B.5-1 and B.5-2.
According to Table B.5-1, payrolls would decrease by $55 million with the inactivation of
the 49th TFW, and increase by $62.9 million with the F-4s. Net payrolls would increase
by $7.9 million.

Service and procurement expenditures relative to the three actions are shown in 3
Table B.5-2. These expenditures would decline by $6.8 million with the 49th TFW
increase by $9.3 million with the arrival of F-4s. Net service and procurement
expenditures would increase by $2.5 million, largely become of local construction
expenditures related to the F-4s ($1.9 million). New construction expenditures are a one
time benefit to Otero County and are reported separately in the text of the EIS. 3

B
I
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Table 8.5-1 Direct Employment and Payrolls Related to the

Holloman-Nellis Alternative at Otero County

Local

Gross Payroll
Employment Number Salariei" Adjustments m Expenditures

49th TFW
Air Force, uniform 2149 51,268.854 .61 31,274,001
Air Force, Civilian 83 2,307,219 .68 1.517,216
NAF and Misc services 201 1,487,717 .68 1.011.648
Contractors 0 0 .80 0

Total 2433 55.063,791 33,856,865

F-4s

Air Force. uniform 2411 58,772.246 .61 35,851.070
Air Force, Civilian 90 2,481,300 .68 1,689.765
NAF and misc srvcs 225 1,667,017 .68 1,133,571

Contractors 0 0 .800 0

Total 2726 62,920.563 38,674,406

1. Military payrolls were estimated using composite rates from AFR 173-13, October 1989.

2. Percentage of salaries spent in the local area was taken from the Holloman AFB Economic Resource Impact
Statement, FY 1989.

I
Table B.S-2 Services end Procurement Expenditures Related to the3 Holloman-Nais Atternative at Otero County

Contracts Total Local Expenditures Unit Share (1)

O&M construction $10,949,910 $1.204,490 $502,031

Business services 15,154,143 1,666,956 694,787

Misc services 10,018,085 1.101.989 459,309

Material and supplies 19,506,210 2,145,683 894,321

Commissary and BX 14,649,408 872,495 349,870

Education impacts 2,187,683 2.187,683 911.826

Health services 2.100.064 2.100.064 842126

Local TDY expend 5.222,420 5,222,420 2,176,705
Total $79,787,923 $16,501.780 $6.830.975

F-4s
New construction 19,570,000 1,957.000 1,957,000
O&M construction 10,949.910 1,204.490 554,065

Business services 15,154.143 1,666956 750.130

Misc services 10.018,085 1,101,969 495,895

Material and supplies 19,506,210 2,145.683 965,557

Commissary and BX 14,649.408 872.495 392.623

Education impacts 2,187.683 2.187.683 964,457

Health services 2,100.064 2,100,064 945,029

Local TOY expend 5222.420 5,222,420 2,350,089

Total 599.357,923 $18,458,780 $9,934,845

I 1. Unit uiwe based on proportional eapoltion from CRent Hlo n

AF expenditure and personnel.
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Estimation of Indirect Impacts 5
Direct impacts are allocated to sectors and, with the appropriate multipliers, used

to estimate the indirect (and induced) output, earnings, and employment in 'acts. Table
B.5-3 summarizes the impact calculations for each of the actions. Output (value of goods
and services) in Otero County would decrease by $27.9 million with the 37th TFW,
increase by $31.5 million with the F-4s. The net value of output in the county would
increase by $3.5 million.

Indirect earnings would decrease by $8.6 million with the departure of the 49th 1
TFW, and increase by $9.7 million with the F-4s. The net increase earnings would be $1.1
million.

Indirect employment would decrease by 623 with the 49th TFW, and increase by
701 with the F-4s. The net increase in indirect employment would be 78 jobs. 5

Construction impacts are not included in the impacts described above.
Construction related to the F-4s will have local short-term effect (in FY 92) of $2.9 million 3
in additional earnings and 47 jobs.

Demographics Impacts 3
Table B.5-4 summarizes the demographic impacts of the three actions. Note that

some portion of workers (. 15 military and .85 civilians) losing their jobs do not leave the
area, electing instead to retire or find other employment. The number of households in
Otero County would decrease by 1,856 with the departure of the 49th TFW, and increase
by 2,443 with the F-4s. The net increase in households would be 587, accompanied by
a increase of 352 school age children, and lead to a total population increase of 1,642.

t

I
I

I
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Table B.5-4 Demographic Impacts Related to the Holloman-Nellis
Alternative at Otero County

I
Relocating

School
Jobs Workers Children Population

49th TFW I
Direct military jobs 2,149 1,827 1,096 5,115
Federal civilian jobi 1 )  284 29 20 78
Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 623 0 0 0

Subtotal 3,056 1,856 1,116 5,193 1
Total Civilian job loss 907

Working mil spouses and depends 731
Approp. civ spouse and depends 50

F-4s
Direct military jobs 2,411 2,411 1,446 6,750
Federal civilian jobs(1)  315 32 22 85
Direct contractor jobs 0 0 0 0
Indirect jobs 7C1 0 0 0

Subtotal 3,427 2,443 1,468 6,835

Total Civilian job loss 1,016 3
Working mil spouses and depends 964
Approp. civ spouse and depends 54 5

Note: 1. Includes appropriation funds civilians and NAF employees. 3

I
U
I
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B.6 ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE HOLLOMAN-NELLIS ALTERNATIVE TO CLARK3 COUNTY

(This appendix outlines the methodology used to determine economic impacts, both
direct and indirect, of the 37th TFW to Clark County. Estimation of the economic impacts
was done in a three-stage process:

• Definition of direct impacts. These are payrolls and expenditures
related to this alternative and spent within Clark County.

Estimation of indirect impacts. The spending and respending of
direct impact monies create a secondary or indirect impact. Indirect
impacts are calculated with output, earnings, and employment multipliers

Sgenerated by the Regional Impact Modeling System (RIMS II). This
methodology is described in detail in Appendix C.

3 *Calculation of demographic impacts. This part of the process
translates direct and indirect impacts into potential demographic

i changes. The change in employment related to actions will lead to an
estimated out-migration, expressed in terms of households, school
children, and population.

51 The supporting assumptions and calculations for these steps are presented in the
following sections.

3 Direct Payroll and Expenditures

The impacts used in this analysis are summarized in Table B.6-1 and B.6-2. Total
military and contractor payrolls were $37.2 million, with $24.4 million spent in Clark
County, as shown in Table B.6-1. Local service and procurement expenditures are shown

3 . in Table B.6-2. These total $195 million, including $159 million in new construction and
$21 million to local airline services.

B
I
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Table B.6-1 Direct Employment and Payroll Impacts Related
to the Holloman-Nellis Alternative at Clark County

Gross Local I
Employment Number Salary Adjustments Payroll

Expenditures 3
Air Force, Uniform

Officers 41 $1,955,536 .73 $1,427,541
Enllisted 670 14,532,536 .73 10,609,068 I

Air Force, Civilian -62 -1,820,198 .6 -1,092T118
NAF and Misc. servs 65 629,980 .6 377,988
Contractors 547 21,941,819 .6 13,165,091

TOTAL 1,261 37,239,673 $24,487,571 3

Table B.6-2 Service and Procurement Expenditures Related to the I
Holloman-Nellis Alternative at Clark County i

Total Local
Contracts Expenditures Unit

New Construction $159,000,000 $159,000,000
Maintenance and Ops 19,642,084 1,178,529
Buildings and Grounds 2,387,571 143,254
Computer/Telecom 9,337,030 560,222
Other Services 47,293,744 2,837,625 I
Commissary/BX 4,516,571 270,994

Educaiton 4,081,121 244,867
Health 12,261,079 858,276 3
TDY 4,955,067 297,304
Other material/Equipment 24,972,867 1,498,372
Contractor M&E 7,305,420 7,305,420
Key Airlines 21,000,000 21,000.000

TOTAL $316,752,554 $195,194,859 3

BI
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i= Estimation of Impacts

The total reduction in output (value of goods and services) generated by the
payrolls and expenditures related to the Holloman-Nellis alternative is $67 million. Indirect
earnings would be reduced by $25.4 million and indirect employment would be 1,195
jobs. The impacts of new construction would be $91.7 million in earnings and 3,943 jobs.
The estimation of impacts is shown in Table B.6-3.

3_ Demographic Impacts

Table B.6-4 summarizes the demographic impacts of the action. The number of
households in Clark County would be reduced by 733, accompanied by 453 school-aged
children. Total population reduction would be 2,035 persons. The net number of working
spouses and dependents would increase by 320.

i
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Table B.6-4 Demographic Impacts Related to the
Holloman-Nellis Alternative at Clark County

Relocatinq

Jobs Households School-aged Population

Direct military jobs 711 604 363 1,692
Federal Civilians (1) 3 -62 -43 -174
Contractor 547 191 134 517
Indirect 1,195 0 0 0

Subtotal 2,456 733 453 2,035

Tot. Civ. job loss 1,745

Work. mil. sps/deps 242
Ap Fund Civ. sps/deps -37
Contract sps/deps 115

1. Includes 62 appropriated fund jobs gained and 63 NAF positions lost.
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REGIONAL INPUT-OUTPUT MODELING SYSTEMI
C.1 RIMS

I An input/output (I/O) model describes the flow of goods and services to markets
and between industries in a region. Each industry in the economy has a particular set
of production input requirements that generally differ from those of other industries.
Taking the form of a large mathematical matrix that relates each service and industrial
sector to every other service and industrial sector, the I/O model describes the structure
of the economy and may be used to analyze the implications of the changes in one
portion of the economy set off by a final-demand change. Implicit in this process is a
multiplier that relates the total change to a specific initial change. The Regional I/0
Modeling System (RIMS) takes the set of inter-sectional relationships present at the
national level and regionalizes them, using locations quotients that reflect the relationship
of a local economy (sector by sector) to the national economy. RIMS was designed by
the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

RIMS was developed to overcome costs and small-area data limitations of
traditional approaches and to provide both geographical and industrial flexibility. It is a
system of interrelated data files and computer programs designed to estimate I/O
regional multipliers for any of the industries specified in the BEA's national I/O model and
for any region, which can be defined as one or more counties in the United States. The
system combines several advantages of the economic base and I/O approaches to
regional impact analysis to produce multipliers that are conceptually similar to I/O
multipliers. RIMS relies on secondary data sources, is sensitive to differences between
industries, operates at a detailed industrial level, and is relatively inexpensive to apply.

I The regional multiplier estimates the portion of succeeding cycles of expenditures
that occur within a defined region, thus providing a measure of the increased economic
activity within the region. RIMS estimates project-specific multipliers needed to estimate
changes in regional gross output, regional employment, and regional earnings by first
computing a given industry's dependence on other regional industries.

I The relationship between one industry and others is used to estimate the multiplier
effect of an increase in final demand for gross regional output. Earnings-to-gross-output
ratios are then used to translate the output increase into increases in earnings. For any
given region, the ratio of employment to earnings is used to obtain an estimate of the total
increased employment within the region.

1C-1
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Each industry requires inputs that are converted to an output, which, in turn, serves 3
as input to other industries. For example, the manufacturer of iron ore pellets requires,
among other inputs, copper, electricity, labor, and transportation. When the ore is
processed (becomes an output), it is purchased by (becomes inputs to) the steel I
manufacturing industry. Some of these suppliers and some of the consumers are
located in the county, but some are not. An I/O model ordinarily requires the
development of an entire I/O matrix to account for this interdependence. Although I
retaining many of the analytical opportunities of the I/O framework, RIMS avoids the need
for this costly process by viewing the gross output multiplier as comprising four elements:
the initial change, the direct effect, the indirect effect, and the induced effect.

The initial change component represents project expenditures that will occur in the
study region. Since this initial change is exactly equal to project expenditures, it is always
represented in the multiplier by unity (1.000). The remaining components, the secondary
economic effects, are added to the initial economic effect to provide the total economic
effect.

The direct effect component includes the industry input requirements and the ability
of the area to meet them. The former is obtained from the national I/O model; the latter
is derived from. data relating to the study region (U.S. Bureau of the Census, County
Business Patterns Program). Inputs required by the study industry but not produced in
the region (or produced in insufficient quantity) must be imported by the region, thus
reducing the direct effect component of the regional multiplier.

The input requirements are identified in the BEA national I/O model. The first step
in regionalization is evaluating this set of input requirements for the particular project or
specific industry. The suitability of the national model industry is assessed, and project- I
specific adjustments are made in the national model input requirements on the basis of
available project descriptions or engineering information. 3

The input requirements that result from this first step represent the national level
industry technical requirements that are indicative of the specific regional economy. The
second step in regionalization reconciles the technical requirements of these industries I
with the capacity of the region to supply the required inputs. The national technical
requirements are replaced by regional direct coefficients reflecting the actual purchases
of input from suppliers within the study region. This step is accomplished with the use
of the location quotient, which is a double ratio of the form:

industry i employment in study region/total employment in study region I
industry i employment in the nation/total employment in the nation

County Business Patterns data are used to estimate these location quotients. If I
the location quotient for a given input is zero, no production is carried on in the region.
Thus, all the required input must be imported and the regional direct effect is zero. If the

C-2 3
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I location quotient is equal to or greater than one, production in the region is assumed to
be sufficient to supply the study industry, and the regional direct effect is equal to the
national direct requirement. In cases where the location quotient is greater than zero but
less than one, the region is assumed to supply some of the input requirement, the
proportion being equal to the value of the location quotient.

The location quotient test is applied to each regional industry that potentially
supplies inputs to the study industry. The column sum of all the resulting regionalized
coefficients is the direct component of the regional multiplier.

The indirect component and the induced component are computed as a single
combined value in RIMS. Indirect-induced effects are those resulting from expansion of
supplier and service industries to meet the needs of the directly affected industry, as well
as changes in local consumption expenditures. The indirect interactions measure
additional rounds of expenditures and production that result from the initial stimulus.
Incomes of local consumers are increased by direct and indirect effects, and some part
of the income increases will be spent in the region, stimulating additional economic
activity. This effect of increased incomes to local consumers is the induced effect and is
an extension of the indirect component. In an I/0 model, under empirically common
conditions, the indirect-induced component can be estimated as a linear homogeneous
function of the direct component.

C.2 UPDATED RIMS PROGRAM (RIMS II)

The Regional Input-Output Modeling System II (RIMS II) is a major revision of RIMS
(discussion adapted from Bureau of Economic Analysis, May 1984). The basic
differences between RIMS II and RIMS are the use of more recent national I/O tables
(1972 and 1977), availability of more detailed and more current data for regionalizing the
national I/O tables, and greater flexibility in the derivation of regional impact estimates
using a matrix inversion technique that provides industrially disaggregated impacts. RIMS
II developmental research is currently focused on estimating regional transactions tables
and comparing RIMS II estimates of state-specific imports and exports with survey-based
estimates from the Census Bureau's Commodity Transportation Survey. RIMS II is also
being adapted to analyze the regional and industrial impacts of defense procurement.

I This overview briefly describes RIMS II multipliers, the multiplier-estimation procedures,
and some of the advantages and uses of RIMS I1.

I C.2.1 RIMS 11 Multipliers

RIMS II multipliers are intended to show the total regional effects on industrial
I output and personal earnings for any county or group of counties in the United States

and for any of the 500 industrial sectors in the 1972 and 1977 BEA national i/O tables.
More specifically, RIMS II multipliers can be used to estimate changes in total regional
output and earnings resulting from changes in regional final demand for the output of

1 0-3
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specific industries. Regional output in the I/O context is similar to sales and includes I
sales to industries in the region and to final demand. In RIMS II, final demand includes
sales to government, other regions, and capital formation. i

For example, based on RIMS II multipliers, $1 million of new warehouse
construction in the Denver-Boulder, Colorado, metropolitan statistical area (MSA) would
increase personal earnings in the MSA by $700,000; the same expenditure in the I
Wilmington, North Carolina, MSA would increase earnings there by $500,000. The
difference between the earnings impacts in the two MSAs occurs because the Denver-
Boulder local economy provides more of the total input requirements for constructing
warehouses than does the Wilmington economy. In general, multipliers are smaller in
smaller regional economies. However, multipliers and estimated regional impacts also
depend on which industry is initially affected. For example, if the initial $1 million were
spent on the maintenance and repair of streets in Wilmington, the earnings effect there
would be $700,000, which is the same as the effect of a $1 million expenditure for
warehouse construction in the larger Denver-Boulder MSA.

C.2.2 RIMS II Methodology 3
In order to estimate impacts such as those presented above, RIMS II uses the BEA

national I/O tables, which show the input and output structure of 500 industries. Since
firms in all national industries are not found in each region, some direct requirements in
a particular region typically cannot be supplied by that region's industries. Therefore,
input requirements that are not produced in a study region are identified, using BEA four-
digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) county earnings data. (Currently, data for
1979 through 1983 can be used.) The earnings data are used as proxies for the industry-
specific input and output data, which are seldom available at the small-area level. Using
the same earnings data, the resulting regional I/O table can be aggregated to the level
of industrial detail appropriate for the impact study. 3

More specifically, the RIMS II approach can be viewed as a three-step process.
In the first step, the national I/O matrix is made region-specific by using corresponding
four-digit SIC location quotients (Ls). The LOs are used to estimate the extent to which I
requirements are supplied by firms within the region. For this purpose, RIMS II employs
LOs based on two types of data. According to this mixed-LO approach, BEA county
personal income data by place of residence are used to calculate LOs in the service
sectors, and BEA earnings data by place of work are used for the LOs in the non-service
sectors. 3

The second step involves estimating the household row and the household column
of the matrix. The household-row coefficients are estimated based on value-added gross-
output ratios from the national I/O table and are introduced into each industry's coefficient
column. A household column is constructed, based on national consumption and savings
rate data and national and regional tax rate data. i
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IThe last step in the RIMS II estimating procedure is to calculate the multipliers. It
is often necessary to trace the impact of changes in final demand on numerous directly
and indirectly affected industries. RIMS II applications employ the Leontief inversionapproach for obtaining multipliers. This inversion process produces output and earnings
multipliers for all additionally affected industries.

IC.2.3 Accuracy Of RIMS II

Empirical tests of the accuracy of RIMS II multipliers indicate that RIMS II yields
estimates that are not substantially different from those generated by regional I/O models
based on the costly gathering of survey data. For example, a comparison of 224
industry-specific multipliers from survey-based tables for Texas, Washington, and West
Virginia indicate that the RIMS II average multipliers overestimate the average multipliers
from the survey-based tables by approximately 5%, and, for the majority of individual
industry-specific multipliers, the difference between RIMS II and survey-based multipliers
is less than 10%. In addition, RIMS II and survey multipliers show a statistically similar
distribution of affected industries.

C.2.4 Advantages of RIMS II

5 There are numerous advantages to RIMS II. First, it is possible to provide
estimates of economic impact without building a complete survey I/O model for each
region under study. RIMS II produces multipliers that are derived from secondary data
sources, thus eliminating the costs associated with the compilation of data from a wide
variety of these sources. Second, because RIMS II employs a disaggregated sectoring
plan, analysis may be performed at a detailed industrial level, thereby avoiding

_ aggregation errors that often occur when different industries are combined. Third, the
RIMS II multipliers are based on a consistent set of procedures across areas, making
comparisons among areas more meaningful than if the results were obtained fromI incompatible impact models designed only for individual areas. Fourth, the multipliers can
be updated to reflect the most recent local area earnings and personal income data.

I The industrial output and personal earnings impacts estimated by RIMS II can be
crucial for estimating effects not directly specified by RIMS II itself. For example, the
estimation of regional fiscal, labor migration, and environmental effects often depend on
the estimation of the regional output and earnings impacts of the initial stimulus. Since
many of these important effects are often best analyzed on a case-by-case basis, one of
the major advantages of using RIMS II is that valuable research resources can be spent
on the analysis of these effects, rather than on the construction of an impact model.
Therefore, when using RIMS II, a cost-effective impact study can devote most of its
research budget to specifying initial impacts in industry-specific detail, and analyzing the
implications of RIMS II estimated impacts on other regional economic activities.

I
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NFact Sheet
g Untled Stales Air Force
3 Secretary of the Air Force. Office of Public Affairs, Washington, D.C. 20330-1000

* F-117A Stealth Fighter
The F-i 17A Stealth Fighter is the world's A total of 59 F-117A aircraft have been

first operational aircraft designed to exploit procured. The first TAC aircraft were
low observable stealth technology. Flown delivered in 1982, and the last delivery will
by pilots of the Tactical Air Command's 37th be in the fall of 1990. Streamlined
Tactical Fighter Wing at Tonopah Test management by Aeronautical Systems
Range Airfield, Nev., this single-seat fighter Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,I is designed to penetrate dense threat combined breakthrough stealth technology
environments and attack high value targets with concurrent development and
with pinpoint accuracy. production to rapidly field the aircraft. The

The unique design of the F-i 17A F-i 17A production decision was made in
provides exceptional combat capabilities. 1978 with a contract awarded to Lockheed
About the size of an F-15 Eagle, the twin Advanced Development Projects, the

- engine aircraft is powered by two General "Skunk Works," in Burbank, Calif. The first
Electric F-404 turbofan engines and has flight was in 1981, only 31 months after the
quadruple redundant fly-by-wire flight full scale development decision. TAC's only, controls. Air refuelable, it supports F-i 17A unit, the 4450th Tactical Group
worldwide commitments and adds to the (redesignated 37 TFW in October 1989),
deterrent strength of the U.S. military forces. achieved initial operational capability in

The F-i 17A can employ a variety of October 1983.I weapons and is equipped with sophisticated The F-117A program has demonstrated
navigation and attack systems integrated that a stealth aircraft can be designed for
into a state-of-the-art digital avionics suite reliability and maintainability. The aircraft
that increases mission effectiveness and maintenance statistics are comparable to
reduces pilot workload. Detailed planning other tactical fighters of similar size andi for missions into highly defended target complexity. Logistically supported by
areas is accomplished by an automated Sacramento Air Logistics Center, McClellan
mission planning system developed AFB, Calif., the F-1 17A is kept at the
specifically to optimize the unique forefront of technology through a planned
capabilities of the F-i 17A. weapon system improvement program

located at USAF Plant 42 at Palmdale, Calif.

* Specifications

Function: fighter, attack Max Gross Weight: 52,500
Prime contractor: Lockheed Aeronautical Speed: high subsonic
Systems Company Range: unlimited with air refueling
Power plant/manufacturer: two General Crew: one
Electric F-404 engines Armament: internal weapons carriage
Dimensions: wingspan 43 ft. 4 in., length Status: operational
65 ft. 11 in., height 12 ft. 5 in.

Current as of April 3, 1990
D-1
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F-15 Eagle

The F-15 Eagle is an all-weather, extremely and low wing loading. It is the first U.S. operational aircraft
maneuverable, tactical fighter designed to gain and maintain whose engines' thrust exceeds the plane's loaded weight,

air superiority in aerial comoat. It can outperorm and permitting it to accelerate even in a vertical climb. Low

outfight any current or projected enemy aircraft and wing loading (the ratio of aircraft weight to its wing area)

penetrate enemy defenses. is a vital factor in maneuveraDility and. combined with the

The Eagle's air superiority is achieved throuch a mixture high thrust-to-weight ratio, enables the aircraft to turn

of unprecedented maneuverability and acceleration, range, tightly without losing airspeed.
weapons and avionics. The F-15 has electronic systems The multimission avionics system sets the F-IS apart

and weaponry to detect, acquire. track and attack enemy from other fighter aircraft. It includes a head-up display, i

aircraft while operating in friency or enemy-controlled advanced radar, inertial navigation system, flight

airspace. Its weapons and flight control systems are instruments, UHF communications. tactical navigation

designed so one man can safely and effectively perform system and instrument landing system. !t also has an

air-to-air combat. internally mounted, tactical e!ectronic-warfare system,
The F-15's superior maneuverability and acceleration "identification friend or foe" system. electronic

'are achieved through high engine thrust-to-weight ratio countermeasures set and a central digital computer.

D-2
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The head-up display projects on the windscreen all missiles, moreover, can be attached to the corners of .-

essential flight nformation gathered by the integrated the conformal fuel tanks.
avionics system. This display, visible in any light condition,
provides the pilot information necessary to track and History
destroy an enemy aircraft without having to look down at The first flight of the F-1 5A was made in July 1972,
cockpit instruments. and the first flight of the two-seat F-15B (formerly TF-

The F-15's versatile pulse-Doppler radar system can 15A) trainer was made in July 1973. The first Eagle
look up at high-flying targets and down at low-flying (F-15B) was delivered in November 1974 to the 58th
targets without being confused by ground clutter. It can Tactical Training Wing, Luke Air Force Base, Ariz.,
detect and track aircraft and small high-speed targets at where pilot training is accomplished in both F-1 5A and
distances beyond visual range down to close range, and B aircraft. In January 1976. the first Eagle destined for
at altitudes down to tree-top level. The radar feeds target a combat squadron was delivered to the 1st Tactical
information into the central computer for effective weapons Fighter Wing, Langley Air Force Base, Va.
delivery. For close-in dog fights, the radar automatically Other units equipped with F-15s include the 36th
acquires enemy aircraft, and this inforrnation is projected Tactical Fighter Wing, Bitburg Air Base, West Germany;on the head-up display. 49th Tactical Fighter Wing, Holloman Air Force Base,

The inertial navigation system enables the Eagle to N.M.; 32nd Tactical Fighter Squadron, at Soesterberg,
navigate anywhere in the world. It gives the position of the Netherlands; and the Alaskan Air Command, at
aircraft at all times as well as pitch, roll, heading, acceleration Elmendorf Air Force Base. In January 1982, the 48th
and speed information. Fighter-Interceptor Squadron at Langley Air Force Base

The F-1 S's tactical electronic warfare system provides became the first Air Force air defense squadron to
both threat warning and automatic coe aures against transition to the F-15.
selected threats. The single-seat F-1 SC and two-seat F-1 5D models

The "identification friend or foe" system informs the entered the Air Force inventory beginning in 1979.
pilot if an aircraft seer visually or on radar is friendly. It Kadena Air Base, Japan, received the first F-15C in
also informs U.S. or allied ground stations and other September 1979. These new models have Production
suitably equipped aircraft that the F-15 is a friendly aircraft. Eagle Package (PEI 2000) improvements, including

I Weaponry 2,000 pounds of adL tional internal fuel, provision for
carrying exterior conformal fuel tanks and increased

A variety of air-to-air weaponry can be carried by the maximum takeoff weight of up to 68,000 pounds.I F-15. An automated weapon system enables the pilot Six of the eight world time-to-height records set in
to perform aerial combat safely and effectively, using 1975 by the F-15A, Project Streak Eagle, remain
the head-up display and the avionics and weapons unbeaten. These include a climb to 65,616 feet in 2
controls located on the engine throttles or control stick. minutes, 2.94 seconds.
When the pilot changes from one weapon system to
another, visual guidance for the required weapon Specifications (F-15C)
automatically appears on the head-up display. Primary function: air superiority tactical fighter

The Eagle can be armed with three different air-to-air Prime contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corp.
weapons: four AIM-7FIM Sparrow missiles on its lower Power plant/manufacturer: two Pratt & Whitney
fuselage comers, four AIM-9L/M Sidewinder missiles F 1 00-PW-1 00 turbofan engines with afterburners
on two pylons under its wings and an internal 20mm Thrust: 25,000 lb. each engine
Gf'ting gun (with 940 rounds of ammunition) in the right Dimensions: wingspan 42 ft. 9 3/4 in., length 63 ft.
wing root. 9 in., height 18 ft. 7 1/2 in.

Low-drag, conformal fuel tanks were especially Speed: Mach 2.5 plusI developed for the F-1 SC and D models. Conformal fuel Combat ceiling: 65,000 ft.
tanks can be attached to the sides of the engine air Range: 3,450 miles ferry range with conformal fuel
intake trunks under each wing and are designed to the tanks and three external fuel tanks
same load factors and airspeed limits as the basic Crew: one
aircraft. Each conformal fuel tank contains about 114 Armament: one M-61A1 20mm multibarrel gun mount
cubic feet of usable space. These tanks reduce the internally with 940 rounds of ammunition, four AIM-9l
need for in-flight refueling on global missions and increase M Sidewinder and four AIM-7F/M Sparrow missiles
time in the combat area. All external stations for munitions Maximum takeoff weight: 68,000 lb.
remain available with the tanks in use. AIM-7F/M Sparrow Status: operational

Supersedes USAF Fact Sheet 86-11

Local Reproduction Authorized D-3 May 1989
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I Tactical Air Command uses a specially such programs as the space shuttle. Air Force
modified aircraft, the AT-3988, to prepare Systems Command and Air Force LogisticsI pilots and weapon systems officers for fighter Command use the T-38A to test experimental
aircraft such as the F-4, F-]5, F-16, A-10 and equipment such as electrical and weapon
F- I]. This model carries external armament systems.

- and associated weapons delivery equipment for Pilots from most North Atlantic Treaty
training purposes only. Organization countries are trained in the

Strategic Air Command uses the T-38A for T-38A at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas,
its Accelerated Co-pilot Enrichment Program. through the Euro-NATO Joint Jet Pilot

I This program gives younger, less experienced Training Program.
co-pilots a chance to develop the self- The Talon ftrat flew In 1959. More then
confidence end decision-meking skills needed 1,100 were delivered to the Air Force between

I to become an aircraft commander. 196] and 1972, when production ended.
The National Aeronautics and Space Approximately 800 remain in service

Administration uses the T-38A as a trainer for throughout the Air Force.
astronauts and as an observer/chase plane on

I Specification

SPrimary f fnction: advanced jet pilot trainer Dimenslors wingspan 25 ft 3 in, length 46 ft 4
Power plant/manufacturer: two General 1/2 In, height 32 ft 10 1/2 in

Electric 385-CE-5 turbojet engines-with Cefling above 55,000 ft
afterburners Range beyond 1,000 miles

Prime contracton Northrop Corp. Cram two (student and instructor)
Thrumt: 3,850 lb with efterburning Status operational
Speed. 8)2 mph

I

I
Supersedes USAF Fact Sheet 82-54
-ocal Reproduction Authorized DJuly 1986
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National Gua; began flying the F-4C in infrared and electro-optically guided weapons.
January 1972. The Air Force Reserve Another change is a digital intercept computer
received its first Phantom II in June 1978. that includes launch computations for all

The F-4D model has major changes that AIM-9 Sidewinder and AIM-7 Sparrow air-to-
increase accuracy in weapons delivery. The air missiles.I Air Force received its first F-4D in March The F-4G Wild Weasel models increase the
1966; the Air National Guard received its first survivability of tactical strike forces by
in 1977; and the Air Force Reserve received seeking out and suppressing or destroying
its first in 1980. enemy radar-directed anti-aircraft artillery

The first F-4E was delivered in October batteries and surface-to-air missile sites.
1967. This model has an additional fuselage They are E models modified with sophisticated
fuel tank, leading-edge slats for increased electronic warfare equipment in place of theU maneuverability, an improved engine and an internally mounted 20mm gun of the F-4E.
internally mounted 20mm multibarrel gun with The F-4G also can carry more weapons than
improved fire-control system. In 1985 the Air previous Wild Weasel aircraf'. It can carry a

* National Guard received its first F-4E. greater variety of missiles as well as
Starting in 1973, F-4E's were fitted with conventional bombs. Primary weapons include

target-identification systems for long-range Rockeye cluster bombs and air-to-surface
visual identification of airborne or ground missiles such as Shrike, HARM (high-speed
targets. Each system is essentially a anti-radiation missile), Maverick and air-to-
television camera with a zoom lens to aid air missiles. The F-4G has replaced the
positive identification. Current updating F-105G and F-4C Wild Weasel aircraft in theI modifications being made on this model active Air Force inventory. The first F-4G
include the Pave Tack system that provides a Wild Weasel was delivered to George Air
day/night all-weather capability to acquire, Force Base, Calif., in 1978.I track and designate ground targets for laser,

Specifications

Primary function: all-weather tactical Maximum takeoff weight: 58,000 lb
fighter-bomber Armament: F-4C/D -- four AIM-7E Sparrow

Prime contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Co., and four AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles,
McDonnell Douglas Corp. provisions for 20mm gun pods at fuselage

Power plant/manufacturer: two General centerline station or outboard pylons, and
Electric turbojet engines with one fuselage centerline bomb rack and four
afterburners, F-4C/D -- J79-GE-15, pylon bomb racks capable of carrying up to
F-4E/G -- J79-GE-17 12,500 pounds of general purpose bombs;

Thrust: each engine with afterburner, F-4C/D nuclear weapon capability; F-4E -- one
i -- 17,000 lb; F-4E/G - - 17,900'1b 20mm M61A-1 multibarr gun, four AIM-7

Dimensions: wingspan 38 ft 11 in; length Sparrow and four AIM-9 Sidewinder
F-4C/D -- 58 ft 3 in, F-4E/G -- 62 ft missiles, and one fuselage centerline bomb
11 in; height 16 ft 5 in rack and four pylon bomb racks capable of

Speed: more than Mach 2 at 40,000 ft carrying 12,500 pounds of general purpose
Ceiling: above 60,000 ft bombs; F-4G -- same as F-4E except gun
Range: beyond 1,300 miles with typical removed and Shrike, and HARM capability

tactical load added
Crew: two -- pilot and weapon systems Status: operational

operatorI
Supersedes USAF Fact Sheet 82-48
Local Reproduction Authorized January 1986
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RF-4C Phantom II
The RF-4C Phantom II is a long-range multisensor Optical, infrared, and tactical electronic I

aircraft capable of all-weather day and night reconnaissance systems make the RF-4C one of the
reconnaissance in a high- or low-threat environment. most versatle reconnaissance aircraft in the world. All
The RF-4C specifications and design are similar to the of these reconnaissance systems are operated primarily
F-4 Phantom II. Two crew members sit in tandem on from the rear seat
ejection seats under individual rear-hinged canopies. The optical cameras are used generally for day, low-
The plane's cantilever wings are swept back 45 degrees. altitude photography but also produce high-quality
Its tricycle landing gear hydraulically retracts into the imagery at higher altitudes. These cameras can generate
wings and fuselage. forward-looking and side-looking oblique photography,

Normal combat missions in the RF-4C are flown at vertical and mapping photography, and horizon-to-
altitudes ranging from 100 feet to 45,000 feet at speeds horizon panoramic photography. Special long-range
often exceeding 600 miles per hour. For extended optical photographic systems with focal lengths from 36
missions, one external fuel tank under the fuselage and inches to 66 inches provide detailed prints from extended
two under the wings can be added. The RF-4C can also stand-off ranges. I
be refueled in flight Equipment for boom refueling with The infrared sensor locates targets under cover or
retractable receptacle is installed in the top side of the at night by detecting heat sources and heat differentials
fuselage, behind the rear canopy. and is especially suited for night reconnaissance tasks 3
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I
in high-threat areas. Unlike optical cameras, which need camouflage detecting and color also are used.
a source of light, the infrared system forms an image from Several RF-4C's were modified with the ARN-101
infrared (heat) energy radiated by objects within the sensor's digital modular avionics system, which includes an
field of view. The result is a continuous map of the area inertial measurement unit
beneath the flight path of the aircraft. The first production model of the RF-4C flew in 1963

Tactical electronic reconnaissance is also a day, night, and became operational in 1964. When production
all-weather system that records on tape the identity and ended in 1973, 509 had been built. Most of these areI location of electronic emitters. The system has data-link operated by Tactical Air Command. Pacific Air Forces-
equipment which gives it the capability to provide near- and United States Air Forces in Europe. In 1972 Air
real-time information to ground sites. National Guard reconnaissance squadrons began flying

Associated reconnaissance capabilities include film data the RF-4C in training missions and now provide 50I annotation; HF and UHF communications sets; and vertical percent of the combat-ready tactical reconnaissance
stabilized camera mounts. Special films such as squadrons.

I Specifications

I Prime function: reconnaissance Maximum takeoff weight: 58,000 lb.
Prime contrctor: McDonnell Douglas Corp. Special equipment: KA-56 low-altitude panoramic
Power plant/manufacturer: two General Electric camera (horizon-to-horizon scan); KA-91 high-

J79-GE-15 turbojet engines with afterburners or altitude panoramic camera (60 to 90 degree scan);
J79-GE-1 5E low smoke engines KS-87 optical camera (3-, 6-, 12- or 18-inch focal

Thrust: 17,000 lb. each engine length); T-1 1 high-altitude mapping camera; AAD-5
Dimensions: wingspan 38 ft. 5 in., length 63 ft., height infrared line sensor; AN/ALQ-125 tactical

16 ft. 5 in. electronic reconnaissance system
Speed: 1,600 mph Crew:. two (pilot and weapon systems officer) in tandem

I Ceiling: 50,000 ft. Status: operational
Range: beyond 1,400 miles

I
I
i
I
I
I
I

Supersedes USAF Fact Sheet 84-25
Local Reproduction Authorized July 1988
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TABLE E-1. FACILITIES REQUIRED AT HOLLOMAN AFB

37th TFW

EXISTING
PROJECT SCOPE FACILITY

FISCAL YEAR 1991:

I West Side
Maintenance Docks/Hangars (40) 296,000 SF
Apron 25,000 SY
Fuel Distribution
Squadron Operations 26,400 SF
Alter Intel/Academics 14,700 SF Bldg 898
Intel Domes, Storage 4,800 SF
Alter Parts Store 30,000 SF Bldg 824

Utilities
Electrical
Natural Gas
Water
Communications

Main Base
Simulator Addition 2,000 SF Bldg 316
Data Processing Addition 1,300 SF

FISCAL YEAR 1992:

West Side
Alter Fuel Cell Docks 30,000 SF Bldg 868
Alter Corrosion Control 8,600 SF Bldg 830
Alter Central Security Control
Precision Measurement

Equipment Laboratory Addition 200 SF Bldg 839
Alter Component Repair Squadron 23,600 SF Bldg 823
Alter Maintenance Docks (ventilation) Bldg 877, 898I Alter Engine Shop 29,100 SF Bldg 800, 806
Alter Dining Hall 500 PN Bldg 802

E
I
I
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HOLLOMAN AFB

37th TFW 3
EXISTING

PROJECT SCOPE FACILITY

Utilities 3
Airfield Lighting Repair
Perimeter Fence

Munitions Storage Area
Munitions Storage 28,000 SF
Munitions Pads, Roads 14,000 SY
Bomb Assembly Facility 6,000 SF
Conventional Munitions Unit 10,000 SF
Combat Support Unit 10,000 SF
Munitions Storage Area Loading Dock I

Satellite Child Care Center 10,500 SF

LEGEND

PN persons
SF square feet
SY square yards 3

I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE E-2. FACILITIES REQUIRED AT HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE

F-4 UNITS

EXISTING
PROJECT SCOPE FACILITY

I
Fiscal Year 1991:

Alter/Relocate Aircraft Internal Bldgs. 301, 500
Maintenance Shops

Alter Squadron Operations Internal Bldg. 318
and Administration Bldg.

Improve fire protection Internal Hangar 500

I Improve fire protection Internal Hangar 291

Improve ventilation Internal Hangar 315

I Alter Radar Calibration Internal Hangar 281

Expand Parts Store 10,000 SF Bldg. 280

Expand End of Runway Pavement 1,200 SY

Construct Fuel Tank Storage Area 4,000 SY

Alter Engine Run-Up Pad Internal

3 Alter Offices for EMS/DCM Staff Intermal Bldg. 302

Construct Weapons & , elease Shop 7,000 SF

5 Construct Flight Simi .ator Facility 1,000 SF

Construct A/C Maintenance Unit 8,000 SF

I Alter Photo Processing Trailer Pad 100 SY

Alter Flight Simulator Facility Internal Bldg. 316

Add Apron 8,000 SY

3 Construct Structural Shop 14,000 SF

Construct Avionics Shop 27,000 SF

3 Add Shop Service Center 8,000 SF

Add to Engine Shop 9,000 SF Bldg. 300

I
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TABLE E-3. FACILITIES REQUIRED AT NELLIS AFB

37th TFW

EXISTING
PROJECT SCOPE FACILIT

FIscAL YEAR 1991:

Maintenance Docks/Hangars (40) 296,000 SF i
Apron 200,000 SY
Squadron Operations 26,400 SF
Fuel Cell Docks 2 Bays
Intel (w/SCIF) 8,000 SF
Intel Domes, Storage 4,800 SF
Corrosion Control 1 Bay I
Simulator 15,000 SF
Aircraft Loading Revetments 24
Utilities "

Electrical
Natural Gas
Water
Communications
Sewage
Petroleum/Oil/Lubricants (including hydrants)

FiSCAL YEAR 1992: •

Large Maintenance Hangar 14 Bays
Taxiway (1,000 Linear Feet) 8,300 SY
Parts Store/POL Operations 47,000 SF

(with storage yard)
Central Security Control I
Component Repair Squadron 27,000 SF
Truck Fill Stands 4
Training/Test Operations 10,000 SF
Aircraft Maintenance Unit 8,000 SF
Maintenance Training 6,000 SF
Equipment Maintenance Squadron 27,000 SF
Operating Fuel Storage 200,000 Gal
Refueler Parking 6,000 SY
Wing Headquarters 50,000 SF
Fire Station 8,000 SF I
Liquid Oxygen Storage 4,000 Gal

I
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NELLIS AFB

37th TFWI
EXISTING

PROJECT SCOPE FACILITY

Aerospace Ground Equipment
Maintenance/Storage 30,000 SF

Flightline Kitchen 2,500 SF
Precision Measurement

Equipment Laboratory Addition 200 SF Bldg 425
Data Processing Addition 1,300 SF Bldg 589
Munitions Storage Area

Munitions Storage 12,800 SF
Munitions Pad, Roads 4,500 SF
Bomb Assembly Facility 7,800 SF
Conventional Munitions Unit 10,000 SF
Inert Storage 12,000 SF
Munitions Trailer Maintenance 1,600 SF Bldg 10108

Utilities
Airfield Lighting
Security Fence & Lighting

I LEGEND
Gal gallons

SF square feet

SY square yards

I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE E-4. Threat Emitter Characteristics 3

Unit Equipment Land Rqmts. Cost* Road Mobility

AN-MPS-TI 3 pedestals 3 concrete pads $8-$9 Million Asphalt or well- Mobile, but not

control van 20X30' spaced prepared dirt easily trans-
maintenance van 150' apart portable

Vans are size of

semi-trailer truck

AN-MPS-TIO Semi-trailer van Concrete pad for $2.23 Million Semi-prepared Transportable

Maintenance van large tractor- dirt
trailer

AN-MSQ-T13 Same as T-1O 100'X200' area $2.69 Million Semi-prepared Reasonably

dirt transportable

AN-MSQ-T32 Radar disk on 100'X200' area $350.000 Semi-prepared Transportable but

flat-bed with dirt not easily mobile

control van and

maintenance van m

AN-VPQ-1 3/4 ton pick- None $750.000 Suitable for Very mobile

up + towed pick-upI
generator

AN-MPQ-T3 Semi-trailer 100'X200' area $800,000 Semi-prepared Transportable. I
rig plus dirt fairly mobile

maintenance van

* Assumes availability from existing inventory

I
m
m
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I
METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR AIR QUALITY IMPACTS

Emissions associated with aircraft operations were calculated for each base, and
the special-use airspace that would be used for 37th TFW training operations under each
alternative. To derive cumulative impacts, emission reductions were also calculated for
49th TFW operations. Table F-1 provides aircraft emission rates for F-i 17A aircraft. All

I other aircraft emission rates were taken from Seitchek (1985). Baseline 49th TFW and
projected 37th TFW sorties were divided into a series of activities, and durations and
power setting were estimated for each activity to derive estimated hourly emissions per

I sortie.

To estimate site-specific impacts on ambient pollutant levels, a closed-box
modeling technique was used for all special use airspace and MTR's and the Air Quality
Assessment Model (AQAM) (Seitchek, 1985) for air quality impacts near bases. The
closed-box model technique assumes that aircraft emissions (measured in ug/m 3) are
homogeneously dispersed and contained within a given volume of air in which an aircraft
operates. As a result, the pollutant concentration calculated within the box is assumed
equal to the maximum ground-level impact. The closed box technique is expected to
estimate higher ground-level impacts than an analysis utilizing a computerized dispersion
model, due to the conservative assumptions used in this approach. For example, the
aircraft emissions are assumed to remain confined within the limited airspace of the
closed box instead of being allowed to disperse downwind throughout a much larger
volume of air, as would occur naturally.

The AQAM was used to evaluate maximum impacts resulting from flight operations
at the base (Seitchek 1985). The AQAM is a gaussian dispersion model that estimates
ground-level pollutant impacts from aircraft landing and take-off (full cycle) and
approach/departure pattern activities.

Modeled one-hour impacts were compared to NAAQS with averaging periods
i longei than one hour by converting the one-hour impacts to longer averaging periods With

the use of power laws. This technique is consistent with that recommended by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)(EPA 1977). The factors used to convert one-
hour impacts to longer averaging periods are as follows: 0.90 for three-hour impacts, 0.70
for eight-hour impacts, 0.40 for 24-hour impacts, and 0.10 for annual impacts.

I A rigorous photochemical analysis to determine the effects on ambient ozone was
not considered necessary. The conservative impact analysis presented for the proposed
aircraft activities determined that the one-hour ground-level concentrations of ozone
precursors (NOX and photochemically reactive hydrocarbons, which, for aircraft, is
approximately 95 percent of the THC) will increase only marginally. Under favorable
conditions, a few hours are required to convert ozone precursors to ozone in the
atmosphere. Given that the emissions of ozone precursors generated by the proposed
action are intermittent and that an extended residence time in the atmosphere is required
to convert these emissions to ozone, ground-level increases in ambient ozone from the
proposed action will be small, if not unmeasurable.
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Table F-1 Aircraft Emission Rates for F-117A

CO THC NOx S02 PM(a) n

Aircraft Emissions (lbs/hr)

Idle 216.0 84.0 2.4 1.2 0.1 3
Approach 246.3 1105.4 18.8 9.4 2.5
Intermediate 66.7 33.4 200.2 11.1 5.2
Military 40.8 3.3 407.5 16.3 5.5

Engine Emissions (lbs/1000 lbs fuel)

Idle 180 70 2 1.0 0.12
Approach (Scaled

from F-15 data) 26.2 117.6 2 1.0 0.27
Intermediate 6 3 18 1.0 0.47
Military 2.5 0.2 25 1.0 0.34

(a) - PM based on F-15 emission factor

Mode Setting Time m
(Hr) Emissions (lbs/hr)

CO THC NOx S02 PM(a) 3
Startup Idle 0.105 22.7 8.8 0.3 0.1 0.0
Taxi Out Idle 0.092 19.8 7.7 0.2 0.1 0.0
Eng Chk Mili 0.018 0.7 0.1 7.5 0.3 0.1
Roll Mili 0.007 0.3 0.0 2.7 0.1 0.0
Climb I Mili 0.007 0.3 0.0 2.7 0.1 0.0
Climb II Mili 0.005 0.2 0.0 2.0 0.1 0.0
App I Idle 0.032 6.8 2.7 0.1 0.0 0.0
App II Idle 0.012 2.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 i
Landg Idle 0.018 4.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
In Taxi Idle 0.092 19.8 7.7 0.2 0.1 0.0
Shut dwn Idle 0.013 2.9 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 0.401 80.0 30.6 15.7 0.9 0.1 1
MTons/ 1.5E-02 5.6E-03 2.9E-03 1.9E-04 4.6E-05
Full Cycle i

MTons/
'Touch & Go 0.080 5.1E-04 1.9E-04 2.8E-04 1.4E-05 4.OE-06 3
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i
g LIST AND TALLY OF ISSUES RAISED DURING SCOPING PROCESS

I---- AFFECTED AREA -----
LasU Issue Tonopah Vegas Alanogordo Total

1. Impact on employment 33 3 16 52
2. Impact on housing is 1 12 28
3. Impact on schools (negative) 11 - 3 14
4. Impact on schools (positive) - 1 1

5. Impact on utilities (water) 2 3 5

6. Impact on regional landfill - - 1 1
7. Impact on medical services 4 - - 4
8. Need better interaction between Tonopah TIR and town 1 - - 1
9. Lxs of secondary income to community 2 - - 2
10. Impact on pride of community 7 - - 7
11. Impact on quality of life (negative) 10 - 4 14
12. Impact on quality of life (positive) 2 - 1 3
13. Impact on local economy (Tonopah) 28 - 1 29
14. Impact on local economy (NeUis AFB) - 3 1 4
15. Impact of 479th inactivation on local economy

(Alamogordo; negative) - 8 8
16. Impact on local economy (Alamogordo; positive) - - 10 10
17. Impact on county tax base 1 - 4 5
18. Impact on state tax base - 1 5 6

- 19. Use of federal funds 51 3 1 55
20. Impact on national security 17 - - 17

21. Use of Social Security funds 1 1 - 2

22. Impact on social services - - 1 1
23. Impact on environment - - 3 3
24. Impact on noise levels 2 - 5 7

25. Impact on air quality - - 2 2
26. Impact on rceation areas 1 - 3 4
27. Concern about amount of people, planes, dollars affected - - 2 2
28. Impact of time lag between missions - - 8 a
29. Federal subsidizing bewteen missions 2 - 1 3
30. Continuance of maintenence contract I - $ 6

31. Providing cttss-training for civilian work-forme - - 10 10
32. Future o(Tonopah (ot.:: .. jsurM missiomns) 14 - - 14
33. Future of the 479th - 1 11 12

34. Impact at Holloam APB if 479th and 37th both based there - - 1 1I35. Impact at HoGomna A]FB if 479th and 37th both based elsewhere - 1 2 3

36. Com asociated with moving the 37th - 1 7 8

37. Costs associated with moving the 49th - - 2 2

38. Costs associated with moving the 479th - - 5 S
39. Cts eassociated with moving the 37th to Nellis AFB 1 4 2 7
40. Costs associated with moving the 37th to Indian Sprinp - - 2

41. Costs associated with moving the 37th to Holloman AFS - 1 1 2

Potential for cost reductions via REECO. unions, private contractors 6 - - 6

43. Potential for cost reductions via number of flights for airee
from Nellis AFB 8 1 - 9

44. Potential for cost reductions via construction of homes in Tonopah 12 1 - 13

45. Potential for cost reductions via discontinuing maid service 2 - - 2

46. etribution due to refusing nuclear waste repoitor 14 3 - 17

i 47. Rehr Nevada to mining iitert - - 1
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I APPENDIX H

3 COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Proposed Relocation of
the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing and other Tactical Force Structure Actions was released
to the public on 15 February 1991. Public Hearings on the DEIS were conducted
between 12 March 1991 and 14 March 1991, in the communities of Tonopah, Nevada;
Las Vegas, Nevada: and Alamogordo, New Mexico, respectively. The public comment
period for the actions considered ended 1 April 1991. Transcripts for the three public
hearings are provided in Appendix H.1. Additional written comments received during the
public comment period are presented in Appendix H.2.

i Issues identified at the hearing, and in the written comments, have been grouped
by issue area and assigned an issue number. Annotations in the margins of the
transcripts identify the issue number for all issues raised during the hearings. Issue areas
are as follows:

1. U.S. Air Force (USAF) Policy
2. Environmental Impact Analysis Process
3. Land Use
4. Atmospheric Resources
5. Noise
6. Airspace Management
7. Socioeconomics
8. Biological Resources
9. Water Resources

10. Archaeological, Cultural, and Historical Resources
11. Hazardous Materials and Wastes
12. General Comments

i Appendix H.3 provides categorical responses to comments received at Public
Hearings, and during the Public Comment Period. Where appropriate, the text of the
Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been modified to reflect these comments.
Some comments received were postmarked after the 1 April close of the public comment
period. Copies of these comment documents are provided in Appendix H.4, along with3 brief responses to these comments. Other comments are provided in Appendix H.5.
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H.1 PUBLIC HEARINGS 1
The transcripts of the Public Hearings on the DEIS are provided in the following

pages. Table H.1-1 contains a list of speakers at the Public Hearing in Tonopah, Nevada,
on 12 March 1991. Table H.1-2 provides a complete copy of the transcript of that
Hearing. Tables and H.1-3 to H. 1-6 provide similar information for the subsequent Public
Hearings at Las Vegas, Nevada, and Alamogordo, New Mexico.

II
i
I
i
I
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I Table H.1-1 List of Speakers at Public Hearing in
Tonopah, Nevada, 12 March 1991

3 Page

Col Wade Morrison, HQ USAF/JAJT-3 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,13,14,
15,16,18,19,20,21,22

Lt Col Bud Temples, HO TAC/XPPB 4,5,11,12
Capt David Clark, HO TAC/DEVE 6,7
Mr. Bob Wright 8
Mr. Mike Pieper 8,9
Mr. Joe Maslach 9,10
Mr. Bob Sorensen 10,11
Mr. Robert Ragar 11,12,13
Ms. Mitzi Sears 13
Mr. Keith McRoberts 13
Mr. Gene Browder 14
Ms. Sandra Dulgar 14,15
Mr. Bob Stine 15,16
Mr. Paul Dimartini 16,17,18,19
Mr. Ken Eason 19
Mr. L.J. Lister 19,20
Mr. Anthony Roman 20,21
Ms. Trish Rippie 21
Mr. Tom Baker 22

Ii
I
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Table H.1-2 Transcript of Public Hearing in I
Tonopah, Nevada, 12 March 1991

PUBLIC HEARING AT TONOPAJI HIGH SCHOOL, TONOPAJN NEVADA and next, will be Captain Dave Clark. from the Evironental !
hours, 12 March 1991.) Analysis Division, Headquarters Tactical Air Command, Langley Air

(The eeting began At 1900 Force Base, Virginia. Captain Clark will describe the environment

Colonel Morrison- Good evening ladies and gentlemen. It 1s impact analysis process and the conclusions Of the report In the

gratifying to se the ttn out by people who are Interested in the draft onvironmaental Impact tatmen nt.

proposed action that may affect the citizens in this area. On hoarch
6. 1990, a scoping meeting was held here to identify important we have d cour reporter this evtnang, bi nlain Scott, who a be

environen.tal Issues that might be involved in the proposed taking down verbtm evrhing tt's being Ad tonight and this

relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing at Tonopah Test Range. will become part of the final environmental Impact statemnt, that

subsequent to that, various studies wer coRducted of the concerns in turn will become a part of the Air Force record of decision.

relating to the proposed relocation and a draft environmental impact Now, she can only do her Job properly if she can hear and understand

statement was prepared. The Air Force has distributed Its draft 
what you are saying, so those of you who will be making public

environmental impact statemaent which addresss proposals to relocate coments this evening, please, keep that in mind.
the 37th TaCtiCal Wing beginning an 19z. r potential rlpacts

dtntied in the wnvironebeg tn ipect statement for the Tonopah Let me say what this hearing is not. This Isn't going to be a

area ill be addressed in more dtail ea evening by Captain Clark. debate of any sort or a referendm of vote on the proposed action
If you wish to resvie the draft environmental impact statement, itself, and such things don't add anything to the written hearing

copies are available at the Tonopah public library. If you want record and simply waste your valuable time and this opportunity for

your own copy and have not received a copy of the draft personal input into this decision making process. The focus of the

environmental impact statement, you should make a specific request hearing is on the environmental impact associated with the

by writing the address shown on the written cmnt form. Now, why proposals and itudies by the Air borce asd coments on non-
solicit the input fro the public agencies, private organizations, this hearing is intended to provide is a public forum for two way

and the public at large on the draft environmental impact statement. 
communication about a draft environmental impact statemnt with a

This meeting is being hold in accordance with the requireents of view towards Improving the overall decision making process. You
tne National Environment Policy Act and the mplmented oferal noticed that I said a two way comunication, first part of this
Regulation which requires all federal agencies to carefully analyze hearing process lets the Air Force's most knowledgeable people brief
Potential environental impacts of eerain proposed actions and to you on the proposals, its details, and Its anticipated environmental
pothenti alyentaln at o tipr o d de ions and toimpacts. The second part of this hearing--the second part of the

use those analyses in arriving at their decisions and
recomendations as to whether to proceed and how to proceed in a process is to give you an opportunity to provide the Air ForceInformation and to mke statements for the record. Your input

particular action, ensures that the decision makers have the benefit from your

I've been designated as the presiding offi ar for tonight's public knowledge of the local area, any adverse environmental impact facts

hearing. I'm Colonel Wade Morrison, I'm an Attorney and I serve as that you think might result on the proposed action.

a full time military Circuit Court Judge, stationed at Randolph Air
Foeos Base, San Antonio. Taes. I' not assigned to Tonopah Test As you came Into the auditorium this evening you ware provided a

RangeeorageliSaAirAForciBaseToraan of the bases or comands under comment form, hopefully each of you ware provided a coment form,
consideratlion for r ltion. I'e not here as an expert on the and asked to cmunicate on it if you had any comments for tmUght's

draft environmental impact statement nor have I had any connection hearing. When the briefer* are finished, I will recognise mers
with this development. And, I's not here to act as a legal advisor of the public in making coments. For those of you who have not yet
for the Air Force Rspresentatives who are to address this proposal. filled out a comment fozr end request to speak tonight, please raise
My purpos e ithat w have a fair orderly hearing your hands and someone will distribute sam more comment forms. So,

and all of you who wish to be heard tonight have a fair chance to if you haven't filled out one of our forms ad will be reqeting to

sneak this evening. Other members of the Air force here tonight are speak, and you would like to speak, just raise your hand and wa vill

:! :clonel Bud Temples., Headquarters Tactical Air Command, Langley give you a co ment form.

A_ Force BaSes, Virginia, and he will discuss the Air Force proplsa-

ur order of proceeding will be in three partsa. First, ware going owv, 11 monitor the times and do everything within my power to
to have a briefing from Lt Colonel Temples on proposed location make sure that everyone here who wants to be b red will be beard
actions, then you will receive a briefing frm Captain Clark on the with respect to questions, it's possible that there will be

enviromental IXpCt Analysis process, the conclusioecorded tnd questione that the A Frce Reprsentatives her are uale t

the draft environmental Impact statement, and following these answer. That may appear to occub for le or t ta o fiist,

presentations, We will then proceed Into the public input portion of even though a good deal of expertise is assembled here, the panelist

the neari. locted officials will be given an opportunity to will not Att t to answer questions unless they A fidt

speak first, followed by the public at large, whose names will be they can do s l. And second, there ma be quesons

called randomly from the forms handed in this evening. fow, if yu have national security Implications and mut be reviewd further
don't feel like standing up hex, tonight an making a sttement before answrs am provided. If this should ocu and it the

orally, you have until April the let this year to submit written questions are relevant they will be addressed In the final document

coNEmnra. ritten coment forms are provided at the eftranC Of the that you may request a copy of.

auditorium and my be used for providing your cOiNents. In fact, h
even if you make cments toight, you have until the let Of April No", one thing I would like to stress aeair you may have

to submit additional comments in writing to the addriess provided. information bout the environ mntal factors unknown to uLes.e ar
Whether a statstent is made verbally tonight or in writing, you have very Intesated in having and analying all potential environmental

until the let of Apil. Each statement will be given the i cts of the proposed actions. You have the experience that cms

weight and consideration. You don't have to feel like you have to from living in the area over a long period o tm, and so this

speak tonight, even to submit brief comments. NOW, I do went to lateral part of tonight's communication, the part that flowa from

en u wyou to us is Important, so don't helitate to give us & part of theseensure that all Of YOu who wish to speak tonight, an equal yrOu

opporunity to be heard, so, please help Oe enforce the forum proedures.

tonight. First of all, speak only after 've recognised you and
please address your remarks from the podLm that is met up here. If I would like to thank ev oe who turned out i t oiht, yu prosence

you speak into the Lrophone, the court reporter will be Sbl to is cinendablo, and it reflects great interest in your cmunity,
take down for the record, everyhing that you have to say, since you and the things that are Lim tnt to you. Let e ssur y that

will be using the cr , th audiene il ha n your interest is the primry purpose for as being her tonight.

opportunity to hear you. Use the microphone, start out with your Vow, it is my pleasure to introduce, t Colonel &A Temples who Will

no, your address, and the capacity in which you ppear. For brief the Air Force proposal.

ex'ampl, the public affairs designated representative or private

citizen, so the reporter can do her job ppeZl91Y. If you have &my Lt Colonel Bud Tless Good evning ladies and gentlmen. I

questions, ask one question at a time &nd 111 allow a reasonable believe you can hear ma, if sot please prp so t March. we cae
number of questions. Becuse you have limited time, you should here ad hosted a $coping meeting for the proposed elocation Of the
prnoritss your remarks to make sur met Important a" 31th Tactical Fighter Wing at Tonopah to Iol1me Air Force Base,

addressed first. Each person will be rmcognised for a i of inew MexiO. Uasng te infoMa tion we bi-efed in March asdomur
five mnutes, that includes public official$, dsnted spok- nu t th on t tre

fiens adpiaepros ehvanIndividual seated Bear the environmental Impact statemeat. ayoyureivdtestm tpersons, ad private Prsons. We have n J0.0vd sto e ho nAo na tt n t o host & public heuaing on this

Speakers podium who ill .sslt as the time keeper. At the four .nd in the mail. Tonight We have come to boat a bri t
half minute mark, ho will raise a yellow card to indicate that you draft 1IS. For the benefit of all, I would Ike to give brie

She eint o a te review Of the action Involved with the propoed relo
atshe einte @00 pyorremark i a th yrted c i l . rlaised 37th Tactical Fight Wing and other tactical force structure actions.
honor tny request. YOU need to tOp speaking when or tii is up. After this, Captain Clark wil specifically address the draft "S.

otherwise, we ight not have enough time to hear from everyody whO
wats to be heard. Please be courteous aod do not speak while The draft 31S looks for alternatives with respec to the 37th
someone else is speaking. Only One erson will be rlcognised at a Tactical Fighte r Wing. First two alternatives, discusltl

time, and finally our host ha slked t t pe o wilndy reofrin fe enviromentall impact and relocating the 37th wing to Nolloman Air

smoki in ti ealdltor m, so I would appecate y c o aon Force ase. The third alternative entitled the Molloma//Wells

in adheoring t these rules.
4 
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aernative, discuss the Impacts of relocating the 37th to Nellie economic study and the environmental impact on MelliS's process ana
Air Force mass. The fourth alternative is the no action alternative present the results of the draft environmental impact statement.
which will keep all operations at their current locations. A
proposed relocation of the 37th wing at Tonopah to Holleman is one Captain Clarks Thank you Colonel Hrrison. Good evening ladies an',
of several recommendations of the Defense Management Review Program gentlmn. I'm pleased to be with you tonight to discuss your role
and that includes the overall operations. Cost savings associated in the National Xnvireomnntal Policy Act, RUFA, and review the
with the relocation of the 37th wing from Tonopah to either Solloman impact associated with this Air Force Draft 3IS, entitled, Propoeed
or Hollis are estiated between 80 and 125 million dollars per year. Relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing and Other Forve
The 37th wing construction cost at HollOMn are approximately 73 Structure Actions. We prepared this environntal impact statement
million dollars less than at Hellis Air Force Roma due to existing under the National ivironmt Policy Act in our Air Force
available facilities associated with the reduction of the 4.7h Regulations. we have encouraged involnt of the public and the
Tactical Fighter Training Wing and the Inactivation of the 49th government officials throughout the environmental impact analysis
Tactical Fighter Wing at Holloman. In addition, tha Holleman's process. For public participation programs the environmt analysis
facility can be available one Year erler than thse at Nellie. program includes the following actions to solicit the public
The relocation expenses of the 37th wing to Mllis are less than Involvemnt. First, a notice of Intent to prepare the environmental
those to Holleman, but these reduced expenses only partially offset impact statement was published in the Federal Register on I February
the greater cost of relocating to Nellis. These advantages make 1990. At the sam tise various press releases mere issued and
Holleman Air Force mass the preferred location for the 37th Tactical announcement letters were sent to all federal, state, and local
Fighter Wing. The inactivation of the 49th at Holloman is part of government officials around Tonopah Test Range, Mollie and Eollown
the overall reduction of tactical forc structures throughout the Air Force Bes. In March of 1110, we hosted public *coping
Air Force. By inactivating the 49th winq, approximately 9.6 million meetings in the areas to determine significant environental issues.
dollars in relocation construction fund' can be eliminated. The The issues raised were analyzed in a draft environmental impact

German Air Force has stated their need to continue training beyond statement. The draft environmental impact statement was filed with
the proposed closure of George Air Force Base in California. A new the Environmental Protection Agency on the 8 of February 1991 and
home is thereform needed and Holloman Air Fore ao* presents sost published in the Federal Register on 15 February. Various press
of the facilities to support their aLssions. Approximately 1.2 releases and announcement letters were again sent out. We are
million dollars in German Air Force construction funds will be currently In the 45 day public coment period. Public hearings like
supplied to provide the balance of the support facilities this one tonight will collec verbal comnts and any written
requirements. The training mission of this unit maXes contract comments you wish to submit. The Unites States Air Force will then
mintenance of their aircraft feasible since there is no Nobility consider all relevant issues raised and provide responses in the
r irement. In addition to the German Kir Force, notional F-4 final environmental Impact statement. I would like to point out,
aircraft have been included to access the feasibility of bedding the transcript for tonight's hearing, alone with any Written
down an air to ground mission at Holloman to assist in the future statements submitted prior to the first of April, the 1991 cut off
force structure decisions. Air to ground missions will require date, be published in the final environment impact sAtint. Any
special use air space and military training areas that terminate documents or inordinances claim should be submitted. Pertinent
into existing bombing ranges. This alternative looks at modifying inform'tion from that document will be sarized and finalized in
two existing training groups to satisfy each mission of such, I the impact statement. Submitted documents will be kept on file for

s hould,:ay. 
record.

The lsst alternative is the no action alternative which would leave our plan is to accomplish the final environmental impact statement
the previously discussed units at their current locations and in May of 1991. The final environmental impact statement will be
definitely would result in a loss of substantial savings, filed with the Environmental Protection Agency and once again, news

releases will be made and notifications letters will be sent out.
Colonel Morrison: Now, I would like to present Capt Dave Clark from At this time I will address the findings pertained in the draft
Headquarters Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Bae, Virginia. environment impact statement for the Tonopah community.
Captain Clark will present an overview of the environmental impact
of the Nellie process and well as the relationship between the
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You may recall that Colonel Temples described several actions, agencies, private organizations, and the public at large on this
These actions are grouped into four alternatives in the draft of the dft evirmetl i ct sttment. The Air Force Rerenaves
environmental statement. The Impact to Tonopah are the same under haft Are gnate here before y tonight era not theet
the first thre alternatives. The 37th Tactical Fighter Wing will akers on ths pp osd ctioe , tey have poided ifotieon n
leave Tonopah. And, the fourth alternative, the no action thehprocess and they are p to res od to Lnue astion may
alternative, the 37th wil remain at Tooah wh no c ge in have on the project, although we can not eater into or debate on the
operation. Under the first three alternatives, ther will he pro and cons of the proposed actions. Tou also ommmber that the
slightly beneficial Impact on biophysical environment in the proeo h etn sitne oslctipto h rf
percentages of Tonopah Test Range, meaning there will be no negative Pnvronenftl imeatin s ntee t o p seliit yopur an t thedf
ioat tOlo resourcese,a r n e manget, environmental issues associated with the pr sl. To avoidbiological resorces, meter resources, archaeological and cultural repetition and to ensure that veryone baa an opportunity to beresources, historical resources, and hazards materials and Waste, heard this evening, I Would like to ask that rpetitv st ematus
Significant adverse Impact to land use will result under the first be avoided. If you agree with the statements of an earlier speaker,
three alternatives due to reduction of contract ealoles. The I would reomend that you simply Indicate that. What We are gng
change in workforce will reduce residential l andig wic it to do now, is to move int the ment period and the fiat ga e
would effect commercial landings. Significant social economics will be a Mr Bob Wright and be will be followd by Mr Mike Pieper.
impacts are expected at the town of Tonopah arising primary from the Mr Bob Wright, if you would come to the podium.
reduction of employment opportunities at Tonopah Test Range. Under
the worst case condition direct and Indirect impact can emount to a Bob wrights My name is sob Wright and I represent Senator Raid in
20 percent reduction in claims to Tonopah and my result in out his Washington office and I just like to have a minute or two. I
right migration as much as 31 percent of the Tonop" population, don't Wnt to take the whoe five minutee basically, so the rest of
major impacts to both the schools and local housing 0ould reeglt. the folks here can have their may. Let@' may the senator is very
In addition, a loss of revenue and expenditures in Tonopah will c with this process. So's also concere with the co nts the
result with the association of Increase tax revenues. inAvidual citizen he ae gonna present hee tonight. In fat, we intend to
tax burdens are projected to decrease, pardon, to Increase, due to ue those cnts in our own written pos which we will he
out migration. inb r April deadli ot to us, m of the

The last alternative, the no action alternative. There will be no m t tat th peop l e onit t. So, ai the
chang to the current environment of the Tonopah caimm~it. That ifl~inta hs OPGbr oih rsn.gaan h

chane t th curen eniront o th Toopa c~0.iy. hatsenator is very concern of this process although, I would like to
completes my prepared coments. Now, I'11 turn it over to Colonael convey from the Senator that he appreciates the opportunity the air
Morrison. Thank you. Fez= has pzwide fur thi And as st of the people h wu

&fro, I thn we ore also ver proud of the Ar potc t ow wht
Colonel M orrison Now, in a ment, what we're going to do, we agree, the r as over y d the8 Air Fre fhat
gonna mo into the main portion of the meeting whih is the public I', in fac, af over, give m tie to somn else. It hi .

input period. I would like to r esnd you of a couple of points. I, , QM~d, giv e

First, pleae" limit your comente to five anut"e so that everyme Colonel Mrrison, thank you ver Mch Mr Wright. ur m speake
can be heard and also please make sur Tau state your Nams for the will be Mr Mike Piepar and he will be foliowd by Joe MAlach.recordl before you asks you estt t. If You have brought a hop I d,-*t ILOpConounce anyo ne to bad. NV riner muld 7MU
prepared Statement you may turn it in, YOU May read It out loud, or state yow address and who you represut?
you mey do both. Just place any writtem Statemet on the court
reporter's table and she will make sure that it ba-ns part of the Mike Pisper; My nams ti Mike pisper with Coneggessme mrba
hearinq record. Written comments and questions will also becm ovich fre Washington D.C. Ma Tocemovich would just like
part of the hearin record end equal consideration will be given to eveyome here to bnow that sbe is also coeredw about this
coments, whether rou speak tonight or provide Written meb aituation end plans to monitor it closely end unfortunately, she

either now or later. if you turn in Written cmmets for queti , couldn't be here this evening bet will be submitting written
please write your name and complete addrmas on them. Again, the
purpose of this hearing is to solicit input from the public
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testimony In order to conve her conceras about what is happening, Q Wudhv neecuz.adte ono n'~a ntescnThat to really all I have to sy. I just went to sit back A"dL is what measures night be taken to help Litigate the effect$ oflisten to What everybody els" bat to SAY. Vhank 70%. PrOPOeal for relocation an the Conalty Of this Sides. yeCuty -
Colon*l Morian an you Kr Pi i I knwI have buttbcft ' am G~i the.p and aionin thin draft but there
thi.soname, or PASlach. who will be toloe by St Sob Sorensen. Wrrant ateto an et~e that w- quetO55 awi we fool the

impct statoent. oL0
Joe nasLeach Good evening, I'm Joe Maslach. I's the vice-chairman WjiP~l~inefc ae-iae wiAh Assmdireteo~ tha tac is s

of heEyeContyDord f ouny mieicersan I oud LketoProbably inappropriate in current Nye county circumstance . We havewelcome you bern tonight. The proposed relocation of the 37th already prepad a prelmnawry review and we wil ubifo ly 3Fighter wing Is an issue of great importane to te fuur ofti before the April let deadline, zt 1 clea mth t h rftoes
county and to this commnity. Therefore, those Of 'As hers tonight noLdrs iiaino h eduons claf t the aft s o"e
appreciate the opportunity to provide you with the preliminary With theam elctigOn nd tha ut mentsP tof he I c tia" to itdtfcomenlts on the draft *SX. and advocate appropriate actions. We went you to know thatEyFor been proud to County inccnisinWith the tnpht, oailclbsmaorthe peat ten years sr o, Nya county an the town of Tonopeah leaders, and others, Is Workndeopa ptons ocl toa tusesshave b"podthotte3t actical fighter VLung Snceth discussion today WI rais emkg totheretopic a ne PO O nsiderAatin.relocation proposal, wsannounced 14 months ago, In January of wsee c ocmil ais la other ialpXisner an dwe ho i
1990, "y county has made special efforts to make Its concerns heard Will receive seIOQe COnsideration by the Air Force and theto the departmental establishment. Sixty percent of all tcomnts in Department of Defense a ela h tt gnis ncolgthe @coping procedures cawe from the Tonopah area. Wae much larger went to Again, thank Aou Vor, can hersae an ls givoing maI
Comunities, Las Vega. and Alamogordo, only contributed about forty Ypportunityito express our conaern.e
percent. The Eye County Comission sent letters to Donald nice, Prtliyoexesoucnen.
Secretary of the Air Force, on Nay 2nd, 1990 and Robert Noanne, Colonel *orriam.n Thank ,,rry ouch. Our _ar epeaker willbeiDirector of the Department of Defense Office of Sconanic AdjusSn t, fob Sorensen and he will CA fI~e by Mr Robert Suar. ber
an August 6th, 1990. Ey County has provided resesz-b material and
Impact statement. in all caes, My.s County haa sought actively to manager end I would lke to take this OPortuaity to thank you forparticipate in the analysis of the impact proposal of the relocation "La'Loig ue to Oiving YOU Our int.t An, Mr Naslech Stated, adIand to engage the Air Force and the Department of Doees as well as Sorv every*"e is aware of the financial andm clipc ta yourAthe Nevada State Agencies in the consideration of meaures to move can have on this area. Z have ems qusetL~I mp that y oulr
mitigate effect. on the proposed action on the county end this emall to have answered. tmshaIWolI"
comunity.

The draft shown that its proposed relocation will have significant 8 1%~ 1 would lk* to know if this 30u" occur., would the Air Forceeconnlc nd ccialimpat onthi comunit. Th comity2hic Proide financial assistance to busineses and governmental aeceeconmic nd ocia Impct n ths comunty. he cmmaity hic that have made expenditures and Investments in bond inM..itiags tohas recently been suffered two major setbacks in mining operations. acca*te the Workt force of the STM at this time?Thus. *the relocation proposal would occur in an already weakened
local economy. You will hear tonight f rom the broad croass-section Colonel Morrison, I don't kniow it we have anybody bore that canG of Tonopah comunity and county rsident@. Soms people question the answer that. Basically we have People that are prep" dtotlcost saving in which the Air force anticipates from relocation to about the draft environment rmat5aee~adted tnion tl
Holloman or Wallis and wishes that the ESI, EIS. I'm sorry, had effect btWayoar kImpgoac itte it nd the iont

~ gien ore sriua onsiaraionto te aterativ oftheexpertise that we have here toniht. Howver, your question will goC2 establishing the base of the 37th wing at the teat site. Therefore, onl the record and will be considered along With eeryhing elseit in likely that most of the coments you hear tonight will not be- Ifocused on whether or not a relocation should or should not occur Dab Soroenn ZIAmoSre y'ou realix. that businesesa and agencies.but the two topics would be the Impact of the relocation Which it such me sch*Ols, have anticipated continued growth with the activity
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that existed out at TTR and your leaving will certainly Impose a
financial hardship. It the military is in such a matter continues 37th Tactical Fighter sing of the Tonopah Test mange to Mlicem Aijr
to propoec chagets, Ilks thin, whty don't You Int o= the local and 'Force b"86. Should this relocation actually occur and ouwld theI

S state ageftcies that anticipate project longevity when a project is Tonopah tst mage not receive any omarabl a pleconmatI reate or established? essigrmnts. the following financial impact Would affect ourdistrict operatons. RStimsted anul. property tax less of ?9
Colonel Morrison, I don't if anybody know when the project was thousand dollars, based on the USI estimate with the lose of 358started, what the evetual outcm would be. Again, I dont kno If student& will result in a loss ot 1,256,935 dolas, of State basic
we can address that here as far as with What the planners expected school Support. Snanditures of account redactions including losewhen thyIiitdthe program. toachers nd aW decrease Of su1PPIles end hook, are estimated at mthe iitite l2 919 thousand dollars. The yearly net operatin loss for the
S'i ob Soraenn Can you say when a decision will be mAde an this di"strict ise 426 thousand dollas. it is alSO expected that the debt8 1aove? Service funds Which Pays all the debt of construction prograw sill

suffer a Yearly los0 of 64 thousand dollars, therefore, it is our
Mlajor Topless The decision has been publicly announced and Omn a contentiont that the district can attefr a Smual lost of
decision to make a nove has been publicly announced that is CPZxcimltely 492 thousand doll&"e through the year ot 2001. This I
generally carried forth. Now, it Is not to saY that anything isn't is a brief 11nanCIAl aseseMot Of the prOPOSed -ov of the Stealthreversible, obviously that is not true. but that has been publicly Winig from the I" County School district. At the end of eP' report aannounced through the Department of Defense. And the Secretary of formal impact sill be prmeented to yu for your Study andthe Air Force has made a statment that this sill close along with consideration. Pot Only the district bet the general public isother actions centered around Mollaman Air Force Same. And, it is a C cermed about the stealth Wing move and its far rAckin Impact on
planning purposes right now, our panel we are continuing to provide this ceMn&Liy. A major concern is certainly the 30 million dollotis from and like I said almost anything can be in reveres. Tht.s bond Isaue that wee recently passed to build theee schoolsour plan at this tins. throughout our County. Alt=ug the 30 millon dollars probablywould't parchase belf of the Stealth fighters, It is a grat deal
Bob Sorensens Nell now, if the decision is meade to rena,. this wigof mone, ftor this small county to repay. Approximately S Million Of15 are thare any future plans that an be revealed to sustain thin area the 30 million bond ref erandom money went to build a new high schoolor for future fue at 2Wn? f or Tonopah. Ths facility is currently to percent omlete sad the U

long range plan for the Daw school Iwae to accommdate local and Sentmajor Tomples% we kno of no future plans such as another project site students. ANsatated in an earlier period with the secrecy ofconing in here to replace--no, we don't know shout soch a thing at the test site OpertionI, our school district really didn't know hw
all.- Tare is a lot at discussion ahout the future wee of the bae" to plan becamae on didn't jamow many people were cmnin. Sat wsbut nothing, absolutely nothin ban beans finalled awd we have so fool that we accommdated very well, the students of parents Who
known use of the test range at this tie. We bae so final plans worked at the test &ite, tears e bLired, edmantlonl prop
for It. Now, it is certainly under discussion bet nothing has been were developed e01d faclitieso were exaended to meet the seeds of all
finalised. the Childre. fte would hope that if Imposed Stealth win r61ctLamSob~~~~~ ~~~ SoLe, ky hnkyu . eoe a reality, the deparmet of defenee would recopgme our1Sob orgmeneOka, thnk ou.contrihutious ad through their impact funding, Make a financial~tietiou to offset oear current lessee. And, in the *van that a
Colonel Mrrison. Thak you Ir Sorensen. our art speaker sill be saprogram ie establised at the luopab Teat angs, we sincerelyMr PRoert hager, end he will be fallowe by Vitai Seers, hope tha~t the Air Foro or other gavesmaet agaecigo would

recogntat that Tonopah has the School facilities to acommodate meetPobert hagero 1'm bob Roger, the superintendent of the a"e County any Outmoded opeation at the Tomopeh Teat Site. White or black,Schol Dstrit, .O.am 13, ono". Nvad.I1 closing I would like to say the "y County tax payer, has sow
our school district has made an extensive ealumation of the draft its williagnees to provide, educetiomal opportunities for childrenenvirmntal Impact statmnt of the proposed relocation Of the whose parents work at the test @its. We would welcons ad esaxeerthe stealth operation to Continue at the test Zemn"end would like
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nwOperations to be in.tituted as We feel that we hae t-=Uiit ooelMrio.- Thank you .r .Robert.. .en raudgr fall.~ by
taccmmoate the new growth in our educational system. Thank YOU. Sandra Duigar.

Colonel Morrison a Thank you verymuc * N' R~~r Ou st Speeearwkeryam i eeDree.~ ftooa
Sear folowd b Keih ~Obet~*Nevaa. he epotedJustification for the me to Solingen is

Kti Sears$ my nane is Nital Sea"., I'm frue, TOnOPah, Nevada.'~b have already bean discussed. Mailmn Air Farce ase is a base that
costsavigs tat ou qote re aeted to be bet -en S0 end 125 is almoet fifty Years Old. The documents state that SI fililna

Million dollars I tgal, thst this draft Statement isatmdaddolar Of Construction caet alone can be realised to get this
yoare ll iariso to oet th 0aft CO andothe csa ctor" s Csy stutr in shape and support this aircraft and personnel. I have
ou arei det risd to move t a Ralw amohrF cota t : o s& base f on qu sto vn . ome "ot anwr toih bu I ol iet

they have and tey are probably still not in the cang" Of being mooh thet in thefiuldrft
Occurate. i could not find even where Ont* suggestionl, and hundreds seat cthe inthe fial r alknt. orrcntutinta a(I e sre imatn w oul not dehavetoepnd mooner oeraityng ~ Wa ota ~ eaetlin bu o eosrcinta a

Iscot.n wn here pelople would not have to have WR* c Oarnce * me stil SA.'lave money? One of than mentioned already was the reduction of the
spend hundtred ol oud ot olast eace ylearaes li0h flight contract with ths civilian contractor. Some of the other
co~dntrct O thata usawaded wof buh dollr nBc Yer 65 flioto Incidental things are daily said service in the dormitories. The

tract~75 thtwsjs aaddwsbou and do lars 65 milontact that the mtilitary puts their people up hare f or four days at a
35 million dollars. you admitted 7 tosnsdlastime and then flies them back with no consideration for spending
pays each year gar "y County reassessing use tan In this State. their time up here. The security required to Service facilities

Ther ar may oter tem tha I oul addessbutI do't ealy ~here is a lot of money, Was the security aspect looked at in the
Thirk that mn ohul wate thet tIm ith pdresibt wor d ogon' r ayt 1 )lreduction and security requirements for this facility shoul.d the
thnka mhany eopledo wa nttmet the i ties. cihPOst onkging here aircraft stay? Loistically you are moving the plane approximately

-oloa mnpepedfltwntoNtO the teoning alerav 650 miles further from this depot. I's not ws how this would be
--- jtonight. We all fool that it's going anwy h nl lentv cost effective. There are two Statements in the document. ORe

18 that we've heard for IT is that it may be used as An alternetive earlier in the document mentions that the am oPeratio Program will
e site for Rad 7149. This would not Mean even on0 Civilian Jab ul 152 rooms per year tram 1990 to1993 Bdalter IM3family

We're still hoping that another Project MAY use FF5 but when you units at an estimated cost of B.9 million dollars. further On int
submit a report like this anm, it's gonna be a major deterrent. Wete.0UOt hr saSatmn htsy oadtoa
are All aware that DOD have a much2 larger picture to look at than ar sceue thre ico astteenti thtey no aiion y al- Ar w

justTTR4nd t I's tes o Wae te Sealt' tan S" I' bl T. 12 !to assume that the construction is going on now with Money that -8s
don't insult us by saying that We're gorna Save all that moneay.'a allocated before this move wes to take affect? There is a StatntIStealth and part Of the 1ir Frorce tolks have became Part of Ourthtsyterduioofhe49 acclFgtrWnlhuh
lives. we are proud of the performance Of the Stealth in the Middle thatpndesays the redu rosdction ofin 7t tsi Is rihe aine lthou
east and me teel that its success is partialy due to all of us who tisndeedly becfs this predction oicrthi aIS isoelatt
Support it. We build to maintain the best f or the best and nothing thlinge Anayis bcau S.ut reuConsofeaircrafthen personnelat.

Ioad ever change that. Woos* of us are excited about the stealth MI ln Ar re aundmust bey consie imng th uativhe impact.
leavi.ng. It has become A Pert Of Our lives but we don't want you to (~vI' noetre I Unersathand ony Tooesh tisppeas t a that iso

lotTTRsitthee, hin of tBios of~ tolits fulld totbuil considering the renovation required for this facility that is fifty
this. It's paid f or, wa want you toueT oIsfl oeta.years old, as opposed to a stats of the art facilities that we have

colonel Morrison: Thank you very much Ns Sears. our next speaker here, maybe the option should be to clos Bol101n. Thank you.
will be Mr Keith Mcsoberts followed by Gene Breeder. Colonel Nrrison a Thank you very much MX Browder. the next speaker

Xeith Mcobrtat My Comments have already been made. will be gs Dulgar and followe by Mr Bob Stine.
Sandra Dulgert My ame is Sandra bDuger and Ila the emloyment
training counsel with Nevada Dusinge Services hare at Tonopah. I 'M
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hers representing Nevada Business Services, the grent. recipient andL
administrative entity f or the employment of twenty ptrgam under which me provide laundry and dry' cle&anng earvioO@ to Tonopaha TeetteJob Training Partnership Act of southern NWved. 0ange. We stand to Iaee our largest cuStoir thus IMpactin;

a. 2cono1, developmsnt in Tonopah. gs era a no busines
ware the entity responsble for the dislocated worker Program for in town and the mov "could Stifle our chance to grow and diversify.

th otenportion of Nevada, a caamsin Clark, *.s Sm .a Also, the dollars me pay Nor no longer be available.
and Lincola Countis. These four counties will all be negatively b. Sixtes. jobs will be loat all of which to Tonopah

we are charged with providin assistance to workers who are out of -,IT join the others In an aready' depression job mmarkat.
work through no fault of their own through much events as a plant 0. Cur financial concerns Are a busines that's financed byI closure or massive layoff, etc. It is our responibility to provide a governet baed 1 S ilon te PVoPOded AOve of the 37th Wingrelocation assistance and or jab retraining tar theme workers. we wilPace A hardship on the owners to set their Obligations In
are given an annual budget to accomplish this charge. In the past G hs 5epect. As we all can sea there Is no Conflict Interest,three to six Months we have seen this budget wie out a the result there is no balance that meete the end, As American citiuma we areof large layoffs in the resort industry and the mining Industry in in favor Of the Strong and are willing to Sae the mcif boss

our area. nao Ser to achieve these goals. It is ecoam keowledge that the
People Ot TvnOPsh have to feel this endeevors. This bring us to

According to your draft environmental impact statement, mom 440 what are the aJ,5wars to the Problem. me would like to see the 37thlors' peI will be without jobs as a result of the relocation of wing Stay right where it is, but if not, five s somthing in returnteselth. This does not take Into account those employees from ,.-~like a -e PrJoct. We would also Suggest that the govermesnt make
1.33 Ithe: othe three counties who will also be laid-off and therefore .10lo interest lans available to help ns t"rough this tim ofG wil also be entitled to assistance through our program. And, as tanitiont Or make low Interet loans available to Bs businesses to

wall, toeout-of-work emtplaysea Of other Industris who WILL not fstart at a now location in femopeJ area. B, SI ovu lik to a
rcive dislocation assistance because our funds simply won't inuam oaslable for parks a"S recreations, for suc -
srtch that gar. golf Cors, so that me can Plug into the tourist'!~r tda pass

It ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hog isr thrfrCuieqetta nrasdfnigfrty daily. We trust that LAW Air Forc will he as fair
It Ith for*ourreqest hatIncrase fudingfortheto businesses and the people at Tooah as they have been, to then.

di :ctd worker program be provided to the Nevada business Thaek you.
tIhe program brought about as a result of this relocation of the 37th Colonel Morrison, Thnk you very Sach, Mr Stins. Cu MOasaker

2.1 Serices ihe a ngn.ufcet ocwraladiinlc st will be a ar Paul Dinartimi ead he will be follwe by Ur Alm Mason.

it is our further request that funding be provided to assist in Paul Diemrtis Before I Start, I would like to rspectfully
economic development efforts to bring In businesses and Industry to reuguest that a Waiver Of the five minute time lIeut or areplace those jobe last from all four countries In southern Nevada. portion of some Of these -the People that didn't wee the five5Thank you f or your time end attention. it ".IWetbgm lo hatat
Colonel Morrison. Thank you very much No Dulgar. Our next speaker Good evening. my mama Is Paul DLartJ~ai. I'm a Tomepeb residest
will be Kr Bob $tins followe by Mr Paul Dimrtin. end a local businessmn. All four Of the busiseeAG that I'm

mob Sine.My nma i DabStin. I' a lcal usinssomn.eM in will be Impacted by the relocation of the 37th Tactical
bab tin, my"anis ob S~as I' a lcalhomnessBan MyFighter wing. several of than can sufter severely. I appreciate

coents tonight will be followed up by a letter to the Air Force, the Opportunity to make a few omts about this proposed actie.
My business, High Desert Dry Cleaning will he directly Impacted by First, let m0 e Perfectly clear in relating that Z' an oppoed to
th so"e of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing. We Would also like to the 37th movig Providing its truly is a mational budget cuttinpitout, me have a major discrepancy in your figuree in Section measure, As far as the realignmenst in improving the vall,-9, Table 52-2 of the K9IM draft. My I"agn3 m has coutracts Operation efficiency of the Air Farce, 01ne meldA &0ve a bard time

conavincing me' that there Is G lot Of Strategic diffecemoss b qee
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that night possibly Allow a private Sector to Mt All the 5
the middle of the NW Nazico dolort ad the middle of the Nevad4 reqmnts in expanding T" at a coot saving to the gove t.

desert. Of course. that's the militAry and national defense

argument that We can win, 1o i leave it at that. ot we will never know if that is possible because no One has

investigated Lt. is LtPdd it fithto thes lrnaoftie as nor o ad

Heopefully, what 10 can do something about is dealing with the 't implyatu.1s t po,i tht o the pla--ve e U o lOcked
temath o mve n _those Of as that have Chosen th ptu o m particular lans Whoa

ftert fo r d ot resident of all p ur 
h rf

O o esstrokes than our evda Congresional delegation? I might g so ar
Tnovaanehavebom "alre snwht ofVPa likert U' to amou~t so to suggest the blatant oversight of this altezuative could

of support for our Armed fores t" is wt rou Oadt digit thatoo psibly violate the intent Of the needs for law which encorage

Nevadans have always answered the CAus od u uyfrU~go public input a"ndonsent which we gave and which appears to ms to

of the nationi at large. That time has com again, we will not shyha beigod.mtenuhfmyspoti s. tsqie

away from our reSPO evident that the Air Force wants to Isms from T t o SiOlman, so

good of all America. As one of the proud Americans, we now must ask be, I've only got a couple of Minutes left, 1 think I'm 9

that the federal government not leave us high and dry when they pull CentiAUG.

the 37th out of Tonopsh. Rather, let me state that those of as who That's okay, Colonel?

have me" substantial invetments both socially and financially in

Tonopah waent to be assured that we will have em help in refocusing Colonel Norrison: no response.

our businesses toward some vital alternativea. The draft version Of

the aIS raises many Points, pro and con. One point that is not in V&.l DimArtiniL let tham go with our blessing. Now, let's get down

question. however, is that the T'onopah ar will suffer significant bottom line. What wl Tonoph do to offset the laa of -

adverse social and economical ipacts the thegin h leave. I such as much as 31 percent of its total population and 20 percent of

respectfully bring up the fact that the original IS or e its jobs as stated in Section 2.6 of the CIS? What can Tonopah do?

concerning the bringing of the stealth rOgra to t ta not we must focus our efforts Into three areas. Increase tourism in a

public toInt and in fact done after thoy had sarted tpe broader numbered base, improve quality of life, and expand

projec t I tink it would be vn er intoting to sin reatcon a industrial caclsxes that will enable us to better support any

What th actually r'ng place, There ae meay eore hat affect future activities of the TTR. In order to expand In these areas, we

us currently in our area that I believ to be inaccurate. Sm of will need financial assistance. If the Departm rnt of Defense really

which we can and will produce documentation and proof of. I'm also thinks it can save an estimated 02 hundred and 25 million dollars

vr y c about Section 1.33 of the CIS titled Alternative
s  by moving the 37th from TEN then me, the citizen of Tonopah, who

Cosiderd but not valuated In Detail. The EI states and I quote, have been proud and Silent in supporting the Air Fre during the

*oth.r l'tnative examined but were considered infeasible And stealth process are entitled to em help in Stabilizing our

did no warrant detailed evaluation.* I and everyone who live in

Tonopah should take Section 2.5 one of a personal Insult. After our3
years of Silent support of the 37th, I would say that we warrant a I respectfully request that if the proposed action to ove the 37th

little ore than one paragraph stating that the expansion of the from TM is approved that it will only be done with following our

infrastructure at TTR to support the 37th is not a vital like "sd'tipulation. "_

alternative. I as a businessman would really like to sa exactly
wht would be needed to make TIN an adequate base. The recorded 159 ... . The establishment of a multimillion dollar pool of 5
million dollars needed for construction when they ov ai d the government backed low interest loans eor marked specifically for

caviar in that as I understand the figures to man, to Nllie and a ... economic developent expansion of the Tonopa area and a provisi.

lower figure to Holloman but I give you that, but when they move to that these loans can only be administered by our two Tonopah banks.

be stretched an awful long way. If one way to look at it is an

equity investment portion of private enterprise, not the total , 2. A direct payment subsidy by the DOD Office of conomc

dollar spent by the government. ven as tight as things are thes e Adjustment for se portion of the Rye County School lnd and the

days, I think that a twenty-five to fifty percent equity coupled Sorts Complex fund. The need for those facilities was diretly U
with government contracts could be a pretty favorable loan package I related to the build up of the stealth project and thus, the

17 
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t
epaYment of the percentage of that debt should be offset by the that help should be gie to our local c of omerce to

striving buslae es, end to help local businesses to got into

qovernfnt procuremeant mport. Another thing that could be dome If

3. itiher the construction of dn w grant for a munipl and when lomthig else happens to the site to benefit our ocma ty

golf course and an upgrade of our town water supply ysten and to| and shol"d be part of the deal going J, no none ilttaury per el

Sbuild a treated wste plant at Tonopah. These measures give "\ should be alloed to stay in the m camp, because people staying in

Immediate relief to Jobs and upon coletion of these projects the mn c do't live h ad don't benefit ourym0 " n

- onopah will be able to retract and hole Nove tourist trade and take their Jobs from peopIe that live here and can us the

conventions, whle moving the oveall quality of life for its Percentage of the Jam reserved at a local and mall contractors m

esidents.I businesse. fscause as it stands n, gemerally they ar the

contractors, 

keep 
a 

fw 
people 

out 
there 

doing 

the 
little 

mall 

jobs

4. Funding eitheri by gmnt or lan or a onati h ao of the two sand the larger Jobs are subcontracted out to beuimesse and the

to develop nd beeid aTnnpaty colle at benoaeh. Such faity lager contractors are out of Our limits. Bar* In the cmmnity we

wumeld not only benefit co but would be n asset. The Are reel proud to take part in what's going on her because we

Department of Defense coul utlliss in onjc.o wit h fuur TIt consider In the past it's part of being a citisen And you hve't

poects. 
looked out for our best Interet as well as m c u . y was i

you kind of sucked up dry And left us in here hanging ad gAneally,

You Light think that I'm asking for a lot here, blt if you truly don't thik that the comnIty as a whole apprecielys it,

analyze it, I'm not. The Air Force says it would Save between So though we a a h Of wht' an done here .a venc thuh it's

end 125 Million dollars a Year afstr moving the 37th to lllom". ben done marly at pou ofe Thav n ud .

How many years is the air plane time in the Air Force? I don't

know, but 1 do know the B-52 flow in World War II and is still being Colonel Norrions Thank you N Lister. Our net speaker will be

Gsed today. That's over 40 years. If you multiply 40 time 100 Anthony Romen.

ilLlion, taking an average off your figure, I think Tonopah is

entitled to a mll piece of the pie. Let m mahaaise here that anthny m Nay n is Anthon Ema. I represent Yllay ba.

t fact tht any additional dolls spent to help wooup will payIwould like to address the issues that Pal DimrtinL left out and

beck big dividends th Departamnt of Defense. I can't believe also, the coents bleft off on the b oed issue that ee done by

that the dopera nt of Defense After spending in access of 370 the hospital at 400 thousand dollas shout two to two and a half

million dollars, construction alone, at TR can and will walk y a ago. DI reprt oell s o th pio c

from the most sophisticated high t ct: training and testing facility ear in th ec onomc p ort s ern up ro it , term , I feel that

in the world. Every doll"r the Office Economic Adjustment pets beck trearen two enomi th act r nor dicoudity these Itufies.ta
into Tonopah will nks us as a cim ity that Muc better and first ir i t Ie ne that I'm on cned aout right S is the

capable of supporting you in the future. ?Tank you. i iSt Im on t he bca s inst 1 se in thi right a e i uese

Coloel ~rrson Thnk ou r Dgarial Ou net seakr i X, 1 7b the reoent publication of the CIS report and the negative press

ColOael Non-ison, T you t Diertoni. u next sp r is Li that has b eem n i the newp r. This "a Caused somewhat of a

Zen asonfollwed y L.. Liter.tightening of credit by the _ f inacilAstitutions; that would Affect
all the Individuals and buslanese in this arms. 2De of this

sa easn I will forfeit mty tim here end Sut a written - emtueaity with businesses for the besinees to develpaffective

statmant. -usiness land in cgsrds to the future. Opportunity Stefin,
MCapital Oxpenditure, etcetera, etcetera, &nd also the difficulty of

olnel No ison: Our net speer wll be L.J.lster follod by acquiring capital needed to locate the aw business here in out

Anhony E~n mmLity.

L.V. Lister: I'm L.J. i ster. I'm a Tonopah resident And & lowal lbs other Lm that I feel gap left Met In both peul WLertini and
businessmen. According to your statement, the percentage of the lOD StIm's peenaties, And both kind of touched on, is the

local public impact is going to be really great to reduce the long I federl gerantee laws, the VA law. My estimation e I

tem Impact to the cuhmUty ad the ounty. It will Only be fair IePPreIl5tely 60e thousand dollars In ER loa20 rilt mow that are
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somewhat related to the test range. The e omuld be affected by the
relocation and the inability to repay the loan an it reads due to To -e akers My name is tom aker. I'm with the Office of the United
th e reduction or the elimination associated and the hardship to the States Senator Bryan and the reason that I'm he" *Ione with the
individual, meaning that Tonopah budiness people who have assured ma rePresentative Of Senator Reid and Congresswoman VucanovLch is thatthat they will continue to try to reach their debts by other the *set in very concern about what is going n today and I night
sources, solicited their dabts, It will also affect the SIA las point Out to the Air Force that it is very important that I know
in the future with the SRA starting to tighten the cedit In this from your Perspective to get all the comentg dow, frow everyone

couity which will again make it difficult tar a new business to here Wnd I know it's very important to these people beck he"e to
come to this community and help diversify our economy. I am underStand what their friends and neighbors ae aying in a Public
requesting that assistance be provided to our cmamnity by number 1. meeting like this and I think the acostics are terrible here
Ceeral, stats, end local assistance be provided for a alternative tonight and I think In the future that something needs to be dome
reaources end assistance in the economic diversity location. And, labout that. Thank you.
number 2, that the imeediate development of the national plan by the
federal government in regards to modifying SBA loans now, in respect Colonel Norrisons We chose this because we thought It might
to the two economic trends caused by the relocation. In other accommodate easily a large czr . Anytime you get an auditorium
ords, let's not wait until the businesses die, let's consult the this sie it'* a little difficult to hear. Anyone lseo who desiresI problem betor: it happens. Thank you. to speak tonight?

Colonel Horrison: Thank you very much. Is there anyone else? (Negative response from the audLen c.)

Trish Rippie: My name is Trish Ripple. I live at in Tonopah and Again, the cemnt period for submitting any kind of written
1'm a local business; womn. I hadn't intended to say anything coments or suggestions, whether you use the comsent form or not,
because I put my cements in writing, but one thing that I did hear until 1 April 1991, and you do this by nailing your oments to the,aeddressed that in of big concern is the crakear work~for-ce. in address shown an the slide theme. HQ TAC/IDMV, Attention rapthis report it says that there will be 160 to 220 people required to Clark, Langley Air Force base, Virginia, 23665-5542. So, oven if

e caretakers for the base out here and that it isn't determined you haven't made any commente tonight you still have A chance to do
vhether they would be based out of Las Vegas or Tonopah. I can't NO until the first of April.
i understand any reason they wouldn't be based out of Tonopah. As ob
Rager said, me have the schools and I can tell you we've got the r want to thank all of you for taking the time from your busy
housing. Our apartment buildings are standing at 40 to 50 percent schedules to attend this hearing tonight. It's been a learning
occupancy rate and we have single family homes available. We can experience for sm as it has perhaps for some of you as well. 1'll
house these people and it would definitely mitigate the impact of assure you of a verbatim record transcript, everything said here
the closing of the stealth facility if those people were based here. this evening or submitted by the first of April 191 will be

prepared and will be considered by the decision make in a formal
The only reason that I've heard in the past that TR couldn't be a part of the final environmental Impact Statment. Thank you all for
wite bass and people can't be based up here is because we don't coming this evening and good night.
have the facilities. We certainly have more than adequate
facilities for 220 people and the workforces out here have proven (The meeting ended at 2025 hours, 12 March 1991.1
their loyalty, they can keep secrets, and they do their jobs. Idon't se, any reason why these people couldn't be rtained in the

caretakers status and why we would be even remotely consider thatanyons else should do the job? Thank you.

Colonel Korrisont Thank you very much Mes RLippie. Anyone else who
desires to speak tonight?
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Table H.1-3 List of Speakers at Public Hearing in 3
Las Vegas, Nevada, 13 March 1991 I

Page

Col Wade Morrison, HO USAF/JAJT-3 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,13 1
Lt Col Bud Temples, HO TAC/XPPB 4,5,10
Capt David Clark, HO TAC/DEVE 6,7,10,11
Ms. Joan Dmmitt 8I
Mr. Anthony Hodges 9,12
Ms. Patricia Estill 9,10
Mr. Bob Belauric 10,11
Mr. Robert Jenson 11,12
Ms. Kimberly Kirwan 12 3
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Table H.1-4 Transcript of Public Heariny In
Las Vegas, Nevada, 13 March 1991

PUBI5C BEARIG AT CLARX COUNTY CUNITY COLLEGE, LAS VEGAS NEVADA Analysis Division, Headquarters Tactical Air Commnd, lay Air
Force Base, Virginia. Captain Clark will describe the envol"mnt

(The meeting began at 1900 hours, 13 March 1991.) Impact analyas process and the conclusions reported in the draft
*nviroimntal Jipat sttlment.

Colonel Morrison: Good evening ladies and gentlemen. I guess

will go ahead and get started with the hearing tonight. On March 7, we have a court reporter this evenag, Ne Elaine Scott, who will be

- 1990, a acoping meeting was held here to identify important taking down verbatim everything that' h een maid tonight and this
5 nvruena issues that ight be involved in the proposed will became part of the final environenotal Impact statment, which

relocationof the 37th Tactical righter Wing at Tonopeh Test Rang in turn, will beam part of the Air Force's record of decision.

to llias Air Force mce. Subsequent to that, vurLous studies wer Now, she can only do her job properly if she can hear and undertand
conducted to address the concerns relating to the proposed what you are saying, so those of you who will be making public
relocation and a draft environmental Impact statmet was propa e. c mments this evening, please, keep that in mind.
The Air Force Is now distributing its draft environmental impact

:ttant which addresses Proposals to relocate the 37th Tactical Let me say what this hearing is not. This isn't going to be a

g beginning in 1992. The potential impacts Identified in the debate of any sort or a referendum of vote on the proposed action
environmental impact statement for the Las Vegas area will be itself, and such things don't add anything to the written bearing

addressed in more detail this evening by Captain Clark. If you wish record and simply waste your valuable time and this opportunity for
to review the draft environmental impact tatemaent, copies are a personal input into this decision making process. The focus of

available at the public library. if you want your own copy And have the hearing is on the envircn ental impact associated with the
not received ad opy of the draft environmental impact statement, you proposals and studies by the Air Force end coments on non-
should make a specific request by writing to the address shown on enviroetntal issues are not relevant to this particular

ten slide that we will put up later. Now, why we are here this hearing. What this hearing is intended to provide, is a public

evening, the purpose of this public hearing is to solicit input from forum for two wiy camunication about the draft envir nmental Impact
public agencies, private organisations, and the public at large on statement, with a view towards improving the overall decision making
the draft environmental impact statement. This meeting is being process. You noticed that I said, a two way cmmunication, the
hold in accordance with the requirements of the National Environment first part of this hearing process lets the Air Force's most
Policy Act and the Implemented Federal Regulation which requires all knowledgeable people brief you on the proposals, its details, and

federal agencies to carefully analyse all potential environmental its anticipated environmental impacts. The second part of this
impacts of certain proposed actions and to use those analyses in hearing process is to give you an opportunity to provide the Air
arrivinq at decisions and recommendations as to whether to proceed Force information and to make statements for the record. Your input

and how to proceed in a particular action. ensures that the decision makers have the benefit fre your
knowledge of the local area, any adverse enviroental impact facts

I have been designated as the presiding officer for tonightas public that you think might result in the proposed action.
hearing. I'm Colonel Wade Morrison, I'm an attorney and I serve as

a full time military Circuit Court Judge, stationed at Randolph Air As you cam into the auditorium this evening, you were provided a
Force base, San Antonio, Texas. I'm not assigned to Nellis Air comment fore and asked to indicate if you had any comnts for
Force Sace or any of the bases or comnds under consideration rx tonight's hearing. When the briefers are finished, I will recognizs
relocation. I'm not here as an expert on the draft environmental members of the public for the purpose of making public cements.
impact statement nor have I bad any connection with this For those of you who have not yet filled at a comment fore and

development. And, I'm not here to act as a legal advisor for the request to speak tonight, please mse your hands and someone will

Air Force Representatives who are to address this proposal. My distribute coment forms to you. Is there anyone in the audience

purpose is simply to ensure that we have a fair orderly bearing and who would like to speak tonight for the record and you haven't

all of you who wish to be heard tonight have a fair chance to speak filled out a cement fore indicating your desires to speak?
this evening. Other members of the Air For here tonight are Lt
Colonel Bud Temples, Headquarters Tactical Air Cmand, Langley (Negative response from the audience.)
Air Force Ease, Virginia, and be will discuss the Air Force proposal
and next, will be Captain Dave Clark, fre the Environmental

1 2

I Our order of proceeding will be in three pars. First, we're going our host has asked that you kindly refrain from smoking in this
to have a briefing by Lt Colonel Teles on proposed location auditorium, 0 I would Appreciate your cooperation in adhering to
actions, then you will receive a briefing fre Captain Clark on the following these rules.
environmental Impact analysis process, the conclusios reported aad
the draft environmental Impact statement, and following those fOwe I'll monitor the time And do everything within my Power to
presentations, we will then proceed Into the public input portion of mke sure that everyone here who vents to be heard will be heard
the hearing. Elected officials would be given an opportunity to and with regard to questions, it's poesible that there will be

sp"first, followed bry the public at large, whose naems will be questions that the Air pare p~regsfttttvs here armeunable to
called randomly fr the fore handed in this evening. Now If you answer. Th ay occur for one or two reasons, first, ee thoughdon't feel like standing up hem tonight and main a public goo" deal of expertis~e is assembled hem, te panelist vWL4 not

statement, you have until April the let this year to submit written attempt to anmwr questions unless they er* confident that they can
cmments. written comment torm are provided at the entrance of the do so accurately. And second, there my be questions that have
auditorium and may be used for providing your cements. In fact, nationl security Implications and must be reviewed further beform

ivn if you make comments tonight, you have until the let of April answors are provided. If this should occur and if the questions are
to submit additional cements in writing to the address provided. relevant they will be addressed in the fia document that you may

wther a statement is made, verbally tonight or in writing, you have request a copy of.
uil the lot of April. Each statement will be given the same

weight and consideration. So, don't feel that YOu have to speak MoW, one thing I would like to stress again, you my have
tonight or mke written cements. Now, I do vent to ensure that a11 information abut environmental factors unknown to us. We are very
of you who wish to speak tonight have en equal opportunity to be Interested In having And amlying. all potental environmental
hard, so, please help Be enforce the form tonight. First of all, Impacts of the Propoeed actions. You have the expaiec that cme
speak only after I ve recognised you and please address your remarks from living in the area over a on period t timeaend so this
from the podium that is set up here. If you speak anto the lateral part of tonight's cmmunication, obviously is the peart that
mAicrphone, the court reporter will be able to take down for the flows from you to us, is important, so donot hesitate to give us a
record, everything that you have to say. Since you will be using part of these procedures.
the microphone, all the audience will have an opportunity to hear

70u.Use he microphone, start out with your name, your address, I would like to hank everone TAM turned out tmAght, your preeence5 nd the capacity in which you appear. Faor example, the public is coammndable, and it reflects reat interest in your omnity,
affairs designated representative or private Citisen, so the and the things that am important to you. Let m ae.- you that

rprter can do her job properly. if you have any questions, ask your interest in the primary purpose6 for us being here tonight.
one question at a time and I'll allow a reasonable neber of low, it is my pleasure to intoduce, Lt Colonel ad Temples who wIl

questions because 70u have limited time T ou should prioritis your brief the Air Fao proposal.
remarks to make mr the most important are addressed first. Bach

person will be recognised for a maximm of five minutes, that Lt Colonel Bad Temples. Thank you Colone, Morriso. aood evening
includes public official, designted spokesperson, and Private ladies And gentleman. stMrhwecmhreadotdasopg
pens. i vi sw ll meeting for the proposed relocation of the 37th Tactical righter
meist as the time keeper. At the feur and a half minute mark, he Winq from Tonopal Test Range to lloan= Air foc BaM, New ammiod.
will raise a yellow card to indicate that you should begin to mum up Using the infozr=ntn we briefed in March and yoer iput at the

your remarks and the red card will be raised at the five minute mark coping mtig at that time, we have prepared a draft en Lirmetal
to indicate that your time Is up. Since we have relatively few impact statement. Many of you received the statom t In the mail.

people here tonight. I don't think! tie will be a problem. If YOU Tonight we have am to bost a public bearing on this draft 918.
need to go beyond the five Stoite period, I will probably allow you For the benefit of all, I W.ld like to give a brief review of the

to do that within reason. Please be courteous to the speaker* who actions Involved with the propoeed relocation of the 37th Tctical
will speak tonight And please do not speak while smone le. is Fighter WiLmg en other tactical force Btzuct=m actions. After
speaking. Oly one person will be recognised at a time, and finally this, Captain Clark will specifically addreme the draft ElI. The

draft Eie looks at four &jtxrntves with the respect of movLg the
31th Tactical righter Wing. no first two alternatives, discuss the

H-11I



1
environmental impact of relocating the 37th Wing to Holloman Air analysis poces, discuss the reltionship betwn the econ c 1
Fores Base, New Mexico. The third alternative entitled, the Atudy and the environmental ispalt on etws'e proee , and pesntm

Holioan/Nellis alternative, discuses the Impacts Of relocating the the reU lt Of the draft environenal iact spetant d p

is the no action alternative which is, keep all operations at there Captain Clark; Thank you Colonel orrson. Good evening lade and

current locations. The dopose rlocation of the 37th wing from gentlemen. m please to be with you toniht to dLcuss your trole

Tonopah Test Range to Wolloman is one of several recomendations Of in the National Environmnal Policy ct or URPA, and riw the
the Defense Management Review Program named at improving overall impacts associated with the Air Force draft of th e viro.- etal
operacione efficiency. Cost savings ae ociated with the relocation Impact statement, entitled, Proposed Re o n e of t 37h

of the 37th wing from Tonopah to either Molloman or Nellis are Tactical Fighter Wing Nellie Air Porce Soature Action. e 3

estimated between S0 and 125 million dollars per year. The 37th prepared this environmentl impact l utent udr the Wational

wng constrctioeancos A a are approimtely 73 il blon Environment Policy Act in our Air Force Regulations. We have
dollars less than at Nllis Air Frce ase due to existing available encouraged involvement of the public and the government officials

facilities associated with the reduction of the 479th Tactical throughout the evironmental impact analysis procos. our Puic
Fighter Training Wing and the inactivation of the 49th Tactical participation programs for the environment Analysis program Include 1
Fighter Wing at Molloman. In addition, the Holloan's facility can the following actions to solicit the public Lnolvement. First, a
be available one year earlier than those At allie. The relocation notice of Intent to prepare the enviromntal Impact stateent was
expenses of the 37th wing to Nellie are less than those to Hollo"n, published in the Federal Register on 9 February 1990. At the sam
but these reduced expenses only partially offset the greater cost of tin. various press releases were issued and announcemeot letters
relocating to Nellis. These advantages make Holloman Air Force Base were sent to all federal, state, and local govaerlegt officials
the preferred location for the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing. The around Tonopah Test Range, Nllis and Moilouan Air Forse Bases. In

inactivation of the 49th wing at Holleman is part of the overall March of 1990, we hosted public scoping metings in the areas to

reduction in tactical force structures throughout the Air Force. By determine the significant environmental issues. The issues raised
inactivating the 49th wing approximately 9.6 million dollars in were analyzed in a draft enviromental impact Statement. The draft
relocation construction funds can be eliminated. The German Air environmental ijpact statement was filed with the Environmental
Force has stated their need to continue training beyond the proposed Protection Agency on 8th February 1991 and published in the Federal
closure of George Air Force Base in California. A new home is Register on 15 February. Various press releases and announcmnt
therefore needed and Holloman Air Force Base possesses mt of the letters wers again sent out. We are currently in the 45 day public

facilities to support their mirsions. Approximately 1.2 million oment period. Public hearings like this one tonight will colle c
dollars in German Air ores construction funds will be supplied to verbal comments and any written coment you wish to Submit. The
provide the balance of this support facilities requirements. The Unites States Air Force will then consider all relevant issues
training mission of this unit makes contract maintenance of their raised and provide responses in the final enviromental impact
air!:raft feasible since there :- no mobility requirement. In statement. I would like tc point out, the transcript for tonight's

addition to the German Air Force, notional F-4 aircraft have been hearing, along with any written state nts submitted prior to the
included to access the feasibility of bedding down an air to ground 1st of April, the 1991 cut cff date, will be published in the final U
mission at Holloman to assist in the future force structure environment impact statement. Any documents or inordinances claims
decisions. Air to ground missions will require sped . - use air 5.1ould be si mbitted. Pertinent Information from that document will
space and military training aera groups that terminate into existing be su-marized in the final environmental impact statement.
boing ranges. This alternative looks at modifying two existing Submitted documents will be kept on file for record.
training groups to satisfy such a mission. The last alternative,
the no action alternative, would leave the prevlously discussed Our plan is to publish the final environmental impact statemnt in
units at their current locations and definitely would result in a hay of 1991. The final environmental impact statement will be filnd

loss of substantial savings, with the Environmental Protection Agency and once again, new :f
releases will be mde snd notifications letters will be set. At

Colonel Morrison: NoW, I Wuld like to present Capt Dave Clark from this time I will addr-s the findings pertained in the draft

Headquarters Tactical Air Comand, -angley Air Force Base, VirgLnia. environment impact statement for the LOS Vegas Nellis comeunity.
Captain Clark will present an overview of the environmental impact !I

As you may recall, Colonel Temples described several actions. These Colonel Morrison, NOw, we .r gonna xmve Into the m po n of
actions are grouped Into four alternatives In the draft of the draft the Meting which is the public input period. I would like to
envlronmntal impact statement. The impacts on the first two remind you of a couple of points. First, Please limit your c nts

lternatives of the 371th, 49th, alternative and the ollomen to five minutes so that everyone can be beard and also please make

alternative, are the sam to Las Vegas and Hellis Air Fore* Base, Bur* You state Your name for the record before you make your
because the 37tn Tactical Fighter Wing would be relocated to statmnt. If You have brought a prsePSrd statmnt you my turn it
Molloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. The third alternative, the in, you My read it out loud, Or you my do both. just place any
Rolloman/ Nellie alternative would bring the 37th Tacticil Fighter written statement on the court reporter's table and she will ake
wing to Nellis Air Force Base. And, the fourth alternative, the o sue that it becomes part of the hearing record. Written co ints
action alternative, the 37th Tactical Fight Wing will continue to and questions will also bacm part of the hearing record end equal
operate at Tonopah and personnel would coizta from Las Vegas to t consideration will be given to coleomts, whether you speak tonight

base. Under the first two alternatives, the 37th, 49th, and th or provide written Oints either now or later. If you turn in
Helloman alternatives, there will be a slight beneficial impact on written comnts for questions, pleas write your nam and colet
the biophysical environment, maning there would be = all address on them. Again, the purpose Of this hearing is to solicit -
improvement or no Impact change for the following resource areas: input fzm the public agencies, private organlzations, and tke
land use, atmosphere, meaning air quality, noise, air space public at large on this draft enviromental impact statement. The
management. biological resources, oatr resources, Archaeological, Air Force Representatives that are gathered here before yoU tonight
cultural resources, historical resources, end hazard materIals and are not the decision maker On this proposed action, they have
waste. Socal economic Impat due to reduction of manpower Povided information on the process and they are prepald ;0 respond

authorizations would lmpace to lir imao n of e Lanpowert questions you may have on the project, although we can not enter

comuntita to wts lisO and apid groth in ecent n rs. nde into or debate on the pro and cons of the proposed actio . Also

te thity etornats szoll an/ai altgrwtve, in re uld y avr remember that the purpose of the meti i Intended to solicit
thethid ltenatve Molomn/ells atenatvewewoud hveinput on the draft environmental impact sttmn, solaeliit I

negligible impact on the biophysical environment to the following you on t tho the evirnmentl ise stt mt, pe t t

resource areas: land use, air space management, biological Yu Omnst h niusatlise soitdwt h
resources, archaeological, c~ultural, historical, resources, hazard proposal. To avoid repetition and to ensure that everyone has ea
materials and wa t. The Las Vegas Valley Currently is & non- Opportunity to be heard pthL evening, I would like to ask that
attainment of the National ari-air quality standards or carbon repetitive statements be avoided. If you agree with the catg of

monoxide particulate natters. Sll increase of carbon monoxide Wat lisr ,er ko , I t ould n oow, i t at you i ly adcate that. -
particulate setters from aircraft operation would result near thet frs speakn to do be a, is to m Ittief Co mut priod h
Nllis. But these increases are not oxpected to significantly oe first l wil be a Us oa t, it you w d come t

contribute to or degrade the problem that alzady exist in the podum, plac.

valley, wtich led to the conclusion of no significant impact. There
would be a Small increase in aircraft noise, a loe than ton peuret Joan D.itt1 MY name is Joan Dauitt, I's a regiomal representative
jnrooase of 65 decimal acreage associated with the Increase night for ConrElssWn Barfura Vucanovch, 2ad District, Xevada.
time opaetion of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing. Night time noise
disturbance would theoretically increase the number of highly Conqrolesw n VUcanOvLch could not be her this evning and she

wayed persons by an stimated number of 145, a two percent of asked that I attend as her repzeentative in the capacity of an
berr.I'm hare to hear Your cmente end relay your inputs beck

increase. This Small increase is considered insignificant. tobsthe cr. s nWsigo.Sewl eebitn e
Increase in water demand of water would result in an adve"* impaci a nt to the fsnoen t h e vie baatte nr the

on the base water Supply system during the Ser **&von, but would wrte saemntt h Dfd0 HI9001 eiw orafe ~
not significantly impact the off base water use. Social economic hearin Phase of this proposed relocation is omleted. rm here

Lmpacts would be less than Under the first two alternatives which Strictly as an obeerver and I'll be happy to relate any of this to

were also found to be negligible. The last alternative is the no Congresswoman Vucanovich. If anyone has anything they vld Like to
acon altern atlve. Under this alternative there would be no shAY to after the maetin also, I will he pled to relay your

to current enviroamnts. That Completes MY -repareod remarks. I concerns. Thank you.
give it back to Colonel Morrison.
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cooe Morsn ihan toto redlocadtelie.i
n y p l i o mn t h a t I t o a k s P a t r i c i a Z t Lil l D o y o u a n t i c i p e t s h w l o n g I t i l li t a k e t o

Th to "~ neothn od with 3.1the retaion- tha e plae apar accom planths for eor ntr hu on

tevn in th pl at aln e wihHli tlv LsVgsadohrPatricia BetLil And, I have one more question. 0e y"u know, at%

true. in IS9Sf, 1 know you remember Chat because YOU were in the Air Colonel xorriAon: I do' think there Are my prOPOSAlm uner study

stt fad.Ihp a lot ofYo r mebrtat "al righf t nel Tpleeg Ther are SeierAll Proposls, awe of which are

_them resigned, you kn1ow, didn't rn Anmre h ohr u otba definite. I will confti t therei no reiieuseo planned a

/'\by Governor Bryan, *So we got two democratic Senators adtestate a thstie
-of Nevada don't have enough people like 'alifornia so. they can't

5 ~ ~~~hrt them at the electoral voting time, 00 Out Of spites, Reagan gotPaiialtl: hnkyuermc.

mad they didn'*t win, and no, they had the secretary say hey, let's Ptii 1tlsTakYuvr uh

take the planes out, we,1 *IShow them to replace our republicans. soClnlM i~ ~ ii o ol tk h oim h

we'll just move the Stealth Out Or enything also they so desire, to Cro ~nonKask yoausto do that if, yecuwsu tke ute rporter. aatoe t

this iwht' ryng to may, the planesl leaving here are Strictly this donoworerhsn.a

political now, and I know thin Air Force van can't do a lot about t

it. This is the truth and we all know Lt and we al ned to __obBluiMnaesSbfeaucotatTopbndzut

had ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b htre reoric aest~fi class andse' a hePae I didn't know you ware goin to.

had ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1w reul~n*~oei hissate, nto y Tno w you b lee here. I have Actually a two part question. You guys want
wold have over left, That' al aet CY hn o.0 through the breakdown on cost, I want to know number Mne, did you

take into cnieaonKey ArieIguess youknwtectrt

ColonI Morrisont Thank YOU Mr Nodges. Is there anyone 0lse taG 'was reduced into half fran 64 to 32? MY fecond pert of the queation

wishel to make 8 Staitessent for the record? is on his proposed Hallaneen sove. Numer one, has there been a new

Patriciacontract assigned on the move? Is it gonna be civil ervice? %a

Business Services. we are a .b Training and Reemployment Ag11cy affiliated with the program before? Is there gonna be any caretaker

who Administer to the dislocated program Of Southern of N*Yad&. my status, if saethere gonna be a number of people Involved?
ques~onIs, hatkindof imewife you think you're looking at ini oar

"- mtong ts hetath kie are coere in term of the economicS impacnt e teaotserve the on ceh red cwl steLsVgsae Colonel Morrisons C5pt Clark can you answr any portion of thos?

imand We thog were the beta lyna for an a comntCapt Clark:. Let me try to rephralse, the first question wee about

in the nation, we are well above tha number of workers We prOje5 t the cost savings. The cost savings did include Lackey Airlines cost

slervices here' we understand tha' there a"e Sue Plan* as far && at the tine of the proposal. The GAD performed an exhausted study,

arrdvlo tbing dud r e veloe to elp le Iater sner Ofth reported to the Nevada delegation the worst subtential cost Savings
workanddevlopentbein deeloed o hlp Alevate000 Ofthewhatever, the numbers ay have differed a little bit. But theyG JtraininJsg that is gonna be necessary, I'm just interested -in what acknowledged that there were consilderable movines in the ssame order

- k~nd f tizawe ar. looking at in impleMenting Your Plan. of magnitude in which the Air Force has set. The Second part, thnIa eueo ooaws tnt hte hs epea

colonel Morrison: I think it'5; 1992 it begins. Tonopah were to get preferential troatzmnt?

9 10

Survive. I don't live there, I go through there but I think It's

sRob selaUric I NO, I was refesrring to the move esto* KSoll0a"nnh&dad terrible that politics and mony--samebody is going to got rich a

___ asign the rumors of closing Iuorts, 1- ther -n Thomto ti oe at's what I want to know, why all of a Sudden that ise
i ew thr or not there is going to be a maw contract assigned togodeuhfrteseahIllkyweniMWSctbt m L

suporting the Stealth program, you know, in Or at 1*ait the 1.7 good enough .r Thatsteal I' hokaven it e scrtby.-i8 1uPron it' lf of is it going to be civil .ervic like mot bases intg~ nuh htsalIhv omy

I aeColonel Worriment Okay. Thank yod Mr Jnesf.

Capt Clerke It will remain civil Service like most b"aes a"' Anthony Hodges , May I Any Somethi~ng ame more time plase? I'm a
ice nd, f tey Ae ging o he anadeqatecrewIIIlittle faset, I'm not Slowing doan. Anthony 0. Hodguesp, mir, 1 live

so elasuric, ni hyaegigt aea dqaece in TonopAh. I like the little town.

u~ rder to Support the squadron, are we gonn be givae any Of the
% ipeople affiliated any informti~n On that at all? As I've Stated we Are going to hurt real bad. As a matter of fact,

it's gonna hurt the State, it's gonnem affect the wbole nation.

Capt Clarks I have no knowledge Of tat During the Second world war Tonopah held the 11-24s, do you believe

Colonel Morrison: The difficulty In answering this second ques4tion thate o nwteltl -4 iswdlpae.Ta ~nhd2
is t ealy snt apat f the draft environmental Impact Som thousand people, 8.24 banbing pian"s, can you believe that.

Statement so, we really don'ct have anybody with expeirtise1 here to Tnpi satuhltl on tsbe niskesaltbti
pastof ourgoe Lae. nybdy lsohas never been out, In fact T'onopah had the largeet gold fields in

really address that spe11cific patofyurq esto "sti elsng? Nevada years ago. gold fields help rebeuid Sen presico's- earth

want, to make any statments before we ad1journ th metig)" quake. These things I'm talking about is history, these things are

-Rber Jnso: 'm pivae itienandmyname is Robert Jenean, 3001n to be forgotten ed that's sad. The government don't have to

5 I' a resident of Las Vegas since 1939. I wuWld like to oak on forever, it's a known fact. those plans ame going political. Like

question. They moved the stealth in, nobody knew about it bet thealadthywrsereehysaedhrnvSlvaenti
afe hy h tat motin the opening, si', why all of & the mnsithyw tsce ySaedeeHw m AmotIn

sudenw o they t the gentleman, Ou besid politics is the whole the Open And they are gone. Those planee need to Stay Were snl

*Sde, weal know that, the progr e a wa good enough hare and tb@ wish Somebody would Write President Rush end aek him to tell the
state we good nougtht whl te. rora secrc bthemnte it secretarY to take that Place of f the list because %he planess Should

- ~ ~CM.s out from under the curtain then they went to mow it. Tht'seaytr.Thyeevei. hnkou

M2~ the question, I would like to know Why they wate no 1=91 Colonel Morrison, Thank you Mr Hodges. Anyone else who would like

coptain Clark: The reason the Program wos *oked at to be move wee to make en Oral stttmt for the recoprd?

because it wes.'.there had Iee enough lnfoxmetion about the 417th
ing rlieve andhey olonge saw the need to keep it asea black ," L~Kiberly Kirwan: W ame Is Kimberly Kirwan and I's rueresentingm

reigrelithed a thyt-dint"ef I know you probably man't answer this. Wben are the tax

*make financial Sense to incusr all the adde" cost of leaving Tonopah 90Sayer euestsefsclyrspnil W tpws
to split lwnormal Operation. 9s had lower operational cost imndi A~, govleryent refuse s oo e w isaly resnsitl an stom astingl Tw

progrm. Ithad ale cilitense to Sppos t to reouiemeno know, I understand Secrecy. I also sork for the Vowe et. But, we
progam. t mde eonomcalsens to -500411it t Holownss.Spend a lot of money constantly with military7 and with Cessert Stoeesli

Robert jensons One other Point, On the-beforei it com out. nowe of werealise it wee a worthy cause, bet with moves Like this, a lot of

assagncilofficsl. o pliicinsthy wren't worried about PepeAre gonna be without obe and they can't Support their
st allcis offaddls. the geltcost oscious and -e know the families and they ars not even being coneered to take up the

feda overnmento aSdthey lliatonswrfote govermement, I fSupport problems. When is the government going to stop wasting,

know. They waste billions ed all of a sudden, nowP what thyr neTakou

doing, they're just going to s laughter a little tow whs trying to Colonel Mrrison* Anyone also wish to make a public statesesut?£11 12
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(Negative response from the audience.) I
Okay, again, the coment period for sub itting any type of written
coments or suggestiona, whether you use the coment form you got
tonight or just another sheet of paper, whatever you want to use.
The deadline for submitting coments is 1 April 1991 and you do this
by mailing this to the addreuss shown on the slide. The Headquarters
Tactical Fighter Air Comand/LDfl, Attn. Captain Clark, Langley Air

oroe Msa, Virginia. So, even if you haven't made any consts
tonight, you still have a chance to do so, until the let of April.
I thank all of you for taking the time from your busy echedules to
attend this hearing tonight. I assure you that a verbatim record of
everything said here this evening plus euheitted by the let of April
will be prepared and considered by the decision maker and will be
In the fore a part of the final environment impact statement. Thank
you very much for coming this evening. Good night.

(The public hearing adjourned at 1945 hours, 13 March 1991.) 3
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Table H.1-6 Transcript of Public Hearing inU
Alamogordo, New Mexico, 14 March 1991

pae 2

2 s RE M: PuzLic HEARING ON I NARING offICZs. Good evening, Ladies W~

SpWpooSZ agam-0CAI ot' TeE 37th 2 Gentleman. it's gratifying to see . turnout by
TACTICAL rIGn WING and other 3 people who are interested in the proposed ecU....

TACTICAL PCESTFORUE ACTION'S

Deis that my affect the citiseen of this area.

-- C on March 1. IPPO. a seeping meetng Was

bahld here to identify Important envi~rcinsnal

isLame that might be Involved in the pose

erelocation of the 37th Tactical ?ightar Wing at

*TOnope~b Test Rage,* to Mollomn Air Force Moesa.

USubsequent to that, various studies were

12is Conducted regarding concerns relating to the

13TRNSRPT_0 -rlls12 proposed relocation. and Draft Environmental

MARCM 14. ilRI 13 Impact Statement was prepared. The Air force has

is 14 now distributed this Draft Enviromntal Impact

29 1 Statement. which addresses crooosals to relocate

14 t the 37th Tactical fighter Wing beginning in 1992.

-18 1? The potential impacts Identified in theI

is BE IT REMEMBERED that the above matter came on to be UP Environntal Impact Statement for the Alafogordo

* heard at the Ci.vic Center, 500 first Street, Alamogordo, 'it area will be addressed In more detail tonight by

52 March 14, 1991. ccmeeninq at 7:00 o'clock P.M. before i ooe etr

2s cowuatt wAoc ,,2ARISOu'. HEARINGo OTICER. 21 should you wish to review the Draft environ- 3
32 mental Impact Statement.* copies are avalable at

the public library. If you want your own copy.

and you have not already received a copy of the
it Draft Environmental Ino- t statement. you my

DAKA WIMELY
GP Hoseae __ __ __ __ __ __

page 3
pag e

aks a specific request by writing to the Address 4e an expert on the Draft lnvironMental ImpactI
shown on the written cemment fore that you got

when~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ yoSnee h eiols il vnn.tatemat, or have I had AY connection with its

Swhe n o yo u tr hd th e auditore this evening . 2 reparation or development. I 's nt hre to st

The purpose of this public hearing is to solicit 4 4e A legal advisor to the Air force 08-p"rEee L,

inpt ro Pblc gecisocva4 cln~atms who will address the nropoaal.

and the public at large on the Draft ftviroamesta YProe&igti oro ssml

Impat satemnt.to ensure that we have a fair and orderly hearing

This hearing is being held in accordance a nd that all Of YOU who with to he hard tonightI

Is ~with the requirements Of the Natioal ftvirsie4Lhv&fltcastopak

is ~Policy Act end the implementing federal regulatv OhemmbrofheArtesee ngt

12which require all federal. Ag~wee to cared shy sosre Colonel Ira nester, who is the same CmsirI

13 Analyst potential eniontlImpacts of eas 01mnArPr*B" Mb il"cm

propsedactc".MA o a tb" aaya Asthe@ Ar foe proposal and will Aencrihe the

arriving akt decisions or reeommmsdatieeeas no aimosaipct&IS@pmsa" M

is whether to procee and how to Proceed with a 5em eotdi t cf o~~mea

17 ~particular action. Ipc ttmmt

Vve desgnatd a thepresLaqTo his left is Ceptain Deom Clark traw the

for tonight's Public hearing. MY nin Is colemel * ivirumtal Anlyeis Division at Meadguartern

*Made Morrison: I'0 an attorney and I serve a a atclAremod LnlyArFreM"

full-tine Military Circuit Court Jed"s tatiened ftryisginin And Mr. Joe Vadonga who In the C~f

at Randolph Air force Bse. in Man Antoneo Teses. oftISaenml tOfieo h 2 L

I'm not assigned hers to MllomnU Arforce * 0orc at 8acqatWro Air force "aSe. TOWas.

* be" or any of the bases or comeands under We also have acourt reporter this evening.

* ~~consideration for the relocation. I'm not here Wierywhwllotaiq w.vrtm

a everything that's sid tegight. end thin will
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PaOe 5 Paqe 6

become part of the final environmental impact I the Air Force-s most knowledgable people review

statement, which in turn becomes a part of the Air I the proposal and its details and the anticipated

3 Force Record of Decision. Now, she can only do 3 environmental impacts.

h hr job properly if the can hear and understand And the second part of the process is togive

all that you are •Lyinq. so those of you who will you an opportunity to provide the Air Force

be making public comments tonight, if you will. 4 information and to make statements for the record.

please keep that in mind. 7 Your input ensures that the decision makers have

Now, let me Say what this hearing is not. I the benefit of your knowledge of the local area,

This isn't going to be a debate or a referendum I and any adverse environmental effects that you

or vote on the proposed action itself. Such things 10 think might result from the proposed action.

don't add anything to the written hearing record 11 Now, as you came into the auditorium this

and simoly waste your valuable time during this 12 evening, you were provided with a comment form,

13 opportunity for personal input into the decision 13 and you were asked to indicate if you had any

14 making process. 14 coments for tonight's hearing. When the briefing

The focus of the hearing is on the IS iS finished, I will recognize members of the public

I: environmental impacts associated with the S for the purpose of making oral comments for the

proposals being studied by the Air Force, and 17 record.

3 comments on non-environmental issues should not be to If there's anybody in the audience who has

" 19 raised at this hearing. is not indicated on one of the comment forms that

20 What the hearing is intended to provide is a 20 they would like to speak tonight, if you would

2 public forum for two-way communication about the 2' raise your hand, I will give you a comment form.I Draft Environmental Impact Statement with a view 22 For those of you who have not yet filled out

23 towards improving the over-all decision making 23 a comment form, if you decide to sneak during the

process. You will notice I said two-way 2. public hearinn, if you would fill out one of those

2 communication. The first part of the hearing lets IS and indicate that ou vent to soak, wa'l call n you.

Our order of proceeding this eveningCalal
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Hester will give you a briefing on the proposed I statement will be given equal weight end

rlocation action and on the environmental impact 2 consideration, so do't feel that you hav to mpk

3 analysis process and the conclusions reported in 3 tnight if ou ould prefer to sumit writts t.

4 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 4 I do want to make sure tbat all of you who

Following his presentation, we will then a wish to speak tonight have an equal opportunityI proceed to the public input portion of the hearin a to be heard, so if you would help me enforce some

Elected officials will be given an opportunity 7 ground rules here, it will ensure that everybody

to speak first, and they will be followed by the a who wants to talk, can.I : public at large whose names will be called 5 First, epeak only after you have been

10 randomly from the forms handed in. t recognised and please address your remarks from

Now, if you don't feel like standing up this II the podium at the front center of the auditorium.

evening and making a statement orally, you have 12 Please use the microphone. Th ct Ng

I] until the lot of April of this year to submit 12 is taking down everything you say. and if you use

:4 written comments and the written comment forms are 14 the microphone, everybody else in the auditorium

S provided at the entrance of the auditorium, to use Is will be able to hear everything you say. Start

me in providing your comments. to out with your name, for the record. and the

:t The comment form has some soace on it, if 17 capacity in which you appear.

i you additional so ce u can write on the h Is For example, public official, designated

or you can attach other pieces of paper to it. to representative of a group, or a private citizen,

In fact. even if you make coments tonight, you 0 o our court reporter can do her lob proprly.

have until the last of April tO submit additional I1 If you have questions, I would appreciate it

2c Ients in writing to the address provided on the 2 if you would ask one question at a time, and e

comment form. 2 will allow a reasonable number of questions.

or in writing prior to the lot of April, each 3% I would ask you to please prioritize your remarks,
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I so that the most important remarks are addressed I With regard to questions, it is possible

2 first. Each person will be recognized for a ms2i 2 that there will be questions that the Air Force

3 of five minutes; that includes public officials, 3 Representatives are unable to answer and that tm

a designated spokespersons and orivate persons. 4 happen for two reasons. First, even though we do

We have an individual seated here at the s have a good deal of expertise assembled here

e speakers podium and he will act as our timekeeper 6 tonight on the panel, the panelists will not

this evening. At the four and a half minute mark. 7 attempt to answer questions unless they are

S he will raise a yellow card which is an indication I confident that they can do so accurately. And

5 that you need to begin to sum up your remarks. 5 second, there may be questions that you have that

10 And after five minutes, he will raise a red card, 10 have National Security implications, and thesema

11 which indicates that your time is up. 11 be reviewed further before answers are provided.

12 Now, I would appreciate it if you would limit 12 if this should occur and if the question is

13 your remarks to five minutes so that everyone who 13 relevant, it will be addressed in the final

14 wants to be heard this evening will have a chance 14 document, which you may request a co v of.

Is to be heard. Is One thing I would like to stress aqain, you

is Please be courteous and do not speak while is may have information about environmental factors

17 someone else is speaking. Only one person will be 17 unknown to us. We are very interested in having

Is recognized at a time. is and analyzing all potential environmental imoacts

19 And finally our host tonight has asked if Is from the proposed action.

20 you would kindly refrain from smoking in the 20 You have the experience that comes from livii

21 auditorium. So I would appreciate your 21 in an area over a long period of time, so this

22 cooperation in adhering to all of these rules. 22 second part of tonight's comeunication, the part

23 We'll '.ell one name at a time and I'll do 23 that flows from you to us is an important part of

24 everything within my poeor to make sure that 2 the process. So don't hesitate to be a part of

eve-yone who wants to be heard will be heard. 25 tonioht's proceedings. I
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I I would like to thank everyone who turned I questions. However, there are several people here tonight 3
2 out tonight. Your presence here is commendable 2 who have been with this project from the start; and hopefully

and your presence here reflects that you are 3 with the Combination of all of us, we can answer most of you.

interested about things in your community and 4 questions. I am sure there are questions we cannot answer .

5 your interest is the primary pzposm for us being s tonight, bet if your questions are significant to the propose
here this vning. action, they will be answered in the Final MXS.

7 Now, it's my pleasure to introduce Colonel a Last March, we came here and hosted scoping

e Rester who will brief you on the Air Force * meetings for the proposed relocation of the 37th Tactical I
e Proposal and the Draft Environmental Imnact e Fighter Wing from Tonooah Test eange in Nevada to Nollomsan

I. Statement. Colonel Rester. 10 Air Force Rose. Using the information we briefed then, end

COLONEL RESTER- Good evening, Ladies and 11 your input at that scooinq meting, we have prepared a 3
I, Gentlemen 12 Draft IS. NanV of you received a COcy Of that Draft in the

13 Ny name is Colonel Ira Nester. I am the S33d is mail. Tonight we have come to host a public hearing of that

s' Combat Support Group Comander at olloman Air Force Rase. 14 Draft. For the benefit of all, I would like to give you a

is Can everyone hear me all right? (eo response.) I work iS brief review of the actions involved with the Proposed

ie directly for brig Gen Travis Harrell, the Nolloman Air Force is Ielocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing and other Tactic 1

17 ease Installation Commander. I em pleased to be with you 97 Support Structure Actions. After this. I will specifically

'4 tonight to discuss future actions affecting Holleman Air Fort ' address the Draft SIX we have prepared. 1
a base and the surrounding cmmunity. is The Draft SIR looks at four alternatives with

30 For those of you who attended the public s respect to the 37th. The first two elternatives discuss he

to scoping meeting last March, you may remember that my 2 environmental impacts of relocating the 37th to Holloman Air 3
U predecessor, Cl Bill oeIm, presided over that meeting. V Force ae. The third alternative, entitled the nollomem-

2 Since 2 have stepped into the middle of this Environmental 3 Mellis alternative. discusses the impacts of relocating the

s Impact Statement Process, which we will call the "ZIS" H-18 a. 37th to Rellie Air Force Rse. Nevada. The fourth alteonativ,

25 process tonight, I em not prepared to anseer all of your 2% is the no action alternative which would keep all operations

1
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at their current locations. f I Air Force Base, California. A n-w home is needed and

The proposed relocation Of the 37th from 
2 Holloman Air Force Base possesses most of the facilities -o

Tonopah Test Range to Holloman is one of several 3 support their mission. Auoroximately 1.2 million dollars

4 recommendations of the Defense Management Review Program 
in German Air Force construction funds will be supplied to

B aimed at imoroving overall operating efficiency. Cost savin $ provide the balance of the support facility requirements.

5 associated with the relocation of the 37th from Tonopeh to • The training mission of this unit makes contract maintenance

either Iolloman or Nellis are estimted to be between $80 of their aircraft feasible, since there is no mobility

A nd $125 million dollars per year. l requirement.

The 37th construction costs at Holloman are 
In addition to the German Air Force, the

to approximately $73 million less than at Nellis, due to existi notional, and I say notional means that the location has not

ii facilitv availabi'.ity associated with the reduction of the it been defined, F-4E aircraft have been included to assess the

B. 49th Tactical Training Wing and the inactivation of the 12 feasibility of bedding down an air-to-ground mission at

13 49th Tactical Fighter Wing at HolloMan. In addition.the 13 HollOman to assist in future force structure decisions. An

:4 Holloan facilities can be available one year earlier than * air-co-ground mission will require special-use air space

I: at Nellie. The relocation expenses only partially offset 
the I, and military training routes that terminate 

into existing

is greater costs of relocating to Nellis. These advantages is bombing ranges. This alternative looks at modifvine two

:1 make Nolloman Air Force Base the preferred location for the 
,, existing military training routes to satisfv 

such a mission.

1 l7th Tactical Fighter Wing. 1I The last alternative, the no action alternative, would leave

15 The inactivation of the 49th at Bolloman is it the previously discussed units at their current locations,

p part of the overall reduction in tactical force structure 2 indefinitely, with a resultant loss of associated savinas.

It throughout the Air Force. By inactivating the 49th, 21 Under the National Environmental Policy Act

z approximately 9.6 million dollars in relocation constructior! 2 nd our Air Force regulations, we are preparing an CIS on

3 funds can be eliminated.. 23 the 'Proposed Relocation of the 37th Tactical righter Wing

2 The German Air Force has stated their need 
2 and Other Tactical Force Structure Actions.* We encourage

to continue training beyond the prooosed closing of George 
29 involvement with the public and Government officials
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I through,3ut the environmental impact analysis process. Our Should any document of An inordinate long

2 public participation program for the EIS includes the 2be Subtted, pertinent information from that docuent vi1,

following actions to solicit public involvement: 2 summarized in the Final CIS and the submitted document kept

£ First. a Notice of Intent to prepare an ES A on file for reference. Our plan is to publish the Final CIS

was published in the Federal Register on 9 February 1990. in Pay 9L. The Final CIS will be filed with the Znviron ta

At the ease time, various press releases were issued, and Protection Agency, and once again news releases will be made

announcement letters were sent to all Federal, State and
Tonoeh est ang, Nelis| 1and notification letters will be sent out.

Lcsal Government officials around Tonopah Test Range, Nellithi time, I ld like to address the

dForce Base. 
findngs contained In the Draft I as they perade tho

e nd Hollomn AirFocBse

In March 90, we posted public scoping meetil 3 10 ontAine inte raft our a they pertaito

in the area to determine the significant environmental It The proposed actions are grouped to four alternatives it n

2 issues. The issues raised were analyzed in the Draft E.ed re e o

1 The Draft £S was filed with the United States Environmental 1. the Draft T aS and are as follows:

,a Protection Agency on s February 91 and published in the 
Th Tactical Fighter wing Altenst uive.

Is Federal Register on 15 February*9I. 
Tac The ica l r in Ate@n tie.

so Various cress releases and announcment 
Is 3 The Rolloman-liellls Alternative.

letters were geain sent out. Na are currently in the 4s-day U 4. The NO Action alte r natiVe

,a public commnt period. The public hearings, like thtis one Vi . hnll descrte each on theiev

I here tonight, will collect verbal onsents snd any writtene 
37th 4lth detscriLbeec, of 37h

comments you wish to Submit. The United States Air Force rbe reloate to e mn nd th e49th would be 3Active d.

will then consider all relevant issues raised and provide wo

rs 
it The net effect of this alternative would be a decrease of

"2responses In the Final CIS. I would like to oint cut t 2107pronla olnf i a ae ThiLs &I teroatl

the transcript from tonight's hearing, along with any writter 1,017 personnel at Solloav n air Force Base. hie lrisi

sta.teme-ntsubmitted prior to 1 Aril 91.'the hcut Voff date~., , H-19 . is not .xected to hasiiltant itect on HiofhY.i9 .

ste sr 
cultural or socioeconomic resources in the vicinity of

will be published in the Final IS. S golloman or on the ranqes and underlying speciAl-u1e sir

I
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I adverse vibrational impact to the historical adobe buildinmsI s p a c e a f f e c t e d b y t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e . S i n i f i c a n t b e n e f i c i a l2 a t W i e S d 8 N i o l M n u n t h d q r e s . H w v r

2 noise impact is expected from the reduction of the amount of 2 at White Sands National onuednt headquarters. iowever. n

I land contained within the 65 decibel contour in the approach 3 such impacts would be avoided with appropriate ieplementatio:

aranear c ontan wi of operational procedures. Impacts to the archaeological
4Next, the Nollo Alternative is asically s resources on the Red Rio and McGregor bombing ranges are 3
5 the same as the 37th and 49th Alternative, plus various F-4 

I possible but not likely, due to operational procedures.

1 units$ to include the notional Tactical Reconnaissance Squad %, r Other ranges are not expected to experience significant

6 the Notional Suppression of Enemy Air Defense Unit, and the a impacts to these resources, either because of negligible 3
5 Germn Air Force F-4 unit that would be relocated to Rolloman a changes in air-to-ground mission activity or because of the

to Air Force Base. 
10 absence of significant resources in the area.

I: The net effect of this alternative would be it Under the Nolloman-Nellis alternative, the

12 an increase of 1,484 personnel at Holloman. With this j2 49th Would be inactivated at Holloman and the F-4 units would 3
13 alternative, no significant impact on air quality, and water 

13 be relocated to Holloman. The 37th would be relocated to

14 resources in the vicinity of olloman is anticipated. Even 14 Nellie Air Force Base, near Las Vegas, Nevada. The specific

is though there would be an increase in the occurrence of -s actions at Holloman would be limited to those associated

16 nighttime operations, in general there would be no substanti4 :s with the inactivation of the 49th and the relocation of the

17 increase in the noise exposures to the surrounding comunitiet 11 F-4 units to the base. The chanqgs at Holloman under this

sThe olloman alternative would result in an is alternative would result in a net decrease of 563 personnel. 
3

to increase in aircraft ooerations at Holloman, but no sionifica 
Is This alternative has no significant biophysical or socio-

2o impacts are predicted on special-use air space. This 2C economic impacts at HollOman or in the associated special-

Z: alternative is projected to result in an 11 nercent cumulatif 2: use air soace. Significant noise levels in areas underlying

22 population increase in the Alamogordo area following 
the 22 the affected military training routes could occur, 

however.

2 reduction in force of the 479th. Neither the housinq 22 Under the Nc action alternative, all units

24 market nor community services are expected to be adversely 
24 would remain in their place at their present positions 

and

2S affected in the long ter. The potential does exist for 2S relocate under previously approved proposals. This I
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I alternative represents a continuation of existing conditions 
I complete address on it.

with no change to the biophysical and socioeconomic 2 Again, the purpose of this hearing is to

3 environments. 3 solicit input from public agencies, private 3
a I have presented a brief summary of the 4 organisations and the public at large on the Draft

* alternatives evaluated in the Draft ES. I would not like E gnvironmentl Im pact Statent. The MLr Force

a to turn the meeting back over to Colonel Wade Morrison. a personnel gathered here tonight are not the

I Thank you. B decision makers on this published action. They

t m EARInG OFFICeR: In roment were going a have provided you information on the process and

to move into the main purpose of the eting. a are prepared to respond to questions you may

10 which is the public input period. I'd like to have on the p rojt - ow ver we cannot enter "

1 remind you of a couple of points, if you would into a debate on the pros and cons of the propos

12 please limit your coments to five minutes, so action.

13 that everybody can be heard tonight. Also, 1 Also, remr that the purpose of this

14 please state your name clearly for the record o4 meeting is to solicit Input an the Draft taviron-

Is before you make statement. ni mental impact Statemant, so please limit your

to If you have brought a prepared statement, is comments to the environmental issues associated

17 you may turn it in. you may read it out loud, or with the proposals under consideration.

is you may do both. Just place any written statesln An to avoid repetition and to mk a"t hat

on the court reporter*s table here up front and t everybody has an opportunity to speak tonight. I

he will make sure that any written coments or would ask that We avoid repetitive statements

statments are included in the record of bearing. I 2 If you agree with the speaker that has preceded

= s I pointed out before, equal consideratio . I You. if you would gsaly indicate that for the

will be given to comments whether you speak H-20 2 record, that will speed things on. i

tonight or provide written comment. If yoou tcur 1 The first epeaker we have tonight is Mi

76 in written coments or questionl, I would ask tha and I apololis* it I butcher your som es Ifras

you please, also, write your m and your _
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it, Mr. Den Mansanares. And he will be followed
iy Doroty Donay . A the Air Force personnel who are accepting our comments

b y2 tonight. This road began back on February , 1991 when the

3 MR. MANZANARES: Thank you. My name is 3 Air Force filed its Notice of Intent to prepare this .IS.

4 Don Manzanares, I'm the field representative for Senatora Pete Domenici's office in Las Cruces. I would like to read

$ Air Force had planned to transfer the 37th Tactical Fighter

a this prepared statement and to become part of the 
official Air Force aser Nev37t Tactica n Fir

I reord.Wing from Tonopah Air Force Base, Nevada. to liollostan Air

7 Force Base, in New Mexico. Interestingly, this action was

I Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen. I want I not associated with any base closure or realignment action

9 to welcome all of you here tonight on this occasion that the 9 at all.

to Air Force has come to acceot Public comment in preparation
for the completionaof the EnvironmentaltmpactStatement on 10 Tonopah was never intended to be the perman t

h pi home for the fighter. Tonopah Air Force Base is for top

I? the proposed relocation of the 33th Tactical Fighter wing

12 secret programs only, and the F-117 stealth fighter program

13 and other tactical forces to Holloman Air Force Base.
13 had been classified until recently. As a result of the

14i I could not be here with you this evening

14 program's declassification, the Air Force decided to plan 
aI in because I sin in Washington where we are working very hard to I erhfrapraethm o h 7hTcia ihe

is pss oththeDeprtmnt f Dfene AthoizaionandIs search for a permanent home for the 37th Tactical Fighter
ic paSS both the Department of Defense Authorization and

16 Wing.

:7 Appropriations Supplemental bills to provide militaryB I; The Air Force chose both Nolloman Air Force

a personnel benefits for members of the Armed Forces performina

I19i services in Connection with Operation Desert Storm. While Base in New Mexico, and Wallis Air Force Base in Nevada as

I 15 potential homes for the 37th. They conducted en in-depth

s I could not be with you in Person, I want the record 
to show It on homes o the th e cnguted o th-dtpt

20 20 study on the merits of moving the wing to either of the two
i, my continued unyielding support for the transfer of the

In F-117 to Holloman Air Force Base. 
2t facilities, based on economic and operational criteria.

33 Based on these criteria, the Air Force found that it was 
hot

13Perhaps there is no one in this room
n economically and operationally more beneficial to move

24 gathered here tonight who 
knows better of the long and 

often

24 the wing to Nolloman.

5 bumpy road we have traveled to get where we are today, than
25Several questions were raised about the
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validity of the Air Force numbers, estimates and conclusions. I move the German Air Force F-4 training function and its 1

2 The GAO was comnissioned to do a study on the Air Force 2 F-4E aircraft to the base. Also, they amended the previously

3 conclusions. On September 27th, we received a preliminary 3 announced transfer of Ill AT-30 aircraft to now only transfer

briefing from the GAO on its conclusions. While the Air 4 51 of these aircraft.I Force and GAO figures differed slightly, the GAO was in B While there was some concern raised about

agreement that there were substantial savings to be gained a the effect this might have on the base, I was first to tell

by the transfer of the F-117 to Holloman. The GAO found that I new Mexicans that the Air Fore might be considering some

130 million dollar savings could be achieved by the in the
a other possible movement of aircraft end personnel I h

5 transfer of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing to folloman. 0 near future.

to As a result of these findings, and a great

:a On February 12, 1991. the Air Force 
con-

,i deal of effort that was nut forth by myself and others to

12 enar- that this process was not unnecessarily delayed, we woe 2 frmeed whir hat bee thl in re Mis hen dt

13 able to increase funding for the construction of the is to the force changes previously mentioned, the Air Force

ii facilities necessary to bedldown the 37th Tactical Fighter
14 is considering moving a Notional Tactical Reconnaissance

Wing at olloman Air Force Base in wew Mexico, by 25 million is Squadron, and a Notional Suppression of Enemy Air Defense

to dollars. is Squadron to molloman.

I? This additional approoriation was intended I This has become known to smy of us as the

19 to enable the Air Force to remain on schedule with the a Holleman Option. I want to make know my wholehearted

to transfer of the F-117 stealth fighter from Tonopeh to Kolloma% t support for the LmpleMn-tio Of this Option- In my vie

u and also to ensure a significant amount of savings 2 this is the option that makes the wet snse and will Provide

Snrstiaed durinig the course of the ove. It is BY 1 the Air Force with the best utilization Of its resources.

32 understanding that schedule remains on track. 2I am encouraged by the preliminary findings

: Then on February 4, I'll, th- kir Force of the Air Force in the Draft Sig and it is my sincere hope

j4 informed us that they intended to deactivate 6he 49th H-21 14 that when the Air Force finds that no significant environmen

2 Tactical Fighter Wino at Solloman, while at the same time,
Simpact will ocur at Bolloman, and I believe that this is mha
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they will find, that they move to implement fully the i Wing at Holloman Air Force Base. I 3oan in your pride for

2 Holloman option. 2 the unbelievable accomplishments of this stealth fighter

3 Holloman has a unique and snecial relationsh p 3 in the Middle East. If not for the F-11's, our losses in

4 with the Air Force. The love affair between Air Force pilots 4 planes and airmen would have been much higher and the war may

6 and our open skies is one that will certainly continue for s have taken a comuletelv different course. Alaeoqordo welcome

4 many years to come. I want to encourage all of you here 6 the 37th Tactica
3 

Fighter Wing to the Land of Enchantment.

7 tonight to express your thoughts and concerns to the 7 As we celebrate the relocation of the

I Air Force officials who have gathered. I look forward to a stealth fighter to Holloman, we also regret the deactivation

9 continuing to work with them here in Washington, to see that a of the F-15 49th Tactical Fighter Wing. I have spoken with

10 this transfer occurs as scheduled. 10 the Air Force to negotiate the coordination of the transfer

11 Once again. I want to thank you all for it and the deactivation so that the impact on Alamoqordo is

12 coming. I will continue to follow the development of this 12 minimized.

13 issue very closely as we work together to make this great 13 In this vein, while serving as a member of

14 opportunity a reality. 14 the Military Construction Appropriations Committee, I was

is Thank you. is able to include language in the Suonlemental Avorooriations

16 HEARING OFFICER; Thank you, Mr. Manzanares. is Bill mandating the end of the Military Construction moratoriu

17 Our next soeaker will be Ms. Dorothy Conwav, 17 on April 16. This will allow for a more timely transfer of

Is followed by Mr. Dan King. is the stealth fighter to comoensate for the loss of the F-15's.

19 MRS. CONWAY: I em Dorothy Conway, I am the is With the support of the Alamogordo community, we will be

30 District Representative of Congressman Joe Skeen. 2a able to continue our dialogue with the Air Force to mitigate

21 I have a statement from him that came today from 21 any hardship.

7 Washington: 22 Once again, know that I am certainly with 3
23 "Gentlemen: 23 you in spirit tonight, and I will continue to work with the

14 I regret that I cannot be with you tonight 2I Pentagon and other authorities to protect the economy of

2 as you discuss the relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter 2s Alamogordo. My sincere welcome to the 37th.
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1 With warmest personal regards, I am, Joe MR. ORTIZ: Thank you. I'm Robert Ortiz,

Skeen, Member of Congress. Chairman of the Otero County Commission. On behalf of

3 HEARING OFFICER: Thank you, Mrs. Conway.
3 olloman Air Force Base and Otero County, I would like to

4 Our next speaker will be Mr. Dan King, followed by
4 express our full support for the relocation of the 37th

B Mr. Robert Ortis.. KING. Ioem Daniz. K Tactical Fighter Wing to Holloman. Bistorically, our
I MR. KING=- I'm Dan King, Mavor OF the City

* relationship with the Air Force has been so closely inter-

of Alamogordo. On behalf of the City, we are 
pleased that

, twined that we directly affect each other and always in full

$ the Air Force has decided to locate the 37th Tac Fighter

9 Wing at olloman Air Force Base. However, we also desoly H support of Bolloman' s iseions and goals.

,0 Gulf conflict was followed closely by all Otero Countiens

o1 Of the majority of the men and women of the 479th and their a0
aS nd we're extremely proud of their efforts, especially with

12 associated maintenance contractor, Dyncorp. 1
73 e wlcoe al tos tht wll ometoa former Nolloman Comeander. Lieutenant General Charles Hae

13we elcome! all thse that ill cm to 13 lyn uh ia oe

s olloman because we know that to us, the Air Force is not 1 py i ro

S airplanes, the Air Force is not equipment, it's people, the Ia We in Otero County are quite proud of the
,* mn, omenandchilrenthatbecme avitl pat o 6.facilities nd flying air space that are available at3

leman, wmen e children that become 4 vital part of our

comuity. We know that those that move to Alamogordo will is and designed specifically for military purposes. We welcome

gplace to live nd we certainly look the 37th Stealth Tactical Fighter Wing end Other new residnt

I fonard to havin them. We strongly encourage he air Force a " t Rolloman, to Otero County, and are looking forward to many

to adopt the Nollomn Alternative and bring not only the 
is years of successful continued service with the Air Force

37th Tac Fighter Wing, but the notational 72 F-4 to Nollmam and for our County.

2 Air Force Base. Thank you. Thank you.
REARNG FFIER: han yo, MrUKig. OFFICER: Thank you. Mr. Ortis. Ou

nZAR InG OFFICERi Thank you, RLr. King.

Our net speaker will be Kr. Robert Ortizo next speaker will be Mr. Charles Stockton,

followed by Mr. Charles Stockton. H22 - followe by Mr. Alan Austin.
6 NR. STOCKTON: My name is Charles Stockton.
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3 Superintendent of Schools of the Alamogordo Public Schools. people to Alamogordo. Public schools in New Mexico are

2 I would like to speak to you tonight regarding the impact 2 funded on a 40-dsy count. Our 40 days generally fallsoma

3 that the statement has had on the movement of the different 2 in the middle of October. If we receive a large number of

4 personnel at Iolloman in regards to public schools, students after the October lSth date, that means we ild no

Just recently, we have completed an additio 5 receive state funding for those students.

eto our high schoto. AS a result of ta, we feel tht we 4That would necessitate a need for some

7 can handle an influx of students up to a maximum of 1500 to 7 assistance from the Federal Government, or that would have a

0 2,000 additional students to the community. We will have the p * tremendously large negative impact on us, as far as funding

f tacility open at the beginning of next year. Where we have 9 for our public schools.

Ihoued our mid-high students, we can handle approximately 10 For that reason, I would encourage the Air

1.000 students. Our high school which we have lust completed is Force as they consider the move to Holloman, which we'd all

72 the addition to, we will have about 2,000 students there next 12 support, to get the information to us as quickly as possible

13 year. That has been planned to house a maximum of 2500 73 as far as the numbers of children involved in that move, and

udents. 4 if possible to do some timing on that, to where that move

:: At the present time, we have a base school 16 occurs prior to October 15th of any year. Thank you.

16 that Is closed, we can handle about 300 students out there. to HEARING OFFICER- Thank you, Mr. Stockton.

So any of the options that are being 17 Our next speaker will be Alan Austin, followed by

considered in your EIS statement, can be handled by the is Mr. Jack Brown.

19 Alamogordo Public Schools. This, I thin;'
, 
should give great is MR. AUSTIN: Thank you. Ladies and

i0 comfortgtoothose personnel in the Air Force that would be 2V Gentlemen. my name is Alan Austin, I am the President of

27 plannin t move to Alamogordo, because it would not result 21 United New Mexico Bank in Otero and Lincoln Counties, and

22 in any overcrowded classrooms. We could handle those people 22 Chairman of the Alamogordo Committee of 50. I represent

as they come in without any additional problems. 23 the Committee this evening.

24 The only negative impact that could possibly 24 First, I'd like to thank you for the

reach us is the fact of the timing of the movement of these 2s opportunity to speak with you this evening, thank you for th4

rage id

I opportunity for input into your Final CS. I way possible to complete that process as quickly as possible.

2 The Committee of 50 and the Community of 2 we also encourage Secretary Chaney to lift

2 Alamogordo, as you have already heard, are very supportive 3 the moratorium on construction so that there is ample time t

of Air Force efforts. We regret very much the loss of the 
prepre the physical Plant for the incoming 

37th Tactical

479th and the 49th. The people in those facilities have I Fighter wing. Thank you.

a been good friends to Alamogordo and Otero County and ve will 
e HEAPING OFFICER: Thank you very much, Kr.

I las them in the years to cc". 7 Austin. Our next speaker will be Mr. Jack Brown,

We also support very strongly the Holloman 
0 folloved by Kr. Robert Vaughn.

Alternative as stated in the CIS which would include the a M B Good evening. My ne is Jack

0 movement of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing to Holloman Air 70 Brown, I was an xNP mechanic for 1 years, but tetired now

I Force Base, and the movement of the German F-4 Training to Alamogordo. on

72 Unit to Nolloman Air Force Base and the additional notional 117 the stealth fighter, I have a question.

F-d's to Rolloman Air Force Baes. 13 Unfortunately, I don't know too much about it mechanically,

We would heartily welcome them, and continue 14 but from what I have read in the trade agazines and news-

I to support their effrts as we have the efforts of all units I papers, it mostly flies at night. This is a large community

ia at Holloman in the past. We recognize the efforts that the I of retired people, also. Is this a fact? I man, will this

Ii Air Force has made to compress the time frame concerning the 17 thing fly 4t night, and if 90, how mch noise if it going to

I6 departure of the 479th and the 49th, against the arrival of make?

,e the units that will be coming in. =An= OFFICZ3 hat's part of the

is we encourage, because Alamogordo and Otero 30 Znvironmeutal Impact, and I'll turn that over to

1 County have already suffered some economic setbac as a 2 Colonel Nester.

result of departures, that that time frame be compreased as 22 COLOyL KE2SM: Let us refer to the 2IS

much as possibly can be done. 23i sifically, you're absolutely right that there

Aqin, we recoqnise the efforts that have H-23 I will be additional flying at night, but in %be

a already been put into that. and we stand ready to help in sny i Znvironmental studies, w do nor believe that

there will be am increase in noise levels thatI
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will affect the surrounding areas. The £IS I request a copy of. 3
2 states, in fact, and I agree. that we do not 2 Our next speaker will be Mr. Robert Vaughn.

believe that there will be any increase in the 3 M. VAUGH: Ladies and Gentlemen, Robert I
noise levels here at Holloman because of the 4 Vaughn, owner and President and General Manager of KIM P14

$ night flying. S and KZZX Radio, resident of Alamogordo since 1959. And I

M MR. BROWN: We get practically no night 9 would like to say that I have seen Alao~qordo without the

G I flying as it is. How much more is it going to I Air Force at Holloman Air Force ase and with the Air Force

I s increase? - at Holloman Air Force Base, and gentlemaen, please, we'd3

COLONEL HESTER: That is something the EIS 9 rather have you here than anywhere else. Thank you very

specifically addresses. 10 much.

MR. BROWN: I have another question. We've It HEARING OFFICER: Thank you. That is the

G 2 lost a lot of civilian employment, with the fact 12 last fare that I have that indicates somebody

of the closing of the 49th. Will many civilian 13 wanted to speak tonight. Does anybody else in

is employees be employed to work on the stealth? 14 the audience wish to make an oral statement for 3
IS COLONEL HESTER: That's a DOD study; I IS the record tonight? I guess not.

16 cannot comment on that. 16 Again, the comment Period for submitting sn3

II CAPTAIN CLARK: It's also addressed in the I1 type of written comments or discussions, whether

is EIS, if you have a copy of it. to you use the comment form or not, is until 1 April

is MR. BROWN: I don't have a copy of that, no. I 1991 and you do this by mailing Your comments to

20 CAPTAIN CLARK: We can provide You a copy. 20 the address listed on the comment form. So even I
21 HEARING OFFICER: One of the purposes of 21 if you haven't made any comments tonight, you

22 this public hearing is for you to voice your LS, 22 still have a chance to do so, until the lst of

73 even if you don't met soecific answers to your 23April.

24 questions right away, it will be addressed in the 24 1 want to thank all of you tonight for 3
2S final environmental impact statement, that you can is taking part in this hearing, taking time from

Page 35

1 your busy schedules to come down here tonight and 
1

2 attend this meeting. I assure you that a verbatim

2 written transcript of everything said here this l
evening or submitted by the lot of April, 1991,

will be pr ired and considered by the decision

6 makers and ill form a part of the final environ-

7 mental impact statement.

Thank you again for coming down this

5 evening. That's it.

10 lWhereupon, the meeting wss adjournted 
at

8:00 O'clock P.M.)

12

13 STATE OF NEW MEXICO

14 COUNTY OF OTERO )

Is I. DAMA WIMBERLY, hereby certify that I am a Certified

14 Shorthand Reporter within and for the State of new Mexico;

17 that the above and foregoing transcript is a transcript of

to the hearing taken at the Civic Center, Alamogordo, Row MeXic

t March 14, 1991 at 7:00 o'clock P.M., concernino the pronoOed

a relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter wing 
and other

21 Tactical Force Structure Actions DEISI re'orted b me. 3

ply Commission -woirs Septeaber 16. 1991 H-24

I
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I H.2 COMMENT DOCUMENTS

Comment documents received concerning the DEIS are provided on the following
pages. Comment documents include those received from agencies as well as the general
public. Documents have been given consecutive numbers, approximately in the order in
which they were received. Table H.2-1 provides a list of respondents and identifies the
number assigned to each respondents comment document. Issues identified in the
comment documents have been assigned Issue Numbers in the same manner as issues5 identified in the transcript. Comment responses are provided in Appendix H.3.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i

I
I

~H-25
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Table H.2-1 List of Comment Document Respondents i
and Issue Numbers

I
Kathleen A. Hill Document A
William J. Wells, NV Document B
Trish Rippie, Trish Rippie Realty Inc. Document C I
Robert Ragar, Nye County School District Document D
Robert Tamms, NV Document E
Sandra Dulgar, Nevada Business Services Document F -
Frank S. Gentile, NV Document G
A.R. Gomolak, State Archaeological Council, NV Document H
Robert Ortiz, Otero County Commission, NM Document I I
Thomas Overstreet, S. Thomas Overstreet, P.C., NM Document J
Sam Moseley, Regional Housing Commissioner, DHUD Document K
Justin Ormsby, Rio Grande Council of Governments Document L
Harry Reid, U.S. Senator, Nevada Document M
Rita Gillum, NV Document N
Warren Dastal, NV Document 0
Helen Barber, NM Document P
Deanna M. Wieman, U.S.Environmental Protection Agency Document 0 1
John B. Walker, Nevada State ClearinghoUSe Document R
Kevin Von Finger, TX Document S
Jim Fish, Public Lands Action Network, NM Document T
Judith S. Bishop, NM Document U
Barbara Raper, Nye County Commissioner Document V
Robert Sorensen, Tonopah Town Manger Document W

II
I
I
I
I

H -26 3
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3 Table H.2-2 Comment Documents
OCUMiENTS;

Ifm . Wsells. owner

Zlister is., Mobil Hom Para

DOCUUENT A P. 0. box 2743

February 21, 191Ittlidtivatd

Captai* Dav;id Clark

LMQl~ TA irO NO 236&552s AC/DEYZ

Langley A:;1A Ar Force ma.V 3h-S2Atts. Captain Clark

Cap., DaidClak.Langleay A311. TA 23045-SS42

147 Personal cocerTo abou.t the prop::ed oeo h tat

tooa ow. shaedependedgon the Test Maanch for orstbiit
frfrtoo any years and have not doveloped ayOte ora

for economic growth. This is. of course. our o.n ero.atrcnl
paeda$30 million school bond ise . hich . il daasat ourta

tsasi the *cc**m sIfae any detrimental ceagea at all. cDear Captain Clark,
voted no against the bond1) I have recently purchased 38 acres from In reepeman to am article in the Tonopah time 3-7-91

t h siL e n d c o u l d n oaaa e tsit rk. i r p r y a e f c ae i n g f o r c o m n t s o n t h e s v i o a ns n a l i m p a c t O f t h e

anaiceel eer o te nprtnc o ureein a srng reloation Of tae 37th tactical Fighter Wing, I will relate
Military and would oat Want to enanmger our Unfionse atructure by the decimation of our Mobil* Mom and IV park.
suggesting uareasafble demand, to our Military. If you should we have catered to the employees sepporting the test

we iculd be di ya emrof yu stf t hl ascret asite. Since the aamoaeent of the relocation c IV part
mre desirablevindustry atmosphere and climate for enticiog business has ban empty en We no longer bae" contractors cming In on

'to eoa' t ou cosnusi tbo. oud be of minimal cot o b a monthly halis.
tie: od ao a salut f o r thbe e.cllent defense of our belfite :nd ive families. including Nor managers. hae" heen laid
protct ion of ouraCountry. TheeStealth has really gaisedtadmiration org and moved from the area.
from the public. Ue have bae over-run with news media as yu prohally This has produced a decrease In income of approximately

$2.000.00 each month, whick to close to what we ove In debt3service, Sa our park Is sma11, I vaeld nay your
are "re a' relocation Impact is near a SO% ions annally.

Since facility In a teat site any me of ma"

Sircerely. -projects im the forseemblo fetore Would probably leeseon the

bleakns felt is Tonopah.

sincerely.

William .5. "Lis.

*Trish Ripple Realty, lInc. DOCiJEf C 113 Owner

Purch 12. 1991 
Ni cm S"li DsW' DOUMNT

Dr. Donald 9. Nice c4L~I iuC4Asr*snWsdsm
U.S. secretary of the Air Forte a I-r-m
The Pentagon. Sui 4EB1 PA h S.

Narcb 12. 1991
Oer sr. ice:

This Is Is respose to the Iseirosamitl Impact Study wichof thss Air Force

I think ON 911 realize that ther Is Am polst in figtinh the am.ove ait U.S. Secretary of Air Fort*

onr omnt y.ktda~qth~g mteU~mfokn bshingo. DC233-IMO

projects are asrimily at 501 Actuponcy. and an have a iot IfVantsgl-AT:OfcofEnmi dsmt

family sie. The male passing markert Is depressed am5 With asseligOfcofteertayfDfne
for ab~ 101 lss than they were in SMO. And so far Wev had No Impact frm ASO (Force OsasAM at suld PgrS"-Iie)
the Steaith am.

given our Insulation se,. if an lost another nofamilies. Use Impact will be fo r ie
devastating. I tan Iorsee& ans foreclosures of aparmet buildings. ningie Iie hfed an extenslive evaluation of theS Dref.. Esirefll imact
family rows. whiie m Parks and While h statemet on the proposed relocation of the 37th Tactica) Fighter WaslU Nearly ai1 of or Single-fmily Iss are financed With Doweemt laws- from the Tonsopah lest Range to ilollin Air Force lane. Should this
either FHA or VA. toI a et thil 5mar10 ca to pAts. I amid hope that ela ti u atally occur and Should teTonepabh Test Ran" not receive
those agencies wouid instruct iSmue to accept deeds in lieu Of fsreCIOSszre Z;-Cy ,cblQ replaconsI assiontS. our financial advisers hda
rather thee foreclosing. mri that dficiency jeoams against th borrowers Indcted the pSO County School DiStIct hey espet the folleswimi
mId set be Pursued. financial Impact on the district:

In reOdiNO the [IS report. 1 -0 that It has het bes determied N1411 the DISTRICT OPERATIONS

caretaker grow wili he based. The impect of a cowla of NAdre jabs itot a - ~~

tried to e Novhed N- c ati ps t ta yr Fo pehs m y the g pe e 6m.

*t wI e kes he teal sere t."' pr he 'a ise s Air for r trsinPopry t ~e~ rax r W S 1Ag ro ik Vl

hv els f ,ou an trollo f tere a ea y eitheg r re ndslate'o oindls t es llUi

I~~ak at ieast let en kest seesteme we ca free go Stesith.

Th*ynfr ercnid 4.TaN rate for District_ _

SlecerelyEstimated ups"s, property

tax losIm LL
TrismCiepl ~.NState Distribution Fund:

RI amu a311 Tow* uo0iamo a ygmep Estimfad loss of studentsO 28

Basic support per pupil S3,11.

Estated less in revffiss MA

5H-27 "a-" m f . ibswand .. n ak0800-



potential Expense Reduction Due to Loss of Students DOUMN D(o05%M M/0(5 SERVICEDOUETDaW M

Assumng A 15 to I student-ratio. 23 teaching Positions would be Proerty Taxes

Asswng he verae slar of 26.00 ith eneitsof zZ o weThe loss in Property teax revenue that mold be received to mnortizelest(358~ ~)outstanding school building bonds throughl the year 2010o muld be
total comensation lspe tece wodbeS35.The In.determined as follows:
of 23 positions would be a cost reuction of S771.420. Dce nasse auto

A todefit-toacher ratio of 20 to 1 would result In teacher reductions inTonopah 510,52.054.of 18. The resulting reduction In expenses mould be S603.720. Tax rate for debt service

A projectod ton support positions would also decrease at an average fsa er19-1x 053

cost per position of $22.000. we are unable to provide any ratios
er other data to aupport these ton positions. Information suggests
UP to 18 support personnel mould no longer be required. Ten support If the proposed sale of the April 1. 1"91 bands is completed, the
Personnel at W2.000 salary and 291 in benefits mould result in required tax rate mould Increase to .6279. The annual loss ofa cost reduction of 112113.00. Property tax revenue would he 56.093.05 (510.526.054. x .0DW29).

instructional supplies and books would also he reduced. The current These amounts would be required through the year 2011 to fully
1,s prpplabugeted by the District is $89. The resulting amortize the outstanding bends.

cosat r u tion woudy hea 186s 3 8 a Thre are o cost reductions related to the debt service of the
Witou frterstdyasto what grade levels and which school bonds.

locations mould be eost affected by the reduction of students.building mintenanca costs and other Indirect costs cannot currently It Is our contention that Nye County School District will suffer an
be determinted, annual loss to Its revenues Of approximately S492.594.09 through the

StIjawY OF EFFECTS TO OPERATING F~D yer201

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Teeoe folwnwiueeersnta sia 0t tdettahr(j)I ~ m respectfully request comensation in the amount of
rTie olwn iue ersn nasmd2 oIIu~ttahr$9.9. adjusted annually for Inflation.

Revenue Loss: 
Sneey

Property Tax $ 78.945.
State Distribution Funds 1.2S6.938.Impact Aid. P.L. 81-874 10,000. Robert V. Rager. Superintendent

111.34.414ye county school District

Eapendi tare Reductions: m k

Teacher comensation S 603.720.
Support 263.800.
SupplieslBooks 31."62.

S 919.382.

Nlot Revenue Loss 5 426.5$01.

14C M1 e- &. -A A40A ,. -. .

'1 P 4-A( 4. .4~AIDJ~v- 1 0 -

A ~_ -7%Y'

,*~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ J..~A .h/~c. , cc, as~. t' 1 *po-
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DOCUMEN

I. vc 4 f W

I *. r ".,u1in *tWTIJ,7.

SE VO E .. . . .".- - -

DATE. Marc 12.~r 1991s~ DOCUMENT. F (oavuce
10: Dept. of the Air force.t Gary 0. Vest. Deputy1 Cmet nthDES ei -

Asssat Sertr fteAir Force (Environ- *, ,*, ~ ,pict~-fteSe

ment, Safety and Occupational Heaith).2.5 FAN: Saindrm Dulgar, Employment and Training Counslo

v Nevada BUSIneSS Services -Tonopah OfficPaee

R:DEIS-for Proposed*Reiocetion of the !7th Tacticai Pae

FihtrWigassistance through our program and, as well, those out-of-work3 I a here representing Nevada Business Services. the grant re- _employees of' other Industries who will not receive disiocation'

cipient and administrative entity for the employment and training r..!assistance because. our funds'siwmply: mon -t stretch that

prograss under the Job Training Partnership Act (.JTPA), in southern .,-

Nev:da. Lt is therefore ,Our. request that increased funding for th~e

We are the entity responsible for the Dislocated Worker Program 1 Slocated Worker Progr am be provided'to Nevada-Business

for he outhrn orton o Needa.encmpasln Clak, yeServices In an amount Sufficient to Cover all additional costs

Esforad th atn prinoln cofntesaa nopsigCak ys to the Program brought about as a result of this relocation of

EamealdaandLincln ountes.the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing.

These ~four counties mill allebe ngatively Impacted by the re-Y
lo na te S :.l tnin v~nee ys I wsh o daw ourIt Is our further request that funding be provided *to assist

attention to one of the impacts as seen by my agency. © in ecoanomic development efforts to bring In businesses and
aindustry to replace those jobs lost to all four counties In

e recarged with providing assistance to workers who fire cut southern Nevada.3' of mark trough no fault of their Own; through Such events as a

plant closure or massive layoff, etc. It Is our responsibility I thank you for your time and attention.

to provide re-location assistance and/or job retraining for these

workers. We are given an annual budget to accomplish this charge.
l~nthepas theeto ix onts e hve eenthi bdge wiedSaIndra ./I Dugr YEent end Training Counselor3(1) In he astthre tosiamonhs w hae sen his udgt wpedNEVADA BUSINESS SERVICES

iut as the rsultnof large layoffs in the resort industry and the Tonopah Office

mining Industry i1 our area.

s to you the relocation o f the St lth. This does not tk

nt': accunt those employees from the other three counties who

mill also be laid-off and therefore mill also be entitled to

* DOCUMENT"H

DOCUMENT G maker, yantmas vew Sstse e a actSin
Pulc0ot teem

paee metimathn3551WAppenidixS a mU~ae

other Tactical ereatrutf 464w*4561
Public = 1 Yom &wemF new~mas taimi~

ra ctr Atos 62ilmnsmfift tn .: mmseft LS a A nfiw... ;mmi 0d.......SewnL...

3 xm FAAWK S. GgW?112 ___________________ ofillia

lemacek tpe af ersamizatia mrw::4.. 61 J76

Federal Aency .. Staste Aeny ;... Lial gre-; lidiidal X
Ows hee it . Ab te Weak toay:

BoMiling 1301 Dert Eve Drive. A1a0090rf, Mw Mexico 9310 aneek eve it pm ineui line a mutes' the Plean Em Ieee MP"

miua,(3051 437-5140 Uact:n a writtee n emose the "ae w . a p"a
meekbow See iwrava eaektdy: -hl asmlma itten ent. Taw my &es Imer 5 a at mhe aleam

ad ale miatuhao mead it he mea mea".at the s3m of able an (Pat
che me" itYu-fbt pa oa:n'a i lather we an Sat ay at %anxe as peeked. m ushe onNo

Ch. m eek ha if Few would like a copy of the Piimal oniiommstl Sweet fft also on adttmd he a latter or othe tae"m.

terst' t 'S (A capplatse apdem is required.) &.eii ,A aAf . a, - -A~

It Fea Preefer to provide a writtenmet taee speak. piamme wee h*m s Ipateft&, d j 16
alm to Provide a written consent- Its may th ya at e at (thede m.m m wYa m jm. ,, ~ h, 4~ .
f atth metingo mce it as the 8ddrmm a thehtom of thismmS pa

speed -n latter than the last day at the coinent pinted. WriStat. censeI ahs.Jsf __ . #ee

say also ha suhitted Ins a letter mr ether forest. \..I V=.,

In light of thle yphage-down or inactivation of the P-A&,a - me xm xon.L.~o

49th Tactical Fighter Win~g, my cosncesm limes In the _I. Z- a ... I. .~*eji~~'. . .

hospital staffing am wall a Other Poripheral sappert s .,Li.. ..;-'ll AAd-

organistioia dUrifta the itaria of the 37th Tactical AA ,l - -A-W'~

ma - &2 A 
. .,L~-,~a

Fighter Wig bing poiti0u'd at sollasm. whnth gega r. air ona- ~.
79th Tactical riiiqWing wam iilisaiis, eft ma

apsimso13 positiolas ware l00t, at USA opultion "ans~-4

yhim ultimately had & efnfiaet ons the retir4eQ pimii

theare. uoU ppreciate kssOVitl it a a imilar 
3

£ ~ ~ 1 ~oato will, in fact, occur ju3 th satvto H2
::: the 49th TactIoml Fighter Wing-.

AtSa: Cart amid ClAfft3n 6'YY 32 AAS



DOCUMENt~ I OOCUUew JI
(MU) e,74WO

S Thomas Overstreet~ P.C

Connoiv of Micro Nrb1,15

Nercm 14. 1991
captain David Clark
NQ TAX/DXVZ

Captain Dauld Clark Lwqnley Anl. VA 36"e-5542

Langley Air Force MASS. Virginia 2345 Mke- UIB/Holloman AFl. New Nexico Public Meeting

DoorSir$Dear Captain Clark:

I was unable to attend the public hearing recently held in

On behalf Of I4OllOman iFN and Otero County, . ow esica I Alacqorde at the AlaMoqerde Civic Center @n March 14. 1991
would like to ONprass our full support tor the relocation of regarding the propoeed tranafer of the 37th 27W frew Tonopah,

~\ th c7TWt ooan. Historically, Our relatIonship with I Nevada to Helloaan AVE. I do aupport that move and do not feel
the air Force has been so closely interteined that we L ,-I It*re would be any adverse effect upon this conniity. This

directly affect each other end always in full support of ceounity haa been very supportive of Bellmean and the Departmentt
1401lomaneo maeons and goals. of the Air Force and I would anticipate no probles on this

gfalloan5o recent contribution to the Persian Gulf conflicttrnf.

.0s closelIy followedO by all Otero Countians end we re Sneey

o erly proud of their efforts, especially w.ith a foraer
Holl eman Commander. Lieutenant General Charles Homer

playing Such a yatal role.3
S. Thoea Ove reet

Ne In Otero Couinty are quit& proud of the facilities and BlO:aa

flying a irspace that ore available at Hoo4010, and designed

Spec ific ally for ;ilitary purposes. Wie Welcome the 37th
Stealth TactiLcl & Ighter Ming and other now residents at

lHlloman to Otero County and are looking forward to many.
years of euccessful continued aerwice With the Air Force and
for our coun ty.

Respectfully submitted,

~ (,P~s.OCIUENT L. i
Chairman. Otero County Coemission -A 40

U. S. D.PS'W64 .4 Sng aml Uftan Davwpowi

Pal WM 0. e1 AII-O

QT/ qwrer PS00tical fttmAr M-1

pi.qrtrs Tacklee, ar comman i1M
iraet IS Vire"sa~~~S4

,*at certain Clark$ Soed, ,~s ge aoa Oft. 12372 and so Team ese -6d COISSW

~gsSC? peft.sir~aets ,&mact statemaat (Vale) S~n (TAC) go She" inafd tsscw.f Mm 7 ee " ac m - send a,

proposed Relocation of the 37th ?activs1 righter Owds as een GNIComea adM4'7 i mS .

wise Sea other teetleel force @trustse Aetlao "kqMWeVOm"0
Ac. "FIemIg CceaWdW -~ M e caefet Air~em jwmim .s

th rat52 eete rpee eetie Of tbe 27th/tactisal hheffu fo a"ao- mince 11) an, poe W em 371c TrW foam lSM.I
richte r afts s in o re th e s fe ee S s t , lct es s h as b esP c a e e d o N W Ak F . -m 6 W A MWW -40 "M; CD) am pe(So

rewecd s he eeea a miee tat office at the Depawteeat of Ma$ go Ocmmn Ii a FI1i-gpnue aeh s~c I he.

noesis and grace Development 1o200). 0a maSm=.4. a m p4)an PW 0000 Meld a e "sW sp".yrne

it bas bees determined that the OgUP Will set have cemeetS .'iddes"4-A

Dsth raft 525. as the omdertakiffi Sad its irpects 4c set tall "UMan*0 Mpned WNO201 G d'a

withs er prtiale arce t eawiressestal Cesartea ***/or
,reras. Drft2-.ftW

go appreciate the epportssitl te reelee the Pat55 
tc

as bet assistaceS vaets** to the Ross,. piees ell Mr. Xavier - 0

tissete.~egt aalnvIresestal specialiat. et gI?/05-5853.

e a g ie sa l~~a m a d ia e ra e X "s A , . C I5 Ai Sp e w 600080 ~
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DOCUMENT M DOCUMENT M (orswkmds)

Maer~ $ra * Mtt Page 2
UWASIAMIC DC MuO1"ec03 4. The draft RIS does not describe the potential effects ofU the proposed relocation on local financial institutions in

*a Tonopah. The potential for loan default@ could have
march 20, 1991 serious impact on theme banks.

The concerns discussed above are only a few of the issus
Captain David Clark relised atuthe public bearings. Many Other oncern* raised are ame

No TAC/DaVZ matter of public record and most be treated appropriately i
Langley A15, VA 23665-3342 the final ZIS. In addition, specific mitigating masures for

these impacts mat be discuss"d and implemsnted if the proposed
Dear Captain Clarks 8 relocation is carried out. These include the provision of

economic readjustment assistance to the maximsn extent
This letter constitutes wry formal connt@ an th draft authorized. financial asistance to broaden Sys County's economic

anvironmental Impact Statement (NIS) for the proposed relocation bae * ande fcnidertiono oetalftrs.efo h ooaIof the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing, dated February 5, 1991. My etfagfcite.
main objective is to address important issues raised by citizsns y,,e last Issue Is of particular concern becausse of thesat public hearings In Tonopah and Las Vegas an March 12 and 13. tapyers, $3708million investment in the Tonopah Test Rlan"s

The stiate cot svins rsultng romrelcatng he .%~facilities. Until an alternate use is found for these facilities,
3hTFWt ihe r esia e llting r sultin g firo eor cats the, the proposed caretaker arrangements are vital. The staff retainedappear to bter btNtlil.e r laft AiS,0= Bawsvedes not"ull f or this purpose should be located in the Tonopah area to improve

account for certain impects on the affected commnities nor doesefienyadmtgeavrsipctonhecu ty
it address possible mitigating actions for these imacs The issues I have raised above are crucial to the people of

At the public hearings, numerous ian"e war*ie d by Nevada and to the country as a whole. Nevadans recognise the needf or bess consolidation actions which are essential to reduce ourconcerned citizens but were not covered in the draft NIS. come of deficit. The military must, on the other hand, fully recognisethese concerns were general while others were quite specific. The the ef facts that such actions have on out state.
spcific issues raised, especially thoea Tonopah, all deal

wipth relevant economic impacts which n beleve should be Teise asdaoeadi h w ulchaig
addrsse inthefinl 3s. Teseisses ncldeshould be fully addressed in the final NIS. If you have any

I1. The draft NIS discusses the $30 million school bond issue questions on these issues please contact my office directly.

21 financial impact on Tonopah and Nye County if the proposed3 ~~relocation occurs. The Aix Force should provide mneary Sneey
assistance so the county can meat this significant Sneey
obligation.

2. The draft NIS does not address the adequacy of job
assistance and relocation resources for workers who would -beI( displaced by the proposed relocation. These services are ule ae eaoprvddunder the Job Training Partnership Act end are- ~~available to employees at the Tonopah Teat Rlange as well onra
as employees of local businesses. Kta

3. The draft NIS does not provide specific detail on the
proposed relocation'*s impact on local businesses. These

pimpacts include substantial effects on small retail firms in
tnopah as a result of lost business and ability to amortize

ottnding loan coImett, including 83?A loans.
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VIC - -. ueimie, NOWwad am
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1300-L504). - Owetailad sunme we mcea..
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3 ~ ~~DOCUMENT Q (caruined) DCMN
MAR 2 9 1991 DOCMEN Q~mt enP-eedwaesum mth s

compliat.I with t*tsa Cla 0-5r Act i3..i316= ! b itunderSn a7.The USnest o morm fully MAR 2 9 1991

e me i n wl d g r v t eZt i quality v t i s t io o r hy ou r on OC ANI ('au *-1 Id f n g ii m aes(02
can" N oi ul t viltin.snmdsusajo-njoeSi " gthe ' - d (dO ) ttalreio nu l o f w o e t 6 - U a imh t a n W i t h o o t a nc l e a n A a t . JI sm a t i w m i s b usC ) a ll" ' O i e a t (NO ) 0 1 io x i d e 9 0 2prupo mayinfle ad pri ulae miattmzer (Me~. NOAitiwti V&M Nt f_ msoectio mise m is tal iem airmu ef ro d.

2 11.1 regae tt ft s Contain no"e information an Dasariene vaste al"tae y esne n 4
smiation, solid wasto recyclillg, end drinking Voter quality. p a atUete ~ ~ isU~Finally. we request that the Air ForO docment coordination with Pwaa alamie frth n mshouda Dato aw~ m)

thet U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding prject inginat- to an~etd 020mm prm or Ciabofign ==od." hydroem =)thetee conedngrdtpelpsias o regr ml atm Nitoens h PSod udmoetendangered - FME should diamee DO PTOlect-related 4mjia =m
wa appreciate the qportnity to omment an thin DMI. fe will airS polltio not athat.hathpole n ta

sonCnatyu Office to ia'" this letter and how the Air M4, Air prole andn~ed tflats toe aston
wilrespond to it. Plea"se end uis two copies of the Final m~mie a" omes ar designed to protect pohlic health And theIm-atlZpact Staemnt (MS1) when it is officially filed evzet iltmo i ult t~drsidct3t queos Pase Walsgon D.t 415-74-136 t yhave y ~ staff4it iltos rarqalt tnadsIdctquith s "'1 ahntn .. ofie o eeaysrious' threat to public health and the envirnet.

Covc .David vomovic at 413-744-1549. 2. 2=tmd=. -1e y=1 Should recognis that Major Uoonbototo the Federal Clean Air amt (C&&) um naocted into law In 1390.
sincerely, Mwaennts define sconformity' fr Peiwal vroects mewSinoaaly, ection X76: the Federal project moat a() *as"& or ODe-

trIbete to any now violation of any ifederal air quality]
m. Nssa, Diectr 4(i1Lt~lm~ml'yclU~f of W 184ma ir quality] standard' or

Offie ofZxtenal ffais tielyattaimant of any (Federal air qualit-yjetandard or any required interim emission reduction Or other
Z~clwav: 5(Z1 conions; MS atig soot;driida waer.LL*Ntcmee. For each alternative, the 11M Mgst demnstrate

toicues 5(iomat) atn het rnin ae that the propoee project is fully consistent with thea.stringent requIiremnta. ft.e PXS should Include 4oomenta.~oncchl__manz "Frnic regarding section 176 ~omt rstee~aergoa
3hi W&kr Nevad planain organization, (e iy.. associatins o governmnt).

John3. wlke Nevda tateCleaingouse Cason jtyIbm D=E (pagas 3-7 and 3-75) states that, 'The air quality in3 G~~arl Tiwns e SEAc aivonnet D pa rtetsSna the Las Vegas region has historically haen in violation of =AM~.Carl owna, ~A legin 6, alila Th Lao Vegas area is designated as ,,,tta'nmmmt car Co and.
npetiColtee. * Nllie ir Pa Same is located within thisnonttaiommat arema' Moe DIMS (pag 4-75) farther statem,.
'ft*e relocatiOu Of the 37th TRW to Wellis £13 Von affect airquality In Clark Couty, Nevada.- th ralooatin of the 37th
FIN to Wallis air Force sawe (Ars) should be closely eamijned toU detetmnaoo the com0istancY Of the propoed actio WI= Section-2-. 

-1-

DOUMNTQ(cn~*M 1-1- 0 DOCUMENT 0 (woajsd)

(a A~ 2,1Gaditonl Peronnel) smalyVeUantfg t
eaiainithPUtoGtrnewhether pxojma-rested Us NUU Th 315nwe (peee 3-72 ad 3-339) thatemisaioea will cause i contribute to any now violation of amyFederal air quali1ty standard. WOLdsan~ "a Dan e 08L Otv M o.. endsa- Wo bs iatalat

3. n~tinm-ii We did sot find any disuams regarding DfLtes ot Of"P-rnmm.s50.0 n bebs ~tk~I
mitigatIOn to Offset Potential air quality Impacts. Xs light of AtaU Pgrn

the '' goals and objectives. me Ie e that the PanSw am~u cooaim tha them of d haa d inee Saimata Mdics possible mitigation to protect inir quality frmi all at- lo.ucato a at b&m dolemme gtm, owneniatprojected actions, inclujing aircraf operatimo rockingathefc in AaPldspowe4," m ''oOprtos Cntuio, and the veil mie rae by that the PM Sould cmai greter isfgtme ON . ucpao el and their - - I I . we encourge tme Lir ICErt - -1 ties th Air Fum es ffoWrtI'M o Identify ad socreftoeoriata Its plannin efforts with ate and local air, softtht h Problem, ad wbeura -- apoeft Way swefPoLlatia ontrol agenies. a th Common vtiromminft emvlzeeta wrtoation artorts. all eim proposew gLQOLLtY Ntedrexeatio actons e 692mat d t ae if haVVrdous
subs Am PO~nt meVMSaboa di BO the aireull relevn, reaonale mitigatio emeom that nomad P01210 Plane to datOCRIft It additionl Investigation smIaImpove the proet are to he Identifiead, even If they are envire nte restoration is required prior to ay inuti,,"hle3 tIde the arisito of the land aGqncy Or the niperating onauttim oesourcs forl j us oftaa (e

1
g., ameaim nd thome would oft haob ita as pert of the BO ore m p awoir isoad4 gi4th Pcc taohlms. wet~y

the most uomrehmiyue environmental dommt, it is ma Ides, tam ty7 of basariw iwbtonoe mntsmInatin, naedopictiagVehicle in which to lay out not Only the frll range of the loation of am.o Or onoweted Onmtmatiom mIt," n
iv -onal imspacts but also the fua eto of dioscaiou or M eewo efforts to rom"y cm ima.

Imo -ols. h mia base at Wallis (so opposed to m m0Qata 19b, a='-m an Inwsp bszom ra" a the Air Forme F eld BBoa a cited
Conil onSvretlQuality, arob 16. 35) tbat 4PPS to Warzat:=htmdo "astc

week. boigto ItheAir quality mitigation Which the Air Forc might midarw 22ot L 'Tel 2 (am" histhIct, Rl~iverisokes" t folloings Division, U.S. ArM Cors of loisames, .lemazy Ing. -rpr by
Jaes; 2. Umotom Comintng Mng , 200.) * sevral Sites ata) ~cSgaa or eliminating aivowe air quality impiat siwig Mall"s werecomndd tor adid~ t daractmigntem.ometnoation (seat ontrol meser) -- sites *I (omin hase landfill), IF7(emege tUuawn
Paft), 924 (Sludge dispoeal are) # 2 (3Mlanfl), fig (3AMONO~b) beftoleg misaimo from aircraft en am m p Vehicles fire traSIMg area), 0 27 (facilty 1014 Wet. Sol ta&m M eak nd(regulating the use of aircraft engins on the .1~ 12 0" W4 Jet fuel Sp"l arOK). Site 1, 17 and 24 wreomauliag misiM fro faning operation. vuwor ramoery. idiNS1 ed a "Isgs aCXm -ms of thir Guems prooinity.* e Wmlngelectric vehicle ad ln fals),

~1001101 BOOM-a) 00a 0tatfs iglisoation atec om An m ld haful
veh) l aNm.I that thei* AirO byteam n J T imo n h as

forU heP021vw ols Declatw/ioubul a-ginlasa7120 f WSI bml noodi W that ia empl oms) we - amtiri Fed~iot ht a er alootftat osws eqet al rn st ioleuing toesoft= tte Me to prat -teiet Wte. titl eisad asNtoa

arq aliy. d ssedisetimm with SM end air pellwtim cntrol



UkPwUMENT 0 (coun3d

flDO wSES.I a!MAR 2o Mi ig
1. ?badu ap.Uneaara.Te DZIS stated that a variety 41 ofk.i Sesple ~ h etraie ia iesinof bae. activities generate hazardous waste. Incluing the b ft XIS Should define what -powr quality- seaem: is it unhealthymaintenance of airorart and venial"s and work at electronic Se Or Only tasted Or Malls bed or Ia clondy. fte r=Ss houldand weapoes shopsL. identifiled wastes (DEIS. Page 3-73) Include discuss fthebr the drink'n water Suplies met all ?eipaint -hJs, Weale Paints, paint thiner, spent strippers, spent standards. if the drinkin wter supplies do sot most Federalsolvents, mthyl ethyl getone. eafety i'-, acetone, s aptha, OStadirda, appoprite atiqationahmi-hAe Impemented y the Idegrease=&, emulsifying agents, syntheticoelsa and hydrochloric Air Faroe. much as Providing on-sitem treatment to inwe

Sad-02 
f met drinking water standards, the M shoem d iaaBosie, edi mt n dsusio egrin teSedtoP h ealthl Iia~tions.reduce the amut of hazardous West* reqttIring treatent. etzrage ~ ~ 3,1g endafnlrl htpmlaeor diupoael. as regured by the 1264 inanmant to t e deral nauar30 otaInant .SPA Issued ad f imal l itat romulgated

is strongly encourge the Air Faoem to -agi hazardu Wasts ftt U hnl~.e eatimstr2 ytei o rnc cedial and oiim enni.ininatias en integral coanenmt of the proposed prolect. mgmf hRMA 12mrultosadeed7pstilg SA variety of methodsanmy he umine to aininise hazardousn wans, 23 Vrabftls -- imOg- an e arly dobled the member ofmold in the follwing: pollutants subject to Federal drinking, water standards. &1l
a) Surc sepraton (egrgatin) o kep hzardus astetran t= of the final rule take effect an July 30, 3352.
contmintin mouasadou meo thoug = .at pactcesPwFor ratrerence, Ift hae unclosed three ir doomments:

that prevent the wastes frra Coming Into otcTh~is Is ofte a) the Final Role an Batianal Priary Drinking Water Segulatims,

b) Recycling (reov~ery and rise) to raove a substance from 0 eebr19;aaC Jnay7 " P rs releas, *Wpj 3easte and return it to productive mse. Solvents, acids- and indiated Vow U ar toeicof s W tftate carLus ametals are commuly roycled by generators. Yuidctdt r usvco ySafta o olappreciate a copy of thoe.c) Manufacturing process changes soft as the elimination of anInarriient or outdated Process that produces a hazardous waste n~axMA=_M wU M -Zor modifying a process so It o longer prodces hzrdous waste. WO raceand that the MUS otain the foral findings from the 5d) 9battutln o prswu o alaiate azadou matrias. .S. Fish and Wildlife Service am the propoed pralectes impacts4) uwbtittim ofproact toaliinae hzarousmatriaa.to F erally-11ted thretened and eangered apecisa and their
2be MtS and Racord of Decisioni abostd ontain a ommitmant to citeica htthe A roe th rEaS nts ubr fSc pceadopt hazardous waste ainisuisatiori as a aitigatioi measure. lv ntePoetaed
2. 3gcylin. We encourage the Air Force to vigorously pursue

Progras to recycle solid wastes, especially paper, glass,I
pIlaatica end a&1-i- ansa. This vLU help to maximize theuaafUl Life of landfills, redue the need for rsw materias andoasrve natual resources.

ft IUS (pages 3-54 and 3-59) notes that the City of &lamogordo *
receives its wter fr. four separata sore: the XLaso Canyongystaa, the I4 lm-frsl system, the Bonito Lake syutan, and

ai - -a~a Dhe 0 Otes that these wall& Are uaed in the
5rwhen Alamcoqrdoc is nable to Set Its water needs using

the other three systema. Tbe DIMS notes that thee wells haes
poor Water quality.-

parroamal jw~ at as Ation DCUQMENT 0 ocrud) -

She rvqn am M ntmei ldamy Pasin -1 ala 6- W*Vgib~mte 1, chapes toth peqna L Ift guw mY no= diw-eO 4110ultti forapinfe GE 1tigntifs - ant maid 1010001 Wih - at' sin uer
chai" toas Poposl. D~pARThEN OF ADMINIS16hATION

an.in."i nmv ~mana p~ Cooled Cali..i "1T..X . - a 1a-a up -*Ad he in@WA 'a am ae c,s .. " $91-guv u pat 0am t el elah me W ingld 409- l t. onea 0a-da
Masid tunht and Vila~ an lad " nwem M-a-Ap

ga rei. qmam ahaahe agtflapn ensamefil Iet me am e aoiin Is
hae an s.Mt s pewlatim Si am mhm . haoion mama m mqds

alueaw tie nn 00 getcoae actia a1nMKMo in~ a a l naztkml gM SN' o pil1 9am ~ ~ ~ ~ ns sati to.a pfyt aiaa ie

cule Stat. Ceseat patante a..a trase.,Uweda ofsaiseea.w, .mo~i........................ .oari .oi Wit so JAWa cesrta -- Cati ai lr

su l Iaat a inaal *eI l a 1(91. for the Froposed 11clecatlee Of the 37th tctWIcal Figter Wkagises Ireh f mlch aovme am jaixt s awimea bIpc5 of tnie y59
a n tle Of eiwcilflaq Imo Or *oant0 Door Captin Clatk

~ ~ ~ .-. , . .- . . .. ,. .. *..Overall. we wore pleased to fled 40 &wrotel of alternatives in theM
an a me mej ~c~e imaheha a an d.~ Seft gig for relecating the Stealth Figbit.? Wind, alitbei eg a .- 108261041eme efto die set coao i nl aen s s Man 11,t aia, and"O the Air Force has yet to select a peferred slternative. be "midbemsbu am" h1fel mutul n ilinhet al6t" meM an tn an spect to a" o an ialsis &xthe Fieal 315 Of hem the Air ?aea cheew Itsataeusnem s a nsged1 mr daf , M1 Ita eas an& an aniomewbmmo altorsetiva for moving the fighter slag.

dain. IS. ialnaitina tom.ml 4@1 be*-a. Or -LMtMg ad
Lotul~ h&e nal S. go esid Ilk* to commit the Air Verse fer mipuiega Is the, Dr~ft 1the eiuatl,. effects af reeaat Cutbacks is sliml aerat&lan atthan mat 3 5- - ~lai~ly g~)Cwd&I*rio and the Cypr69 ad. IbQuestieaely, the decl1.in lte hrn1 .anMm a a Vast tel Mm~rse 13, SOWS aned TI'kelcl eawee006y Vhich ta tees beeae las'ted the Osean Oefa

aseln, ofnai gs antm Ore an reviwr ejntfe smlyn owls anbiin h Stealth FIghter Wlag.., he mii ama an ai pcmn a l eo Llh &= an in-awt L . beslda GOean -s CLO go. an& amlfa oom@i sinieo elMOasate ecepusm tht an specif ic plane ane divulged Is therafta"& an peg, Me ao n Use me hant d a 551m t2@emlo6 fuels onvms a r cis for the ptaital reose af the lomaeph teat Bead" MMI. We el".W.An nenme an Oft u I 0000 Iffi an. POP Of Wu EM7 ichs.iage that the aceoed af beclle uilL.A§Lrae the me lease.mam, aidw Wi m.o., and h.uae e~l o"wane d and vilal *W p51k \/ %~..e it's believed the Air Forma will essliaa to me the T12 facilitiesnhe a aqiacl or reiw at W. 4 u oane of an Pwwa aspl~ isolatad training are tar testing elandeatise wease. eperam11.
aniil mesi e amse a dd ny OwO the 00C6 -4iUMllie rage ules be been tasted As ana af the estan Se aphiatincatpd Sell area for proviing seesaw training and bestng activities.a.Sdlaad v11 sdt= aonmn Sir O w f ft Mtnlsi it is aim ees tat the Peatage.u asaeim a 'black tt an soeaet Iso ffs OL emdmwm .,aew de~aleeeect activit ies tar aece vep eyalessead. is "uel

aed.it-@ esapeS isalaga tbAt the "eant US fscilty toew edo se
"seting are tar secret wagem..
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captain Clark
AApril Fas 3,

apil C111 
Apil1.119

3 ~ e! Pleas ote that the State Of "ead.. through Its essetiwe branch

An mentioned is the Draft uIS and tot the varied 1IN1 throgh 1109. an Agencies. womid wteie the opportunity to participate Is mitigating the off.
estimated 8310 mi1lion was levieated by Bob INl oooetrctlos 910.ec18 at the TIM., seffect* 00 taw enually, of Tonopah that might result tree the reiscatem
facility. this is in Odditie to s estimated $15 millien Spent aeualIp Is or the Stealth Fighter slag.

mye Couty from payrolls and pcueet contracts generated at Tn!.
Accoidiely, the state*& critical concern io sot the reuse of the ITt, of 'el

but rather the poteatial tie lag between the relocation of the Stealth
\,/Fighter MISS And the eventoal eetahitshont Of a new dafause Prograa at the z

reate 772 facility. St the time lag Is signifieant, than the worst casa John B. Walker, Coordinator
scenario. as described is the Draft 113, would he a traged" for the community State ClearinghoseUof Teoopah. The worat cse sugileta a potential netiostlm In employment of to00
percent which could result In a 31 percent lose in population. we would argue \b
such reductions would not he tn the hest (1oag-tersl Interest Of NYC County, AtteCheenta
the State of Nevada nor. for that matter, the Air Force. After all, the
peoplea of ?mss"a have saisasmid an ist~graI coamunity structure which han cc: grins Sarrta, Governors office
directly benef ited operatioas At the TT! facility. Nevada Coagreasional Delegation

I". County, Stewe Iradburat

o the issue of adequacy, ae found the Draft EIS devoid of any Jamis Willias, PIC
LI diacussion. mhout aitigating the mocial ad economic impacts mc Tonopah due to eo passe, hae"d washiage" office

8 novilig the Stealth fighter Viag. This oversight IS Clearliy not is accord with Sarah merearesa, totemic Development
thte iatest of the National linvironwatal Policy Act nor the Council of 0.77 vest, DOD, Pen-agoo

tIlrooental Goality-s regulations stipulated under 40 CPR Parts 1502.14f. OEA. Washington D.C
ISIZ.IehllSSl 1502.16h and 1502.20a. The wadersteilding that as [IS includes3 a discussion of possible sctes to mitigate adverse impacts resulting from a
major federal action iu as intrisic part Of $EPA, end this understanis was
recently upheld is the U.S. Supreme Court decisioni of Robertson versus the
Netline Valley Citlaces Council. Is the, Court's deciaiog, Justice Brennan said
that 'ote important Ingredient of as [IS is the discussion of steps that can

he taken tamitigate adverat environmental Consequentces.* Since mitigation
was Set discussed Sit the Draft VIS. we stysci to set a fill discussion of
sitigatios in either a supplemental draft LIS or to the final EIS.

The discussion onl sitilation most address the potential Impacts anl
Tonopa t"e decreased activity at the Tr! facility. Noreover, a mitigation
plan should be developed that focuses on appraising exiatiog education, health
and safety fuectione, to determine 'miniaal service levelsa Necessary to
sintals the basic istegrity of community services is Tonopah. One these
ilevels" have been gefised. then as ongoing monitoring program should he

developed to determine if and when these minimum serwice levels are breached.
Local officials would than he in a position to seek various funding
alternatives to safeguard vital community services. No make these Sueneations
under the asamption that DOD will mot leave the IT! facility is caretakerI ~ ~~~status for a significant period of tim. DCMN cnsu
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NY I

M CUM OMISZO REVIEW O F DRAFT ENVIRO NM ENTAL IM PACT
STATEMENT (FEBRUARY 5, 1991)

March 25. 1991

HQ/D a inPROPOSED RELOCATION OF THE 37TH TACTICAL

Or.3rcaptin Cark:MARCH 29 1991

T the at Esfrtepooe tlciino h 7hT h

flgnif leant adverse socio4cononmic and fiecal impact on the Town,
&.1d the County. u

The enclosed report reflects the Input received by the
C . nty f roe concerned ciizesa ac Soigi ooa

ar1 at the Air Force March 12 hearing at the Silver Rim school
a r. Ton opah. I hope the Air Faroe and the DOD Office of
L:-norie Adjutment give this repart careful conhideration, , ,gu,
Including further snalycix and evaluation of the proposed *
re ocatlon Impactsaend the need to Mitigate these impacts. *A

sincerely,

Barbara J. RaperI Chair, Nye County Commission
BJA/q]

Prepared for the

NYE COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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TOWN of TONOPAH euhneS44

,.~~. S. IS) 1, 
pt Clar letter ~W (ounes

571h Tsctlcal Fighter Wing

Relocationi

March 29. I6111 The Air Forces conideratlon of thesve reiues toi appreciated. I
understand that the"e comments will be made part of the Final ouc

ligilquivrterp TACIDSVI nn Impact Study. I request that our office be fureishald with the Floval Study

it location of 37th Tecthial p~p i ng upon completioin.

LnlAt FBep.Clr 
Should you require additional I formation regarding these rquoespfles

Langley VA 21455D contact my office at (702)442-643.

Captain Clatk. 
Respectfully Submitted.

In responhe to tha March 12. 1311l public Hearing hold regarding the

relocation of the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing tru- thc Toinopah Test Range.

At Mentioned at that bestring. several businesse have extended themewy" b .Srnsn aa

financlelly ba" On groeth projections for Totsopah. The removal of the us.RSoeenMagr

37th will Impact the Tonoah commnity OCO'OmeiiYU.TonfTnpa

The Town of Tonopah coriepletcd a sports empiex in 1950. uhich includes C. y onyCmiso

two softball fields, one baseball field end appuiletiancos. This complex .:NeCutCoplin

.?,& built with a *20fl.04 baud being pall, by taxPayeors of Tonopah. With Tonopah Town ClUmsen Advisory Counci

the loss of the 37th. the users of ti ep.e wil be greatly reduced.

therefore creating a flnenclal burden for the operation of the complex by ASp

the Teen of tonopabl. The residents uf Tonopati are currently burdened

s. talipayers with this bond repayent avid may be burdened In the future

for operation costs.

respectfully request the Air Force consider the foltowing requests:I

1. Businesses that Dove obitained BRIA loans In Tonopah be given

8 peclel consideration tot repaymet. i.e. hI" Interest loas to
sustaln such business, through the transition period of ibis

relocation: and

F -'rce os pertflt -good felth- ciwpensetol for the relmcthkfi of

thr 37th Tactical Fighter WIng from Tonopah Test Rangli.
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H.3 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

I 1.1 Cost savings of $70M were verified through GAO audit (GAO 1991). Cost saving
estimate did include the Key Airlines contract as it stood at the time of the analysis.
Subsequent cost reductions in the Key Airlines contract do not sufficiently reduce
TTR operating expenses to justify reversing this basing decision.

1.2 DMR objectives were to achieve cost savings through consolidation of resources,
streamlining operations, and reducing overhead operating costs. None of these
objectives would have been met by establishing an infrastructure at TTR.

I Costs associated with establishing an operational base at TR were estimated to
be $240M, far in excess of the construction costs associated with the move to3 Holloman AFB.

1.3 Relocating the 37th TFW was a USAF response to the Defense Management3 Review (DMR) initiative to reduce DOD budgets.

1.4 The formal decision will be presented in the Record of Decision.

1.5 The exact nature of caretaker operations or re-use of TTR have not been
determined at this time.

1.6 During its cost savings analysis, TAC considered all possible reductions in TTR
operational costs which could be implemented as a result of reduced security
associated with the F-117. TAC would have to realize an annual reduction in
operating costs of greater that $79M at TTR before consideration could be given
to establishing TrR as a permanent operating location. Cost reductions of this
magnitude were considered a remote possibility which did not warrant further
consideration.

I 1.7 The 37th TFW was originally based at TR to take advantage of its remote location
and extraordinary physical security capabilities. This decision was made despite
recognition of substantial high cost disadvantages associated with this location.
The public disclosure of the F-1 17A aircraft resulted in reduced security
requirements. As a result, the disadvantages of the TTR location were no longer3 seen as sufficient to justify continued operations out of TTR.

1.8 Holloman AFB did not possess the security requirements referred to in Response
1.7 above.

1.9 Military and retired manpower increases/reductions were taken into consideration
when the Description of Proposed Action and Alternatives was developed. Medical
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Group manpower authorizations will continue to be based on active and retired 3
military populations based on established manpower standards.

1.10 Comment noted. Decisions concerning reuse of TTR have not been made at this
time. The analysis does, however, consider worst case conditions.

2.1 NEPA requires the consideration of socioeconomic impacts to the extent that the U
biophysical environment is affected. No such affects have been identified in this
EIS. Nevertheless, the USAF recognizes the importance of socioeconomic impacts
for the communities involved. There is no USAF program available for mitigating I
socioeconomic impacts. However, the USAF will prepare an additional
socioeconomic assessment of the project to better understand and to assist in
planning for impacts, separate from NEPA.

The noise impacts around Holloman AFB have been reduced as much as possible.
The development and refinement of the airspace proposal attempted to avoid
population centers, ranches, National Parks and other noise sensitive areas without
affecting the operability and training requirements of the USAF. Therefore, no
further mitigating recommendations were identified.

2.2 The Holloman multi-year dormitory alteration program planned for FY 90 to FY 93
and altering 143 family housing units (cf. Section 2.1.2.4) is separate from the
alternatives evaluated in the EIS. These alteration projects bring existing facilities
up to current USAF standards. There are no plans to construct new dormitory 3
space (DEIS, pg 3-55). Additionally, there are no proposals to construct new
dormitory or family housing units to support actions evaluated in this EIS.

2.3 No, the requirement to assess cumulative impacts at Holloman AFB are not related
to the scale of impacts, prior to the EIS (cf. Section 3.2.5.3.2). Rather, National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires each action to be assessed in
combination with other actions affecting the proposed area. This additive analysisis called a cumulative impact analysis. I

2.4 The proposed timing of the personnel changes should not seriously affect state
funding. Proposed personnel changes in FY 91/4 and 92/4 occur in the late
summer months (July, August and September), before the new school year, so l
families should be in place to register students prior to 15 October. Meanwhile,
proposed personnel changes in FY 91/3 and 92/3 occur late in the school year
(April, May and June). Many families will elect to keep their children in their current I
school to complete the school year prior to moving. This action would avoid
serious funding shortfall late in the school year. There is only one proposed action
that does not fall in FY quarter 3 or 4, and that is the second 49th TFW squadron
drawdown (FY 92/2 - January, February and March). Since this action occurs
after 15 October, the state would have already determined yearly funding levels.
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i In essence, the state would have overpaid for students that the county would have
instructed for a partial year. This overfunding would be off-set by some families

3_ electing to bring their students in FY 92/3.

2.5 As previously discussed in comment 1.5, decisions regarding TTR reuse and
caretaker actions have not been determined at this time. Neither the USAF or
Department of Energy who operates TTR can hire or require employees to live in
a specific geographic area.

N NEPA requires the consideration of socioeconomic impacts to the extent that the
biophysical environment is affected. No such affects have been identified in this3 EIS. Nevertheless, the USAF recognizes the importance of socioeconomic impacts
for the communities involved. There is no USAF program available for mitigating
socioeconomic impacts. However, the USAF will prepare an additional3= socioeconomic assessment of the project to better understand and to assist in
planning for impacts, separate from NEPA.

2.6 NEPA requires the consideration of socioeconomic impacts to the extent that the
biophysical environment is affected. No such affects have been identified in this
EIS. Nevertheless, the USAF recognizes the importance of socioeconomic impacts
for the communities involved. There is no USAF program available for mitigating
socioeconomic impacts. However, the USAF will prepare an additional
socioeconomic assessment of the project to better understand and to assist in
planning for impacts, separate from NEPA.

4.1 Comment noted. Document has been revised accordingly.

5.2 Table 3.2-6 indicates lowest altitudes for MTRs affected by the proposed action.
Figure 2.2-1, 2.2-2 and 2.2-3 show the location of these MTRs. Figure 4.2-1 shows
the relationship of air space units to the mentioned land use categories.

6.1 The only Ft. Bliss air space that would be affected is R-5103 associated with
McGregor Range. As indicated in Table 2.1-2, 2.2-2 and 2.3-2, sorties in air space
above McGregor Range will decrease substantially under the 37th TFW/49th TFW
alternative (13% reduction) and the Holloman-Nellis alternative (72% reduction).
A slight increase (7%, amounting to approximately one extra sortie every other day,
assuming 240 training days per year) is projected under the Holloman Alternative.
As indicated in these tables, no change in night time (post 2200 hours) usage of
this unit is projected for any alternative.

6.2 The data in Table 2.2-2 (and similar tables) encompasses take off/landing sorties,
and airspace events. The term *take off/landing" refers to the number of times per
year aircraft take off and land at the location in question. The term "sortie" refers
to activities of single aircraft. One sortie may include multiple take off and landings
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(ie., touch and go, and activities in multiple airspace units). For example, a single
sortie might include several touch and go landings, use of one or more MTRs, and
use of a MOA or Bombing Range. Data presented in Table 2.1-3, 2.2-2, and 2.3-2
includes information on the total sorties flown as well as the number of sorties I
flown to various airspace units.

The term 'pass" represents the passage of an aircraft through a given airspace i
unit. On an MTR, one sortie is equivalent to one pass. In a MOA, an aircraft may
make multiple passes through the unit during any one training period. The term
"event describes the overflight of an aircraft from the perspective of a ground I
observer. Multiple aircraft passing over the same point within a few seconds of
each other (eg., during the overflight of a 2-ship formation) would be perceived as
a single event by the ground observer, but would be counted as two passes, and
two sorties.

6.3 The text has been modified to improve clarity and remove ambiguity. I
6.4 The text has been modified to eliminate ambiguities. At this time no formal plans

exist which would involve the use of WSMR airspace other than, as discussed in I
the text.

6.5 Prior to selection of the proposed MTR routes TAC conducted a siting evaluation
with the objective of minimizing biophysical, airspace management, socioeconomic
impacts. The routes selected for analysis both minimized such impacts, and meets 3
TAC training requirements. As additional information became available during the
NEPA process, the preferred routes were modified to meet environmental
considerations. The finalized routes addressed in the Final EIS reflect these I
considerations, while still meeting TAC training requirements.

6.6 No new restrictions will be placed on civilian pilots in the area under any of the
alternatives considered. AJrspace access would not be restricted beyond that
required by due prudence under visual flight rules. MTR routes will be noted on
appropriate aeronautical charts to warn aviators of potential hazards.

6.7 The aircraft lights will be left on for operational reasons.

7.1 The revised discussion of impacts will note that unemployed indirect and school
workers unable to take positions left open by working spouses of departing TTR
contractors would leave Nye County.

7.2 Estimates of reduction in school-related employment and expenditures were
incorporated in the revision of socioeconomic impact estimates. NEPA requires
the consideration of socioeconomic impacts to the extent that the biophysical
environment is affected. No such affects have been identified in this EIS.
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Nevertheless, the USAF recognizes the importance of socioeconomic impacts for
the communities involved. There is no USAF program available for mitigating
socioeconomic impacts. However, the USAF will prepare an additionalsocioeconomic assessment of the project to better understand and to assist in
planning for impacts, separate from NEPA.

7.3 NEPA requires the consideration of socioeconomic impacts to the extent that the
biophysical environment is affected. No such affects have been identified in this
EIS. Nevertheless, the USAF recognizes the importance of socioeconomic impacts
for the communities involved. There is no USAF program available for mitigating
socioeconomic impacts. However, the USAF will prepare an additional
socioeconomic assessment of the project to better understand and to assist in
planning for impacts, separate from NEPA.

7.4 The loss in direct local contracts because of the action was estimated by the TTR
manger. In the absence of more specific information it is assumed that
employment and earning losses of local businesses are included in the DEIS
estimates of (direct and indirect) impacts.

7.5 Mitigation strategies for negative socioeconomic impacts are beyond the scope of
this analysis. Additional studies and implementation of mitigation measures may
be undertaken by federal, state, and/or county organizations following the
completion of the EIS.

7.6 Impacts to local financial markets are mentioned briefly in the DEIS housing
sections, but are largely beyond the scope of the analysis. Detailed mitigation
strategies for negative socioeconomic impacts are also beyond the scope of the
DEIS. Additional studies and implementation of mitigation measures may be
undertaken by federal, state, and/or county organizations following the completion
of the EIS.

7.7 Timing of the transfer of personnel is discussed in the document. Refer to
Comment 2.4 above.

7.8 Comment noted. Income lost to trailer parks is accounted for in the direct and
indirect effects of reduced TTR payrolls.

7.9 Assessment of this issue is considered to be beyond the scope of the EIS.
However, the USAF is offering to prepare an in depth socioeconomic study,
separate from the NEPA process; this study would address concerns such as this.

7.10 Comment suggests that local services and procurements estimate is low. This
estimate ($310K) was taken from interviews with the manager of TTR and USAF
personnel, and is reasonable in the absence of more detailed information.
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7.11 Comment suggests that Nye County earning multipliers are low, and should be
equivalent to those for Clark County. Clark County has a large and diversified
economy and is not comparable to Nye County in the ability to generate indirect
employment and earnings. Earning multipliers are coefficients calculated I
specifically for Nye County by the Bureau of Economic Analysis and are
considered reasonable (additional response has been sent to the reviewer). 3

7.12 The revised discussion of impacts will note that unemployed indirect and school
workers unable to take positions left open by working spouses of departing TTR
contractors would leave Nye County. Also noted will be the reviewers opinion that
the proportion of working spouses and dependents per household should be 0.2
rather than 0.65 as used in the DEIS. 3

7.13 Agreed. Comment noted. Text of the Final EIS has been modified accordingly.

7.14 Information of local mine closings will be incorporated in the revised cumulative I
analysis.

7.15 The requested analyses of education, community service, and fiscal impacts are
at a level of detail beyond the scope of the present study. The USAF has offered
and will continue to work with Tonopah to further assess secondary
socioeconomic impacts separate from the NEPA process.

8.1 Document text has been amended to describe consultation between the USAF and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service consultation is
included in Appendix I.

8.2 The analysis has been expanded to deal more fully with noise related impacts to
wildlife and domestic animals. Comments concerning the impact of single event
noise levels and low level flights are noted, and additional information is provided
on impacts from these sources. It should be noted that the Ldnmr metric used for
estimating noise levels along the MTRs incorporates a weighting factor to account
for startle effect. It thus takes into account the effects of single events. Since the I
Ldnmr integrates noise data through time and space it is seen as a more useful
measure for evaluating overall noise impacts than single event data. 3
The proposed action does not involve low level night sorties (2200 to 0700 local
hours). Impacts from night flight of the F-1 17A would be negligible because these
aircraft generally fly at relatively high altitudes (above 5,000 feet AGL).

Finally, supersonic flight under these alternatives would be confined to WSMR
airspace. A decrease in supersonic sorties in that airspace unit is projected for all
alternatives considered. As a result, no adverse impact from supersonic flight is
projected for any alternative.
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1 8.3 The reader is directed to Manci etal. (1988) and ORNL (1988) for recent reviews
of the literature on this subject.

_ 10.1 The USAF will fully comply with the requirements of historic preservation law. Sites
and facilities that will be affected by the proposed action will be evaluated (and all
issues resolved) in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer prior to

_ any disturbance to insure that no eligible properties are affected. A
cultural/historic resource survey for Holloman AFB will be performed prior to any

* construction on previously undisturbed lands.

11.1 Comment noted. Text of the Final EIS has been modified accordingly.

11.2 Comment noted. Text of the Final EIS has been modified accordingly.

11.3 Comment noted. Text of the Final EIS has been modified accordingly.

12.1 Your comment is noted, and where appropriate the text has been modified to
reflect your observations. The USAF greatly appreciates your input.

12.2 This comment was responded to during the public hearing as shown in the
transcript. The . , onse given at the time has not changed.

12.3 This subject was covered thoroughly in the DEIS. The concern expressed in this
comment has been taken into consideration in the preparation of the Final EIS.
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H.4 COMMENTS RECEIVED AFTER 1 APRIL 1991

This section includes comments postmarked after the 1 April 1991 put" -0 comment
period cutoff date. To the extent possible with publishing deadlines, these comments
have been included and responses prepared. Many comments received were previously
addressed. Due to the late arrival of the comments, specific revisions to the text of the
EIS could not be accomplished in every case without jeopardizing the project deadlines.
Comment documents appear in Table H.4-1. Responses follow:

1. Develop a separate document: Comment noted.

2. Adverse affects on nesting raptors: David H. Ellis, in his 1981 study "Responses
of Raptorial Birds to Low Level Military Jets and Sonic Booms," was unable to link
disturbances of this intensity with adverse responses.

3. Potential impacts to breeding, wintering, and migrating waterfowl: Noise has been
observed to cause various startle responses in some animals, and it has been
suggested that repeated, long-term, high noise level can modify some animals
behavior. Hcwever, the effects of noise in general on animal behavior and
physiology is a topic of continuing debate, and the body of evidence is
inconclusive. As currently envisioned, the proposed activity will introduce 200
individual aircraft operations into the area each month. However, because the
tactics planned under this proposal typically involve use of only one half of the
proposed track for each mission, and because those same tactics would typically
call for formations of two aircraft, we calculate that land under the proposed flight
path would experience an average of five overflight events per day. Considering
the width of the airspace (between approximately 6 and 30 miles), and the fact that 3
aircrews are free to operate at will across the airspace, we believe it is unlikely any
given point will be overflown with a frequency which is above any threshold that
might trigger behavioral or physiological impacts.

4. Impact of low-level nighttime flights: Comment addressed in H.3, Response 8.2. 3
5. Impacts on bighorn sheep: The impacts of aircraft noise on wild ungulates

(includinc bighorn sheep) is the subject of USAF-supported studies currently
underway in Arizona, Nevada, and Utah. The results of those studies will do much I
to clarify this situation. It would be premature to initiate additional studies until the
results of the on-going studies are available. 3

6. Affects on nocturnal bats: The impacts of aircraft noise on bats is the subject of
an USAF-supported study in Arizona. The results of that study will do much to
clarify this situation. It would be premature to initiate additional studies until the
results of the on-going studies are available.

I
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rtinne fatoo (sunapoco:d4

G 9. On "ag 4-S8, acton 4.2.6.3. Ondainpaed and Thrseatened Spcies nea to Ian paragraph,.

( J 3, Reommend Claificaion of tine lomn *soetle* and *1sirSPACc ermni (tables 2.2.2). and mnaximum u"om levels am mtatd so be 61 dB: nunoewand cladleatce of wethler tis loel Is
*Pasanae (stlole 3.2.U~ averagerdogleeL

() 4- ae.Eprgui. e htm~M niswudb ~ 10. All ecnllog to nlan and Associated Impacts am seated in forms: of niot= Stetm d oere 243

codute btw 3 ad OWAQ Rcomeddiscuossing what egimatod poecntoap hours Since Impactees IDn wilife wane nor iacax! In We docunent at 'ugile [vW*l ain

could ccur below 3W0 AGL ID beie Wdelfy and undurstand imnoeb currnea. reommend dial te EIS ofi-s. a misman. cxipetod "de (non-aversgel

UNITED STATES 
3OUET

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
OFTICE Of THE SXCRETA0N
Office of Eavwemmaa Allen

DOCUMENT 5 (conannd so.j. Frouii Iema Ser sS
El 91/191 ~ aPenn.ChaaVtlll,

levels orfiagla Vs lo-e above tround leve (A(X) and wethner the ctange in ingerievent. ace Cary 0. Vae
ficvC~t saiociald wit As aternaives s si~ir-fttorgaimple onep 4tyj inn sntWntpuSyAssisantyscret theof AierAi aare

kauoo~tha'linanmnsnlroaxm keeep4sz taloa Department of the Air Forte

F-4 
@ uaelleeI. 3cm"med IMPas Ofa1110214 00tm 1A OURWneOMI0wildlt be Dent Mr. Vaet

da81stsed f(W tis action. inpriua Dsnstv fid W sdgnbo fpW Th. Department of the intero has reviewed tin. Draft ;.nvirorinnal tapeet
Sea mant (OtI ) for the propoed Relocation at the 31ith Taetiral Fighter Viez.

codiangrd spieks. anvd Ocine iction in California. 16Cc Movies. and Swd.The following
comenrts are provided far your e and consideration when preparin,. tine linal

(a, i f noiempct manieof Lfleng pesqnhii alneor othr .nai noenengt~f GENERSAL COMMENiTS

renetI lveWA fe~ESl Ot of ftldiing have bown conducted, recmmndl tOus date be Neasanul Park service (NPi) The DEIS den at adequately recognie the

IstC1edd ID eClUde dmsagteeaestbaldng ntpaelgofqw a sgnificeant presence of sevoral units of tne RatIonal Park Syatnainth
wt inity of the proposal, The"a unita inc'ade the tilica Lends etna
Moonmnt. Carlsad Cavern. Nlational Park. Geadalupe Montains NatiLonal Park.

12. On4and Salins Pueblo Kissann National Haroment (which Includes the fareer Grn
12. 5 n 45 ti Mtdta ouelottallinldisiurbuft efroe btan Prowi Quivira National Monument). They all hew national significance and moat be

Incoele~ee ~.ne~,. Rn iln~un thormghly conaidered In plientg for the proposal and evaluating potential
thno bedianed.Give. mmi aetnlntaa aeaMImpacts.

-tic IMP011. mcmfmd ft lf Pam dsc - &SWLIL~y~fi[fAercalluhouldefbelomadeEftotreducel ber"doiolreetc enlaliinatelexsting enact honce-eaurI
0041iti *06 -de orPWputLICsuc asc adusr b %she ta axsg onS ndaational National Park Sysem areas. which received a total af aver 1. ion nit

VA~~~~dlift~~~~s 1990. Sund An Commoien crl Mdly111lmfltesting now ar additional impscre. Potential .. pace.
Wlllifftftae. amntuoatoul ad dla laplanetaion of the npnoamse elnic IL"h'ould be. apoeeitiely analysed in relation ta each perk aeasar. (1)

diract effact, asuch en vibration impacts an hiatoric acrcacturaa; (2) Incree
VAt would laurva asebais for Neoan vlsoaosntat docllo mullinj. wisea end visannl Inrumsins: ( 3) changes in thna quality/orwontity at visitor

experiences; and (4) safety of visitors/park stoff/pnyatcal m
rseourcenIacilitias.I

The final statement should iliciuJ* therughn anialyses of existing and potentiel
impactsaOn WItciteSends nattoa. Monmeont, Cariahad Caverns national Park.
Guadaluape Nounteno National Park and Salinas Pueblo Nlastan.s National
tonment. Thosae analyaes Cay be coordinated with tine Inaarintendnta liated

to Appendix 1.1

Mape ad figures ia the 0915 ara ganerally deficient in depicting the
propesal'e relationip ta Nationa Park system units, especilly Uite game
National Rmannt. .710" rca I that the final statement abet these

proximity impacts. Maps showing hols canteaer ad approachrltonhp anme rjc ast hl lc h rsnde map J
de~icting Military operating Aras (140A. Special U90 Airspace. Nltr
Training Routes (ff11). and bombing ranges would be particularly useful TV.

YPS aiso suggests that projact amaps include reference points auwl, a% moor
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DOCUMENT 6 (oontimsed) DOCUMENT 6 (co14nuled)

GOry . ot2 Gary 0 Vast3

highways and cities fin addition to national parks) to cearly orient the and nocturnal. The increased disturbances to those nocturnanl animals may
reviewer to locations of Project components. critically affect choir energy budgets and behavior patterns. The docuent
it shou1d be noted thet tho DEIS covers a broadar stope of operations then wos

oulind at the public seeping moeting In March, 1990. Proposed actions Tha discussiont on disturbance to avifauna, seems to center oin potential birddiscussed a t tha meeting In Alamogordo. Nov Mexico. consisted of the strikes ducing flight. This discussion should be expandead to Include effects
roic an o f the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing (Till) to Holleman Air Force lose on brooding and Maoting birds. particularly reats. Tb. MU also disagres(Art) and the deactivation of tha 49th TP3J at Holleman An,. reoulting in 18 with ch. assumption ma. on page 4.51 that 00 significant impact to aandhillia , aicatatHlnan AnI. Howvear. tha DIS also conaidars rhe cranes or white pelicanis In the Pecos Valley Is eapected beaose *neithera caft t Noll.i API of tho German Air Force (18 aircraft), a Tactical species 1s considered throatoneid or *ndangerod.6 Impacro to these two species

R on aio oll-qudron (18 aircraft) and a Suppr~eion of Sway Air Defensesad oh aaye nta ia oine
Squadron ,ss aircraft). Thus. an Increase of 54 aircraft would result.socaus. the eagnItrude o f changes proposed at Holloman, An ware not fully In &emoral, the DEIS atates that the wide array of Impacts wouild wet reault in
revealed at the public seeping meeting, the Impact. of Incraaed aircraft significanit effecto to resident and migratory wildlife within the propoaed
activity woo wet idencified Is an issue since It appeared that thete would be project areas (including flight paths). No-evr. there io no comiment toadacrease In aircraft numbers. Consequently. the scope of Issues to ha monitoring of plant or animl populationa to detarminse rho accuracy of thataddresod by tho DIS woo nor fully identified. statement. Given tho value of the diverse reoourtoo Over which those proposedflights will occur, and cho wide geographic rang, of the proposal, we

Bureu ofMimsratofoend monitoring ho included as a ajor alement of this proposal,

Me Max ico and Arizona, lands Included in th. Spatial Uoe and Military Finally. we ouggeot that a complete analysio of cumulative impacts of thisIOperating Areas that ay be impacted by the project contain deposits of gypsum proposoal. In concert with other anticipated aircraft activities an theseand send and gravel, an wall as boo. and preciouo metals, rar.e arth&. mica, training routs and flight paths. ha presented in the document.fluorine, and salt. Because these lands are not unconditionally open to tho
public for ainocal exploration and development, and betause that* are SPCFI O MMLS ENTS
apparently no ne ledst be acquired during project Implementation. the __

gunco irs(oatiheri cld he. no further impact to mineral resourt'1 21chantchat which alr.ady sxc sadvers iepacts are anticipated tc lands..621 and 2-18 Locations of the National Park System units should ho
ir California and Nevada. Therefore. we have no Objection to the projecta winetd on maps.

proposed~~~~~~~~ -cro 2 2.' - o- . 21 .7ad21: Rfer-ca-v- point.,.such
Fish and W~ildlife Service fFUS1\,e * ao igwy n cities. ehould he icuded.

Th. 151 found that the DEIS lack% sufficient detail and clatity toncetieing KM 0-ti gWit ad
and flight patterns to acturately identify and quantify project-induted \Z. -ionlMnstamdiiorttiia.we recommend that this section wouldiepactu Seve ra spacal use areas, including the San Andres. Sevilieta. .nuc describe the vaiues which the siorment woo establiahed to protect.Bosque del Apac he. and Bitter Lake National Wildlife Refuges (tefugnel ar hoapcrxae.25 -6,21 neentioned in the DI l Nowtever. ito specific Information concerning the iJeis321iodu ec32: Thmpsfopae 2-.24,21anresources of those Refuges is provided for formulating an assesment of soinglcain of the four National Park System areas, should he

taiats included in this section

Flight patterns; and altitudes which are critical to assessing iapacts. should :7iScro 321ta 326t: The document should Indicate whether 1-51075.C. 1).
ha :rVided In the final document. aod an expanded discussion of those factors ~ ,adawudhava Proximity Or diract Impacts On Salinas Puablo Missionsin a eoded inth final documesnt. The dlecussion concerning threatened National Moomeant.

andt ondaerard apecies ne"d aea detail. particularly with ragard to the 0peregrine falcon. bald eagle, whooping crewe. intaxior least tEarn. The I~)Srin321Ln s ae37:Th. reference to Gta&n Qsivera, NotionalMeia potted cwl, a Candidate 2 species Inhabits forested land. directly G5nft ool ecagdt h ran Quivira Unit of Salins Pueblo
under the Seek Military Operation Area. Missionat Naticoal Monument.

The different Impacts to the desert species of How Mexico which would result IS.rin323 a a. .... h iauco nth os oiwn olfre the increased numer of night fiights on the desert species of New Mexiicc o ehndbylcting rho military cperation areas,. bmIng range., MIS'..show Id also ho mon. a citically aoessed. most desert species are crepuscular and special "o aixapacax an mne contour mops.

tory D. Vast IA D~mN ao
Cary D. Vast 5

40 ario 3 3Oces ac 322through 3.34: Eoisting moime levesc at White or alter ito setting.* Vibration impacts te the historic etructures wouldSando Natio~ffnalMouent should ha given, almost certainly ha determined an adverse effect, "accrding to part900.9(b)(1). *phYaIcal destrction. damage. or alteration of all or pert of
41 'Iur 2-l..o..332 White Sands Ntional Monument should he depicted on the Proparty.6 further lnearsigatiomms into the potential for vibration damage~ns mop t ta* historic properties shouild ha undertaken As amo an possible. to the

7 thin-b3.10 Thn acion ate the 5:tishfaction Of NPS. and repoted in th. final statement.
V...,~ tiiote c nesaImpactedrsi~dential populations and the nis1er of people In addition. sction 106 consultation should be undertaken with ths lBPS. tims

osatd toeh 'highly annoyed' by aircraft oise carn ha derived by. State Historic Preservtion. Officer ad the AdvisecY Ceostil an Historic
demographic anaysis of the aras. within te day/eight aveage sound level trssecv an.
ledol* nds aontouro 7d by we of established relationships batiamen LAn no..iesand xsyAnce, criteria- (pae 3-27). This grnalyoie does not secaun Section 4 2 2 Hol Ioe Aft- case 4,32: The affect of the Hollofos Alternative

fo :h esncecofia unit of, tha National Pork System and thse opacrotion of on ieSnsNtonal Monment would be similar to that of the 37th MT/kgthntrlquietC.that prk vis itors hoe" identified as an Important Aspect of Till alternative, but the lssmber of daytime aircraft eperatlane would hatheir visits. Th. finial statement should evaluate this special aspect of th higher. The Impacta Of this incrase in daytime acetivity ahould bo discussedmissanalsis.and quntified. Methos to mitigate impacc shouild ha isveStigated andn..e.nlyi . Me . - ds -3 : T . r l la n& .eased In the fi nl document.

no.Naioal onast shul b! identified. White land. (aton !2frisn i 2 !-1 -' Nl .... 43 Thi section states that the increased wee

t~~~d-Ollp"Prelprisce ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ahul reeec ons mat o8rnQiiaNtoa onat-Ti l-V hbe changedtoCoGran Quiviro Unit of Salina& Pueblo Missione National Monuiment.Th!:cis n should aiso indicate (ad visauaily depict) that thn heAdquortes Impact. Should also be qurntified. and the pcedsicted-noise levels and the
are of White lands National Monumet is located directly benoath thme mitigation proposals should ha indicated In the final documents.turn-cone for tako*ffs from Hellmann AnI. Park hisitors. staff, and .lerqiaet fcml~gwt ecin14as pl oSlnsPelresources would ha exposed to very high levels of Overflight activity et Terqieet fcmligwt eto 0 ,oOPYt aiisPelrela tively" lost altitudas Adjustments in operational procedures may nor ha M issions National Monsmenran. and coomultation should ha sundertaken asf'll, *ffactin. In adequately mitigating such impacts. pr-eviously Indicated.

Serio ' I icisatun gAF ... 4I0, The DElS scato the 12 to 1, The DIl indicates char the now segmet Of 15t-136 would pes betwe Carlsbad!'!:,f)'a'rg~*Prgas ekanr apit e n tf oiwie Caverns and Guadalupe Mountains National Paths. This segmnt would typicallycoulnin. impce byv Inrgceo ased tr nihoprtons If n- . . nd cstaf re tdne h flown at 300 to 500 feet above grounid level and would genorate miss levelsc3utd Tha mp acter nnasade Onite pStnds "toI P-117a's.t Sea&ct frm from 109 fts 114 dl. Those my be sbstantial visual and miss Impacts.as .Mto These Impacts should ha quantified by Indicating the anticipated Becusen0ts hel ridtify oion levwe. wti them park , th wou l
mis eai asciated with the night flights. If noise levels aredouetshudInifnie101 whntepaktatail b

:ubaontia. pak -Oertions could be significantly impacted. Measurs to georated by aircraft activity al1#g 11-134.nitigate thene impacts hould ha Identified. 
Ss)lct~A ~ M~mna a g.Q is oue tattes that the

40 FiBUr, 4- Oe4.3 h location of Whit. Sands Notional Meanner should Moli0fean Ata-nt would result In a deoea feer at..n. Sinces thehe shown In relation to the miles contours. NeOliman Alternative Involves on oertall increase is the meber of aircraft at
Natolln- AnI. it appears that there wouild be an Increse in eperations. This_________________1-1___________4_________________should ba clarified In the final docsamento.

1.,/tiorei O taiee ac . . 8thfgr4.1 1 mid gaction 4.1.2.8 shouldiaC3. es6&: Thsfgr bwi eit'lcaine htinieethbat anin nroeto ccaPepercy me the National Register IdE- --- - - hs iueoeddpc tmlctnso htH istoric Places, such Is thasdqwartars buildings at Whfite Sam"a Nscioai Se Nationai enmnt In relation to the mie" contours.
Hit aric Prasennetlon At. The regulations governing tho secttion 106 praeseaL.I-TMaont.aren ed t tn e the F rt qiaenee eoni, 0 of MEo amiesa ec Io n 42 oc alo nigh Aevemocag The4ls document indicatesar cntind n24fF Prt80.It should ha noted thiat the itodatntrheintroduction anihevrlgta to on ar"a could ceuse initill

ef ricessi.night overflight c activity could be determined to ba an, annoyance. The lIPS believs that the @meepemd, would occur cenitbneously itilsdve~a ffet acoringte Prt 80. f)(3) Intreductimn of vtiual, ngtoeain esaudibie. or stm*eplseric elements that era out ef character with the proeorty
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DOCUMENT 6 (connued) DOCUMENT 6 (wonUtted)

Gary D Vast 6Appndix 1Q hur. 4- 2 n pale_45-0 This figure should indicate locations of the four
National Park System areas in the vicinity of the proposal.O S rion 4. 228 Arrhsoo~irsl. Cultural. snd 1is2orical t-sSurfOs Ogre i-9: Superintendent

the discuasioc of vibration ipacts on archoologicsl resources states chat Phst Sands Hatios I 4 o5 men8

recent soporiants involving fragile resources in Arizona Indicate that Post Office box 458

subsonic flights as lo as 400 foot above ground level ars nt likA.1 Co poso Aleosordo. Now Mexico 86310
. Ls.ficst d.ngor to such resources. Hoverr the docimn else I-- t-r

chat 90 pocent of hs l-lsvel flights would be at 300 fast above ground Suparinterdanc

local. Ths difforence of 100 fast In flight leve ould ha significanct and Carlsbd ona l Park Ha y

should be discussd In tho final documents Also. tho sopacisnt results 3225 KatiioaI Park# Hihway

rofor co "aIgnifiant dangar. This qualifier should be defined; doas : i -san Carlsbad. Now Meclo g8220

thar the cultural resouce "ut sustain direct damago and be in danger of
ilant coliapse before the Ipact is classified as significant? Superintendent

o:ctoc 4 ,2 2 srcheooloo Cultunal and Historic Nsooro~s . 4aoe -60: Guadalupe Mountains NatIonal Park

Tho raference to Gra lr Notional Non n ohould cha d to the HC60. box 400

Gran Qu ivra Uit of Salinas Pueblo NLslona National Monument. Sait Flat, Texas 79$47-9400 I
The documnt indict hat & uso of lIR-Yl could rsult in potential noiso and Suprintendnt

ciratIon offocts at rho tran uivira Unit and that the resulting impas Salinas Pueblo Nssions National omnment

could ho avoidod The final docma-nts should Indicate that thaso lapacts Port Offic w o t 49 8

would be acoid by octablishIng a flight aoidance spaciol oparotng Nountoinair. Now Nosico 87036

proceduro if ispscts cannot b. avoided. consultation pursuant to Section 106

of the hationsl historic Presorvation Act neds to be initiated.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this DEISr

Sincerely.

Patricia Sanderson Port
Regional Environmental Office

Enclosure

Dironcor. A (u/oriinal n ing)

Negional Director. FiS
Nurat of Ninoc
hational Park Service

U
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7. Cumulative impacts: Comment noted, where appropriate the text of the document
has been modified.

8. Monitoring of impacts: Monitoring of impacts is not a mandatory requirement of
NEPA. Paragraph 1505.2(c) addresses where applicable, the monitoring of
mitigation measures, not impacts. Similarly, Paragraph 1505.3 discusses
monitoring, again where appropriate, in the context of implementing decisions. If
the USAF concludes that monitoring is appropriate, it will be adopted in the Record

*i of Decision.

9. Impacts to outdoor industry: Comment noted.

I 10. Public input: We prepared this EIS under the NEPA and USAF regulations. We
have encouraged involvement with the public and Government officials throughout
the Environmental Impact Analysis Process. Our public participation program for
the EIS includes the following actions to solicit public involvement: First, a Notice
of Intent to prepare an EIS was published in the Federal Register on 9 February
1990. At the same time, various press releases were issued, and announcement
letters were sent to all federal, state, and local Government officials around
Tonopah Test Range, Nellis and Holloman AFBs. In March 1990 we hosted public
scoping meetings in the area to determine the significant environmental issues.
The issues raised were analyzed in the DEIS. The DEIS was filed with the
Environmental Protection Agency on 8 February 1991 and published in the Federal3 Register on 15 February 1991. Various press releases and announcement letters
were again sent out.

3 11. Environmental matters: The DEIS goes to great length to discuss 'environmental
matterso. In Chapter 4, entitled Environmental Consequences approximately 60 of
87 pages discusses resource areas other than socioeconomics.

12. Facilities: Yes, vacated facility maintenance costs were assessed (cf. Section1 2.1.1.2). Comment addressed in H.3, Response 1.5.

13. Noise: Nighttime noise operations (between 2200 and 0700 hours local) were
penalized 10 dB in the USAF NOISEMAP computer model. Where appropriate,
sleep disturbance was also included in the analysis. The text of the Final EIS was
amended to better address low level flight impacts on wildlife.

U 14. 3.2.6.2 Animals: Comment noted and where appropriate the text has been revised
to accommodate your observation. The Air Force has been flying numerous MTRs
throughout the continental United States for the past forty years. A significant
percentage of these flight operations have been during dark hours. No
documented evidence has been developed to indicate major problems in any given
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area. Individual animal losses may arise but this is not seen as a widespread
problem.

15. Special Use Airspace: The definition of Ldn is a day-night average sound level.
Therefore, the use of Ldn avoids the type of comparison you identified.

16. 4.1.2.6.2 Animals: See comment 14 above.

17. MTRs: The USAF has not proposed to use any MTRs during nighttime hours,
refer to Tables 2.2-2 and 2.3-2.I

18. Fauna: See Response 14 above. I

19. Air pollutant concentration: Comment noted.

20. Existing air quality: Comment noted and where appropriate the text has been I
revised to accommodate your observation.

21. See Response 12.1 1
22. See Response 12.1.

23. See Response 6.2.

24. See Response 5.2.

25. See Response 5.2. 1
26. See Response 6.3. I

27. See Response 8.1.

28. See Response 6.3. 1
29. See Response 8.2.

30. See Response 5.1 and 8.2.

31. See Response 8.2. 1
32. See Response 12.1. 3
33. See revised Figure 4.2-3.
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34. Figures have been revised where required.

35. Comment noted.

36. See Figures 4.2-1 and 4.2-3.

37. Text has been revised where required.

38. See Response 37 (above).

39. Comment noted.

1 40. See Figure 3.2-1.

I 41. See Response 34.

42. Comment noted.

43. See Response 37.

1 44. Because of the reduction in noise levels under this alternative, no adverse impacts

to White Sands National Monument is anticipated.

45. See Response 34.

46. The location of White Sands National Monument Park Headquarters in relation to
noise contours is shown in Figures 3.2-1, 4.1-1, 4.2-2, and 4.3-1. In all cases noise
levels are shown to decrease. Adverse impacts to historic structures are not,i therefore, anticipated.

47. Aircraft operations will decrease under all action alternatives, relative to either
baseline or current conditions. This will have a generally beneficial effect, which
ever alternative is considered.

48. Air Force regulations require that a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet be maintained
above the surface of National Monuments. This should provide ample protection
to Gran Quivera.

I The segment between Guadalupe and Carlsbad Caverns National Parks will be
flown at altitudes above 3,000 feet AGL At this altitude, no adverse impact would

I be expected.

49. The number of operations are determined by mission requirements, and are notI necessarily proportional to the number of planes involved.
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50. See Response 34. I
51. Comment noted.

52. See Response 34.

53. Comment noted. I
54. See Response 48.

I
I
I
U
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H.5 OTHER COMMENTS

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS TACTICAL AIR COMMAND

LANGLEY AIR FORCE BASE VA 2366

Honorable Harry M. Reid 2 6 APR 1991
United States Senate
Washington DC 20510

Dear Senator Reid

Thank you for your March 20, 1991 letter in which you provided
formal comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) concerning the proposed relocation of the 37th Tactical
Fighter Wing (TYW).

The National Environmental Policy Act requires coverage of
socioeconomic impacts only to the extent that they affect the
biophysical environment. The detailed issues which you raise
might be better addressed in a more detailed socioeconomic
analysis, apart from the EIS, which we would be willing to
undertake.

In addition, we have been informed by Air Force Headquarters
that the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) in the OSD would
be willing to provide an economic adjustment planning grant to
Nye County. Dr Rauner, the Director of OEA, met with the
planning consultant to Nye County and indicated the same,
provided OEA received a formal request from Rye County. HQ
USAF also indicated that Dr Rauner met with members of your
staff to discuss economic adjustment matters concerning Tonopah.

As is our normal procedure, we will provide you a copy of the
Final EIS before releasing it to the public.

Sincerely

DCS Enneering & Serves
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I Field Supervisor 19 NOV g
Attn: Mr Brian Hanson
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services
3530 Pan-American Highway NE
Suite D

I Albuquerque, NM 87107

Dear Mr Hanson

IThis letter initiates informal consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act. Its intent is to guide the Air Force in determining if a
proposed action may adversely affect listed species or critical habitat. It
follows a 14 Nov 90 telephone conversation with Mr Barker of this office.

The U.S. Air Force is considering implementing new low-level aircraft training
flights over areas of west Texas and southern New Mexico. We have enclosed an
annotated 1:500000 map showing the area that would be subject to the proposed
activity. We a-e also including a table of the coordinates of the turningI points on the 'light paths.

Although the concept of operations has not been finalized, it is currently
envisioned that approximately 200 aircraft flights ("sorties") per month would
engage in low-level navigational operations in the circular flight path
informally known as Military Training Route (MTR) "New IR-134." Although most
low-level activity would be above 300 feet above ground level (AGL), some
aircraft would fly as low as 100 feet AGL. Aircraft would fly in a
counterclockwise pattern. The westernmost corner of the MTR is the primary
entrance and exit point. Aircraft would arrive at (and depart from) the

I proposed MTR by way of higher altitudes. An alternative entrance is in the
center. On the enclosed map, the center line of the MTR is highlighted with a
solid yellow line. The lateral boundaries are highlighted with yellow "hash

* marks."

An additional 200 sorties per month would use a previously unused track
linking MTRs IR-133 and IR-161. You will note that, because these two MTRs
virtually overlap at this location, virtually no "new" land will experience
overflights.

I-
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We hope to develop the project so that no listed species or critical habitat
will be adversely affected. To that end, we are asking you to identify to us
any endangered species concentrations or critical habitat under the subject
tracts. Beyond that, we ask you to provide us with any concerns or
information you may have at this time relative to this proposal. Please
understand that, in our effort to identify listed species issues as early as
possible, we have provided you preliminary information that is subject to
change. You will be informed of substantive changes.

We look forward to the successful conclusion of consultation. Direct
correspondence, questions, and requests for clarification or additional
information to Mr Roy Barker at (804) 764-7844.

SIcerel

OKNUT 0. BOBBTNS, II, Lt Col, DSAP 2 Atch I
Director, Environmental Programs 1. Map

2. MTR Coordinates
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Iv.UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services

Suite D, 3530 Pan American Highway, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

December 18, 1990 Cons. |2-22-91-I-044

Lt. Col. Earnest 0. Robbins, II
Director, Environmental Programs
Department of the Air Force
Headquarters Tactical Air Command
Langley Air Force Base, Virginia 23665

Dear Colonel Robbins:

This responds to your letter dated November 19, 1990, requesting a list of
species Federally listed or proposed to be listed as threatened or endangered.
The proposed action involves a new military aircraft training route (IR-134).
Approximately 200 aircraft flights per month would transpire with some flights
100 to 300 feet above ground level. The geographic area ol interest is in
Chaves, Eddy, Otero, and Guadalupe Counties, New Mexico.

We have used the information in your request to narrow the list of species
occurring in the project area to those which may be affected by the proposed
action. We find the American peregrine falcon and bald eagle may be found in
the project area.

In addition to endangered species, the training flights may encounter some
migratory birds during the spring and fall, especially where a flight path
crosses the Pecos River.

We suggest you contact the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish and New
Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department for information
concerning fish, wildlife and plants of state concern.

If-we can be of further assistance, please call Brian Hanson at (505) 883-7877i or TO- 474-7877.

Sincerely,

John C..-4terson
Field Supervisor

Enclosure

cc: (wo/enc)
Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Director, New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department,

Forestry and Resources Conservation Division, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Regional Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fish and Wildlife

Enhancement, Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Species Listing H
Department of the Air Forct

New Military Aircraft Training Route (IR-134)
Chaves, Eddy, Otero, and Guadalupe Counties

December 18, 1990 I

American Peregrine Falcon (Falco Derearinus anatum) - The peregrine falcon
prefers areas with steep rocky cliffs in close proximity to water.
Preferred habitat contains dense bird populations in conjunction
with large gulfs of air such as is in canyons.

Authority: Sandy Williams, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, I
Villagra Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503, (505) 827-9914.

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) - Occupies New Mexico primarily as a
winter resident, but also occurs as a migrant with several nesting
in the state. Roosts in large trees which may or may not be close
to their feeding areas. Bald eagles are found in riparian areas
adjacent to rivers, reservoirs, and ponds. Rabbits, fish and
waterfowl are their primary prey items.

Authority: Sandy Williams, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, I
Villagra Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503, (505) 827-9914.
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1 JAN 1991
I Field Supervisor

Attn: Mr Brian Hanson
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services
3530 Pan-American Highway NE
Suite D
Albuquerque, NM 87107

Dear Mr Hanson

I This letter continues informal consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act with regard to the effects on protected species of proposed
low-level military aircraft training flights over areas of west Texas andIsouthern New Mexico. Our letter of 19 Nov 90 gave details of that proposal.
Your letter of 18 Dec 90 informed us that the American Peregrine Falcon and
Bald Eagle occur in the project area and may be affected by the proposed
action.

Based on experience gained in similar situations elsewhere, we believe listed
species-related concerns regarding activities of the type proposed include:
physical impact between soaring individuals and aircraft; disruption of
breeding/nesting activities; and noise-induced stress. A discussion of these
concerns follows.

-- Physical impact between soarinK individuals and aircraft: A
bird/aircraft strike can be catastrophic to both involved parties.
Consequently, the Air Force constantly monitors this problem. Operations
in situations where this threat is high are avoided or modified. In the
present case, the proposed flight path has been evaluated (see atch), and
recommendations to minimize the hazard provided to the proponent, who can
be expected to implement as many of them as are compatible with the
training mission. Considering this, plus the fact that there were only
3500 reported impacts involving both listed and non-listed bird species
Air Force-wide in 1989, we do not believe there is a reasonable likelihood
of the incidental taking of a listed species in this manner under the
proposed action. Consequently, we do not anticipate an effect from this
source.

-- Disruption of breedingInesting activities: The proposed activity is
not taking place in the vicinity of any known nesting habitat of listed
species. Consequently, we do not anticipate an effect from this source.

-- Noise-induced stress: Noise generated by the proposed activity will
be from subsonic aircraft operations. Noise has been observed to cause
various startle responses in some animals, and it has been suggested that

repeated, long-term, high noise levels can modify some animals' behavior.
However, the effects of noise in general on animal behavior and physiology
is a topic of continuing debate, and the body of evidence is

I 1-5



inconclusive. As currently envisioned, the proposed activity will introduce
200 individual aircraft operations into the area each month. However, because
the tactics planned under this proposal typically involve use of only one half
of the proposed track for each mission, and because those same tactics would
typically call for formations of two aircraft, we calculate (and are
consulting on the basis) that land under the proposed flight path would
experience an average of five overflight events per day. Considering the
width of the airspace (between approximately 8 and 30 miles), and the fact
that aircrews are free to operate at will across that airspace, we believe it
is unlikely any given point will be overflown with a frequency which is above
any threshhold that might trigger behavioral or physiological impacts.
Furthermore, approximately one third of the proposed flying will be over areas
that have long been subject to similar activity; in those areas it is
reasonable to assume a degree of acclimatization to the presence of aircrift
and their noises. In light of these considerations, we do not anticipate an
effect from this source.

Because our analysis concludes that there will be no effect on listed species,
we believe that further consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species
Act is unnecessary. We are seeking your concurrence with our position.

Direct inquiries on this matter to Mr Roy Barker at 804-764-7844.

Sincerely

1 Arch

c. USAF AFEScDEM ltr, dtd 16 Nov 90
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UNITED STATES
IDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
io Ecological Services

Suite D, 3530 Pan American Highway, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

March 26, 1991

Cons. #2-22-91-1-102

Deputy Director, Environmental Programs
Attn: Mr. Roy Barker
Department of the Air Force
Headquarters Tactical Air Command
Langley Air Force Base, Virginia 23665

Dear Mr. Barker:

This responds to your letter dated January 31, 1991, which addresses the
impacts of a new low level aircraft training flight over west Texas and
southern New Mexico (IR-134 and IR-1ll). Your letter concludes with a "no
effect" determination upon the American peregrine falcon (falcon) and bald
eagle. The letter includes the following statement.

"The proposed activity is not taking place in the viinity of any
known nesting habitat of listed species."

This statement is incorrect, since there is suitable falcon habitat in the
flight path southwest of Carlsbad, New Mexico. Noise levels due to
overflights will disrupt breeding activities. To avoid impacting the falcon,

we suggest you delete the linkage and entry point at the New Mexico state line
southwest of Carlsbad, New Mexico (see attachment).

We recommend that you contact our office in Arlington, Texas, for impacts
which may occur in Texas. We also recommend that you contact the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish for information concerning fish and wildlife of
state concern. The addresses and telephone numbers are:

Field Supervisor
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services
711 Stadium Drive East, Suite 252
Arlington, Texas 76011
(817) 885-7830 or FTS 334-7830

Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
Villagra Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
(505) 827-7882

1-7
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If we can be of further assistance, please call Brian Hanson at (505) 883-7877

or FTS 884-7877. 3
Sincerely,

-brJennifer-Fowler Proput I
Field Supervisor

Attachment

cc: (w/atch)
Director, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, New Mexico

Superintendent, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, Carlsbad, New Mexico
Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ecological Services,
Arlington, Texas

Regional Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fish and Wildlife
Enhancement, Albuquerque, New Mexico

I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE I
&ADQUAR I EAS IACI$CAL AIR COMMAND

LANGLEY AIR FORCE 9ASE VA 23G65-500O

I

Field Supervisor
Attn: Mr Brian Hanson
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services
3530 Pan-American Highway NE
Suite D I
Albuquerque, NM 87107

1. This is in response to your letter of 26 Mar 91 (your reference 3
#2-22-91-1-102), and continues informal consultation under Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act with regard to the effects on protected species of
proposed low-level military aircraft training flights over areas of west Texas
and southern New Mexico.

2. In your letter, you took issue with our statement that "the proposed
activity is not taking place in the vicinity of any known nesting habitat of
listed species," noting that there is suitable American peregrine falcon
habitat in the flight path southwest of Carlsbad, NM. You suggested the
deletion of that section of the flight path in order to avoid impacting the m
falcon.

3. We have discussed the matter with the proponents of the action. Although
relocation of the section would clearly eliminate environmental concerns, it
would so disrupt air operations that alternative measures were investigated.
We believe noise levels in the subject area will be reduced to acceptable
levels if aircraft operate no lower than 9800' above mean sea level (5.). I
This would place aircraft 2300 feet above the highest point in that segment,
while most portions of that segment would be overflown at 3000' above ground
level. We calculate that peak noise at ground level from a single 3000' m
overflight event would be approximately 85 dB (roughly equivalent to a diesel
truck idling at 50'). Such events would take place over this section up to
five times a day, although the likelihood of a given point being directly I
overflown is substantially reduced by the fact that training philosophy
dictates that aircraft operate over the entire width of this section. Ellis,
in his 1981 study "Responses of Raptorial Birds to Low Level Military Jets and
Sonic Booms," (Institute for Raptor Studies, Oracle AZ 85937) was unable to
link disturbances of this intensity with adverse responses. Under these
circumstances, we believe that the proposed action in the section in question
(as clarified in this letter) is not likely to adversely affect the American
peregrine falcon. We ask your concurrence with this position, as well as your
concurrence that further consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act is unnecessary.

I
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4. In your letter of 26 Mar 91, you also suggested contacting the New Mexico
Dept of Game and Fish and your Arlington, Texas office. During the
distribution of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for public review and
comment, copies were provided to several central clearinghouses, including
ones we believe are responsible for notifying the offices you mentioned. The
New Mexico Dept of Game and Fish has provided comments on the document, and
those comments will be addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement.
Upon publication, we will forward a copy of the Final Environmental ImpactI Statement to the New Mexico Dept of Game and Fish and your Arlington office.

5. Direct inquiries on this matter to Mr Roy Barker at 804-764-7844.A / 114
ROY L. BARKER

Chief, Natural Resources Division

1-1
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APPENDIX J

Single Event Noise Level Data
For Various Aircraft

Expressed as Maximum
A-Weighted Sound Levels In dB(A)
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Table J-1

Typical Maximum A-Weighted Sound Levels dB(A)
Below Low Level MTRs for Various Aircraft

At 500 ft AGL Altitude

I Aircraft Sideline Distance to Flight Track (ft)

Type 0 500 1000 2000

I
T-38 84 80 76 68

A-7 103 99 94 86

I F-4 106 102 97 90

I
I

Table J-2

Typical Maximum A-Weighted Sound Levels dB(A)
Below Low Level MTRs for Various Aircraft

at Various Altitudes

Aircraft Altitude (ft) AGL
Type 100 300 500 600 1000

T-38 100 89 84 82 77

A-7 120 108 103 101 95

F-4 123 112 106 104 98

J-1
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I Summary or Source Terms

IConstruction Manpower Contractor Acres
Aircraft ($000) Autnorizations Employees Disturbed

on offIbase base

37th TFW/49th TFW Aternative

STonopah Test -46 F-1 17A -1,130
cr Range -8 AT-38B

Holloman AFB + 6F-1 17A 86,000 -185/-489 0/-528- 58 2
+5AT-383

-7 F1
NNellis AFB -2,696IO

Hollorn Alternative

Z Tonopah Test -46 F-1 17A -1,130
< Range -8 AT-38B

o Holloman AFB + 46 F-1 17A 106,000 + 2,316/2,012 0/-528- 70 7
+ 8 AT-38B

0 - 72 F-45I: Nellis AFB -7 -5-2,696

(1)
Holma-elis Alternative

WUTnoa Test -46 F-1 17A -1.130
;Z Range -8 AT-38B
z
< Holloman AFB + 72 F-4 20,000 +269/-35- 0/-528. 10 7

2 -72 F-150
_.j Nellis AFB + 46 F-1 17A 159,000 -649 130

o + 8 AT-38B

Preferred Action

wU Tonopah Test -46 F- 117A -,3

a: Range -8 AT-38BI W Holloman AFB +46 F-117A 87,500 .57/-361 +278/-250 62 2
IL + 8 AT-38B

CC + 18 F-4

IL N'ethis AFB -72 F-15 -2,696

I Due to alternative / cumulative, including Reduction of the 479th TTW


